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Preface 

CMMI® (Capability Maturity Model® Integration) models are collections 
of best practices that help organizations improve their processes. The 
first CMMI model was developed by a product team from industry, 
government, and the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) for the 
application of process improvement in the development of products and 
services covering the entire product lifecycle from conceptualization 
through maintenance and disposal. Following the success of CMMI 
models for development organizations, the need was identified for a 
CMMI model addressing the acquisition environment. 

General Motors, in collaboration with the SEI and with approval of the 
CMMI Sponsors and Steering Group, developed the initial draft of the 
Acquisition constellation as the special report, Adapting CMMI for 
Acquisition Organizations: A Preliminary Report [Dodson 2006].1 CMMI 
for Acquisition, Version 1.2 (CMMI-ACQ, V1.2) reflects the refinement 
of this initial draft. The CMMI-ACQ development team, consisting of 
members from government, industry, and the SEI, gathered input from 
those who piloted and reviewed the preliminary report and created 
CMMI-ACQ, V1.2. This model is included in the CMMI Product Suite. 

Purpose 

The CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 model is a collection of best practices that is 
generated from the CMMI V1.2 Architecture and Framework. This 
collection includes acquisition best practices from government and 
industry. CMMI-ACQ is based on the CMMI Model Foundation or CMF 
(i.e., model components common to all CMMI models and 
constellations), the CMMI Acquisition Module [Bernard 2005], and the 
Software Acquisition Capability Maturity Model (SA-CMM) [SEI 2002]. 
CMMI-ACQ also incorporates work by several acquisition organizations 
to adapt the Development constellation for use in an acquisition 
organization. 

                                                                                       
1  A constellation is a collection of components used to construct models, training materials, and appraisal materials in an 

area of interest (e.g., acquisition and development). 
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The CMMI-ACQ model provides guidance for the application of CMMI 
best practices by the acquirer. Best practices in the model focus on 
activities for initiating and managing the acquisition of products and 
services that meet the needs of the customer. Although suppliers may 
provide artifacts useful to the processes addressed in CMMI-ACQ, the 
focus of the model is on the processes of the acquirer. CMMI-ACQ 
integrates bodies of knowledge that are essential for an acquirer. 

By integrating these bodies of knowledge, CMMI-ACQ provides a 
comprehensive set of best practices for acquiring products and 
services. CMMI for Development (CMMI-DEV) may be treated as a 
reference for supplier-executed activities for systems engineering, 
software development, and hardware design work in an acquisition 
initiative [SEI 2006a]. In those cases where the acquirer also has a role 
as a product or service developer (e.g., taking responsibility for the first 
few layers of product development and integration), CMMI-DEV (in 
particular the Requirements Development, Technical Solution, and 
Product Integration process areas) should also be used to improve the 
acquirer’s product or service development processes. 

Acknowledgements 

Many talented people were involved in the development of the CMMI 
v1.2 Product Suite. Three primary groups involved in this development 
were the Steering Group, Product Team, and Configuration Control 
Board. 

The Steering Group guided and approved plans of the Product Team, 
provided consultation on significant CMMI project issues, and ensured 
involvement from a variety of interested communities. 

The Steering Group initiated the development of the Acquisition 
constellation, recognizing the importance of providing best practices to 
acquirers. The Steering Group provided guidance for the development 
of the CMMI-ACQ model and its accompanying training materials. 

The Product Team wrote, reviewed, revised, discussed, and agreed on 
the structure and technical content of the CMMI Product Suite, including 
the framework, models, training, and appraisal materials. Development 
activities were based on multiple inputs. These inputs included an A-
Specification and guidance specific to each release provided by the 
Steering Group, source models, change requests received from the 
user community, and input received from pilots and other stakeholders. 
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The CMMI Configuration Control Board (CCB) is the official mechanism 
for controlling changes to CMMI models and Introduction to CMMI 
training. As such, this group ensures integrity over the life of the product 
suite by reviewing all proposed changes to the baseline and approving 
only those changes that satisfy identified issues and meet criteria for 
the upcoming release. 

The Acquisition Advisory Board acted as the configuration control board 
for the Acquisition constellation, approving all changes to the 
Acquisition constellation. Consisting of experts in the field of acquisition, 
this group ensured the integrity of the constellation using the same 
review process as the CMMI CCB. 

Members of the groups involved in developing CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 are 
listed in Appendix C. 

Audience 

The audience for CMMI-ACQ is anyone interested in process 
improvement in an acquisition environment. Whether you are familiar 
with the concept of Capability Maturity Models or are seeking 
information to get started on your improvement efforts, CMMI-ACQ will 
be useful to you. This model is also intended for organizations who 
want to use a reference model for an appraisal of their acquisition-
related processes.2

Organization of this Document 

This document is organized into three main parts: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

                                                                                      

Part One—About CMMI for Acquisition 

Part Two—Generic Goals and Generic Practices, and the Process 
Areas 

Part Three—The Appendices and Glossary 

Part One, “About CMMI for Acquisition,” consists of five chapters: 

Chapter 1, “Introduction,” offers a broad view of CMMI and the 
Acquisition constellation, concepts of process improvement, the 
history of models used for process improvement, and different 
process improvement approaches. 

Chapter 2, “Process Area Components,” describes all of the 
components of the CMMI-ACQ process areas. 

 
2 An appraisal is an examination of one or more processes by a trained team of professionals using a reference model 

(e.g., CMMI-ACQ) as the basis for determining strengths and weaknesses. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

                                                                                      

Chapter 3, “Tying It All Together,” assembles the model 
components and explains the concepts of maturity levels and 
capability levels. 

Chapter 4, “Relationships Among Process Areas,” provides insight 
into the meaning and interactions of the CMMI-ACQ process areas. 

Chapter 5, “Using CMMI Models,” describes paths to adoption and 
the use of CMMI-ACQ for process improvement and benchmarking 
of practices in an acquisition organization. 

Part Two, “Generic Goals and Generic Practices, and the Process 
Areas,” contains all of this CMMI model’s required and expected 
components. It also contains related informative components, including 
subpractices, notes, examples, and typical work products. 

Part Two contains 23 sections. The first section contains the generic 
goals and practices. The remaining 22 sections each represent one of 
the CMMI-ACQ process areas.3

To make these process areas easy to find, they are organized 
alphabetically by process area acronym. Each section contains 
descriptions of goals, best practices, and examples. 

Part Three, “The Appendices and Glossary,” consists of four sections: 

Appendix A, “References,” contains references you can use to 
locate documented sources of information such as reports, process 
improvement models, industry standards, and books that are 
related to CMMI-ACQ. 

Appendix B, “Acronyms,” defines the acronyms used in the model. 

Appendix C, “CMMI for Acquisition Project Participants,” contains 
lists of team members and their organizations who participated in 
the development of CMMI-ACQ, Version 1.2. 

Appendix D, “Glossary,” defines many of the terms used in CMMI-
ACQ. 

 
3 A process area is a cluster of related best practices in an area, which when implemented collectively, satisfies a set of 

goals considered important for making significant improvement in that area. This concept is covered in detail in Chapter 2. 
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How to Use this Document 

Whether you are new to process improvement, new to CMMI, or 
already familiar with CMMI, Part One can help you understand why 
CMMI-ACQ is the guide to use for improving your acquisition 
processes. 

Readers New to Process Improvement 

If you are new to process improvement or new to the Capability Maturity 
Model (CMM®) concept, we suggest that you read Chapter 1, 
“Introduction,” first. Chapter 1 contains an overview of process 
improvement that explains what CMMI is all about. 

Next, skim Part Two, including generic goals and practices and specific 
goals and practices, to get a feel for the scope of the best practices 
contained in the model. Pay close attention to the purpose and 
introductory notes at the beginning of each process area. 

In Part Three, look through the references in Appendix A and select 
additional sources you think would be beneficial to read before moving 
forward with using CMMI-ACQ. Read through the acronyms and 
glossary to become familiar with the language of CMMI. Then, go back 
and read the details of Part Two. 

Readers Experienced with Process Improvement 

If you are new to CMMI but have experience with other process 
improvement models, such as the Software Acquisition CMM, you will 
immediately recognize many similarities in their structure and content. 

We recommend that you read Part One to understand how CMMI is 
different from other process improvement models. If you have 
experience with other models, you may want to select which sections to 
read first. Read Part Two with an eye for best practices you recognize 
from the models that you have already used. By identifying familiar 
material, you will gain an understanding of what is new and what has 
been carried over, or is familiar from the models you already know. 

Next, review the glossary to understand how some terminology may 
differ from that used in the process improvement models you know. 
Many concepts are repeated, but they may be called something 
different. 
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Readers Familiar with CMMI 

If you have reviewed or used a CMMI model before, you will quickly 
recognize the CMMI concepts discussed and the best practices 
presented. 

Additional Information and Reader Feedback 

There are many sources of information about CMMI, such as the 
background and history of the CMMI models, as well as the benefits of 
using CMMI models. Many of these sources are listed in Appendix A 
and are also published on the CMMI Web site—
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/. 

Your suggestions for improving CMMI are welcome. For information on 
how to provide feedback, see the CMMI Web site at 
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/models/change-requests.html. If you have 
questions about CMMI, send email to cmmi-comments@sei.cmu.edu. 
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1 Introduction 

Now more than ever, organizations are increasingly becoming 
acquirers4 of needed capabilities by obtaining products and services 
from suppliers and developing less and less of these capabilities in-
house. The intent of this widely adopted business strategy is to improve 
an organization’s operational efficiencies by leveraging suppliers’ 
capabilities to deliver quality solutions rapidly, at lower cost, and with 
the most appropriate technology. 

Acquisition of needed capabilities is challenging because acquirers 
must take overall accountability for satisfying the user of the needed 
capability while allowing the supplier to perform the tasks necessary to 
develop and provide the solution. 

According to recent studies, 20 to 25 percent of large information 
technology (IT) acquisition projects fail within two years and 50 percent 
fail within five years. Mismanagement, the inability to articulate 
customer needs, poor requirements definition, inadequate supplier 
selection and contracting processes, insufficient technology selection 
procedures, and uncontrolled requirements changes are factors that 
contribute to project failure. Responsibility is shared by both the supplier 
and the acquirer. The majority of project failures could be avoided if the 
acquirer learned how to properly prepare for, engage with, and manage 
suppliers. 

In addition to these challenges, an overall key to a successful acquirer-
supplier relationship is communication. 

Unfortunately, many organizations have not invested in the capabilities 
necessary to effectively manage projects in an acquisition environment. 
Too often acquirers disengage from the project once the supplier is 
hired. Too late they discover that the project is not on schedule, 
deadlines will not be met, the technology selected is not viable, and the 
project has failed. 

                                                                                       
4 In CMMI-ACQ, the terms project and acquirer refer to the acquisition project; the term organization refers to the 

acquisition organization. 
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The acquirer has a focused set of major objectives. These objectives 
include the requirement to maintain a relationship with the final users of 
the capability to fully comprehend their needs. The acquirer owns the 
project, executes overall project management, and is accountable for 
delivering the needed capabilities to the users. Thus, these acquirer 
responsibilities may extend beyond ensuring the right capability is 
delivered by chosen suppliers to include such activities as integrating 
the overall product or service, transitioning it into operation, and 
obtaining insight into its appropriateness and adequacy to continue to 
meet customer needs. 

CMMI® for Acquisition (CMMI-ACQ) provides an opportunity to avoid or 
eliminate barriers in the acquisition process through practices and 
terminology that transcend the interests of individual departments or 
groups. 

This document provides guidance to help the acquirer apply CMMI best 
practices. 

CMMI-ACQ contains 22 process areas. Of those, 16 are CMMI Model 
Foundation (CMF) process areas that cover process management, 
project management, and support process areas. More about the CMF 
is discussed in Chapter 3. 

Six process areas focus on practices specific to acquisition addressing 
agreement management, acquisition requirements development, 
acquisition technical management, acquisition validation, acquisition 
verification, and solicitation and supplier agreement development. 

All CMMI-ACQ model practices focus on the activities of the acquirer. 
Those activities include supplier sourcing, developing and awarding 
supplier agreements, and managing the acquisition of capabilities, 
including the acquisition of both products and services. Supplier 
activities are not addressed in this document. Suppliers and acquirers 
who also develop products and services should consider using the 
CMMI-DEV model. 

About Capability Maturity Models 

In its research to help organizations develop and maintain quality 
products and services, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has 
found several dimensions that an organization can focus on to improve 
its business. Figure 1.1 illustrates the three critical dimensions that 
organizations typically focus on: people, procedures and methods, and 
tools and equipment. 
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Figure 1.1: The Three Critical Dimensions 

 in your 
s. 

te 

logy are not important. We are 
living in a world where technology is changing by an order of magnitude 

ple and 

 workforce meet 
business objectives by helping them work smarter, not harder, and with 

But what holds everything together? It is the processes used
organization. Processes allow you to align the way you do busines
They allow you to address scalability and provide a way to incorpora
knowledge of how to do things better. Processes allow you to leverage 
your resources and to examine business trends. 

This is not to say that people and techno

every ten years. Similarly, people typically work for many companies 
throughout their careers. We live in a dynamic world. A focus on 
process provides the infrastructure and stability necessary to deal with 
an ever-changing world and to maximize the productivity of peo
the use of technology to be more competitive. 

Manufacturing has long recognized the importance of process 
effectiveness and efficiency. Today, many organizations in 
manufacturing and service industries recognize the importance of 
quality processes. Process helps an organization’s

improved consistency. Effective processes also provide a vehicle for 
introducing and using new technology in a way that best meets the 
business objectives of the organization. 
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In the 1930s, Walter Shewhart began work in process improvement w
his principles of statistical quality control [Shewhart 1931]. These

ith 
 

principles were refined by W. Edwards Deming [Deming 1986], Phillip 

en 
in their work at IBM 

(International Business Machines) and the SEI [Humphrey 1989]. 

 

 of a 
y the quality of the process used 

to develop and maintain it,” and defined CMMs that embody this 
premise. The belief in this premise is seen worldwide in quality 
movements, as evidenced by the International Organization for 
Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) 

oc, 
re processes with improved 

quality and effectiveness. 

The SEI created the first CMM designed for software organizations and 
published it in a book, Capability Maturity Model: Guidelines for 
Improving the Software Process [SEI 1995]. 

Today, CMMI is an application of the principles introduced almost a 
century ago to this never-ending cycle of process improvement. The 
value of this process improvement approach has been confirmed over 
time. Organizations have experienced increased productivity and 
quality, improved cycle time, and more accurate and predictable 
schedules and budgets [Gibson 2006]. 

Evolution of CMMI 

Crosby [Crosby 1979], and Joseph Juran [Juran 1988]. Watts 
Humphrey, Ron Radice, and others extended these principles ev
further and began applying them to software 

Humphrey’s book, Managing the Software Process, provides a 
description of the basic principles and concepts on which many of the
Capability Maturity Models® (CMMs®) are based. 

The SEI has taken the process management premise, “the quality
system or product is highly influenced b

body of standards. 

CMMs focus on improving processes in an organization. They contain 
the essential elements of effective processes for one or more 
disciplines and describe an evolutionary improvement path from ad h
immature processes to disciplined, matu

Figure 1.2 illustrates the models that were integrated into CMMI-DEV 
and CMMI-ACQ. Developing a set of integrated models involved more 
than simply combining existing model materials. Using processes that 
promote consensus, the CMMI Product Team built a framework that 
accommodates multiple constellations. 
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v1.02 (2000)v1.02 (2000)
v1.1 (2002)v1.1 (2002)
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v1.1 (1993)
CMM for Software
v1.1 (1993)

Systems Engineering 
CMM v1.1 (1995)
Systems Engineering 
CMM v1.1 (1995)

EIA 731 SECM 
(1998)
EIA 731 SECM 
(1998)

INCOSE SECAM 
(1996)
INCOSE SECAM 
(1996)

Integrated Product 
Development CMM
(1997)

Integrated Product 
Development CMM
(1997)

Software CMM 
v2, draft C (1997)
Software CMM 
v2, draft C (1997)

CMMI for Development 
v1.2 (2006)

CMMI for Acquisition 
v1.2 (2007)
CMMI for Acquisition 
v1.2 (2007)

Software Acquisition
CMM v1.03 (2002)

 

Figure 1.2: The History of CMMs5

CMMI Framework Architecture 

The CMMI Framework Architecture provides the structure needed to 
produce CMMI models, training, and appraisal components. To allow 
the use of multiple models within the CMMI Framework, model 
components are classified as either common to all CMMI models or 
applicable to a specific model. The common material is called the CMMI 
Model Foundation or CMF. 

The components of the CMF are required to be a part of every model 
generated from the framework. Those components are combined with 
material applicable to an area of interest to produce a model. Some of 
this material is shared among areas of interest and others are unique to 
only one area of interest. 

A constellation is defined as a collection of components that are used to 
construct models, training materials, and appraisal materials in an area 
of interest (e.g., acquisition and development). The Acquisition 
constellation’s model is called CMMI for Acquisition or CMMI-ACQ. 

                                                                                       
5 EIA 731 SECM is the Electronic Industries Alliance standard 731, or the Systems Engineering Capability Model. INCOSE 

SECAM is International Council on Systems Engineering Systems Engineering Capability Assessment Model [EIA 2002]. 
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CMMI for Acquisition 

The CMMI Steering Group initially approved an introductory collection 
of acquisition best practices called the Acquisition Module (CMMI-AM), 
which was based on the CMMI Framework. While it sought to capture 
best practices, it was not intended to become an appraisable model nor 
a suitable model for process improvement purposes. 

General Motors partnered with the SEI to create the initial draft 
Acquisition model that was the basis for this model. This model 
represents the work of many organizations and individuals. 

Acquirers should use professional judgment and common sense to 
interpret this model for their organizations. That is, although the process 
areas described in this model depict behaviors considered best practice 
for most acquirers, all process areas and practices should be 
interpreted using an in-depth knowledge of CMMI-ACQ, organizational 
constraints, and the business environment. 

This document is a reference model that covers the acquisition of 
needed capabilities. Capabilities are acquired in many industries, 
including aerospace, banking, computer hardware, software, defense, 
automobile manufacturing, and telecommunications. All these industries 
can use CMMI-ACQ. 
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2 Process Area Components 

This chapter describes the components found in each process area, 
and in the generic goals and generic practices. Understanding the 
meaning of these components is critical to using the information in Part 
Two effectively. If you are unfamiliar with Part Two, you may want to 
skim the “Generic Goals and Generic Practices” section and a couple of 
process area sections to get a general feel for the content and layout 
before reading this chapter. 

Required, Expected, and Informative Components 

Model components are grouped into three categories—required, 
expected, and informative—that reflect how to interpret them. 

Required Components 

Required components describe what an organization must achieve to 
satisfy a process area. This achievement must be visibly implemented 
in an organization’s processes. The required components in CMMI are 
the specific and generic goals. Goal satisfaction is used in appraisals as 
the basis for deciding whether a process area has been satisfied. 

Expected Components 

Expected components describe what an organization may implement to 
achieve a required component. Expected components guide those who 
implement improvements or perform appraisals. The expected 
components in CMMI are the specific and generic practices. 

Before goals can be considered satisfied, either the practices as 
described or acceptable alternatives to them must be present in the 
planned and implemented processes of the organization. 

Informative Components 

Informative components provide details that help organizations 
understand the required and expected components. Subpractices, 
typical work products, goal and practice titles, goal and practice notes, 
examples, and references are examples of informative model 
components. 

Process Area Components 9
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For CMMI-ACQ, typical supplier deliverables are added informative 
components due to the interaction between supplier and acquirer 
processes. 

The CMMI glossary of terms is not a required, expected, or informative 
component of CMMI models. You should interpret the terms in the 
glossary in the context of the model component in which they appear. 

Components Associated with Part Two 

The model components associated with Part Two can be summarized 
to illustrate their relationships, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Process Area

Generic PracticesGeneric Practices

Generic GoalsGeneric Goals

Introductory Related
ss Areas

Expected InformativeInformativeRequiredKEY:

Purpose 
Statement Notes Proce

SubpracticesSubpractices

Specific GoalsSpecific Goals

Specific PracticesSpecific Practices

Typical Work
Products

Typical Work
Products

SubpracticesSubpractices

 

Figu ts 

The riptions of CMMI model 
com

Pro

re 2.1: CMMI Model Componen

 following sections provide detailed desc
ponents. 

cess Areas 

A process ar in an area that, when 
imp t of goals considered important 
for 

ea is a cluster of related practices 
lemented collectively, satisfies a se
making improvement in that area. 
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The as, presented in alphabetical order by 
acro

• nt (AM) 

• 

•  

• 

• R) 

• 

• Configuration Management (CM) 

and Resolution (DAR) 

Performance (OPP) 

• Organizational Training (OT) 

• Project Planning (PP) 

titative Project Management (QPM) 

• Requirements Management (REQM) 

SKM) 

re are twenty-two process are
nym: 

Agreement Manageme

Acquisition Requirements Development (ARD) 

Acquisition Technical Management (ATM)

Acquisition Validation (AVAL) 

Acquisition Verification (AVE

Causal Analysis and Resolution (CAR) 

• Decision Analysis 

• Integrated Project Management (IPM) 

• Measurement and Analysis (MA) 

• Organizational Innovation and Deployment (OID) 

• Organizational Process Definition (OPD) 

• Organizational Process Focus (OPF) 

• Organizational Process 

• Project Monitoring and Control (PMC) 

• Process and Product Quality Assurance (PPQA) 

• Quan

• Risk Management (R

• Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development (SSAD) 

Purpose Statements 

A purpose statement describes the purpose of the process area and is 
an informative component. 

For example, the purpose statement of the Organizational Process 
Definition process area is “The purpose of Organizational Process 

) is to establish and maintain a usable set of 
organizational process assets and work environment standards.” 
Definition (OPD

Introductory Notes 

The introductory notes section of the process area describes the major 
concepts covered in the process area and is an informative component. 
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An example from the introductory notes of the Project Planning pro
area is “Planning begins with requirements that define the product and

cess 
 

project.” 

Related Process Areas 

The related process areas section lists references to related process 
ts the high-level relationships among the process 

areas. The related process area section is an informative component. 

ction of 

areas and reflec

An example of a reference found in the related process areas se
the Project Planning process area is “Refer to the Risk Management 
process area for more information about identifying and managing 
risks.” 

Specific Goals 

A specific goal describes the unique characteristics that must be 
present to satisfy the process area. A specific goal is a required model 
component and is used in appraisals to help determine whether a 

process area is “Integrity of baselines is established and maintained.” 

Only the statement of the specific goal is a required model component. 

. 

process area is satisfied. 

For example, a specific goal from the Configuration Management 

The title of a specific goal (preceded by the goal number) and notes 
associated with the goal are considered informative model components

Generic Goals 

Generic goals are called generic because the same goal statement 
applies to multiple process areas. A generic goal describes the 

l 
rocess 

iled description of generic goals.) 

Only the statement of the generic goal is a required model component. 
es 

ts. 

characteristics that must be present to institutionalize the processes 
that implement a process area. A generic goal is a required mode
component and is used in appraisals to determine whether a p
area is satisfied. (See the “Generic Goals and Generic Practices” 
section in Part Two for a more deta

An example of a generic goal is “The process is institutionalized as a 
defined process.” 

The title of a generic goal (preceded by the goal number) and not
associated with the goal are considered informative model componen
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Specific Goal and Practice Summaries 

The specific goal and practice summary provides a high-level summa
of the specific goals, which are required components, and the specifi
practices, which are expected components. The specific goal and 
practice summary is an informative component. 

ry 
c 

Specific Practices 

A specific practice is the description of an activity that is conside
important in achieving t

red 
he associated specific goal. The specific 

practices describe the activities that are expected to result in 
ls of a process area. A specific practice 

is an expected model component. 

trol 
ntified in the 

project plan.” 

l 

ific practice are considered 
informative model components. 

Typical Work Products 

achievement of the specific goa

For example, a specific practice from the Project Monitoring and Con
process area is “Monitor commitments against those ide

Only the statement of the specific practice is an expected mode
component. The title of a specific practice (preceded by the practice 
number) and notes associated with the spec

The typical work products section lists sample output from a s
practice. These examples are called typical work products because 
there are often other work products that are just as effective but are not 
listed. A typical work produ

pecific 

ct is an informative model component. 

lan” in 

liverables 

For example, a typical work product for the specific practice “Monitor 
actual values of project planning parameters against the project p
the Project Monitoring and Control process area is “Records of 
significant deviations.” 

Typical Supplier De

To aid the acquirer, typical supplier deliverables are also provided. A 
typical supplier deliverable represents an artifact that is input into or 
supports the acquirer’s implementation of the practice. 

For example, a typical supplier deliverable for the specific practice 
“Perform activities with the supplier as specified in the supplier 
agreement” in the Agreement Management process area is “Supplier 
project progress and performance reports.” 
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Subpractices 

A subpractice is a detailed description that provides guidance for 
interpreting and implementing a specific or generic practice. 

ded as if prescriptive, but they are actually an 
ent meant only to provide ideas that may be useful 

for process improvement. 

ct Monitoring and Control 
process area is “Determine and document the appropriate actions 
nee ddress identified issues.” 

Gen s 

Subpractices may be wor
informative compon

For example, a subpractice for the specific practice “Take corrective 
action on identified issues” in the Proje

ded to a

eric Practice

Generic prac
to multi

tices are called generic because the same practice applies 
ple process areas. A generic practice is the description of an 

ric practice for the generic goal “The process is 

 

odel 
component. The title of a generic practice (preceded by the practice 

d notes associated with the practice are considered 

Supporting Informati

activity that is considered important in achieving the associated generic 
goal. A generic practice is an expected model component. 

For example, a gene
institutionalized as a managed process” is “Provide adequate resources 
for performing the process, developing the work products, and providing
the services of the process.” 

Only the statement of the generic practice is an expected m

number) an
informative model components. 

ve Components 

There are many places in the model where further information is
needed to describe a concept. This informative material is provided in 
the form of the following components: 

• Notes 

 

•

 References 

Not

 Examples 

•

es 

A n y other model component. It 
vide detail, background, or rationale. A note is an informative 

model component. 

ote is text that can accompany nearly an
may pro
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For example, a note that accompanies the specific practice “Implement 
selected action proposals developed in causal analysis” in the Causal 

 be Analysis and Resolution process area is “Only changes that prove to
of value should be considered for broad implementation.” 

Examples 

An example is a component comprising text and often a list of items, 
usually in a box, that can accompany nearly any other component a
provides one or more examples to clarify a concept or described 
activity. An example is an informative model component. 

The following is an exam

nd 

ple that accompanies the subpractice 
“Document noncompliance issues when they cannot be resolved in the 
project” under the specific practice “Communicate quality issues and 
ensure the resolution of noncompliance issues with the staff and 
managers” in the Process and Product Quality Assurance process area. 

Examples of ways to resolve noncompliance in the project include the following: 

• Fixing the noncompliance 

• Changing the process descriptions, standards, or procedures that were violated 

• Obtaining a waiver to cover the noncompliance 
 

References 

A reference is a pointer to additional or more detailed information in 
related process areas and can accompany nearly any other model 
component. A reference is an informative model component. 

 
e project’s defined process based on 

historical stability and capability data” in the Quantitative Project 

 

For example, a reference that accompanies the specific practice “Select
subprocesses that compose th

Management process area is “Refer to the Organizational Process 
Definition process area for more information about the organization’s 
process asset library, which might include a process element of known
and needed capability.” 

Numbering Scheme 

Specific and generic goals are numbered sequentially. Each specific 
goal begins with the prefix SG (e.g., SG 1). Each generic goal begins 
with the prefix GG (e.g., GG 2). 
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Specific and generic practices also are numbered sequentially. Each 
specific practice begins with the prefix SP, followed by a number in the 
form x.y (e.g., SP 1.1). The x is the same number as the goal to which 
the specific practice maps. The y is the sequence number of the 
specific practice under the specific goal. 

An example of specific practice numbering is in the Project Planning 
process area. The first specific practice is numbered SP 1.1 and the 
second is SP 1.2. 

Each generic practice begins with the prefix GP, followed by a number 
in the form x.y (e.g., GP 1.1). 

The x corresponds to the number of the generic goal. The y is the 
sequence number of the generic practice under the generic goal. For 
example, the first generic practice associated with GG 2 is numbered 
GP 2.1 and the second is GP 2.2. 

Typographical Conventions 

The typographical conventions used in this model were designed to 
enable you to select what you need and use it effectively. We present 
model components in formats that allow you to find them quickly on the 
page. 

Figures 2.2 through 2.3 are sample pages from process areas in Part 
Two; they show the different process area components, labeled so that 
you can identify them. Notice that components differ typographically so 
that you can easily identify each one. 
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Purpose

Introductory
Notes

Process Area 
Category

Process Area
Name

Maturity Level

Figure 2.2: Sample Page from Decision Analysis and Resolution 
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Subpractice

Specific Goal

Specific Practice

Typical 
Work Products

Typical Supplier
Deliverables

ceReferen

 
Figure 2.3: Sample Page from Acquisition Technical Management 
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3 Tying It All Together 

Now that you have been introduced to the components of CMMI 
models, you need to understand how they fit together to meet your 
process improvement needs. This chapter introduces the concept of 
levels and shows how the process areas are organized and used. 

CMMI-ACQ does not specify that a project or organization must follow a 
particular acquisition process flow or that a certain number of 
deliverables per day or specific performance targets be achieved—only 
that they have processes in place for adequately addressing 
acquisition-related practices. To determine whether this is so, a project 
or organization maps its processes to the process areas contained in 
this document. 

The mapping of processes to process areas enables acquirers to track 
their progress against the CMMI-ACQ model as they implement 
processes. It is not intended that every process area of the CMMI-ACQ 
will map one to one with a given organization’s or project’s processes. 

Understanding Levels 

Levels are used in CMMI to describe an evolutionary path 
recommended for an organization that wants to improve the process
it uses to acquire capabilities, including products and services. Levels
can also be the outcome of the rating activity

es 
 

 in appraisals.6 Appraisals 

 an 
. 

ted 
ng successive sets of process 

are

                                                                                

can apply to entire companies or to smaller groups such as a small 
group of projects or a division in a company. 

CMMI supports two improvement paths using levels. One path enables 
organizations to incrementally improve processes corresponding to
individual process area (or process areas) selected by the organization
The other path enables organizations to improve a set of rela
processes by incrementally addressi

as. 

       
6 For more information about appraisals, refer to Appraisal Requirements for CMMI and the Standard CMMI Appraisal 

Method for Process Improvement Method Definition Document [SEI 2006c, SEI 2006b]. 
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The
leve  to 
two he 
two

e 

d manage 

ch a t e 
appropriate ess area or set of process areas that are 

 fo nt, regardless of apability or a 
 le

to implement process improvement 
e bjectives, and both e same essential 

content and use the same model components. 

Structures of the Con  a tatio

se two improvement paths are associated with the two types of 
ls, capability levels and maturity levels. These levels correspond
 approaches to process improvement called representations. T
 representations are continuous and staged. The continuous 

representation has capability levels. The staged representation has 
maturity levels. 

Regardless of which representation you select, the level concept is th
same. Levels characterize improvement from an ill-defined state to a 
state that uses quantitative information to determine an
improvements that are needed to meet an organization’s business 
objectives. 

To rea  particular level, an organiza ion must satisfy all of th
 goals of the proc

targeted
maturity

r improveme
vel. 

 whether it is a c

Both representations provide ways 
to achiev  business o  provide th

tinuous nd Staged Represen ns 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the structures of the continuous and staged 
 you 

. 

representations. The differences jump out at you immediately when
look at these structures. The staged representation utilizes maturity 
levels, whereas the continuous representation utilizes capability levels
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Process Areas

Capability Levels

Continuous Representation

Generic Practices

Generic GoalsSpecific Goals

Specific Practices

Maturity Levels

epresentationStaged R

Generic Practices

Generic GoalsSpecific Goals

Specific Practices

Process Areas

 
Figure 3.1: Structure of the Continuous and Staged Representations 

What may strike you as you compare these two representations is their 
 same components (e.g., process 

areas, specific goals, and specific practices), and these components 

lity 
as measured by capability levels and the staged representation focuses 

easured by maturity levels. These 
rity dimensions) of CMMI are used for 

nt 
ent in individual process areas. These levels are a means 

en 

similarity. Both have many of the

have the same hierarchy and configuration. 

What is not readily apparent from the high-level view in Figure 3.1 is 
that the continuous representation focuses on process area capabi

on organizational maturity as m
dimensions (the capability/matu
benchmarking and appraisal activities, as well as guiding an 
organization’s improvement efforts. 

• Capability levels apply to an organization’s process improveme
achievem
for incrementally improving the processes corresponding to a giv
process area. There are six capability levels, which are numbered 0 
through 5. 
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• Maturity levels apply to an organization’s process improvement 
achievement across multiple process areas. These levels are a 

. 

urity 

Table 3.1 Comparison of Capability and Maturity Levels 

entation Staged Representation 

means of predicting the general outcomes of the next project 
undertaken. There are five maturity levels, numbered 1 through 5. 

Table 3.1 compares the six capability levels to the five maturity levels
Notice that the names of four of the levels are the same in both 
representations. The differences are that there is no maturity level 0 
and at level 1, the capability level is Performed, whereas the mat
level is Initial. Therefore, the starting point is different. 

Level Continuous Repres
Capability Levels Maturity Levels 

Level 0 Incomplete (not applicable) 

Level 1 Performed Initial 

Level 2 Managed Managed 

Level 3 Defined Defined 

Level 4 Quantitatively Managed Quantitatively Managed 

Level 5 Optimizing Optimizing 

The continuous representation is concerned with selecting both a 
particular process area to improve and the desired capability level for 
that process area. In this context, whether a process is performed or 
incomplete is important. Therefore, the name incomplete is given to the 

y to measure how 
r, the 

t is different. 

continuous representation starting point. 

Because the staged representation is concerned with the overall 
maturity of the organization, whether individual processes are 
performed or incomplete is not the primary focus. Therefore, the name 
initial is given to the staged representation starting point. 

Both capability levels and maturity levels provide a wa
well organizations can and do improve their processes. Howeve
associated approach to process improvemen
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Understanding Capability Levels 

To support those using the continuous representation, all CMMI models
reflect capability levels in their design and content. 

The six capability levels, designated by the numbers 0 th

 

rough 5, are as 

Performed 

level for a process area is achieved when all of the generic 
goals are satisfied up to that level. The fact that capability levels 2 

 
 
 

follows: 

0. Incomplete 

1. 

2. Managed 

3. Defined 

4. Quantitatively Managed 

5. Optimizing 

A capability 

through 5 use the same terms as generic goals 2 through 5 is 
intentional because each of these generic goals and practices reflects 
the meaning of the capability levels of the goals and practices. (See the
“Generic Goals and Generic Practices” section in Part Two for more
information about generic goals and practices.) A short description of
each capability level follows. 

Capability Level 0: Incomplete 

An incomplete process is a process that either is not performed or 
partially performed. One or more of the specific goals of the process 
area are not satisfied, and no generic goals exist for this level since
there is no reason to institutionalize a partially performed proces

 
s. 

Capability Level 1: Performed 

A capability level 1 process is characterized as a performed process. A
performed process is a process that satisfies the specific goals of the 
process area. It supports and enables the work needed to acquire 

 

capabilities. 

Although capability level 1 results in important improvements, those 
improvements can be lost over time if they are not institutionalized. The 
application of institutionalization (the CMMI generic practices at 
capability levels 2 through 5) helps to ensure that improvements are 
maintained. 
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Capability Level 2: Managed 

A capability level 2 process is characterized as a managed process. A 
managed process is a performed (capability level 1) process that ha
the basic infrastructure in place to support the process. It is planned 
and executed in accordance with policy; employs skilled people
have adequate resources to produce controlled outputs; inv

s 

 who 
olves 

relevant stakeholders; is monitored, controlled, and reviewed; and is 
evaluated for adherence to its process description. The process 

l 2 helps to ensure that existing 
 retained during times of stress. 

discipline reflected by capability leve
practices are

Capability Level 3: Defined 

A capability level 3 process is characterized as a defined process. A 
defined process is a managed (capability level 2) process that is 
tailored from the organization’s set of standard processes acco
the organization’s tailoring guidelines and contributes work products, 
measures, and other process improvement information to the 
organizational process assets. 

A critical distinction between ca

rding to 

pability levels 2 and 3 is the scope of 
standards, process descriptions, and procedures. At capability level 2, 

, and 

d 
re consistent, except for the differences allowed by the 

tailoring guidelines. 

are 
typically described more rigorously than at capability level 2. A defined 

tates the purpose, inputs, entry criteria, activities, roles, 
and exit criteria. At capability level 

naged more proactively using an understanding of 
e process activities and detailed measures of 

rk products, and its services. 

Capability Level 4: Quantitatively Managed 

the standards, process descriptions, and procedures may be quite 
different in each specific instance of the process (e.g., on a particular 
project). At capability level 3, the standards, process descriptions
procedures for a project are tailored from the organization’s set of 
standard processes to suit a particular project or organizational unit an
therefore are mo

Another critical distinction is that at capability level 3, processes 

process clearly s
measures, verification steps, outputs, 
3, processes are ma
the interrelationships of th
the process, its wo

A capability level 4 process is characterized as a quantitatively 

ss 

ess. 

managed process. A quantitatively managed process is a defined 
(capability level 3) process that is controlled using statistical and other 
quantitative techniques. Quantitative objectives for quality and proce
performance are established and used as criteria in managing the 
process. Quality and process performance is understood in statistical 
terms and is managed throughout the life of the proc
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Capability Level 5: Optimizing 

A capability level 5 process is characterized as an optimizing proce
An optimizing process is a quantitatively managed (capability level 4) 
process that is improved based on an understanding of the common 
causes of variation inherent in the process. The focus of an optimizi
process is on continually improving the range of process performance 
through both incremental and innovative improvements. 

ss. 

ng 

Remember that capability levels 2 through 5 use the same terms as 
s 
rt 

lity Levels 

generic goals 2 through 5, and a detailed description of these term
appears in the “Generic Goals and Generic Practices” section in Pa
Two. 

Advancing Through Capabi

The capability levels of a process area are achieved through the 
application of generic practices or suitable alternatives to th
associated with that process area. 

Reaching capability level 1 for a process area is equivalent to sayin
that the processes associated with that process area are performed
processes. 

Reaching capability level 2 for a process area is equivalent to saying 
that there is a policy that indicates you will perform the process
is a plan for performing it, resources are provided, responsibilities
assigned, training to perform it is provided, se

e processes 

g 
 

. There 
 are 

lected work products 
related to performing the process are controlled, and so on. In other 

ocesses 
d 

tatistical techniques. This analysis 
gives the organization more visibility into the performance of selected 
subprocesses, which will make it more competitive in the marketplace. 

words, a capability level 2 process can be planned and monitored just 
like any project or support activity. 

Reaching capability level 3 for a process area assumes that an 
organizational standard process exists associated with that process 
area, which can be tailored to the needs of the project. The pr
in the organization are now more consistently defined and applie
because they are based on organizational standard processes. 

Reaching capability level 4 for a process area assumes that this 
process area is a key business driver that the organization wants to 
manage using quantitative and s
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Reaching capability level 5 for a process area assumes that you have 
stabilized the selected subprocesses and that you want to reduce the 

on is 

Understanding Matur

common causes of variation in that process. Remember that variati
a natural occurrence in any process, so although it is conceptually 
feasible to improve all processes, it is not economical to improve all 
processes to level 5. Again, you want to concentrate on those 
processes that help you to meet your business objectives. 

ity Levels 

To support those using the staged representation, all CMMI models 
reflect maturity levels in their design and content. A maturity level 
consists of related specific and generic practices for a predefined set o
process areas that improve the organization’s overall performance. The 
maturity level of an organization provides a way to predict an 
organization’s performance in a given discipline or set of disciplines. 

f 

Experience has shown that organizations do their best when they focus 
ss 

bset 

ciated with each predefined set of 
process areas. 

g 

s 
ncepts 
y 

improvement relative to an individual process area. 

their process improvement efforts on a manageable number of proce
areas at a time and that those areas require increasing sophistication 
as the organization improves. 

A maturity level is a defined evolutionary plateau for organizational 
process improvement. Each maturity level matures an important su
of the organization’s processes, preparing it to move to the next 
maturity level. The maturity levels are measured by the achievement of 
the specific and generic goals asso

There are five maturity levels, each a layer in the foundation for ongoin
process improvement, designated by the numbers 1 through 5: 

1. Initial 

2. Managed 

3. Defined 

4. Quantitatively Managed 

5. Optimizing 

Remember that maturity levels 2 through 5 use the same terms a
capability levels 2 through 5. This was intentional because the co
of maturity levels and capability levels are complementary. Maturit
levels are used to characterize organizational improvement relative to a 
set of process areas, and capability levels characterize organizational 
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Maturity Level 1: Initial 

At maturity level 1, processes are usually ad hoc and chaotic. The 
organization usually does not provide a stable environment to su
processes. Success in these organizations depends on the competence 
and heroics of the people in the organization and not on the use o
proven processes. In spite of this chaos, maturity level 1 organizations 
acquire products and services tha

pport 

f 

t often work, but they frequently 
exceed the budget and schedule documented in their plans. 

Maturity level 1 organizations are characterized by a tendency to 
overcommit, abandonment of processes in a time of crisis, and an 
inability to repeat their successes. 

Maturity Level 2: Managed 

At maturity level 2, projects establish the foundation for an organizatio
to become an effective acquirer of needed capabilities by 
institutionalizing basic project management and supplier management 
practices. Projects define a supplier strategy, create project plans, and 
monitor and control the project to ensure the prod

n 

uct or service is 
delivered as planned. The acquirer establishes an agreement with 

ration 

pability to 
measure and analyze process performance. 

At maturity level 2, projects, processes, work products, and services are 

rer 

s, and ensures the designated 
work products of the process are under appropriate levels of 

ls the 

ipline 
reflected by maturity level 2 helps to ensure that existing practices are 

suppliers supporting the projects and manages such agreements to 
ensure each supplier delivers on commitments. The acquirer develops 
and manages customer and contractual requirements. Configu
management and process and product quality assurance are 
institutionalized, and the acquirer also develops the ca

managed. The acquirer ensures that processes are planned in 
accordance with policy. In order to execute the process, the acqui
provides adequate resources, assigns responsibility for performing the 
process, trains people on the proces

configuration management. The acquirer identifies and involves 
appropriate stakeholders and periodically monitors and contro
process. Process adherence is periodically evaluated and process 
performance is shared with senior management. The process disc

retained during times of stress. 
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Maturity Level 3: Defined 

At maturity level 3, acquirers use defined processes for managing
projects and suppliers. They embed tenets of project manageme
acquisition best practices, such as integrated project management and
acquisition technical management, into the standard process set. The
acquirer verifies that selected work products meet their require
and validates products and services to ensure they fulfill their
use in the intended environment. These p

 
nt and 

 
 

ments 
 intended 

rocesses are well 
characterized and understood and are described in standards, 

rd 

nization’s 

scriptions, and procedures may be quite 
e process (e.g., on a particular 
rds, process descriptions, and 

t of 

stinction is that at maturity level 3, processes are 

 
 level 
ing of 
 of the 

Due to the acquirer-supplier relationship, the need for early and 
aggressive detection of risk is compounded by the complexity of 
projects acquiring products and services. The purpose of risk 
management is to identify and assess project risks during project 
planning and manage these risks throughout the project. 

procedures, tools, and methods. 

The organization’s set of standard processes, which is the basis for 
maturity level 3, is established and improved over time. These standa
processes are used to establish consistency across the organization. 
Projects establish their defined processes by tailoring the orga
set of standard processes according to tailoring guidelines. (See the 
glossary for a definition of “organization’s set of standard processes.”) 

A critical distinction between maturity levels 2 and 3 is the scope of 
standards, process descriptions, and procedures. At maturity level 2, 
the standards, process de
different in each specific instance of th
project). At maturity level 3, the standa
procedures for a project are tailored from the organization’s se
standard processes to suit a particular project or organizational unit and 
therefore are more consistent except for the differences allowed by the 
tailoring guidelines. 

Another critical di
typically described more rigorously than at maturity level 2. A defined 
process clearly states the purpose, inputs, entry criteria, activities, roles,
measures, verification steps, outputs, and exit criteria. At maturity
3, processes are managed more proactively using an understand
the interrelationships of process activities and detailed measures
process, its work products, and its services. 

At maturity level 3, the organization must further mature the maturity 
level 2 process areas. Generic practices associated with generic goal 3 
that were not addressed at maturity level 2 are applied to achieve 
maturity level 3. 
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Maturity Level 4: Quantitatively Managed 

At maturity level 4, acquirers establish quantitative objectives for quality
and process performance and use them as criteria in managing 
processes. Quantitative objectives are based on needs of the customer
end users, organization, and process implementers. Quality and 
process performance is understood in statistical terms and is manag
throughout the life of processes. 

For selected subprocesses, specific measures of process performance 
are collected and statistically analyzed. When selecting processes or 

 

, 

ed 

s 
 

t 

usiness. Supplier process performance is 
analyzed as it interfaces with acquirer processes, through data and 

ility 

es and is quantitatively predictable. At maturity level 3, 
processes are typically only qualitatively predictable. 

subprocesses for analyses, it is critical to understand the relationship
between different processes and subprocesses and their impact on the
acquirer’s and supplier’s performance relative to delivering the produc
specified by the customer. Such an approach helps to ensure that 
quantitative and statistical management is applied to where it has the 
most overall value to the b

measures submitted by the supplier. Performance models are used to 
set performance objectives for both acquirer and supplier performance 
and to help both parties achieve their objectives. 

A critical distinction between maturity levels 3 and 4 is the predictab
of process performance. At maturity level 4, the performance of 
processes is controlled using statistical and other quantitative 
techniqu

Maturity Level 5: Optimizing 

At maturity level 5, an organization continually improves its processes 
based on a quantitative understanding of the common causes of 
variation inherent in processes. (See the definition of “common cau
process variation” in the glossary.) 

se of 

Maturity level 5 focuses on continually improving process performance 
through incremental and innovative process and technology 
improvements that enhance the acquirer’s and its suppliers’ ability to 
meet the acquirer’s quality and process-performance objectives. 

ing business objectives, 
and used as criteria in managing process improvement. The effects of 
deployed process improvements are measured and compared to 
quantitative process improvement objectives. Both the defined 
processes and the organization’s set of standard processes are targets 
of measurable improvement activities. 

Quantitative process improvement objectives for the organization are 
established, continually revised to reflect chang
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The acquirer typically achieves its quality and performance objectives 
through coordination with its suppliers. The acquirer typically focuses on 
capability differentiation and collaborative supplier management. 
Achievement of these objectives also depends on being able to 
effectively evaluate and deploy proposed improvements to processes 
and technologies. For best results, members of the acquirer-supplier 
network participate in the acquirer’s process- and technology-
improvement activities. Process improvement proposals are 
systematically gathered and addressed. 

A critical distinction between maturity levels 4 and 5 is the type of 
process variation addressed. At maturity level 4, the organization is 
concerned with addressing special causes of process variation and 
providing statistical predictability of results. Although processes may 
produce predictable results, the results may be insufficient to achieve 
established objectives. At maturity level 5, the organization is 
concerned with addressing common causes of proces  variation and 

reduce the inherent process variation experienced) to improve process 

s
changing the process (to shift the mean of the process performance or 

performance and to achieve established quantitative process 
improvement objectives. 

Advancing Through Maturity Levels 

Organizations can achieve progressive improvements in their 
organizational maturity by achieving control first at the project level and 
continuing to the most advanced level—organization-wide continuous 

ent 
in the range of expected results that can be achieved by an 

ves 

is 

process improvement—using both quantitative and qualitative data to 
make decisions. 

Since improved organizational maturity is associated with improvem

organization, it is one way of predicting general outcomes of the 
organization’s next project. For instance, at maturity level 2, the 
organization has been elevated from ad hoc to disciplined by 
establishing sound project management. As your organization achie
generic and specific goals for the set of process areas in a maturity 
level, you are increasing your organizational maturity and reaping the 
benefits of process improvement. Because each maturity level forms a 
necessary foundation for the next level, trying to skip maturity levels 
usually counterproductive. 
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At the same time, you must recognize that process improvement efforts 
should focus on the needs of the organization in the context of its 
business environment and that process areas at higher maturity levels 
address the current needs of an organization or project. For exampl
organizations seeking to move from maturity level 1 to mat

e, 
urity level 2 

are frequently encouraged to establish a process group, which is 
 that 

sary 
rt of 

 to 
 
p 
d 

rocess improvements anytime they choose, 
even before they are prepared to advance to the maturity level at which 

r, 
ccess of these 

improvements is at risk because the foundation for their successful 

oundation may fail at the point they are needed most—under 
stress. 

A teristic of vel 3 organization 
can be placed at great risk if maturi
d y  poorly plann  
schedule or fail to control changes to baselined requirements. Similarly, 
m ect the detailed data characteristic 
of maturity level 4 only to find the data uninterpretable because of 
in d measure ions. 

addressed by the Organizational Process Focus process area
resides at maturity level 3. Although a process group is not a neces
characteristic of a maturity level 2 organization, it can be a useful pa
the organization’s approach to achieving maturity level 2. 

This situation is sometimes characterized as establishing a maturity 
level 1 process group to bootstrap the maturity level 1 organization
maturity level 2. Maturity level 1 process improvement activities may
depend primarily on the insight and competence of the process grou
staff until an infrastructure to support more disciplined and widesprea
improvement is in place. 

Organizations can institute p

the specific practice is recommended. In such situations, howeve
organizations should understand that the su

institutionalization has not been completed. Processes without the 
proper f

 defined process that is charac a maturity le
ty level 2 mana

eficient. For example, management ma
gement practices are 

 commit to a ed

any organizations prematurely coll

consistencies in processes an ment definit
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Process Areas 

P rently in the esentations. Figure 
3.2 compares views of how process areas e continuous 
re tat

rocess areas are viewed diffe  two repr
 are used in th

presentation and the staged represen ion. 

Process Area 1

Process Area 2

Process Area 3 

Process Area 4 

CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4 CL5

Process Area N

Se
le

ct
ed

 P
ro

ce

Targeted Capability Levels

Continuous
Target Profile

 

ss
 A

re
as

Staged
Selected Maturity Level

Maturity Level 5
Maturity Level 4

Maturity Level 2

Maturity Level 3

REQM
PP

PMC
SAM

MA
PPQA

CM

= Groups of process areas chosen for process improvement to achieve maturity level 3  
Figure 3.2: Process Areas in Continuous and Staged Representa

The continuous representation enables the organization to choose th
focus of its process improvement efforts by choosing those process 
areas, or sets of interrelated process areas, that best benefit the 
organization and its business objectives. Although there are some limits
on what an organization can choose because of the dependencies 
among process areas, the organization h

tions 

e 

 

as considerable freedom in its 
selection. 
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To support those using the continuous representation, process areas 
ject 

Management, Acquisition, and Support. These categories emphasize 

ses associated with those process areas 
(i.e., select the appropriate capability level). Capability levels and 

 capability 
 sets 

f 

This selection of a combination of process areas and capability levels is 

s area be achieved. However, 
organizations that target capability levels higher than 1 concentrate on 

ation provides a predetermined path of 
improvement from maturity level 1 to maturity level 5 that involves 

 
 is 

a set of process areas that an organization would use to guide its 
process improvement until it could achieve all the goals of all these 
process areas. Once maturity level 2 is achieved, the organization 
focuses its efforts on maturity level 3 process areas, and so on. The 
generic goals that apply to each process area are also predetermined. 
Generic goal 2 applies to maturity level 2 and generic goal 3 applies to 
maturity levels 3 through 5. 

Table 3.2 provides a list of CMMI-ACQ process areas and their 
associated categories and maturity levels. 

are organized into four categories: Process Management, Pro

some of the key relationships that exist among the process areas. 

Once you select process areas, you must also select how much you 
would like to mature proces

generic goals and practices support the improvement of processes 
associated with individual process areas. For example, an organization 
may wish to reach capability level 2 in one process area and
level 4 in another. As the organization reaches a capability level, it
its sights on the next capability level for one of these same process 
areas or decides to widen its view and address a larger number o
process areas. 

typically described in a target profile. A target profile defines all of the 
process areas to be addressed and the targeted capability level for 
each. This profile governs which goals and practices the organization 
will address in its process improvement efforts. 

Most organizations, at minimum, target capability level 1, which requires 
that all specific goals of the proces

the institutionalization of selected processes in the organization by 
implementing the associated generic goals and practices. 

The staged represent

achieving the goals of the process areas at each maturity level. To 
support those using the staged representation, process areas are 
grouped by maturity level, indicating which process areas to implement
to achieve each maturity level. For example, at maturity level 2, there
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Table 3.2 Process Areas and Their Associated Categories and M
Levels 

Process Area Category Maturity Lev

aturity 

el 

ement Management (AM)  c i 2 Agre A quisit on 
Acquisition Requirements elopment Acquisition 2 

 Technical Management tion 3 

 (AV   Acquisition 3 
A  Acquisition 3 

sis and Res on (C ) Support 5 
me ) Support 2 
 Re n Support 3 

anagement (IPM) Project 
Management 

3 

ent and Analysis (MA) Support 2 
novation
) 

P
ent 

5 

ocess D on Process 
Management 

3 

l Process F (OP Process 
Management 

3 

anc Process 
Management 

4 

ining (O  Process 
Management 

3 

nd Co ) Project 
Management 

2 

 

Manag nt 
2 

duct Qua sur ce Support 2 

na ent 
Management 

4 

nt 
2 

Risk Management (RSKM) Project 
Management 

3 

Solicitation and Supplier Agreement 
Development (SSAD)  

Acquisition 2 

 Dev  
(ARD)  
Acquisition
(ATM)  

Acquisi

Acquisition Validation AL)
Acquisition Verification ( VER)
Causal Analy oluti AR
Configuration Manage nt (CM
Decision Analysis and
(DAR)

solutio
 

Integrated Project M

Measurem
Organizational In  and 
Deployment (OID

rocess 
Managem

Organizational Pr
(OPD)

efiniti
 

Organizationa ocus F) 

Organizational Process Perform e 
(OPP) 

Organizational Tra T)

Project Monitoring a ntrol (PMC

Project Planning (PP) Project 
eme

Process and Pro
(PPQA)

lity As an
 

Quantitative Project Ma
(QPM)

gem
 

Project 

Requirements Management (REQM) Project 
Manageme
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Equivalent Staging 

Equ
con esentation. In 
ess
are
would you compare that to matu

Up uch 
deta  using 
CMMI, and one result of an appr
2005]. If the n is used for an appraisal, the 

rea. Alternatively, the profile is a target 
profile when it represents the organization’s planned process 

 

ivalent staging is a way to compare results from using the 
tinuous representation to those of the staged repr
ence, if you measured improvement relative to selected process 
as using capability levels in the continuous representation, how 

rity levels? Is this possible? 

to this point, we have not discussed process appraisals in m
il. The SCAMPISM method7 is used to appraise organizations

aisal is a rating [SEI 2006b, Ahern 
continuous representatio

rating is a capability level profile. If the staged representation is used for 
an appraisal, the rating is a maturity level (e.g., maturity level 3) rating. 

A capability level profile is a list of process areas and the corresponding 
capability level achieved for each. This profile enables an organization 
to track its capability level by process area. The profile is an 
achievement profile when it represents the organization’s actual 
progress for each process a

improvement objectives. Figure 3.3 illustrates a combined target and 
achievement profile. The gray portion of each bar represents what has 
been achieved. The unshaded portion represents what remains to be
accomplished to meet the target profile. 

Requirements Management

sis

ocess and Product 
y Assurance

Configuration Management

Capability
Level 1

Capability
Level 2

Capability
Level 3

Capability
Level 4

Capability
Level 5

Project Planning

Project Monitoring 
and Control

Measurement and Analy

Agreement Management 

Pr
Qualit

 
Figure 3.3: An Example of a Target and Achievement Profile 

An achievement profile, when compared with a target profile, enables 
an organization to plan and track its progress for each selected process 
area. Maintaining capability level profiles is advisable when using the 
continuous representation. 

                                                                                       
7 The Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process Improvement (SCAMPI) method is described in Chapter 5. 
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Target staging is a sequence of target profiles that describes th
process improvement to be followed by the organization. When
target profiles, the organization should pay attention to the 

e path of 
 building 

dependencies between generic practices and process areas. If a 
generic practice depends on a process area, either to carry out the 
generic practice or to provide a prerequisite product, the generic 
practice may be much less effective when the process area is not 
implemented.8

ith 
ch 

ls 

nt 
on for 

 
t staging 

ion. 

                                                                                      

Although there are many reasons to use the continuous representation, 
ratings consisting of capability level profiles are limited in their ability to 
provide organizations with a way to generally compare themselves w
other organizations. Capability level profiles could be used if ea
organization selected the same process areas; however, maturity leve
have been used to compare organizations for years and already provide 
predefined sets of process areas. 

Because of this situation, equivalent staging was created. Equivale
staging enables an organization using the continuous representati
an appraisal to convert a capability level profile to the associated 
maturity level rating. 

The most effective way to depict equivalent staging is to provide a 
sequence of target profiles, each of which is equivalent to a maturity
level rating of the staged representation. The result is a targe
that is equivalent to the maturity levels of the staged representat

 
8 See Table 6.2 in the Generic Goals and Generic Practices section of Part Two for more information about the 

dependencies between generic practices and process areas. 
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Figure 3.4 shows a summary of the target profiles that must be 
achieved when using the continuous representation to be equivalent to 
maturity levels 2 through 5. Each shaded area in the capability level 
columns represents a target profile that is equivalent to a maturity level. 

Name Abbr. ML CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4 CL5 

Agreement Management AM 2    

Acquisition Requirements 
Development  

ARD 2    

Configuration Management  CM  2    

Measurement and Analysis MA 2    

Project Monitoring and Control PMC 2 

 

Target 
Profile 2 

   

Project Planning  PP 2     

Process and Product Quality 
Assurance 

PPQA 2     

Requirements Management  REQM 2     

Solicitation and Supplier 
Agreement Development 

SSAD 2     

Acquisition Technical 
Management 

ATM 3      

Acquisition Validation  AVAL  3   

Acquisition Verification AVER 3 

Target  
Profile 3   

Decision Analy  and 
Resolution  

DAR  3 sis      

Integrated Project 
Management  

IPM  3      

Organizational Process 
Definition  

OPD  3      

Organizational Process Focus OPF 3      

Organizational Training OT 3      

Risk Management RSKM 3      

Organizational Process 
Performance 

OPP 4 

Qua
Man

M 4 

 
Target  

ntitative Project 
agement 

QP Profile 4 

  

Caus
Resolution  

al Analysis and CAR  5 

Orga
Depl

nizational Innovation and OID 5 

 

oyment 

Target  
Profile 5 

  

Figu valent Staging re 3.4: Target Profiles and Equi
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The ivalent staging: 

 

ty level 3, all process areas assigned to maturity 
levels 2 and 3 must achieve capability level 3 or higher. 

ty 

however, 

ocess areas 
art, 
n 
n 

t be 
 selections made by 

is 

e 

get profile would be determined in 
ss 

 following rules summarize equ

• To achieve maturity level 2, all process areas assigned to maturity
level 2 must achieve capability level 2 or higher. 

• To achieve maturi

• To achieve maturity level 4, all process areas assigned to maturi
levels 2, 3, and 4 must achieve capability level 3 or higher. 

• To achieve maturity level 5, all process areas must achieve 
capability level 3 or higher. 

These rules and the table for equivalent staging are complete; 
you may ask why target profiles 4 and 5 do not extend into the CL4 and 
CL5 columns. The reason is that maturity level 4 pr
describe a selection of the subprocesses to be stabilized based, in p
on the quality and process-performance objectives of the organizatio
and projects. Not every process area will be addressed in the selectio
and CMMI does not presume in advance which process areas might be 
addressed in the selection. 

So, the achievement of capability level 4 for process areas canno
predetermined because the choices depend on the
the organization in its implementation of the maturity level 4 process 
areas. Thus, Figure 3.4 does not show target profile 4 extending into 
the CL4 column, although some process areas will have achieved 
capability level 4. The situation for maturity level 5 and target profile 5 
similar. 

The existence of equivalent staging should not discourage users of th
continuous representation from establishing target profiles that extend 
above capability level 3. Such a tar
part by the selections made by the organization to meet its busine
objectives. 
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4 Relationships Among Process Areas 

In this chapter we describe the key relationships among process areas 
to help you see the acquirer’s view of process improvement and which 
process areas build on the implementation of other process areas. 

The relationships among multiple process areas, including the 
information and artifacts that flow from one process area to another—
illustrated by the figure and descriptions in this chapter—help you see a 

roduct to 

specific practices that 

 

s 

 process areas are described in more detail in the 

r 

larger view of process implementation and improvement. 

Successful process improvement initiatives must be driven by the 
business objectives of the organization. For example, a common 
business objective is to reduce the time it takes to get a p
market. The process improvement objective derived from that might be 
to improve the project management processes to ensure on-time 
delivery. Those improvements rely on best practices in the Project 
Planning and Project Monitoring and Control process areas. 

Although we group process areas in this chapter to simplify the 
discussion of their relationships, process areas often interact and have 
an effect on one another regardless of their group, category, or level. 
For example, the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area (a 
Support process area at maturity level 3) contains 
address the formal evaluation process used in the Solicitation and 
Supplier Agreement Development process area (an Acquisition process 
area at maturity level 2) to select suppliers for acquirer management.

Being aware of the key relationships that exist among CMMI proces
areas will help you apply CMMI in a useful and productive way. 
Relationships among
references in each process area and specifically in the Related Process 
Areas section of each process area in Part Two. Refer to Chapter 2 fo
more information about references. 
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Figure 4.1 illustrates key relationships among CMMI-ACQ process 
areas. 

RSKM

IPM

OPP

QPM

OID

CARDARPPQA
MA

CM

REQM

OT
OPF

OPD

PMC

PP

Project 
Processes

Organizational 
Processes

Support 
Processes

High Maturity 
Processes

ARD

AM
SSAD

AVER

AVAL
ATM

 
Figure 4.1 Key Relationships Among Process Areas 

Project Processes 

The project process areas contain practices that address acquirer 
activities related to establishing, executing, and transitioning an 

ement Management (AM) 

Technical Management (ATM) 

• Acquisition Verification (AVER) 

• Acquisition Validation (AVAL) 

acquisition project. 

The project process areas of CMMI-ACQ are as follows: 

• Project Planning (PP) 

• Acquisition Requirements Development (ARD) 

• Requirements Management (REQM) 

• Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development (SSAD) 

• Agre

• Project Monitoring and Control (PMC) 

• Integrated Project Management (IPM) 

• Risk Management (RSKM) 

• Acquisition 
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lans for transition to operations and 
support, configuration management, verification, and measurement and 

Once the acquisition strategy is established using Project Planning 
 

 

, 

Development of contractual requirements and operational scenarios 

ement 
practices. These practices describe activities for obtaining and 
controlling requirement changes and ensuring that other relevant plans 

ta are kept current. They also describe the traceability of 
ements from customer to contractual requirements and supplier 

upplier Agreement 

The Project Planning process area includes practices for determining 
the acquisition strategy, developing the project plan, involving 
stakeholders appropriately, obtaining commitment to the plan, and 
maintaining the plan. 

Planning begins with the acquisition strategy, which provides the 
framework for the acquisition project and its plans. The project plan 
covers the project management and acquisition activities performed by 
the project. Other plans (e.g., p

analysis) from relevant stakeholders that affect the project are 
reviewed, and commitments with those stakeholders for their 
contributions to the project are established. 

practices, the strategy is used to focus on specifying customer and
contractual requirements that express customer value in Acquisition 
Requirements Development practices. Customer needs are established
and translated into customer requirements. The set of customer 
requirements is prioritized and a set of contractual requirements
including design constraints, is developed. 

also depends on the acquisition strategy developed using Project 
Planning practices. This set of contractual requirements is used in 
Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development practices to select 
suppliers and establish a supplier agreement to acquire the product or 
service. The product or service is designed and implemented by the 
supplier consistent with the acquirer’s contractual requirements and 
design constraints. 

Requirements are maintained using Requirements Manag

and da
requir
agreements. Requirements Management practices interact with 
Acquisition Requirements Development practices. All changes to 
contractual requirements must be reflected in the supplier agreements 
established and maintained using Solicitation and S
Development practices. 
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The Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process area 
defines practices for preparing a solicitation package, selecting a 
cap intaining the supplier 
agreement. The acquisition strategy developed using Project Planning 
pra ped using Acquisition 
Req ices are required to prepare for 
Sol nt Development practices. An 

 

ment so 
e 

 of 
ctices. 

ement practices to manage the 

 

rements Management practices to 
cted 
t 

at 

affect or be affected by other 
processes; thus, the requirements management process is a dynamic 

r 

The 

ct 

ntly 

able supplier, and establishing and ma

ctices and contractual requirements develo
uirements Development pract

icitation and Suppler Agreeme
agreement is developed to acquire the product or service by identifying 
potential suppliers, developing the solicitation package, and distributing
it to the potential suppliers. The acquirer evaluates the proposed 
solutions and negotiates with the supplier to finalize the agree
that both the acquirer and supplier have a mutual understanding of th
agreement. This agreement is established and maintained using 
Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development, but the execution
the agreement is performed using Agreement Management pra

The acquirer uses Agreement Manag
supplier agreement by performing the acquirer activities defined in the 
supplier agreement, monitoring selected supplier processes, accepting
the product or service, and managing supplier invoices. 

After a supplier is selected and a supplier agreement is established, the 
acquirer continues to apply Requi
manage customer and contractual requirements, while the sele
supplier is managing the refined product and product componen
requirements. Using Requirements Management practices ensures th
changes to requirements are reflected in project plans, activities, and 
work products. This cycle of changes may 

and often recursive sequence of events. 

The Project Monitoring and Control process area contains practices fo
monitoring and controlling acquirer activities and overseeing the 
supplier’s progress and performance according to project plans. 

process area includes coverage of monitoring and controlling the 
transition to operations and support that was planned using Project 
Planning practices. 

Project Monitoring and Control practices also cover taking corrective 
action. The project plan specifies the appropriate level of proje
monitoring, the frequency of progress reviews, and the measures used 
to monitor progress. Progress is determined primarily by comparing 
project status to the plan. When the actual status deviates significa
from expected values, corrective actions are taken, as appropriate. 
These actions may include replanning, which requires using Project 
Planning practices. 
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nization’s process assets, the project’s work 
environment is established and maintained from the organization’s work 

 
lders 

quiring products or services. The purpose of Risk 
Management is to identify and assess project risks during the project 
planning process and to manage these risks throughout the project. 

The acquirer has a dual role: first, assess and manage overall project 
risks for the duration of the project, and second, assess and manage 

 

tant 

 
g the 

continuing, forward-looking approach to managing risks with activities 
risk 

Acquisition Technical Management practices are used to combine the 
o perform 

technical and interface management. This management includes 
acti cal evaluation of selected supplier 
pro ith the supplier, 
and mana
Acq gement 
pra trol practices are all used 
in concert, as they all contain reviews that are conducted throughout the 

 

 
verification methods to verify acquirer work products against specified 
requirements. 

As the acquirer’s processes improve in capability, Integrated Project 
Management practices are used to manage the project using a defined
process tailored from the organization’s set of standard processes 
(Organizational Process Development). The project uses and 
contributes to the orga

environment standards, and integrated teams are established using the
organization’s rules and guidelines. The project’s relevant stakeho
coordinate their efforts in a timely manner through the identification, 
negotiation, and tracking of critical dependencies and the resolution of 
coordination issues. 

In the acquirer-supplier relationship, the need for an early and 
aggressive detection of risk is compounded by the complexity of 
projects ac

risks associated with the performance of the supplier. As the acquisition
progresses to the selection of a supplier, the risks specific to the 
supplier’s technical and management approach become more impor
to the success of the acquisition. 

Although risk identification and monitoring are covered in the Project
Planning and Project Monitoring and Control process areas, usin
Risk Management process area enables the acquirer to take a 

that include identification of risk parameters, risk assessments, and 
mitigation. 

project’s defined process and risk management activities t

vities such as managing the techni
ducts and services, conducting technical reviews w

ging selected interfaces throughout the project’s lifecycle. 
uisition Technical Management practices, Agreement Mana

ctices, and the Project Monitoring and Con

project. 

Using Acquisition Verification practices ensures that the acquirer’s
selected work products meet specified requirements. Using Acquisition 
Verification practices enables the acquirer to select work products and
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Acquisition Verification practices also are used to address peer review
Peer reviews are a proven method for removing defects early an
provide valuable insight into the work products and product components
being developed and maintained by the acquirer. 

The acquirer uses Acquisition Validation processes to ensure that the 
products or services received from the supplier will fulfill the relevant
stakeholders’ needs.

s. 
d 

 

 
d 

re 
vered during validation are 

usually resolved using Acquisition Requirements Development 

 

 other process assets 
provide critical guidance to projects for establishing a defined process 

Organizational Proce

 Products and services are incrementally validate
against the customer’s needs. 

Validation may be performed in the operational environment or in a 
simulated operational environment. Coordination with the customer on 
the validation requirements is an important element of this process 
area. 

The scope of the Acquisition Validation process area includes the 
validation of products, product components, selected intermediate work 
products, and processes. These validated elements may often requi
reverification and revalidation. Issues disco

practices or by working with the supplier through the supplier 
agreement and technical reviews. 

As mentioned above, Integrated Project Management processes 
establish a defined process and integrated plan for managing all the 
activities of the project. These activities include all project processes
described above, from Project Planning through Acquisition Validation. 
The organization’s set of standard processes and

and plan. How the organization creates and deploys such process 
assets for use by the whole organization, along with other forms of 
critical project support, is the subject of the next section. 

sses 

Organizational process areas contain the cross-project activities related 
g, to defining, planning, deploying, implementing, monitoring, controllin

appraising, measuring, and improving processes. 

The organizational process areas contain practices that provide the 
acquiring organization with a capability to develop and deploy 
processes and supporting assets and to document and share best 
practices and learning across the organization. 
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rganizational process areas of CMMI-ACQ are as follows: 

ation 

s of 

improvements to the organization’s processes are obtained through 
e 

Using Organizational Process Focus practices, the acquirer encourages 
pliers 

may ns if processes that 
define interfa are targeted for 
imp

Organization
esta

the 
ss 

ese defined 

ay also describe standard 

e 

es to 
rd 

The o

• Organizational Process Focus (OPF) 

• Organizational Process Definition (OPD) 

• Organizational Training (OT) 

Organizational Process Focus practices help the acquiring organiz
to plan, implement, and deploy organizational process improvements 
based on an understanding of the current strengths and weaknesse
the organization’s processes and process assets. Candidate 

activities in the processes of related projects. These activities includ
generating process improvement proposals, measuring processes, 
collecting lessons learned in implementing the processes, and 
evaluating products and services. 

participation of suppliers in process improvement activities. Sup
 be involved in developing process action pla

ces between the acquirer and supplier 
rovement. 

al Process Definition practices form the basis for 
blishing and maintaining the organization’s set of standard 

processes, work environment standards, rules and guidelines for 
operation of integrated teams, and other assets based on the proce
needs and objectives of the organization. 

These other assets include descriptions of lifecycle models, process 
tailoring guidelines, and process-related documentation and data. 
Projects tailor the organization’s set of standard processes to create 
their defined processes using Integrated Project Management practices. 
Experiences and work products from performing th
processes, including measurement data, process descriptions, process 
artifacts, and lessons learned, are incorporated, as appropriate, into the 
organization’s set of standard processes and other assets. 

The acquirer’s set of standard processes m
interactions with suppliers. Supplier interactions are typically 
characterized by the deliverables expected from suppliers, acceptanc
criteria applicable to those deliverables, standards (e.g., architecture 
and technology standards), and standard milestone and progress 
reviews. The acquirer defines in the supplier agreement how chang
organizational process assets that impact the supplier (e.g., standa
supplier deliverables and acceptance criteria) are deployed. 
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The purpose of implementing Organizational Training practices is to 
develop the skills and knowledge of people so they can perform their 
roles effectively and efficiently. For example, an acquiring organization 
may want to develop its project managers’ capability in manag
supplier agreements. 

ing 

Using Organizational Training practices helps the acquirer identify the 

Support Processes 

strategic training needs of the organization as well as the tactical 
training needs that are common across projects and support groups. In 
particular, training is created or obtained to develop the skills required 
to perform the organization’s set of standard processes. The main 
components of training include a managed training development 
program, documented plans, personnel with appropriate knowledge, 
and mechanisms for measuring the effectiveness of the training 
program. 

Support process areas cover the activities that support acquisition and
address processes that are used in the context of performing
processes. The support process areas address acquisition project 
processes and may address processes that apply more generally to the
organization. For example, Process and Product Quality Assurance 
practices can be used to provide an objective evaluat

 
 other 

 

ion of the 
processes and work products described in all the process areas. 

cess areas provide support functions that also 
help implement several generic practices. 

The support process areas of CMMI-ACQ are as follows: 

• Measurement and Analysis (MA) 

• Process and Product Quality Assurance (PPQA) 

• Configuration Management (CM) 

• Decision Analysis and Resolution (DAR) 

The Measurement and Analysis process area is related to other 
process areas because its practices guide projects and organizations in 
aligning measurement needs and objectives with a measurement 
approach that provides objective results. These results can be used in 
making informed decisions and taking appropriate corrective actions. 

Although all support process areas rely on other process areas for 
input, some support pro
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n acquirer uses Measurement and Analysis practices to support the 
formation needs of the organization and project. Some of this 

information may be needed from the acquirer, some from the supplier, 
and some from all parts of a project. Supplier Solicitation and 
Agreement Development describes how these measures are specified 
in the solicitation process and supplier agreement. The measurement 
results from the acquirer and supplier support project, supplier, and 
technical reviews through project monitoring and control, agreement 
management, and acquisition technical management. 

The Process and Product Quality Assurance process area is related to 
all process areas because it describes specific practices for objectively 
evaluating performed processes and work products against applicable 
process descriptions, standards, and procedures, and by ensuring that 
issues arising from these evaluations are addressed. Process and 
Product Quality Assurance practices support the acquisition of high-
quality products and services by providing the acquirer with appropriate 
visibility into, and feedback on, the processes and associated work 
products throughout the life of the project. 

The Configuration Management process area is related to all process 
areas because its practices describe establishing and maintaining the 
integrity of work products using configuration identification, 
configuration control, configuration status accounting, and configuration 
audits. The work products placed under configuration control include 
the products that are delivered to the customer, designated internal 
work products, acquired products, tools, and other items that are used 
in creating and describing these work products. 

Examples of work products that may be placed under configuration 
control include plans, process descriptions, and requirements. Suppliers 
may play a part in any of these activities on behalf of the acquirer, so 
the supplier agreement should specify the configuration management 
roles and responsibilities of the acquirer and supplier. Configuration 
management of acquired products (both final and interim products) 
created by the suppliers requires monitoring to ensure that project 
requirements are met. 

The Decision Analysis and Resolution process area is related to all 
process areas because its practices describe determining which issues 
should be subjected to a formal evaluation process and applying a 
formal evaluation process to them. A repeatable Decision Analysis and 
Resolution process is important for an acquirer when making the critical 
decisions that define and guide the acquisition process and later when 
critical decisions are made with the selected supplier. 

A
in
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High Maturity Processes 

High maturity process areas describe practices that further align 
organizational, project, and support processes with the business 
objectives of the organization. These process areas describe practices 
at both the organizational and project level for establishing objectives 
for quality and process performance, monitoring variation in the 
organization’s and projects’ processes, evaluating the impacts of 

 

The acquirer achieves an effective implementation of high maturity 
t and 

 

• Organizational Process Performance (OPP) 

• Quantitative Project Management (OPM) 

• Causal Analysis and Resolution (CAR) 

 

ance baselines, and process-performance 

 

rom 

At the project level, acquirers 
pra
man lity and process-
performa
esta ich 
subprocesses will help the project best achieve its objectives, the 
pro

proposed changes to those processes, and systematically deploying 
processes across the organization. To effectively implement these
practices, mature measurement and analysis processes are needed. 

practices by ensuring that all members of the organization collec
analyze measurements and propose and evaluate changes to 
processes. In other words, high maturity practices should be integrated
as much as possible into the practices in other process areas. 

The high maturity process areas of CMMI-ACQ are as follows: 

• Organizational Innovation and Deployment (OID) 

At the organizational level, Organizational Process Performance 
practices are used to derive quantitative objectives for quality and 
process performance from the organization’s business objectives. The
organization provides projects and support groups with common 
measures, process-perform
models. These organizational assets support quantitative project 
management and the statistical management of critical subprocesses
for both projects and support groups. 

The organization analyzes the process-performance data collected f
these defined processes to develop a quantitative understanding of 
product quality, service quality, and the performance of the 
organization’s set of standard processes. 

use Quantitative Project Management 
ctices when applying quantitative and statistical techniques to 
age process performance and product quality. Qua

nce objectives for the project are based on the objectives 
blished by the organization. Through an evaluation of wh

ject’s defined process is composed. 
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 and 
t a 

mprovement proposals they create target the 

y 

l Innovation and Deployment 
practices are used to select and deploy proposed incremental and 
innovative improvements that improve the organization’s ability to meet 

ss-performance objectives. Identifying promising 
incremental and innovative improvements should involve an 

ives 

 
tives for quality and 

process performance. 

The project’s defined process comprises, in part, process elements
subprocesses for which process performance can be predicted. A
minimum, the process variation of subprocesses critical to achieving the 
project’s quality and process-performance objectives must be 
understood. Corrective action is taken when special causes of process 
variation are identified. 

Acquirers use Causal Analysis and Resolution practices to guide 
identification of root causes of selected defects and other problems and 
taking action to prevent their reoccurrence. While the project’s defined 
processes are the principal targets for identifying the cause of the 
defect, the process i
organization’s set of standard processes, which will prevent recurrence 
of the selected defects across the organization. These processes ma
be used to improve the performance of a subprocess, focusing on the 
central tendency of a product or process attribute, its spread, or both. 

At the organizational level, Organizationa

its quality and proce

empowered workforce aligned with the business values and object
of the organization. The selection of improvements to deploy is based 
on a quantitative understanding of the benefits and costs of deploying 
candidate improvements, and the funding available. 

Together, the high maturity processes enable the organization with an
improved capability to achieve its quantitative objec
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5 Using CMMI Models 

The
org ns do business. CMMI can reduce the cost of process 
imp r 
gro

To 
 

ir 

Adopting CMMI 

 complexity of today’s products demands an integrated view of how 
anizatio
rovement across enterprises that depend on multiple functions o
ups to produce products and services. 

achieve this integrated view, the CMMI Framework includes 
common terminology, common model components, common appraisal
methods, and common training materials. This chapter describes how 
organizations can use the CMMI Product Suite not only to improve the
quality, reduce their costs, and optimize their schedules, but also to 
gauge how well their process improvement program is working. 

Research has shown that the most powerful initial step to process 
to build organizational support through strong senior 

management sponsorship. To gain senior management sponsorship, it 

 Choose the best people to manage the process improvement effort 

 
improvement effort 

ess 

improvement is 

is often beneficial to expose senior management to the performance 
results experienced by others who have used CMMI to improve their 
processes [Gibson 2006]. 

For more information about CMMI performance results, see the SEI 
Web site at http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/results.html. 

The senior manager, once committed as the process improvement 
sponsor, must be actively involved in the CMMI-based process 
improvement effort. Activities performed by the senior management 
sponsor include but are not limited to the following: 

• Influence the organization to adopt CMMI 

•

• Monitor the process improvement effort personally 

• Be a visible advocate and spokesperson for the process

• Ensure that adequate resources are available to enable the proc
improvement effort to be successful 
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Given sufficient senior management sponsorship, the next step is 
establishing a strong, technically competent process group that 

s. 

 

y 

d make powerful contributions to 

Your Process Improv

represents relevant stakeholders to guide process improvement effort

For an organization with a mission to develop software-intensive 
systems, the process group might include engineers representing the 
different technical disciplines across the organization and other selected
members based on the business needs driving improvement. For 
example, a systems administrator may focus on information-technolog
support, whereas a marketing representative may focus on integrating 
customers’ needs. Both members coul
the process group. 

Once your organization decides to adopt CMMI, planning can begin 
with an improvement approach such as the IDEALSM (Initiating, 
Diagnosing, Establishing, Acting, & Learning) model [McFeeley 1996]. 
For more information about the IDEAL model, see the SEI Web site at 
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/ideal/ideal.html. 

ement Program 

Use the CMMI Product Suite to help establish your organization’s 
s improvement program. Using the product suite for this purpose 

can be a relatively informal process that involves understanding and 

imp ture, appraisals, and more. 

Selections that Influenc

proces

applying CMMI best practices to your organization. Or, it can be a 
formal process that involves extensive training, creation of a process 

rovement infrastruc

e Your Program 

You must make three selections to apply CMMI to your organization for 
pro

1. rt of the organization. 

2. 

3. Select a representation. 

ment 
o 

much for the initial improvement effort. The selection should also 

cess improvement: 

Select a pa

Select a model. 

Selecting the projects to be involved in your process improve
program is critical. If you select a group that is too large, it may be to

consider how homogeneous the group is (i.e., whether they all are 
software engineers, whether they all work on the same product or 
business line, and so on). 
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The process of selecting the representation to be used has some 
guidelines because of how CMMI models are built. If your organization 
likes the idea of maturity levels and the staged representation, your 
improvement roadmap is already defined. If your organization likes the 
continuous representation, you can select nearly any process area or 

cies 

As  activities progress, other 
imp praisal method 
should be used, which pr d, how training for 
per hich personnel should be trained. 

CMMI Models 

group of process areas to guide improvement, although dependen
among process areas should be considered when making such a 
selection. 

the process improvement plans and
ortant selections must be made, including which ap

ojects should be appraise
sonnel should be secured, and w

CM zations have found to 
be productive and useful to achieving their business objectives. 

Regardless of your organization, you must use professional judgment 
n interpreting CMMI best practices for your situation, needs, and 

business objectives. Although process areas depict the characteristics 

 
s 

ge and later track your 

nization or 

ment 
based on business objectives. 

CMMI practices purposely use nonspecific phrases such as relevant 
stakeholders, as appropriate, and as necessary to accommodate the 
needs of different organizations and projects. The specific needs of a 
project may also differ at various points in its life. 

MI models describe best practices that organi

whe

of an organization committed to process improvement, you must 
interpret the process areas using an in-depth knowledge of CMMI, your
organization, the business environment, and the specific circumstance
involved. 

As you begin using a CMMI model to improve your organization’s 
processes, map your real-world processes to CMMI process areas. This 
mapping enables you to initially jud
organization’s level of conformance to the CMMI model you are using 
and to identify opportunities for improvement. 

To interpret practices, it is important to consider the overall context in 
which these practices are used and to determine how well the practices 
satisfy the goals of a process area in that context. CMMI models do not 
prescribe nor imply processes that are right for any orga
project. Instead, CMMI describes minimal criteria necessary to plan and 
implement processes selected by the organization for improve
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Using CMMI Appraisals 

Many organizations find value in measuring their progress by 
conducting an appraisal and earning a maturity level rating or a 
capability level achievement profile. These types of appraisals are 
typically conducted for one or more of the following reasons: 

• To determine how well the organization’s processes compare to 
CMMI best practices and identify areas where improvement can be 
made 

• To inform external customers and suppliers about how well the 
organizatio pare to CMMI best practices 

nt opportunities 
 best practices. 

Appraisal teams use a CMMI model and ARC-conformant appraisal 
method to guide their evaluation of the organization and their reporting 
of conclusions. The appraisal results are used (e.g., by a process 
group) to plan improvements for the organization. 

Appraisal Requirements for CMMI 

n’s processes com

• To meet the contractual requirements of one or more customers 

Appraisals of organizations using a CMMI model must conform to the 
requirements defined in the Appraisal Requirements for CMMI (ARC) 
document. Appraisals focus on identifying improveme
and comparing the organization’s processes to CMMI

The Appraisal Requirements for CMMI (ARC) document describes the 
requirements for several types of appraisals. A full benchmarking class 
of appraisal is defined as a Class A appraisal method. Less formal 
methods are defined as Class B or Class C methods. The ARC 
document was designed to help improve consistency across appraisal 
methods and to help appraisal method developers, sponsors, and users 
understand the tradeoffs associated with various methods [SEI 2006c]. 

Depending on the purpose of the appraisal and the nature of the 
circumstances, one class may be preferred over the others. Sometimes 
self-assessments, initial appraisals, quick-look or mini-appraisals, 
incremental appraisals, or external appraisals are appropriate; at other 
times a formal benchmarking appraisal is appropriate. 

A particular appraisal method is declared an ARC Class A, B, or C 
appraisal method based on the sets of ARC requirements that the 
method developer addressed when designing the method. 

More information about the ARC is available on the SEI Web site at 
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/appraisals/index.html. 
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SCAMPI Appraisal Methods 

The SCAMPI A appraisal method is the generally accepted methods 
used for conducting ARC Class A appraisals using CMMI models. The 
SCAMPI A Method Definition Document (MDD) defines rules for 
ensuring the consistency of SCAMPI A appraisal ratings [SEI 2006b]. 
For benchmarking against other organizations, appraisals must ensure 
consistent ratings. The achievement of a specific maturity level or the 
satisfaction of a process area must mean the same thing for different 
appraised organizations. 

The SCAMPI family of appraisals includes Class A, B, and C appraisal 
methods. The SCAMPI A appraisal method is the officially recognized 
and most rigorous method. It is the only method that can result in 
benchmark quality ratings. SCAMPI B and C appraisal methods provide 
organizations with improvement information that is less formal than the 
results of a SCAMPI A appraisal, but nonetheless helps the 
organization identify improvement opportunities. 

More information about SCAMPI methods is available on the SEI Web 
site at http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/appraisals/index.html. 

Appraisal Considerations 

Choices that affect a CMMI-based appraisal include the following: 

• The CMMI model 

• The appraisal scope, including the organizational unit to be 
appraised, the CMMI process areas to be investigated, and the 
maturity level or capability levels to be appraised 

• The appraisal method 

• The appraisal team members 

• The appraisal participants selected from the appraisal entities to be 
interviewed 

• The appraisal outputs (e.g., ratings or instantiation-specific findings) 

• The appraisal constraints (e.g., time spent on site) 

The SCAMPI MDD allows the selection of predefined options for use in 
an appraisal. These appraisal options are designed to help 
organizations align CMMI with their business needs and objectives. 

CMMI appraisal plans and results must always include a description of 
the appraisal options, model scope, and organizational scope selected. 
This documentation confirms whether an appraisal meets the 
requirements for benchmarking. 
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For organizations that wish to appraise multiple functions or groups, 
CMMI’s integrated approach enables some economy of scale in model 

ppraisal method can provide separate or 
combined results for multiple functions. 

The appraisal principles for CMMI are the same as those used in 
appraisals for other process improvement models. Those principles are 
as follows: 

rganization’s business objectives 

• Use of a process reference model (e.g., a CMMI model) as a base 

• A collaborative team approach 

us on actions for process improvement 

CMMI-Related Trainin

and appraisal training. One a

• Senior management sponsorship9 

• A focus on the o

• Confidentiality for interviewees 

• Use of a documented appraisal method 

• A foc

g 

Whether your organization is new to process improvement or is 
familiar with process imp

already 
rovement models, training is a key element in 

MI 
for example, those who will guide improvement 

SCAMPI appraisals, and 

ation g is available on the SEI 
ite at http://ww i/training/index.html. 

                                                                    

the ability of organizations to adopt CMMI. An initial set of courses is 
provided by the SEI and its Partners, but your organization may wish to 
supplement these courses with its own instruction. This approach 
allows your organization to focus on areas that provide the greatest 
business value. 

The SEI and its Partners offer a course that provides a basic overview 
of CMMI-ACQ. The SEI also offers the Intermediate Concepts of CMMI 
course to those who plan to become more deeply involved in CM
adoption or appraisal—
as part of a process group, those who will lead 
those who will teach the Introduction to CMMI course. 

Current inform about CMMI-related trainin
Web s w.sei.cmu.edu/cmm

                   
 the most critical factor influencing successful process improvement and appraisals is senior9 Experience has shown that  

management sponsorship. 
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GENERIC GOALS AND

Overview 

 GENERIC PRACTICES 

This section describes, in detail, all CMMI generic goals and generic 
practices—model components that directly address process 
institutionalization. 

The text of the generic goals and generic practices is not repeated in 
the process areas. As you address each process area, refer back to this 

Process Institutional

section for details of all generic practices. 

ization 

Institutionalization is an important concept in process improvement. 
When mentioned in the generic goal and generic practice descriptions, 

cess. 

 of 
irements and objectives for the process change, 

however, the implementation of the process may also need to change 
to e cribe 
acti ess these aspects of institutionalization. 

The
in the names of the processes ach goal as 
indi

Tab

Gen

institutionalization implies that the process is ingrained in the way the 
work is performed and there is commitment and consistency to 
performing the pro

An institutionalized process is more likely to be retained during times
stress. When the requ

nsure that it remains effective. The generic practices des
vities that addr

 degree of institutionalization is embodied in the generic goals and 
that correspond to e

cated in Table 6.1. 

le 6.1: Generic Goals and Process Names 

eric Goal Progression of Processes 

GG 1 Performed process 
GG rocess 
GG
GG
GG

 2 Managed p
 3 Defined process 
 4 Quantitatively managed process 
 5 Optimizing process 

The
follo ach process. 

 progression of process institutionalization is characterized in the 
wing descriptions of e
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Performed Process 

A performed process is a process that accomplishes the work 
necessary to produce work products. The specific goals of the process 
area are satisfied. 

Managed Process 

A managed process is a performed process that is planned and 
executed in accordance with policy; employs skilled people who have 
adequate resources to produce controlled outputs; involves relevant 

tored, controlled, and reviewed; and is evaluated 
rocess description. The process may be used by a 

ss 
 such 

ged 
s of 

ng 

ucts and 

d (the plan may be part of a more encompassing plan) 

objectives 

Defined Process 

stakeholders; is moni
for adherence to its p
project, group, or organizational function. Management of the proce
focuses on achieving the objectives established for the process,
as cost, schedule, and quality. The control provided by a mana
process ensures that the established process is retained during time
stress. 

The organization establishes requirements and objectives for the 
process. The status of the work products and delivery of the services 
are visible to management at defined points (e.g., at major milestones 
and completion of major tasks). Commitments are established amo
those performing the work and the relevant stakeholders and these 
commitments are revised as necessary. Work products are reviewed 
with relevant stakeholders and are controlled. The work prod
services satisfy their specified requirements. 

A critical distinction between a performed process and a managed 
process is the extent to which the process is managed. A managed 
process is planne
and the performance of the process is managed against the plan. 
Corrective actions are taken when the actual results deviate 
significantly from the plan. A managed process achieves the 
of the plan and is institutionalized for consistent performance. 

A defined process is a managed process that is tailored from the 
organization’s set of standard processes according to the organiz
tailoring guidelines; has a maintained process description; and 
contributes work products, measures, and other process improvemen
information to the organizational process assets. 

The organizational proces

ation’s 

t 

s assets are artifacts that relate to describing, 
implementing, and improving processes. These artifacts are assets 
because they are developed or acquired to meet the business 
objectives of the organization, and they represent investments by the 
organization that are expected to provide current and future business 
value. 
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The organization’s set of standard processes, which are the basis of the 
defined process, are established and improved over time. Standard 

in 
ationships 

(e.g e process elements. 
The rrent and future use of 
the  established and 
imp  in the 
glossary.) 

 product). 

• Purpose 

ds, and 

up, 

re 
 

he defined process is based on the 

processes describe fundamental process elements that are expected 
defined processes. Standard processes also describe rel

., the ordering and the interfaces) among thes
 organization-level infrastructure to support cu
organization’s set of standard processes is
roved over time. (See the definition of “standard process”

A project’s defined process provides a basis for planning, performing, 
and improving the project’s tasks and activities. A project may have 
more than one defined process (e.g., one for developing the product 
and another for testing the

A defined process clearly states the following: 

• Inputs 

• Entry criteria 

• Activities 

• Roles 

• Measures 

• Verification steps 

• Outputs 

• Exit criteria 

A critical distinction between a managed process and a defined process 
is the scope of application of the process descriptions, standar
procedures. For a managed process, the process descriptions, 
standards, and procedures are applicable to a particular project, gro
or organizational function. As a result, the managed processes of two 
projects in one organization may be different. 

Another critical distinction is that a defined process is described in mo
detail and is performed more rigorously than a managed process. This
means that improvement information is easier to understand, analyze, 
and use. Finally, management of t
additional insight provided by an understanding of the interrelationships 
of the process activities and detailed measures of the process, its work 
products, and its services. 
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Quantitatively Managed Process 

A quantitatively managed process is a defined process that is controlled
using statistical and other quantitative techniques. The product quality, 
service quality, and process-performance attributes are measurable a
controlled throughout the project. 

Quantitative objectives are 

 

nd 

established based on the capability of the 

 

irectly involved in quantitatively 
managing the process. 

s 
te 

selected subprocesses, detailed measures of process performance are 
lyzed. Special causes of process variation 

ce measures are incorporated into the 

 statistical 
management 

al causes of subprocess variation 

•

 
quantitative quality and process-performance objectives 

organization’s set of standard processes; the organization’s business 
objectives; and the needs of the customer, end users, organization, and
process implementers, subject to the availability of resources. The 
people performing the process are d

Quantitative management is performed on the overall set of processe
that produces a product. The subprocesses that significantly contribu
to overall process performance are statistically managed. For these 

collected and statistically ana
are identified and, as appropriate, the source of the special cause is 
addressed to prevent its recurrence. 

Quality and process-performan
organization’s measurement repository to support future fact-based 
decision making. 

Activities for quantitatively managing the performance of a process 
include the following: 

• Identifying subprocesses to be brought under

• Identifying and measuring product and process attributes important 
to quality and process performance 

• Identifying and addressing speci
(based on the selected product and process attributes and 
subprocesses selected for statistical management) 

 Managing each selected subprocess to bring its performance within 
natural bounds (i.e., making the subprocess performance 
statistically stable and predictable based on the selected product 
and process attributes) 

• Predicting the ability of the process to satisfy established

• Taking appropriate corrective actions when the established 
quantitative quality and process-performance objectives will not be 
satisfied 
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Corrective actions include updating the objectives or ensuring that 
relevant stakeholders have a quantitative understanding of, and have 
agreed to, the performance shortfall. 

A critical distinction between a defined process and a quantitatively 
is the predictability of process performance. The term 
ged implies using appropriate statistical and other 

managed process 
quantitatively mana
quantitative techniques to manage the performance of one or more 
critical subprocesses so the performance of the process can be 
predicted. A defined process provides only qualitative predictability. 

Optimizing Process 

An optimizing process is a quantitatively managed process that is 
adapted to meet current and projected business objectives. An 
optimizing process focuses on continually improving process 

f 

understanding of their expected 
he organization’s process improvement 

Selected incremental and innovative technological process 

cess improvements are 

ss variation are 
investigated to determine how to shift the mean or decrease variation in 
quality and process performance. Changes that support the 
achievement of the organization’s process improvement objectives are 
candidates for deployment. 

A critical distinction between a quantitatively managed process and an 
optimizing process is that the optimizing process is continuously 
improved by addressing common causes of process variation. A 
quantitatively managed process is concerned with addressing special 
causes of process variation and providing statistical predictability of 
results. Although the process may produce predictable results, the 
results may be insufficient to achieve the organization’s process 
improvement objectives. 

performance through both incremental and innovative technological 
improvements. Process improvements that address common causes o
process variation, root causes of defects, and other problems; and 
those that would measurably improve the organization’s processes are 
identified, evaluated, and deployed, as appropriate. Improvements are 
selected based on a quantitative 
contribution to achieving t
objectives versus the cost and impact to the organization. 

improvements are systematically managed and deployed into the 
organization. The effects of the deployed pro
measured and compared to quantitative process improvement 
objectives. 

In an optimizing process, common causes of proce
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Relationships Among Processes 

Gen  so that each goal provides a foundation for the 
nex

• 

•  is a managed process. 

• 

• 

Thu
pro rformed process 
to a

Ach
spe . 

Ach s equivalent to managing the 
per process area. There is a 
poli ere is a plan for performing it. 
The ities assigned, training on how 
to p cess are 

other words, the process is planned and 

nal 
stan s you 
will u
proc
may  
the c

e of which are 
se 

activ
For 
orga l training that does not consider Web-based training. 
When preparing to develop or obtain a Web-based course, you may 

es and 
benefits of Web-based training. 

Ach t 
may
prod s stable for an extended period or in situations in which 

river. 

eric goals evolve
t. Therefore, the following conclusions can be made: 

A managed process is a performed process. 

A defined process

A quantitatively managed process is a defined process. 

An optimizing process is a quantitatively managed process. 

s, applied sequentially and in order, the generic goals describe a 
cess that is increasingly institutionalized from a pe
n optimizing process. 

ieving GG 1 for a process area is equivalent to satisfying the 
cific goals of the process area

ieving GG 2 for a process area i
formance of processes associated with the 
cy that indicates you will perform it. Th
re are resources provided, responsibil
erform it, selected work products from performing the pro

controlled, and so on. In 
monitored just like any project or support activity. 

Achieving GG 3 for a process area assumes that an organizatio
dard process exists that can be tailored to create the proces
se. Tailoring might result in making no changes to the standard 

ess. In other words, the process used and the standard process 
 be identical. Using the standard process “as is” is tailoring because
hoice is made that no modification is required. 

Each process area describes multiple activities, som
repeatedly performed. You may need to tailor the way one of the

ities is performed to account for new capabilities or circumstances. 
example, you may have a standard for developing or obtaining 
nizationa

need to tailor the standard process to account for the challeng

ieving GG 4 or GG 5 for a process area is conceptually feasible bu
 not be economical except, perhaps, in situations in which the 
uct domain i

the process area or domain is a critical business d
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Generic G d Goals an eneric Practices 

This section describes all of the generic goals and generic practices a
well as their sub

s 
practices, notes, examples, and references. The 

 is 

GG 1 Achieve Spe

generic goals are organized in numerical order, GG 1 through GG 5. 
The generic practices are also organized in numerical order under the 
generic goal they support. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the text of the generic practices
not repeated in the process areas; the text for each generic goal and 
generic practice is found only here. 

cific Goals 
The process supports and enables achievement of the specific goals of 
the pro s area by transforminces g identifiable input work products to 
produc entifiable output worke id  products. 

GP 1.1 Perform Specific Practices 
Perform the specific practices of the process area to develop 
work products and provide services to achieve the specific 
goals of the process area. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to produce the work products 
and deliver the services that are expected by performing the process. 

GG 2 Institutionalize a Managed Process 

These practices may be done informally, without following a 
documented process description or plan. The rigor with which these 
practices are performed depends on the individuals managing and 
performing the work and may vary considerably. 

The process is institutionalized as a managed process. 

GP 2.1 Establish an Organizational Policy 
Establish and maintain an organizational policy for planning 
and performing the process. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to define the organizational 
expectations for the process and make these expectations visible

e in the organization who are affected. In g
 to 

thos eneral, senior 
management is responsible for establishing and communicating guiding 

ction, and expectations for the organization. 

. The 
of appropriate organizational direction is the expectation of 

. 

principles, dire

Not all direction from senior management will bear the label policy
existence 
this generic practice, regardless of what it is called or how it is imparted
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This policy establishes organizational expectations for planning and 
performing the process, including not only the elements of the process
addressed directly by the ac

 
quirer but also the interactions of the 

acquirer with suppliers. 

GP 2.2 Plan the Process 
Establish and maintain the plan for performing the process. 

ed to 

scription, and 
to get agreement on the plan from relevant stakeholders. 

process area. 

ect 

The purpose of this generic practice is to determine what is need
perform the process and achieve the established objectives, to prepare 
a plan for performing the process, to prepare a process de

The practical implications of applying a generic practice vary for each 

For example, the planning described by this generic practice as applied to the Proj
Monitoring and Control process area may be carried out in full by the processes 
associated with the Project Planning process area. However, this generic practice, 
when applied to the Project Planning process area, sets an expectation that the project 
planning process itself be planned. 
 

Therefore, this generic practice may either reinforce expectations set 
t new expectations that should be addressed. 

n about 

e 
dating it to reflect corrective 

actions or changes in requirements or objectives. 

elsewhere in CMMI or se

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more informatio
establishing and maintaining a project plan. 

Establishing a plan includes documenting both the plan and th
process. Maintaining the plan includes up
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The plan for performing the process typically includes the following: 

• Process description 

• Standards and requirements for the work products and services of the process 

• Objectives for the performance of the process (e.g., quality, time scale, cycle time, 
and resource usage) 

• Dependencies among activities, work products, and services of the process 

• Resources (including funding, people, and tools) needed to perform the process 

• Assignment of responsibility and authority 

• Training needed for performing and supporting the process 

• Work products to be controlled and the level of control to be applied 

• requirements to provide insight into the performance of the process, Measurement 
its work products, and its services 

• t of identified stakeholders Involvemen

• ontrolling the process Activities for monitoring and c

• Objective evaluation activities of the process 

• Management review activities for the process and the work products 
 

Subpractices 

ehensive document, or a plan distributed across multiple documents. In the 
case of a plan being distributed across multiple documents, ensure that a 

y or 

2. nd document the process description. 

ss description, which includes relevant standards and procedures, may 
 part of the plan for performing the process or may be referenced in 

3.  plan with relevant stakeholders and get their 
ent. 

 includes ensuring that the planned process satisfies the applicable 
nts, and standards to provide assurance to relevant 

1. Define and document the plan for performing the process. 

This plan may be a stand-alone document, a plan embedded in a more 
compr

coherent picture of who does what is preserved. Documents may be hardcop
softcopy. 

Define a

The proce
be included as
the plan. 

Review the
agreem

This review
policies, plans, requireme
stakeholders. 

4. Revise the plan as necessary. 
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GP 2.3 Provide Resources 
Provide adequate resources for performing the process, 
developing the work products, and providing the services of 
the process. 

 
 funding, 

physical facilities, skilled people, and appropriate tools. 

tion of the term adequate depends on many factors and 

incre oving requirements, constraints, and 
commitments. 

GP 2.4 Ass

The purpose of this generic practice is to ensure that resources 
necessary to perform the process as defined by the plan are available
when they are needed. Resources include adequate
appropriate 

The interpreta
can change over time. Inadequate resources may be addressed by 

asing resources or by rem

ign Responsibility 
Assign responsibility and authority for performing the process, 
developing the work products, and providing the services of 
the process. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to ensure there is accountability 
ecified results 

throughout the life of the process. The people assigned must have the 
ir assigned responsibilities. 

ss. Dynamic 

sibility and authority for performing the 
process. 

e 

 

GP 2.5 

for performing the process and achieving the sp

appropriate authority to perform the

Responsibility can be assigned using detailed job descriptions or in 
living documents, such as the plan for performing the proce
assignment of responsibility is another legitimate way to perform this 
generic practice, as long as the assignment and acceptance of 
responsibility are ensured throughout the life of the process. 

Subpractices 
1. Assign overall respon

2. Assign responsibility and authority for performing the tasks of th
process. 

3. Confirm that the people assigned to the responsibilities and
authorities understand and accept them. 

Train People 
Train the people performing or supporting the process as 
needed. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to ensure that the people have 
the necessary skills and expertise to perform or support the process. 
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Appropriate training is provided to the people who will be performing t
. Overview training is provided to 

he 
work orient people who interact with 

Exam

those performing the work. 

ples of methods for providing training include self-study; self-directed training; 
self-paced, programmed instruction; formalized on-the-job training; mentoring; and 
formal and classroom training. 
 

establishing a common understanding of the process and by imparting 

Exp n a project with responsibility for 
 

The
unde nd 
proje d 
provi

Refe ss area for more information 
about tr

GP 2.6 Manage

Training supports the successful performance of the process by 

the skills and knowledge needed to perform the process. 

erience (e.g., participation i
managing some acquisition processes) may be substituted for training.

 acquisition organization should conduct a training needs analysis to 
rstand its process training needs at both the organization a
ct levels. Then, appropriate training vehicles can be identified an
ded to minimize process performance-related risks. 

r to the Organizational Training proce
aining the people performing or supporting the process. 

 Configurations 
Place designated work products of the process under 
approp

The pur e 
integrity

ut their useful life. 

Designated work products are identified in the plan for performing the 
 of the appropriate level of control. 

ts and 
 

control (i.e., the version of the work product in use 
d 

 

al 

s the basis 
for further development of designated work products. 

riate levels of control. 

pose of this generic practice is to establish and maintain th
 of designated work products of the process (or their 

descriptions) througho

process, along with a specification

Different levels of control are appropriate for different work produc
for different points in time. For some work products, it may be sufficient
to maintain version 
at a given time, past or present, is known and changes are incorporate
in a controlled manner). Version control is usually under the sole control
of the work product owner (which may be an individual, a group, or a 
team). 

Sometimes, it may be critical that work products be placed under form
or baseline configuration management. This type of control includes 
defining and establishing baselines at predetermined points. These 
baselines are formally reviewed and agreed on and serve a
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Refer to the Configuration Management process area for more 
information about placing work products under configuration 
management. 

Additional levels of control between version control and formal 
configuration management are possible. An identified work product may 
be under different levels of control at different points in time. 

ntaining baselines 
 and supplier 

control 

The acquirer is responsible for establishing and mai
and ensuring designated acquirer work products
deliverables are placed under appropriate levels of control. 

Examples of acquirer work products and supplier deliverables placed under 
include the following: 

• Project plans  

• Solicitation packages 

• Measures 

• Product documentation 
 

GP 2.7 Identify and Involve Relevant Stakeholders 
Identify and involve the relevant stakeholders of the process as 
planned. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to establish and maintain the 
e expected involvement of stakeholders during the execution of th

process. 

Involve relevant stakeholders as described in an appropriate plan for stakeholder 
involvement. Involve stakeholders appropriately in activities such as the following: 

• Planning 

• Decisions 

• Commitments 

• Communication 

• Coordination 

• Reviews 

• Appraisals 

• Requirements definitions 

• Resolution of problems/issues 
 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
planning for stakeholder involvement. 
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To plan stakeholder involvement, ensure that sufficient stakeholder 
interaction necessary to accomplish the process occurs, while avoid
excessive numbers o

ing 
f stakeholders that could impede process 

execution. 

Examples of stakeholders that might serve as relevant stakeholders for acquisition 
tasks, depending on context, include the acquirer, customers, suppliers, end users, 
support personnel, other projects, and government regulators. 
 

Subpractices 
1. Identify stakeholders that are relevant to the process and plan their 

te involvement. 

the appropriate level of their involvement in process activities is 

2. other planners, 

3. Involve 

GP 2.8 

appropria

Relevant stakeholders are identified among suppliers of inputs to, users of outputs 
from, and performers of activities within the process. Once relevant stakeholders 
are identified, 
planned. 

Share these identifications with project planners or 
as appropriate. 

relevant stakeholders as planned. 

Monitor and Control the Process 
Monitor and control the process against the plan for performing 
the process and take appropriate corrective action. 

y 
ty into the 
n be taken 

g appropriate attributes of the process or work products 

e 

nd 
t. 

g the 

vices. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to perform the direct day-to-da
monitoring and controlling of the process. Appropriate visibili
process is maintained so that appropriate corrective action ca
when necessary. Monitoring and controlling the process involves 
measurin
produced by the process. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about monitoring and controlling the project and taking 
corrective action. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for mor
information about measurement. 

The project collects and analyzes measurements from the acquirer a
from the supplier to effectively monitor and control the projec

Subpractices 
1. Measure actual performance against the plan for performin

process. 

Measurements are collected from the process, its work products, and its ser
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2. Review accomplishments and results of the process against the
plan for performing the process. 

3. Review activities, status, and results of the process with the 

 

te level of management responsible for the process and 

riven.

4. 

 
e process. 

t 
tified, or when progress differs 

There are inherent risks that should be considered before corrective action is 

immedia
identify issues. Reviews are intended to provide the immediate 
level of management with appropriate visibility into the process. 
The reviews can be both periodic and event d

Identify and evaluate effects of significant deviations from the plan 
for performing the process. 

5. Identify problems in the plan for performing the process and in the
execution of th

6. Take corrective action when requirements and objectives are no
being satisfied, when issues are iden
significantly from the plan for performing the process. 

taken. 

Corrective action may include the following: 
• Taking remedial action to repair defective work products or services 

• Changing the plan for performing the process 

• Adjusting resources, including people, tools, and other resources 

• Negotiating changes to established commitments 

• Securing change to requirements and objectives that must be satisfied 

• Terminating the effort 
 

7. Track corrective action to closure. 

GP 2.9 Objectively Evaluate Adherence 
Objectively evaluate adherence of the process against its 
process description, standards, and procedures, and address 
noncompliance. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to provide credible assurance 
that the process is implemented as planned and adheres to its process 
description, standards, and procedures. This generic practice is 
implemented, in part, by evaluating selected work products of the 
process. (See the definition of “objectively evaluate” in the glossary.) 

Refer to the Process and Product Quality Assurance process area for 
more information about objectively evaluating adherence. 
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People not directly responsible for managing or performing the activi
of the process typically evaluate adherence. In many cases, adherence 
is evaluated by people in the organization but external to the proces
project or by people external to the organization. As a result, credible
assurance of adherence can be provided even in times when the 
process is under stress (e.g., when the effort is behind schedule o
budget). 

Review Status with Higher Level Management 

ties 

s or 
 

r over 

GP 2.10 
Review the activities, status, and results of the process with 
higher level management and resolve issues. 

Higher level management includes those levels of management in the 
l of management responsible for 

 

these 

Proposed changes to commitments to be made external to the 

h 

GG 3 Institutional

The purpose of this generic practice is to provide higher level 
management with appropriate visibility into the process. 

organization above the immediate leve
the process. In particular, higher level management includes senior
management. These reviews are for managers who provide the policy 
and overall guidance for the process and not for those who perform the 
direct day-to-day monitoring and controlling of the process. 

Different managers have different needs for information about the 
process. These reviews help ensure that informed decisions on the 
planning and performing of the process can be made. Therefore, 
reviews are both periodic and event driven. 

organization (e.g., changes to supplier agreements) are typically 
reviewed with higher level management to obtain their concurrence wit
the proposed changes. 

ize a Defined Process 
The proces

GP 3.1 

s is institutionalized as a defined process. 

Establish a Defined Process 
Establish and maintain the description of a defined process. 

f 

nes for tailoring these standard processes to meet 

The purpose of this generic practice is to establish and maintain a 
description of the process that is tailored from the organization’s set o
standard processes to address the needs of a specific situation. The 
organization should have standard processes that cover the process 
area and have guideli
the needs of a project or organizational function. With a defined 
process, variability in how the processes are performed across the 
organization is reduced and process assets, data, and learning can be 
effectively shared. 
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Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 

tailo

Refer to the Integrated Project Management process area for more 
ned 

proc

asso

cesses those 
processes that best meet the needs of the project or organizational 

tely 

GP 3.2 tion 

information about the organization’s set of standard processes and 
ring guidelines. 

information about establishing and maintaining the project’s defi
ess. 

The descriptions of defined processes provide the basis for planning, 
performing, and managing activities, work products, and services 

ciated with the process. 

Subpractices 
1. Select from the organization’s set of standard pro

function. 

2. Establish the defined process by tailoring the selected processes 
according to the organization’s tailoring guidelines. 

3. Ensure that the organization’s process objectives are appropria
addressed in the defined process. 

4. Document the defined process and records of tailoring. 

5. Revise the description of the defined process as necessary. 

Collect Improvement Informa
Collect work products, measures, measurement results, and 
improvement information derived from planning and 
performing the process to support the future use and 
improvement of the organization’s processes and process 
assets. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to collect information and 
artifacts derived from planning and performing the process. This generic 

formation and artifacts can be included 
nal process assets and made available to those who are 

cesses. 
The
measuremen

Exam

practice is performed so that in
in organizatio
(or who will be) planning and performing the same or similar pro

 information and artifacts are stored in the organization’s 
t repository and the organization’s process asset library. 

ples of relevant information include the effort expended for various activities, 
defects injected or removed in a particular activity, and lessons learned. 
 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
infor
mea
orga

mation about incorporating the work products, measures, 
surement results, and improvement information into the 
nization’s measurement repository and process asset library. 
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Refe
infor ent 
resu

Subp
1. 

t 

2. lusion in the organization’s process 

3. ess for inclusion in the 
organization’s process asset library. 

4. 

GG 4 Institutionalize a

r to the Integrated Project Management process area for more 
mation about contributing work products, measures, measurem
lts, and documented experiences to organizational process assets. 

ractices 
Store process and product measures and measurement results in 
the organization’s measurement repository. 

The process and product measures are primarily those defined in the common se
of measures for the organization’s set of standard processes. 

Submit documentation for inc
asset library. 

Document lessons learned from the proc

Propose improvements to organizational process assets. 

 Quantitatively Managed Process 
The process is  

GP 4.1 

 institutionalized as a quantitatively managed process.

Establish Quantitative Objectives for the Process 
Establish and maintain quantitative objectives for the process, 
which address quality and process performance, based on 
customer needs and business objectives. 

The
agre
the p  
prod

Refe
infor
of th

These quantitative objectives may be specific to the process or they 
 (e.g., for a set of processes). In the 

e of 

 purpose of this generic practice is to determine and obtain 
ement from relevant stakeholders about quantitative objectives for 
rocess. These quantitative objectives can be expressed in terms of
uct quality, service quality, and process performance. 

r to the Quantitative Project Management process area for more 
mation about establishing quantitative objectives for subprocesses 
e project’s defined process. 

may be defined for a broader scope
latter case, these quantitative objectives may be allocated to som
the included processes. 
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These quantitative objectives are criteria used to judge whether the 
products, services, and process performance will satisfy the custome
end users, organization management, and process implementers. 
These quantitative objectives go beyond the traditional end-product 
objective

rs, 

s. They also cover intermediate objectives used to manage the 
achievement of the objectives over time. They reflect, in part, the 

ved 

Subpractices 
blish quantitative objectives that pertain to the process. 

GP 4.2 ss Performance 

demonstrated performance of the organization’s set of standard 
processes. These quantitative objectives should be set to values that 
are likely to be achieved when the processes or subprocesses invol
are stable and within their natural bounds. 

1. Esta

2. Allocate quantitative objectives to the process or its subprocesses. 

Stabilize Subproce
Stabilize the performance of one or more subprocesses to 
determine the ability of the process to achieve the established 
quantitative quality and process-performance objectives. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to stabilize the performance of 

d 

Management process area for more 
information about selecting subprocesses for statistical management, 

of 

ses of 
mits 

 the 

Predicting the ability of the process to achieve the established 
quantitative understanding of the 

es that are critical to achieving these 
objectives and establishing and managing against interim quantitative 

 
g. 

one or more subprocesses of the defined process, which are critical 
contributors to overall performance, using appropriate statistical and 
other quantitative techniques. Stabilizing selected subprocesses 
supports predicting the ability of the process to achieve the establishe
quantitative quality and process-performance objectives. 

Refer to the Quantitative Project 

monitoring the performance of subprocesses, and other aspects 
stabilizing subprocess performance. 

A stable subprocess shows no significant indication of special cau
process variation. Stable subprocesses are predictable within the li
established by natural bounds of the subprocess. Variations in
stable subprocess are changes due to a common cause system. 

quantitative objectives requires a 
contributions of the subprocess

objectives over time. 

Selected process and product measures and measurement results are 
incorporated into the organization’s measurement repository to support
process-performance analysis and future fact-based decision makin
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Subpractices 
1. Statistically manage the performance of one or more subprocesses

that are critical contributors to the overall performance of the 
 

process. 

ts 
he organization’s process-performance baselines. 

GG 5 Institutional

2. Predict the ability of the process to achieve its established 
quantitative objectives considering the performance of the 
statistically managed subprocesses. 

3. Incorporate selected process-performance measurement resul
into t

ize an Optimizing Process 
The proces

GP 5.1 

s is institutionalized as an optimizing process. 

Ensure Continuous Process Improvement 
Ensure continuous improvement of the process in fulfilling the 
relevant business objectives of the organization. 

The purpose of this generic practice is to select and systematically 
deploy process and technology improvements that contribute to 
meeting established quality and process-performance objectives.

Refer to the Organizational Innovation and Deployment process

 

 area 
for more information about selecting and deploying incremental and 

ation’s 
processes and technologies. 

n
rkfo

e
ie
ro

inherently part of everyone’s role, resulting in a cycle of continual 

ocess improvement 
ganization’s business objectives. 

bjectives may be specific to an individual 
a broader scope (i.e., for a set of processes), 
g to achieving these objectives. Objectives 

al process are typically allocated from quantitative 
objectives established for a broader scope. 

These process improvement objectives are primarily derived from the 
organization’s business objectives and from a detailed understanding of process 
capability. These objectives are the criteria used to judge whether process 

innovative improvements that measurably improve the organiz

Optimizing processes to be agile a d innovative depends on the 
participation of an empowered wo
business values and objectives. Th
respond to changes and opportunit
accelerate and share learning. Imp

rce aligned with the organization’s 
 organization’s ability to rapidly 
s is enhanced by finding ways to 
vement of the processes is 

improvement. 

Subpractices 
1. Establish and maintain quantitative pr

objectives that support the or

The quantitative process improvement o
process or they may be defined for 
with individual processes contributin
that are specific to an individu
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performance is quantitatively improving the organization’s ability to meet its 
business objectives. These process improvement objectives are often set to 
values beyond current process performance, and both incremental and innovative 

ts may be n
en
s at 

s perfo

ctive finement of, 
blish Quantitative Objectives for the Process 

ce, as long as they can serve as both drivers and criteria for 
ent. 

nts that will likely result in measurable 
rformance. 

 incremental changes and innovative 
nnovative technological improvements are typically 

d as efforts that are separately planned, performed, and managed. Piloting 
rts often

d 

age t ent of selected process 
improvements based on quantified expected benefits, estimated 
costs and impacts, and measured change to process performance. 

e improv
asure
 proce ent objectives. Improvements 

set of standard processes and defined 

ss i
ri
to

GP 5.2 s 

technological improvemen
objectives may also be revised frequ
the process (i.e., when an objective i
is again beyond the new proces

These process improvement obje
objectives established in the Esta
generic practi

eeded to achieve these objectives. These 
tly to continue to drive the improvement of 

achieved, it may be set to a new value th
rmance). 

s may be the same as, or a re

successful process improvem

2. Identify process improveme
improvements to process pe

Process improvements include both
technological improvements. I
pursue
is often performed. These effo
performance analysis has determine
improvement. 

3. Define strategies and man

 target process factors that a process-
to be key to significant measurable 

he deploym

The costs and benefits of thes
actual costs and benefits are me
to the organization’s quantitative
are made to both the organization’s 
processes. 

ements are estimated quantitatively, and 
d. Benefits are primarily considered relative 
ss improvem

Managing the deployment of proce
implementing adjustments as approp
to deployment, minimizing disruption 

Correct Root Causes of Problem

mprovements includes piloting changes and 
ate, addressing potential and real barriers 
 ongoing efforts, and managing risks. 

Identify and correct the root cau fects and other ses of de
problems in the process. 

ce is to analyze defects and other 
itatively managed process, to correct 

efects and problems, and to prevent 
ccurring in the future. 

The purpose of this generic practi
problems encountered in a quant
the root causes of these types of d
these defects and problems from o
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Refer to the Causal Analysis and Resolution process area for more 
information about identifying and correcting root causes of selected 
defects. Even though the Causal Analysis and Resolution process area 

pli

be applied 
not quantitatively managed. However, the focus of this generic practice 

aged process, though the final root 
 of that process. 

Applying Generic

has a project context, it can be ap
as well. 

Root cause analysis can 

ed to processes in other contexts 

beneficially to processes that are 

is to act on a quantitatively man
causes may be found outside

 Practices 

This section helps you to better understand the generic practices and 

po
s reminders. They remind you to do 

ected model components. 

in  the specific goals of the Project 
ablishing and maintaining a plan that 
 generic practices that applies to the 
stablish and maintain the plan for 

When applied to this process area, 
u to plan the activities involved in 

pecific goals of the Organizational 
ocess area, you are developing the skills and knowledge of 

at
ciently. Whe

ion
n

ge in the organization. 

Process Areas th

provides information to help you interp
your organization. 

Generic practices are model com
areas. Think of generic practices a
things right, and they are exp

ret and apply generic practices in 

nents applicable to all process 

For example, when you are achiev
Planning process area, you are est
defines project activities. One of the
Project Planning process area is “E
performing the process” (GP 2.2). 
this generic practice reminds yo
creating the plan for the project. 

When you are satisfying the s
Training pr

g

people in your project and organiz
roles effectively and effi
practice (GP 2.2) to the Organizat
generic practice reminds you to pla
developing the skills and knowled

ion so that they can perform their 
n applying the same generic 
al Training process area, this 
 the activities involved in 
of people 

at Support Generic Practices 

While generic goals and generic 
that directly address the insti
organization, many proce

practices are the model components 
tutionalization of a process across the 

ss areas likewise address institutionalization 
by supporting the implementation of generic practices. Knowing these 
relationships will help you effectively implement generic practices. 
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Such process areas contain one or more specific practices that when 
implemented may also fully implement a generic practice or generate a 
work product that is used in the implementation of a generic practice 

a
uct

 
 
 part, to implement the generic 

onal Process Definition process area 
in the description of a defined 

neric practice for one or more process 
al Process Definition 

lish the organizational process 
 implement the generic practice. 

ess areas that support the 
es and (2) the recursive relationships 

d their closely related process areas. Both 
 important to remember during process 

 of th
nd t

 Pro

ice y 
10

An example is the Configuration M
2.6, “Place designated work prod
levels of control.” To implement the
process areas, you might choose to
Management process area, all or in
practice. 

nagement process area and GP 
s of the process under appropriate 
generic practice for one or more 
implement the Configuration 

Another example is the Organizati
and GP 3.1, “Establish and mainta
process.” To implement this ge
areas, you should first implement the Organization
process area, all or in part, to estab
assets that are needed to

Table 6.2 describes (1) the proc
implementation of generic practic
between generic practices an
types of relationships are
improvement to take advantage
between the generic practices a

Table 6.2: Generic Practice and

Roles of Process Areas in 
Implementation of the Generic Practice 

e natural synergies that exist 
heir related process areas. 

cess Area Relationships 

Generic Pract How the Generic Practice Recursivel
Applies to its Related Process Area(s)

GP 2.2  
Plan the Process 

g 
ll for 

pt 
 

nd covers planning project 
planning activities. 

Project Planning: The project plannin
process can implement GP 2.2 in fu
all project-related process areas (exce
for Project Planning itself).  

GP 2.2 applied to the project planning 
process can be characterized as “plan
the plan” a

GP 2.3  
Provide 
Resources 

GP 2.4 
Assign 
Responsibility 

ct Planning SP 2.4, 

 

. 

 Project Planning: The part of the 
project planning process that 
implements Proje
“Plan the Project’s Resources,” supports 
the implementation of GP 2.3 and GP 
2.4 for all project-related process areas
(except perhaps initially for Project 
Planning itself) by identifying needed 
project resources to ensure the proper 
staffing, facilities, equipment, and other 
assets needed by the project are 
secured

                                                                                       
10 When the relationship between a generic practice and a process area is less direct, the risk of confusion is reduced; 

therefore, we do not describe all recursive relationships in the table (e.g., for generic practices 2.3, 2.4, and 2.10). 
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Generic Practice Roles of Process Areas in 
Implementation of the Generic Practice 

How the Generic Practice Recursively 
Applies to its Related Process Area(s)10

GP 2.5  
Train People orts 

 

 

Project Planning: The part of the 

5, 

l training 
 of 

reas. 

l 

lls 
 manage, create, and 

accomplish the training. 

Organizational Training: The 
organizational training process supp
the implementation of GP 2.5 as applied
to all process areas by making the 
training that addresses strategic or
organization-wide training needs 
available to those who will perform or 
support the process. 

project planning process that 
implements Project Planning SP 2.
“Plan Needed Knowledge and Skills,” 
together with the organizationa
process, support the implementation
GP 2.5 in full for all project-related 
process a

GP 2.5 applied to the organizationa
training process covers training for 
performing organizational training 
activities, which addresses the ski
required to

GP 2.6  
Manage
Configuration

 
s 

s can  

gement 

GP 2.7  
Identify and 

ant implements Project Planning SP 2.6, 

 
.7 in 

s areas. 

Project Monitoring and Control: The 
part of the project monitoring and control 
process that implements Project 
Monitoring and Control SP 1.5, “Monitor 
Stakeholder Involvement,” can support 
implementing the third subpractice of 
GP 2.7 for all project-related process 
areas. 

Integrated Project Management: The 
part of the integrated project 
management process that implements 
Integrated Project Management SP 2.1, 
“Manage Stakeholder Involvement,” can 
support implementing the third 
subpractice of GP 2.7 for all project-
related process areas. 

GP 2.7 applied to the project planning 
process covers the involvement of 
relevant stakeholders in project planning 

g 

nt stakeholders in 
project monitoring and control activities. 

GP 2.7 applied to the integrated project 
management process covers the 
involvement of relevant stakeholders in 
integrated project management 
activities. 

Configuration Management: The 
configuration management proces
implement GP 2.6 in full for all project-
related process areas as well as some 
of the organizational process areas. 

 

Project Planning: The part of the 
project planning process that 

GP 2.6 applied to the configuration 
management process covers change
and version control for work products 
produced by configuration mana
activities. 

Involve Relev
Stakeholders “Plan Stakeholder Involvement,” can 

implement the stakeholder identification
part (first two subpractices) of GP 2
full for all project-related proces

activities. 

GP 2.7 applied to the project monitorin
and control process covers the 
involvement of releva
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Generic Practice Role
Impl

ly 
ea(s)10

s of Process Areas in 
ementation of the Generic Practice 

How the Generic Practice Recursive
Applies to its Related Process Ar

GP 2.8  
Monitor and 
Control the 
Process 

Proj
proje ntrol process 
can impl
proje

Mea
proc
proc
Anal
guid
and 
used
monitori
proc

ng 
and control process covers the 
monitoring and controlling of the 

. 

ect Monitoring and Control: The 
ct monitoring and co

ement GP 2.8 in full for all 

GP 2.8 applied to the project monitori

ct-related process areas. 

surement and Analysis: For all 
esses, not just project-related 
esses, the Measurement and 
ysis process area provides general 
ance about measuring, analyzing, 
recording information that can be 
 in establishing measures for 

project’s monitor and control activities

ng actual performance of the 
ess. 

GP 2.9 
Objectively 
Evaluate 
Adherence 

Proc
Assu
qual
imple
area
Prod

 
 quality 

GP 2.10  
Review Status 
with Higher Level 
Management 

Proj g and Control: The 
part of the project monitoring and control 
process that implements Project 
Monitoring and Control SP 1.6, “Conduct 
Progress Reviews,” and SP 1.7, 
“Conduct Milestone Reviews,” supports 
the implementation of GP 2.10 for all 
project-related process areas, perhaps 
in full, depending on higher level 
management involvement in these 
reviews. 

 

ess and Product Quality 
rance: The process and product 

ity assurance process can 
ment GP 2.9 in full for all process 

s (except perhaps for Process and 
uct Quality Assurance itself).  

GP 2.9 applied to the process and 
product quality assurance process
covers the objective evaluation of
assurance activities. 

ect Monitorin

GP 3.1  
Establish a 
Defined Process 

Integrated Project Management: The 
part of the integrated project 
management process that implements 
Integrated Project Management SP 1.1, 
“Establish the Project’s Defined 
Process,” can implement GP 3.1 in full 
for all project-related process areas. 

Organizational Process Definition: 
For all processes, not just project-
related processes, the organizational 
process definition process establishes 
the organizational process assets 
needed to implement GP 3.1. 

GP 3.1 applied to the integrated project 
management process covers 
establishing defined processes for 
integrated project management 
activities. 
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Generic Practice Roles of Process Areas in 
 of the Generic Practice 

How the Generic Practice Recursively 
Applies to its Related Process Area(s)10Implementation

GP 3.2  Integrated Project M
Collect 
Improvement 

n 

anagement: The 
part of the integrated project 
management process that implements 
Integrated Project Management SP 1.7, 
“Contribute to Organizational Process 
Assets,” can implement GP 3.2 in part or 
full fo

Orga
part ational process focus 
process that implements Organizational 

cess Focus SP 3.4, “Incorporate 
eriences into Organizational Process 

Assets,” can implement GP 3.2 in part or 
full fo

Organi  
For all pr
process d
the orga
needed to implement GP 3

GP 3.2 applied to the integrated project 
management process covers collecting 
improvement information derived from 
planning and performing integrated 
project management activities. Informatio

r all project-related process areas. 

nizational Process Focus: The 
of the organiz

Pro
Exp

r all process areas. 

zational Process Definition:
ocesses, the organizational 
efinition process establishes 

nizational process assets 
.2. 

GP 4.1  
Establish 
Quantitative 
Objectives for 
the Process 

Quantita
The part
man
Qua
1.1, 
supp
for a s areas by 
providing objectives from which the 
obje
can 
beco
imple
Qua
1.1, 
man
4.1 i

Orga
The part of the organizational process 

ce process that implements 
tional Process Performance SP 

1.3, “Establish Quality and Process-
Perfo
imple
area

GP 4.1 applied to the quantitative 
project management process covers 

tives for 

GP 4.1 applied to the organizational 
process performance process covers 

r 

tive Project Management: 
 of the quantitative project 

agement process that implements 
ntitative Project Management SP 
“Establish the Project’s Objectives,” 
orts the implementation of GP 4.1 
ll project-related proces

establishing quantitative objec
quantitative project management 
activities. 

ctives for each particular process 
be derived. If these objectives 
me established as part of 
menting subpractices 5 and 8 of 

ntitative Project Management SP 
then the quantitative project 
agement process implements GP 
n full. 

nizational Process Performance: 

establishing quantitative objectives fo
organizational process-performance 
activities. 

performan
Organiza

rmance Objectives,” supports the 
mentation of GP 4.1 for all process 

s. 
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Generic Practice Role
Impl

y 
Area(s)10

s of Process Areas in 
ementation of the Generic Practice 

How the Generic Practice Recursivel
Applies to its Related Process 

GP 4.2  
Stabilize 
Subprocess 
Performance 

Qua
The 
man ents 
Quantitative Project Management SG 2, 
“Stat
Perfo
full for all proj
to whic
subpro

l Process Performance: 
 not just project-

esses, the organizational 
formance process 

s organizational process 
assets that may be needed to implement 

stabilizing selected subprocesses of 
quantitative project management 

ntitative Project Management: 
part of the quantitative project 
agement process that implem

GP 4.2 applied to the quantitative 
project management process covers 

istically Manage Subprocess 
rmance,” can implement GP 4.2 in 

ect-related process areas 

activities. 

h a statistically managed 
cess can be mapped. 

Organizationa
For all processes,
related proc

rprocess pe
establishe

GP 4.2. 

GP 5
Ensu

Organizational Innova
Deployment: The organ

.1  
re 

Continuous 
Process 
Improveme

tion and 

lement GP 5.1 in full for all process 
areas providing that quality and process-
perfo
organization 
latte
Orga ess Performance 
process area has been implemented.)  

GP 5.1 applied to the organizational 

improvement of organizational 
innovation and deployment activities. 

GP 5.2  
Correct Root 
Causes of 
Problems 

Cau
caus
can 
proje

izational 
innovation and deployment process can 
imp

innovation and deployment process 
covers ensuring continuous process 

nt rmance objectives for the 
have been defined. (The 

r would be the case, say, if the 
nizational Proc

sal Analysis and Resolution: The 
al analysis and resolution process 
implement GP 5.2 in full for all 
ct-related process areas.  

GP 5.2 applied to the causal analysis 
and resolution process covers 
identifying root causes of defects and 
other problems in causal analysis and 
resolution activities. 
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Given the dependencies that generic practices have on these pr
areas, and given the more holistic view that many of thes

ocess 
e process 

lemented early, in 
ing the associated 

o a few situations in which the result of applying a generic 

c
think that ap  Project 

sam ecific goal of Integrated Project Management, 
“Use the Project’s Defined Process.” 

Although it is true that there is some overlap, the application of the 
generic  process areas provides defined processes 
coverin g and control activities. 
These d o not necessarily cover support activities 
(such a agement), other project management 
process quisition 
process
Integrat

areas provide, these process areas are often imp
whole or in part, before or concurrent with implement
generic practices. 

There are als
practice to a particular process area would seem to make a whole 
pro ess area redundant, but, in fact, it does not. It may be natural to 

plying GP 3.1, Establish a Defined Process, to the
Planning and Project Monitoring and Control process areas yields the 

e effect as the first sp

 practice to these two
g project planning and project monitorin
efined processes d

s configuration man
es (such as integrated project management), or the ac
es. In contrast, the project’s defined process, provided by the 
ed Project Management process area, covers all appropriate 

processes. 
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AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT 

An Acquisition Process Area a

Purpose 

t Maturity Level 2 

The purpose of Agreement Management (AM) is to ensure that the 
ding to the terms of the supplier 

Introductory Notes 

supplier and the acquirer perform accor
agreement. 

The Agreement Management process area involves the following 

uirer to oversee the supplier’s activities and evolving 

n 
es, 

hed criteria as outlined in the supplier 
agreement, the acquirer may take corrective action. 

Related Process Areas 

activities: 

• Executing the supplier agreement 

• Monitoring supplier processes 

• Accepting the delivery of acquired products 

• Managing supplier invoices 

The legal nature of many acquirer-supplier agreements makes it 
imperative that the project management team is acutely aware of the 
legal implications of actions taken when managing the acquisition of 
products or services. 

The supplier agreement is the basis for managing the relationship with 
the supplier, including resolving issues. It defines the mechanisms that 
allow the acq
products and to verify compliance with supplier agreement 
requirements. It is also the vehicle for a mutual understanding betwee
the acquirer and supplier. When the supplier’s performance, process
or products fail to satisfy establis

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
 projects and taking corrective action. 

nd Analysis process area for more 
yzing, and reporting measures and 

analyzed and reported. 

information about monitoring

Refer to the Measurement a
information about specifying, anal
how measurement data are 
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Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
 maintaining the 

supplier agreement. 

Refe nagement process area for more 
information about evaluating supplier deliverables. 

Sp
SG 1 Satisfy Supplier Agreements 

SP 1.1 Execute the Supplier Agre

SP 1.2 Monitor Selected Supplier 

SP 1.3 Accept the Acquired Product 

SP 1.4 plier In

Specific Practices by

area for more information about establishing and

Refer to the Acquisition Validation process area for more information 
about validating products. 

r to the Acquisition Technical Ma

ecific Goal and Practice Summary 

ement 

Processes 

Manage Sup voices 

 Goal 

SG 1 Satisfy Supplier Agreements 
The terms of the supplier agreement are met by both the acquirer and the 
supplier. 

SP 1.1 Execute the Supplier Agreement 
Perform activities with the supplier as specified in the supplier 
agreement. 

This specific practice covers internal and external communication as 
well as the use of information by the acquirer and supplier regarding the 
relationship, performance, results, and impact to the business. The
acquirer manages the relationship with the supplier to m

 
aintain effective 

siness), 

ol process area for more 

4. Action items tracked to closure 

communication on key issues (e.g., changes in the acquirer’s bu
new supplier products and technologies, and changes in the 
organizational structure. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Contr
information about monitoring projects and taking corrective action. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Integrated list of issues 

2. Supplier project progress and performance reports 

3. Supplier review materials and reports 

5. Records of product and document deliveries 
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Typical Supplier Deliverables 
rformance reports 

s for supplier issues 

.g., schedule, 
ement. 

2. Conduct management reviews with the supplier as specified in the 
agreement. 

eps: 

ate 

 tracking all action items to closure 

 

1. Supplier project progress and pe

2. Corrective action result

3. Correspondence with the acquirer 

Subpractices 
1. Monitor supplier project progress and performance (e

effort, and cost) as defined in the supplier agre

supplier 

Reviews cover both formal and informal reviews and include the following st

• Preparing for the review 

• Ensuring that relevant stakeholders particip

• Conducting the review 

• Identifying, documenting, and

• Preparing and distributing to the relevant stakeholders a summary report of 
the review 

Management reviews typically include the following: 
• Reviewing critical dependencies 

• Reviewing project risks involving the supplier 

• Reviewing schedule and budget 
 

 more 

or 

3. 
 them to closure. 

re 
information about tracking corrective actions to closure. 

Unresolved issues escalate through the appropriate management chain according 
to the organization’s issue resolution process. 

4. Use the results of reviews to improve the supplier’s performance 
and to establish and nurture long-term relationships with preferred 
suppliers. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for
information about conducting project milestone reviews. 

Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management process area f
more information about conducting technical reviews. 

Identify issues and determine corrective actions necessary to 
resolve and track

Refer to the Manage Corrective Action to Closure specific goal in 
the Project Monitoring and Control process area for mo
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The acquirer’s evaluation of supplier performance is carried out primarily to 
y relative to performing 

re 

SP 1.2 

confirm the supplier’s competency or lack of competenc
similar work on the project or other projects. 

5. Monitor risks involving the supplier and take corrective action as 
necessary. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for mo
information about monitoring project risks. 

Monitor Selected Supplier Processes 
Select, monitor, and analyze supplier processes. 

p prevent 

mpact of 
the supplier’s processes on the project. On larger projects with 

s for development of critical components, 
n . For less critical components, the 

 monitoring is not appropriate. 
e overall risk should be considered when 

Monitoring, if not performed with adequate care, can at one extreme be 
burdensome, or at the other extreme be uninformative and 

ecides on the necessary level of monitoring 
is not performed 
g supplier-

supp
[SEI

Analyzing selected processes involves taking the data obtained from 
monitor d analyzing them to determine whether 
there ar

pical 

3. Performance reports 

4. Performance curves 

5. Discrepancy reports 

When there must be tight alignment between supplier and acquirer 
processes, the acquirer should monitor these processes to hel
interface problems. 

Selecting processes for monitoring involves considering the i

significant subcontract
mo itoring key processes is expected
selection process may determine that
Between these extremes, th

ses to be monitored. selecting proces

invasive and 
ineffective. The acquirer d
depending on the level of risk if the supplier’s process 
correctly. Monitoring activities can range from reviewin

lied process data to on-site appraisals of the supplier’s processes 
 2007]. 

ing the processes an
e serious issues. 

Ty Work Products 
1. List of processes selected for monitoring or rationale for non-

selection 

2. Activity reports 
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Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier process quality assurance reports 

1. Identify supplier processes critical to the success of the project. 

2. Monitor selected supplier processes for compliance with 
requirements of the agreement. 

s 
 satisfy 

requirements of the agreement. 

Trend analysis can rely on internal and external data. 

SP 1.3 

Subpractices 

3. Analyze results of monitoring selected processes to detect issue
as early as possible that may affect the supplier’s ability to

Accept the Acquired Product 
Ensure that the supplier agreement is satisfied before 
accepting the acquired product. 

This practice involves ensuring that the acquired product meets all 
requirements and that customers concur before acceptance of the 
product. The acquirer ensures that all acceptance criteria have been 
satisfied and that all discrepancies have been corrected. Requiremen
for formal deliver

ts 
able acceptance and how to address non-conforming 

 

es 

ement. 

The e 
tran
sup sition to operations and support activities are 
monitored b

Ref ecific practice 
in the Project Planning process area for more information about 
plan

Ref
practice in th e 
info ies. 

deliverables are usually defined in the supplier agreement. The acquirer
should be prepared to exercise all remedies if the supplier fails to 
perform. 

The acquirer, usually through its authorized supplier agreement 
administrator, provides the supplier with formal written notice that 
supplier deliverables have been accepted or rejected. 

Typically, an authorized representative of the acquirer assum
ownership of existing identified supplier products or deliverables 
tendered, or approves services rendered, as partial or complete 
performance of the supplier agre

 acquirer has defined how this product or service will make th
sition to operations and support in the transition to operations and 
port plan. Tran

y the acquirer. 

er to the Plan Transition to Operations and Support sp

ning for the transition of the accepted product or service. 

er to the Monitor Transition to Operations and Support specific 
e Project Monitoring and Control process area for mor

rmation about monitoring transition activit
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Typ
1. 

2. 

results, reports, logs, and issues for the 
acquired product. 

clude confirming that appropriate license, warranty, 
all 

plier 
 supplier can be paid and the supplier 

agreement closed. 

Communicate to relevant stakeholders the product’s readiness for 
transition to operations and support. 

ical Work Products 
Stakeholder approval reports 

Discrepancy reports 

3. Product acceptance review report with approval signatures 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Work products as defined in the supplier agreement 

2. Services as defined in the supplier agreement 

Subpractices 

1. Review the validation 

Refer to the Acquisition Validation process area for more 
information about validating products. 

2. Review supplier verification results, reports, logs, and issues for 
the acquired product. 

3. Confirm that all contractual requirements for the acquired product 
are satisfied. 

This subpractice may in
ownership, usage, and support or maintenance agreements are in place and 
supporting materials are received. 

4. Confirm that all discrepancies have been corrected and all 
acceptance criteria have been satisfied. 

5. Communicate to appropriate stakeholders that the supplier 
agreement has been satisfied. 

The acquirer, usually through its authorized supplier agreement or contract 
administrator, provides the supplier with formal written notice that the sup
agreement has been satisfied so the

6. 
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SP 1.4 Manage Supplier Invoices 

Manage invoices submitted by the supplier. 

The intent of this practice is to ensure that payment terms defined in the 
o 
 

ime, monthly, 
deliverable-based, pass-through). It covers invoice errors or issues, 

nt. The 
acquirer must also ensure that appropriate financial and invoice 
m

n accepting supplier deliverables, final payment should not be 
r until it has been certified that all supplier 

verables meet contractual requirements and all acceptance criteria 
atisfied. When acceptance criteria have not been satisfied, 

ns of the supplier agreement may be exercised. 

ts 
roved for payment 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
oices 

orting material. 

e 

supplier agreement are met and that supplier compensation is linked t
supplier progress, as defined in the supplier agreement. This practice
covers invoices for any type of charge (e.g., one-t

changes to invoices, billing errors, and withholding disputed charges 
consistent with the terms and conditions of the supplier agreeme

anagement controls are in place. 

Whe
made to the supplie
deli
have been s
the provisio

Typical Work Produc
1. Invoices app

1. Inv

Subpractices 

1. Receive invoices. 

2. Review invoices and related supp

Examples of areas of review for invoices and related support material include th
following: 
• Volumes for variable charges 

• Pass through expenses 

• Regulatory commitments related to payments 

• Purchases made by the supplier on behalf of the acquirer 
 

3. Resolve errors and manage issues with the supplier as required

4. Approve invoices. 

 

. 
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ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT 

An Acquisition Process Area a

Purpose 

t Maturity Level 2 

The purpose of Acquisition Requirements Development (ARD) is to 
develop and analyze customer and contractual requirements. 

Introductory Notes 

This process area describes two types of requirements: customer 
requirements, which address the needs of relevant stakeholders for 

ssed 
thro ship with suppliers and other appropriate 
orga nt 
to la tion, maintenance, support, 
and fety, reliability, and 
mai

In s ystems 
eng ator for the product. In these acquisitions, 
the ent process area of CMMI-DEV should be 
use velopment in CMMI-DEV includes additional 
info ul in these situations, including deriving and analyzing 
req successively lower levels of product definition (e.g., 
esta product component requirements). 

Req  the basis for the selection and design or 
con ents 
includes the following activities: 

• , analysis, and validation of stakeholder needs, 
ints, and interfaces to obtain customer 

anding of what will satisfy 

• Development of the lifecycle requirements of the product (e.g., 
development, maintenance, transition to operations, 
decommissioning) 

• Establishment of contractual requirements consistent with customer 
requirements to a level of detail that is sufficient to be included in 
the solicitation package and supplier agreement 

• Development of the operational concept 

which one or more products and services will be acquired, and 
contractual requirements, which are the requirements to be addre

ugh the acquirer’s relation
nizations. Both sets of requirements must address needs releva
ter product lifecycle phases (e.g., opera
 disposal) and key product attributes (e.g., sa
ntainability). 

ome acquisitions, the acquirer assumes the role of overall s
ineer, architect, or integr
Requirements Developm
d. Requirements De
rmation helpf
uirements at 
blishing and maintaining 

uirements are
figuration of the acquired product. The development of requirem

Elicitation
expectations, constra
requirements that constitute an underst
stakeholders 
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• Analysis of needs and requirements (for each product lifecycle 
phase), the operational environment, and factors that reflect overall 
customer and end-user needs and expectations for attributes such 

d affordability 

The ed in the solicitation package form the basis for 
eva osals by suppliers and for further negotiations with 
sup . The contractual 
req e supplier agreement. 

ed throughout the project lifecycle. Design 
h 

phase of the project’s lifecycle are analyzed for their impact on 
quirements. 

requ nalyses occur 
recursively at successively more detailed levels until sufficient detail is 

 to further refine 
. 

lopment 
ents. 

e 

 

 
contractual requirements that are based on customer requirements and 

goal support the development of the requirements in the first two 

alyzing and validating requirements with respect to the 
acquirer’s intende

Related Process Areas 

as safety, security, an

 requirements includ
luating prop
pliers and communication with the customer
uirements for the supplier are baselined in th

Requirements are refin
decisions, subsequent corrective actions, and feedback during eac

contractual re

Requirements analyses aid understanding, defining, and selecting 
irements at all levels from competing alternatives. A

available to produce contractual requirements and
these, if necessary, while the supplier builds or configures the product

Involvement of relevant stakeholders in both requirements deve
and analyses gives them visibility into the evolution of requirem
Participation continually assures stakeholders that requirements ar
being properly defined. 

The Acquisition Requirements Development process area includes 
three specific goals. The Develop Customer Requirements specific goal
addresses eliciting and defining a set of customer requirements. The 
Develop Contractual Requirements specific goal addresses defining

are included in the solicitation package and supplier agreement. The 
specific practices of the Analyze and Validate Requirements specific 

specific goals. The specific practices associated with this specific goal 
cover an

d environment. 

Ref  more 
info ents and changes, obtaining 
agr
thos

Ref nt Development process 
e information about developing solicitation packages and 

supplier agreements. 

er to the Requirements Management process area for
rmation about managing requirem
eement with the requirements provider, obtaining commitments with 
e implementing the requirements, and maintaining traceability. 

er to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreeme
area for mor
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Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management process area for more 
ulting product meets 

contractual requirements. 

e information 
 stakeholder 

straints, and interfaces. 

about 
iden ents. 

SG 1 Develop Customer Requirements 

SP 1.1 Elicit Stakeholder Needs 

SP 1.2 Develop and Prioritize Cu

SG 2 Develop Contractual Requirements 

SP 2.1 Establish Contractual Req

SP 2.2 Allocate Contractual Requ

SG 3 Analyze and Validate Requirements 

SP 3.1 Establish Operational Con

SP 3.2 Analyze Requireme

SP 3.3 Analyze Requirements to Achieve Balance 

SP 3.4 Validate Requirements 

Specific P

information about confirming that the res

Refer to the Acquisition Validation process area for mor
about validating the acquired product or service against
needs, expectations, con

Refer to the Risk Management process area for more information 
tifying and managing risks that are related to requirem

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 

stomer Requirements 

uirements 

irements 

cepts and Scenarios 

nts 

ractices by Goal 

SG 1 Develop Customer Requirements 
Stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, and interfaces are collected 
and transla

 Their needs, expectations, constraints, interfaces, 

ces 

ut 

ed 
 communicate their needs, 

services. 

ted into customer requirements. 
Stakeholders (e.g., customers, end users, suppliers, testers, 
integrators, maintainers, operators, supplier agreement management 
personnel, manufacturers, and logistics support personnel) are sources 
of requirements.
operational concepts, and product concepts are analyzed, harmonized, 
refined, and elaborated for translation into a set of customer 
requirements. 

Frequently, stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, and interfa
are poorly identified or conflicting. Since these needs, expectations, 
constraints, and interfaces must be clearly identified and understood 
throughout the project lifecycle, an iterative process is used througho
the life of the project to accomplish this objective. To facilitate the 
required interaction, relevant stakeholders are frequently involv
throughout the project lifecycle to
expectations, and constraints, and to help resolve conflicts. 
Environmental, legal, and other constraints should be considered when 
creating and evolving the set of requirements for acquiring products or 
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SP 1.1 Elicit Stakeholder Needs 

Elicit stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, and 
interfaces for all phases of the product lifecycle. 

Eliciting goes beyond collecting needs
additional needs not explicitly provide

 by proactively identifying 

 should include business as well as 

s processes is a common source of stakeholder 

d by stakeholders. Relevant 
stakeholders who represent all phases of the product lifecycle in the 
acquirer’s intended environment
technical functions. Using this approach, needs for all product-related 
lifecycle processes are considered concurrently with concepts for 
acquired products. 

An analysis of busines
needs, expectations, constraints, and interfaces. Additional needs 
typically address project lifecycle activities and their impact on the 
product. 

Examples of techniques to elicit needs from stakeholders include the following: 

• Questionnaires and interviews 

• Operational scenarios obtained from end users 

• k analyses Operational walkthroughs and end-user tas

• Prototypes and models 

• Observation of existing products, environments, and workflow patterns 

• monstrations Technology de

• Interim project reviews 

• Brainstorming 

• Quality Function Deployment 

• Market surveys 

• urces such as business process documents, standards, or Extraction from so
specifications 

• Use cases 

• Business case analyses 

• Reverse engineering (for legacy products) 
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Examples of sources of requirements that might not be identified by the customer 
include the following: 

• Government regulations 

• Policies and standards 

• Technology 

• Legacy products or product components (for reuse) 
 

cal Work Products Typi
1. Stakeholder 

Subp
1. eeds, 

SP 1.2 Deve

needs, expectations, constraints, and interfaces 

ractices 

Engage relevant stakeholders using methods for eliciting n
expectations, constraints, and external interfaces. 

lop and Prioritize Customer Requirements 

Tran d sform stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, an
inte

r
desi
requ ay also include needs, expectations, constraints, and 
inter
cust
strat
reso

Cus n output of another project’s 
activ y. 

Exam

rfaces into prioritized customer requirements. 

The customer typically describes requirements as capabilities 
exp essed in broad operational terms concerned with achieving a 

red effect under specified standards and regulations. Customer 
irements m
faces with regard to verification and validation. Inputs from the 
omer and other stakeholders must be aligned to the organization’s 
egy. Missing information must be obtained and conflicts must be 
lved as customer requirements are developed and prioritized. 

tomer requirements may also exist as a
ities such as a previous project that delivered the initial capabilit

ples of factors to consider when expressing customer requirements include the 
following: 

• Key characteristics (attributes) of the desired capability with appropriate 
parameters and measures 

• Obstacles to overcome to achieve the capability 

•  the desired capability Competitive gap between the existing and

• Supportability of the desired capability 

•  favor Level of detail of customer requirements that does not prejudice decisions in
of a particular means of implementation but are specific enough to evaluate 
alternative approaches to implement the capability 
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Typ cal Work Products 
Prioritized customer requirements 

i
1. 

2. Customer constraints on the conduct of verification 

3. 

Subp
1. Translate stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, and 

r requirements. 

2. ments. 

quirements guides the acquirer in determining 
irements and requirements changes to include in 

customer and other stakeholders are addressed quickly. 

ribed in the previous specific practice. 

3. 

SG 2 Develop Contrac

Customer constraints on the conduct of validation 

ractices 

interfaces into documented custome

Establish and maintain a prioritization of customer require

Having prioritized customer re
project scope and which requ
supplier agreements. This prioritization ensures that requirements critical to the 

Determining priorities and resolving conflicts among them can be addressed when 
eliciting stakeholder needs, as desc

Define constraints for verification and validation. 

tual Requirements 
Customer requirements are refined and elaborated into contractual 
requirements. 

Cus d in conjunction with the 
development of the operational concept to derive more detailed and 
prec
inclu
even t. The level of detail of contractual 
requirements is based on the acquisition strategy and project 

ues 
e, 
s. 

ers, subcontractors, government agencies, 
ee the definition of “contractual 

ments are reexamined 

ents are allocated to supplier deliverables. The traceability 
les is documented. 

tomer requirements are analyze

ise sets of requirements, called contractual requirements, to be 
ded in the solicitation package for potential suppliers and 
tually in the supplier agreemen

characteristics. 

Contractual requirements arise from constraints, consideration of iss
implied but not explicitly stated in the customer requirements baselin
and factors introduced by design constraints and supplier capabilitie
Contractual requirements include both requirements documented in 
contracts between an acquirer and supplier and requirements 
addressed through formal agreements between the acquirer and other 
organizations (e.g., partn
and internal organizational units). (S
requirements” in the glossary.) Require
throughout the project lifecycle. 

The requirem
across levels of requirements and supplier deliverab
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Refer to the Maintain Bidirectional Traceability of Requirements specific 
tice of the Reprac quirements Management process area for more 

information about maintaining bidirectional traceability. 

SP 2.1 Esta  Requirements blish Contractual
Es blish and maintain contractual rta equirements that are based 
on customer requirements. 

Cus  
may chnical descriptions. Contractual requirements are the 
expression of these requirements in technical terms that can be used 
for design decisions. 

 (e.g., requirements specifying 
ments 

al requirements include the following: 

tomer requirements may be expressed in the customer’s terms and
 be nonte

In addition to technical requirements
interfaces with other products or applications, functional require
and their validation, technical performance measures, and verification 
requirements such as product acceptance criteria), contractual 
requirements cover nontechnical stakeholder needs, expectations, 
constraints, and interfaces. 

Examples of nontechnic

• Frequency and format of supplier reviews 

• Supplier reports and other communication 

• Availability of support to meet levels of the business process or product 
performance 

• Warranty of products provided by a supplier 

• Logistics support that sustains both short- and long-term readiness 

• Minimal total lifecycle cost to own and operate (i.e., minimal total ownership cost) 

• Maintenance concepts that optimize readiness while drawing on both acquirer and 
supplier sources 

• Data management and configuration management that facilitates cost-effective 
product support throughout the product’s use by the acquirer 

 

The modification of requirements due to approved requirement changes 
is covered by the maintain function of this specific practice; whereas, 
the administration of requirement changes is covered by the 
Requirements Management process area. 

Refer to the Requirements Management process area for more 
information about managing changes to requirements. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. External interface requirements 

2. Contractual requirements 

3. Contractual requirements priorities 

es may be assigned to product requirements to provide a basis for future 
should this become necessary. Acquirers may assign 

ments of the acquired product to other 
 intended environment. 

s are defined in terms of origination, destination, 
ata characteristics for software, and electrical and mechanical 

3. 
lutions and the development of the product by the 

lities and technical performance that are 
 
 

mmercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products, safety, security, 

mon 

4. ation of the product 
to be developed by the supplier. 

Requirements for verification and validation typically include types and coverage 
of testing and review to be carried out in the supplier’s and acquirer’s 
environments. 

Testing requirements may include mirroring the production environment of the 

Subpractices 

1. Develop functional and performance requirements necessary for 
the determination of alternative solutions and the development of 
the product by the supplier. 

Prioriti
requirements tradeoffs 
priorities using categories such as Essential, Important, or Desirable. 

2. Develop interface require
products in the

Requirements for interface
stimulus, d
characteristics for hardware. 

Develop design constraints necessary for the determination of 
alternative so
supplier. 

Design constraints express the qua
critical to the success of the product in its intended operational environment. They
account for customer requirements relative to product interoperability, implications
from the use of co
durability, and other mission-critical concerns. 

To achieve high levels of reuse and interoperability, acquirers may establish 
common design constraints for products or product families that can be deployed 
in one or more domains. Alternatively, acquirers may accelerate the development 
of technical requirements and design constraints by reusing shared or com
constraints or requirements and their associated test cases from previous 
acquisitions or leverage the supplier’s previous product developments. 

Develop requirements for verification and valid

acquirer, the type of test data to be used, and simulated testing of interfaces with 
other products. 
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5. Establish and maintain relationships among the requirements 
ements 

ioritization of contractual requirements. 

length of time 
uirement. 

can be determined for contractual requirements, their priority 
ct and budget negotiations and to 

determine which changes should be made to the contract. 

n developing a release strategy (e.g., first release only 
quirements; lower priority requirements are deferred to a 

the Project Planning process area for more information 

SP 2.2 

under consideration during change management and requir
allocation. 

Relationships between requirements can affect evaluating the impact of 
requirements changes. Expected requirements volatility is a key factor in 
anticipating scope changes and supporting the acquirer’s selection of the 
appropriate acquisition type. 

6. Identify nontechnical requirements. 

Contractual requirements consist of both technical and nontechnical 
requirements. Examples of nontechnical requirements are listed in the example 
box in this specific practice. 

7. Establish and maintain a pr

Priority can be based on a combination of several factors that include customer 
desires, costs, timeframe for when the capabilities are needed, and 
to satisfy a particular req

When cost estimates 
and costs can be used to guide contra

Priority may also help whe
addresses high-priority re
later release or maintenance phase). 

Refer to 
about establishing an acquisition strategy and estimating costs 
associated with requirements.

Allocate Contractual Requirements 

Allocate contractual requirements to supplier deliverables. 

deliv  for each supplier deliverable are 
 

third s that must be used by the supplier (e.g., COTS 
products). 

Typi

Subpractices 

1. Allocate requirements to supplier deliverables. 

2. Allocate design constraints to supplier deliverables. 

Contractual requirements are allocated, as appropriate, to supplier 
erables. The requirements

documented. In some cases, technical requirements are allocated to
-party product

cal Work Products 
1. Requirement allocation sheets 
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3. n 

ect 

4. 

 
y be allocated to different 

SG 3 Analyze and Val ents 

Document relationships among allocated requirements and desig
constraints. 

Relationships include dependencies (i.e., a change in one requirement may aff
other requirements). 

Allocate requirements to suppliers. 

In situations where multiple suppliers are involved in developing the technical
solution, different products or product components ma
suppliers. 

idate Requirem
Requirements 

Ana t the intended 
operational environment will have on the ability to satisfy stakeholder 

es. Considerations such 

 the 
t. 

, constraints, and interfaces and (2) to translate these 

e 

SP 3.1 Establish Operational Concepts and Scenarios 

are analyzed and validated. 
lyses are performed to determine the impac

needs, expectations, constraints, and interfac
as feasibility, mission needs, cost constraints, potential market size, and 
acquisition strategy, must all be taken into account, depending on
product contex

The objectives of these analyses are (1) to determine candidate 
requirements for product concepts that will satisfy stakeholder needs, 
expectations
concepts into requirements. In parallel with these activities, the 
parameters to be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the product ar
determined based on customer input and the preliminary product 
concept. 

Requirements are validated to increase the probability that the resulting 
product will perform as intended in the acquirer’s environment. 

Establish and maintain operational concepts and associated 
scenarios. 

Operational concepts or concepts of operations is an overall description 
 

depl stainment), and 
disp

For e r a satellite-based communications product is 

of the problem to be solved in operational terms and the way in which
the product to be acquired is intended to be used or operated, 

oyed, supported (including maintenance and su
osed. The acquirer explicitly accounts for design constraints. 

xample, the operational concept fo
quit  different from one based on landlines. e
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In co
even
mak pically, operational 

r

Operational concepts and scenarios can assist in the elicitation of 
nd refinement of requirements. Operational 

s delivered by the 

1. Develop operational concepts and scenarios that include 
al, as 

2. the product will operate, including 
s and constraints. 

3. erational concepts and scenarios to refine and discover 
. 

scenario development is an iterative process. Reviews 
ically to ensure that the operational concepts and scenarios 

the form of a walkthrough. 

rational concept, as candidate solutions are 

e supplier, that defines the interaction of the product, 
the end user, and the environment, and that satisfies operational, 

nce, support, and disposal needs. 

ntrast, an operational scenario is a description of a sequence of 
ts that might occur in the use of the product to be acquired and 

es explicit some stakeholder needs. Ty
scenarios are derived from business process descriptions and 
ope ational concepts. 

needs and the analysis a
concepts and scenarios can be further refined as solution decisions are 
made and more detailed requirements are developed. They are evolved 
to facilitate the validation of technical solution
supplier. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Operational, maintenance, support, and disposal concepts 

2. Use cases 

3. New requirements 

Subpractices 

functionality, performance, maintenance, support, and dispos
appropriate. 

Define the environment in which 
boundarie

Review op
requirements

Operational concept and 
should be held period
agree with the requirements. The review may be in 

4. Develop a detailed ope
identified and product and product component solutions are 
selected by th

maintena
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SP 3.2 Analyze Requirements 

Analyze requirements to ensure they are necessary and 
suff

c er 
requ
and ne 
whe nd sufficient to meet customer 

ements. The analyzed requirements then provide the basis for 
ore detailed and precise requirements throughout the project lifecycle. 

One of the other actions is the determination of which key requirements 
will be used to track technical progress. For instance, the weight of a 
product or size of a software product may be monitored through 
development based on its risk. 

Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management process area for more 
information about tracking technical progress and technical 
performance measures. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Requirements defects reports 

2. Proposed requirements changes to resolve defects 

3. Key requirements 

4. Technical performance measures 

Subpractices 

1. Analyze stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, and external 
interfaces to remove conflicts and to organize into related subjects. 

2. Analyze requirements to determine whether they satisfy higher 
level requirements. 

3. Analyze requirements to ensure that they are complete, feasible, 
realizable, and verifiable. 

4. Analyze and propose the allocation of requirements to supplier 
deliverables. 

5. Identify key requirements that have a strong influence on cost, 
schedule, functionality, risk, or performance. 

6. Identify technical performance measures to be tracked during the 
acquisition. 

icient. 

As ontractual requirements are defined, their relationship to custom
irements must be understood. In light of the operational concepts 
scenarios, the contractual requirements are analyzed to determi
ther they are necessary a

requir
m
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Technical performance measures are precisely defined measures based on a 
product requirement, product capability, or some combination of requirements 

ical performance measures are chosen to monitor 
nd capabilities that are considered key factors in a product’s 

 Data for technical performance measures are provided by the 
supplier as specified in the supplier agreement. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 

nstraints, and interfaces and to discover new 
requirements. 

This analysis may result in more detailed operational concepts and scenarios as 
well as support the derivation of new requirements. 

SP 3.3 equirements to Achieve Balance 

and/or capabilities. Techn
requirements a
performance.

information about specifying measures. 

7. Analyze operational concepts and scenarios to refine customer 
needs, co

Analyze R
Analyze requirements to balance stakeholder needs and 
con

Sta , 
per nents, maintainability, or 
risk

ations can 

 or 
reprioritized to improve the balance of cost, schedule, and performance. 

in 

straints. 

keholder needs and constraints can address cost, schedule
formance, functionality, reusable compo
. 

Requirements are analyzed to determine whether they reflect an 
appropriate balance among cost, schedule, performance, and other 
factors of interest to relevant stakeholders. Models and simul
be used to estimate the impacts that requirements will have on these 
factors. By involving stakeholders from different phases of the product’s 
lifecycle in analyzing these impacts, risks can be determined. If the risks 
are considered unacceptable, the requirements may be revised

Typical Work Products 
1. Assessment of risks related to requirements 

Subpractices 

1. Use proven models, simulations, and prototyping to analyze the 
balance of stakeholder needs and constraints. 

Results of analyses can be used to reduce the cost of the product and the risk 
acquiring and using the product. 

2. Perform a risk assessment on requirements and design 
constraints. 
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Refer to the Risk Management process area for more information 
about performing a risk assessment on customer and c
requirements and design constraints. 

3. Examine product lifecycle concepts for impacts of requirements on 

ontractual 

risks. 

SP 3.4 Validate Requirements 
Validate requirements to ensure the resulting product performs 
as intended in the user’s environment. 

Requirements validation is performed early in the acquisition with end 
users or their representatives to gain confidence that the requirements 

lly perform requirements 
validation in a more sophisticated way using multiple techniques and 

eeds 
ally perform analyses, 

prototyping, and simulations to ensure that requirements will satisfy 

Examples of techniques used for requirements validation include the following: 

are capable of guiding a development that results in successful final 
validation. This activity should be integrated with risk management 
activities. Mature organizations typica

broaden the basis of the validation to include other stakeholder n
and expectations. These organizations typic

stakeholder needs and expectations. 

• Analysis 

• Simulations 

• Prototyping 

• Demonstrations 
 

Typical Work Products 
1

r Deliverables 
s and validation methods (e.g., prototypes and 

mulations) 

ctices 

1. Analyze the requirements to determine the risk that the resulting 
product will not perform appropriately in its intended-use 
environment. 

2. Explore the adequacy and completeness of requirements by 
developing product representations (e.g., prototypes, simulations, 
models, scenarios, and storyboards) and by obtaining feedback 
about them from relevant stakeholders. 

. Records of analysis methods and results 

Typical Supplie
1. Requirement

si

Subpra
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Refer to the Acquisition Validation process area for more 
information about preparing for and performing validation on 

product components. 

plier in the context of the validation 
 and 

products and 

3. Assess product and product component solutions as they are 
developed by the sup
environment to identify issues and expose unstated needs
customer requirements. 
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ACQUISITION TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT 

An Acquisition Process Area a

Purpose 

t Maturity Level 3 

The purpose of Acquisition Technical Management (ATM) is to evaluate 
s technical solution and to manage selected interfaces of 

Introductory Notes 

the supplier’
that solution. 

The Acquisition Technical Management process area focuses on the 
following: 

• Conducting technical reviews of the supplier’s technical solution 

supplier’s 
firm technical progress criteria or 

 

 

se activities interactively support one another to gauge 

risks. Different levels of detailed analysis, depending on the 
development progress and insight required, may be needed to conduct 
tech s, 
and  as 
a means of gaining knowledge to manage selected interfaces. 

f overall systems 
engi
the Technical Solution process 
Tech
designi
approaches, design concepts, and alternative solutions for which an 
acquire s of responsibility. 

Acquisition Technical Manageme tivities involve measuring 
technical progress and the effectiveness of plans and requirements. 
Activitie  technical performance 

A structured review 

technical plans (e.g., the Systems Engineering Management Plan). 
Acquisition Technical Management activities discover deficiencies or 
anomalies that often result in corrective action. 

• Analyzing the development and implementation of the 
technical solution to con
contractual requirements are satisfied

• Managing selected interfaces

Typically, the
technical progress and allow effective management of project technical 

nical reviews to the acquirer’s satisfaction. Prototypes, simulation
technology demonstrations created by the supplier may be used

In some acquisitions, the acquirer assumes the role o
neer, architect, or integrator for the product. In these acquisitions, 

area of CMMI-DEV should be used. 
nical Solution in CMMI-DEV includes additional information about 

ng, developing, and implementing solutions, including the design 

r may have varying degree

nt ac

s include those associated with
t and the conduct of technical reviews. measuremen

process should demonstrate and confirm completion of required 
accomplishments and exit criteria as defined in project planning and 
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Acq
tech
requ
man t management. 

Related Process Areas 

uisition Technical Management should be performed with other 
nical and agreement management processes, such as 
irements management, risk management, configuration 
agement, data management, and agreemen

Refer to the Acquisition Requirements Development process are
mo e information about allocating requirements, establishing an 

ational concept, spe

a for 
r

oper cifying technical performance measures, and 
defin

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for more 
informa g evaluation criteria and selecting 
alternat those criteria. 

Refe ut 
managing risks.

 process area for more 

ct 

nagement process area for more information 
about managing the supplier agreement. 

SG 1 Evaluate Technical Solutions 

SP 1.1 Select Technical So

SP 1.2 Analyze Selected T

SP 1.3 Conduct Technical 

SG 2 Perform Interface Managemen

SP 2.1 Select Interfaces to

SP 2.2 Manage Selected I

ing interface requirements. 

tion about establishin
ives based on 

Refer to the Requirements Management process area for more 
information about managing requirements. 

r to the Risk Management process area for more information abo
 

Refer to the Configuration Management
information about managing configuration items. 

Refer to the Plan Data Management specific practice of the Proje
Planning process area for more information about managing data. 

Refer to the Agreement Ma

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 

lutions for Analysis 

echnical Solutions 

Reviews 

t 

 Manage 

nterfaces 
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Specific Practices by Goal 

SG 1 Evaluate Technical Solutions 
Supplier technical solutions are evaluated to confirm that contractual 
requirements continue to be met. 

ble 

tions typically perform 
technical reviews using different proven techniques depending on the 

, expectations, and constraints. 

Ref
Pro re information about specifying 
tech

This specific goal focuses on the following: 

• 
 on sound 

decision-making criteria 

SP 1.1 

Technical reviews (or architectural evaluations) are performed 
throughout the project lifecycle to gain confidence that the 
requirements, architecture, and supplier technical solutions are capa
of guiding a development that results in a product or service that 
provides the required capability. This activity should be integrated with 
risk management activities. Mature organiza

type of review. They broaden the basis of the review to include other 
stakeholder needs

er to the Establish the Acquisition Strategy specific practice in the 
ject Planning process area for mo
nical performance measures and their threshold values. 

Selecting supplier technical solutions (i.e., preliminary designs, 
detailed designs, and design implementations) based

• Analyzing selected supplier technical solutions 

• Conducting technical reviews using results of the analysis 

Select Technical Solutions for Analysis 

Select supplier technical solutions to be analyzed and analysis 
methods to be used. 

The supplier 
thre

• es, design concepts, or 
fy an appropriate set of 

• or selected solutions (i.e., containing all the 
t 

• Implemented designs (i.e., the product or service) 

Depending on where in the acquisition lifecycle the highest risks occur, 
the acquirer selects supplier technical solutions for analysis to reduce 
those risks. Analysis methods are selected based on the type of 
technical solution being analyzed. 

technical solutions are typically in one of the following 
e stages: 

Candidate solutions (i.e., design approach
preliminary designs) that potentially satis
allocated requirements 

Detailed designs f
information needed to manufacture, code, or otherwise implemen
the design as a product or product component) 
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For example, in the implementation phase of the supplier technical solution, the 
acquirer may examine a product to determine if it is ready for production and if the 
supplier has accomplished adequate production planning. The analysis would 
determine if production or production preparations incur unacceptable risks that might 
com nce, cost, or other established objectives. The acquirer promise schedule, performa
might evaluate the full, production-configured product to determine if it correctly and 
complet e acquirer could also determine ely implements all contractual requirements. Th
whe requirements to the final production-ther the traceability of the final contractual 
configured product has been maintained. 
 

The acquirer may want to select interfaces for analysis to help decide 
which interfaces require acquirer management. (See specific goal 2 of 
this process area.) 

Typical Work Products 
1. Criteria used for selecting supplier technical solutions for analysis 

nical solutions selected for analysis 

r each selected supplier solution 

les 

 which supplier technical solutions to 
analyze. 

cess area for 
t establishing evaluation criteria used in 

making decisions. 

hat are typically analyzed by the acquirer include the 

2. Lists of supplier tech

3. Analysis methods fo

Typical Supplier Deliverables 

1. List of supplier deliverab

Subpractices 

1. Select criteria for determining

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution pro
more information abou

2. Identify supplier technical solutions for analysis. 

Supplier technical solutions t
following: 
• Supplier-derived product and product component requirements, architectures, 

and designs 

• Product interface descriptions 

• Products and product components 

• Operations manuals 

• Plans for training the operations staff 
 

 technical 3. Identify the requirements to be satisfied by each selected
solution. 
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A traceability matrix is a useful tool for identifying requirements for each selected 
technical solution, as it typically includes information that relates requirements to 

Refer to the Maintain Bidirectional Traceability of Requirements 
quirements Management process area 

 

work products. When identifying requirements for each selected technical 
solution, consult the appropriate traceability matrix. 

specific practice in the Re
for more information about tracing requirements to work products.

4. Identify the analysis methods to be used for each selected 
technical solution. 

Examples of techniques used for analysis include the following: 
• Simulations 

• Architectural prototyping 

• Demonstrations 
 

5. 

SP 1.2 Analyze Selected Technical Solutions 

Include analysis methods and review activities in the project plan. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information 
about planning the technical aspects of the project. 

Analyze selected supplier technical solutions. 

Depending on the type of technical solution being analyzed (i.e., 
y design, detailed design, or design implementation), the 

atures in the context of the 

preliminar
results of the analysis are provided to the technical review described in 
the next specific practice. 

For example, the acquirer should assess the design as it m
requirements to identify issues and expose unstated needs and customer requirements. 
 

The oring 
the leteness of that design by reviewing product 
repr
stor ut them from relevant 
stak

The

• d 

• The design adheres to allocated requirements 

• The resulting product will perform appropriately in its intended-use 
environment 

 acquirer should select a supplier’s design to analyze by expl
adequacy and comp
esentations (e.g., prototypes, simulations, models, scenarios, and 
yboards) and by obtaining feedback abo
eholders. 

 acquirer should confirm the following: 

The selected design adheres to applicable design standards an
criteria 
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During design implementation, the supplier implements the design 
reviewed and analyzed by the acquirer by developing product 
com e components, conducting unit and 
inte , and developing end-user 
documentation. 

A s plementation is predicated on 
the acquirer’ ents are fully met in the 
fina e production capability forms a 
satisfactory basis for proceeding into pilots or full-rate production, and 
that the prod ght into the acquirer environment for 
furt e testing. 

Exa analysis of the supplier’s design implementation 

ponents, integrating thos
gration testing of the product

uccessful analysis of the supplier’s im
s determination that the requirem

l production configuration, that th

uct is ready to be brou
her integration and acceptanc

mples of success criteria for the 
include the following: 

• re fabrication and software coding to proceed The product baseline enables hardwa
with proper configuration management. 

•  are in place for the project to Adequate production processes and measures
succeed. 

• Risks are managed effectively. 

• The detailed design is producible within the production budget. 
 

The acquirer may require d
supplier of the technical solution,

elivery of verification results from the 
 as applicable. The suppliers may 

 an iterative fashion, concurrently with the 

Typical expectations for verification addressed by the supplier agreement include the 

conduct verifications in
acquirer’s technical analyses, or the supplier may be required to 
conduct follow-on verifications of technical solutions. 

following: 

• List of deliverables and other work products that must be verified by the supplier 

• Applicable standards, procedures, methods, tools 

• Criteria for verification of supplier work products 

• Measurements to be collected and provided by the supplier with regard to 
verification activities 

• ws of supplier verification results and corrective actions with theRevie  acquirer 
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Examples of considerations for follow-on verifications of technical solutions include the 
following: 

• During the production stage of the project, there are changes in either materials or 
manufacturing processes. 

• Production start-up or re-start occurs after a significant shutdown period. 

• Production starts-up with a new supplier. 

• A manufacturing site has relocated. 
 

The acquirer should also confirm that sufficient end-user documentation 
tation. 

able 

ical solution adheres to allocated 

compare actual performance 
performance 

measures. 

 Analysis process area for more 
formance measures. 

heduled meetings between the supplier 
ess. These meetings are less formal than 

 the next specific practice. 

has been developed and is in alignment with the tested implemen
The supplier may develop preliminary versions of the installation, 
operations, and maintenance documentation in early phases of the 
project lifecycle for review by acquirer and relevant stakeholders. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Record of analysis 

2. Results of analysis 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Alternative solutions 

2. Product architecture 

3. Product component designs 

4. Unit and integration test results 

5. Verification results 

Subpractices 
1. Confirm that the selected technical solution adheres to applic

standards and criteria. 

2. Confirm that the selected techn
requirements. 

3. Use analysis results to 
measurements to specified thresholds of technical 

Refer to the Measurement and
information about technical per

4. Conduct technical interchange meetings as necessary. 

Technical interchange meetings are sc
and acquirer to discuss technical progr
the event-driven technical reviews in
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5. Confirm that the selected technical solution is sufficiently analyzed 
and meets entrance criteria to begin technical review. 

SP 1.3 Con

6. Review critical verification results and data from verifications 
conducted by the supplier. 

duct Technical Reviews 
Con  duct technical reviews with the supplier as defined in the
sup

d 
serv ds 
and 

Technic racteristics: 

• Cond velopment satisfies 
revi chedule driven) 

• At a  
phase to the next and at major transition points of technical effort 

• Hav sed in and required 
by the supplier agre

ement plan) 

plier agreement. 

Technical reviews are used by the acquirer to confirm that products an
ices being developed or produced by suppliers meet user nee
requirements. 

al reviews should have the following cha

ucted when the technical solution under de
ew entry criteria (i.e., event driven, not s

 minimum, conducted at the transition from one acquisition

e their processes and requirements addres
ement 

Typically, the project’s technical plan (e.g., the systems engineering manag
documents the timing, conduct, entrance criteria, and success or exit criteria used for 
technical reviews. 
 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
planning the technical aspects of the project. 

Technical reviews typically include the following activities: 

• Reviewing the supplier’s technical activities and verifying that the supplier’s 
interpretation and implementation of requirements are consistent with the 
acquirer’s interpretation 

• Ensuring that technical commitments are being met and that technical issues are 
communicated and resolved in a timely manner 

• Obtaining technical information about the supplier’s products 

• Providing the supplier with insight into customer and end user expectations and 
requirements 

• Providing appropriate technical information and support to the supplier 
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Examples of technical reviews that can be conducted include the following: 

• Initial Technical Review (ITR)  

• Alternative System Review (ASR) 

• Integrated Baseline Review (IBR) 

• Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA) 

• System Requirements Review (SRR) 

• System Functional Review (SFR) 

• Preliminary Design Review (PDR) 

• Critical Design Review (CDR) 

• Test Readiness Review (TRR) 

• System Verification Review (SVR) 

• Production Readiness Review (PRR) 

• Operational Test Readiness Review (OTRR) 

• Physical Configuration Audit (PCA) 
 

i
1. 

2. 

3. 

Typi

3. 

4. 

5. Documentation of product and document deliveries 

Subp
1. s for the technical review. 

2. onduct the technical review. 

3. Analyze and record results of the review. 

Typ cal Work Products 
Review schedule 

Entry and exit criteria 

Review results 

4. Documented issues (e.g., issues with customer requirements, 
product and product component requirements, product 
architecture, and product design) 

cal Supplier Deliverables 
1. Progress reports and process, product, and service level 

measurements 

2. Technical performance measurements 

Review materials and reports 

Action items tracked to closure 

ractices 
Identify participant

C
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4. Use the results of technical reviews to improve the supplier’s 
technical solution. 

The results of some reviews may require changes to the supplier agreement. 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
process area for more information about establishing and 
maintaining the supplier agreement. 

SG 2 Perform Interface Management 
Selected interfaces are managed. 

Many integration and transition problems arise from unknown or 
uncontrolled aspects of both internal and external interfaces. Effective 
management of interface requirements, specifications, and designs 

ible. 

r 

ternal interfaces, that it will manage as well. 

SP 2.1 

helps to ensure implemented interfaces are complete and compat

The supplier is responsible for managing the interfaces of the product o
service it is developing. However, the acquirer identifies those 
interfaces, particularly ex

Select Interfaces to Manage 

Select interfaces to manage. 

The interfaces considered for selection include all interfaces with oth
products and services in the operations and support environment as 
well as environments for verificati

er 

on and validation and services that 
support those environments. The acquirer should review all supplier 

1. Interface description documents 

 environment 

5. 

6. 

interface data for completeness to substantiate the complete coverage 
of all interfaces when making the selection. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Criteria to be used in selecting acquirer-managed interfaces 

2. Categories of interfaces 

3. List of interfaces per category 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 

2. Categories of interfaces 

3. List of interfaces per category 

4. Mapping of interfaces to product components and the product 
integration

Interface design specifications 

Interface control documents 
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7. 

Sub
1. 

2. nt. 

us of the acquirer’s 

Interface specification criteria 

practices 
Select the criteria to be used for determining which interfaces the 
acquirer should manage. 

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for 
more information about establishing evaluation criteria used in 
making decisions. 

Identify interfaces that are candidates for acquirer manageme

Example criteria for interfaces that typically are the foc
management include the following: 
• The interface spans organizational boundaries. 

• The interface is mission critical. 

• The interface is difficult or complex to manage. 

• Capability, interoperability, or efficiency issues are associated with the 
interface. 

• The interface impacts multiple acquisition projects. 
 

4. Include acquirer-managed interfaces in the project plan. 

Manage Selected Interfaces 

3. Review identified interfaces against the selection criteria. 

SP 2.2 
Manage selected interfaces. 

Managing interfaces includes the maintenance of the consistency of the 
ghout the life of the product and the resolution of 

conflict, noncompliance, and change issues. In a system of systems 
 the management of interfaces between products or 

services acquired from suppliers and other systems within the system of 
 is critical for success of the project. 

 Acquisition Requirements Development process area for 
ng and maintaining interface 

lders can be made 
aware of the current state of the interfaces. 

Interface changes are documented, maintained, and readily accessible. 

interfaces throu

environment,

systems

Refer to the
more information about establishi
requirements. 

Refer to the Requirements Management process area for more 
information about managing changes to interface requirements. 

Refer to the Configuration Management process area for more 
information about managing changes to interface descriptions (i.e., 
specifications) as configuration items so that stakeho
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Typical Work Products 
1. Table of relationships among the supplier’s product or service and

the external environment 

2. Updated interface description or agreem

 

ent 

onships among the product components and the 

2. 

3. s for updating interfaces 

4. 

Sub
1. initions and designs. 

2. 
requirements. 

 selected interfaces throughout the life 

ere to applicable standards, criteria, and 

ier 

5. Verify that issues identified during testing have been resolved 

6. Resolve conflict, noncompliance, and change issues for the 

7. 

ed, interface descriptions must be periodically reviewed to ensure 
n between existing descriptions and the products being 
sed, produced, or bought. 

The interface descriptions should be reviewed with relevant stakeholders to avoid 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Table of relati

external environment (e.g., main power supply, fastening product, 
and computer bus system) 

Reports from interface control working group meetings 

Action item

Application program interface (API) 

practices 
Review and analyze selected interface def

Confirm that interface descriptions adhere to allocated 

3. Confirm the compatibility of
of the product or service. 

Confirm that interface descriptions adh
interface requirements between the supplier’s product and acquirer’s intended 
environment. 

4. Verify that interfaces have been sufficiently tested by the suppl

appropriately, with product revisions, if necessary. 

selected interfaces. 

Periodically review the adequacy of interface descriptions. 

Once establish
there is no deviatio
developed, proces

misinterpretations, reduce delays, and prevent the development of interfaces that 
do not work properly. 
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ACQUISITION VALIDATION 

An Acquisition Process Area at Ma

Purpose 

turity Level 3 

The t an 
acq t or service fulfills its intended use when placed in its 

nvironment. 

Introductory Notes 

 purpose of Acquisition Validation (AVAL) is to demonstrate tha
uired produc

intended e

Validation demonstrates that the acquired product or service, as 
pro ided, will fulfill its intended use. In other words, validation ensures v
that the acquired product or service meets stakeholders’ needs and 
customer requirements. 

Validation activities are performed early and incrementally throughout 
cycle. These activities can be applied to all aspects of the 

d
as o
services. (Throughout the process areas, where we use the phrase 

d mpasses 
services and their components.) 

The
the a  
conduct validation also can be applied to selected acquirer work 

 
 

t 
or p its intended environment. Either the 
entire environment or part of it can be used. 

When validation issues are identified, these issues are referred to 
processes associated with the Acquisition Requirements Development 
or Project Monitoring and Control process areas for resolution. 

The specific practices of this process area build on each other in the 
following way: 

• The Select Products for Validation specific practice enables the 
identification of the product or product component to be validated 
and methods to be used to perform the validation. 

the project life
pro uct and its components in any of their intended environments, such 

perations, training, manufacturing, maintenance, and support 

pro uct and product component, the intended meaning enco

 product or product components that are selected to be validated by 
cquirer vary depending on project attributes. Methods used to

products (e.g., customer requirements) and supplier deliverables (e.g., 
prototypes, simulations, and demonstrations). Method selection is
based on which methods best predict how well the acquired product or
service will satisfy stakeholder needs. 

Whenever possible, validation should be conducted using the produc
roduct component operating in 
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• The Establish the Validation Environment specific practice enables 
 

ce 
hat 

f 

 specific practice enables the 

Related Process Areas 

the determination of the environment to be used to carry out the
validation. 

• The Establish Validation Procedures and Criteria specific practi
enables the development of validation procedures and criteria t
are aligned with the characteristics of selected products, customer 
constraints on validation, methods, and the validation environment. 

• The Perform Validation specific practice enables the performance o
validation according to methods, procedures, and criteria. 

• The Analyze Validation Results
analysis of validation results against criteria. 

Ref nts Development process area for 
mor

Ref  
abo

Ref  
information about evaluating supplier work products. 

S mary 
SG 1 Prepare for Validation 

SP 1.1 Select Products for Valid

SP 1.2 Establish the Validation E

SP 1.3 Establish Validation Proc

SG 2 Validate Selected Products and

SP 2.1 Perform Validation 

SP 2.2 Analyze Validation 

Specific Practices by

er to the Acquisition Requireme
e information about requirements validation. 

er to the Agreement Management process area for more information
ut accepting the acquired product or service. 

er to the Acquisition Technical Management process area for more

pecific Goal and Practice Sum

ation 

nvironment 

edures and Criteria 

ts  Product Componen

Results 

 Goal 

SG 1 Prepare for Validation 
Preparation

Validation preparation activities include selecting products and product 
tion and establishing and maintaining the 

ures, and criteria. Items selected for 
validation may include only the product or it may include appropriate 

uct components used to build the product. Any product or 
d  replacement, 

maintenance, and training products, to name a few. 

 for validation is conducted. 

components for valida
validation environment, proced

levels of prod
pro uct component may be subject to validation, including
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The environment required to validate the product or product component 

cons boration with the validation environment to reduce 

Expectations for validation which are typically included in the supplier agreement 

is prepared. The environment may be purchased or may be specified, 
designed, and built. Environments used for verification may be 

idered in colla
cost and improve efficiency or productivity. 

include the following: 

• List of acquired products to be validated by the acquirer before formal acceptance 

• List of products to be validated with customers, users, or other stakeholders by the 
supplier and applicable validation standards, procedures, methods, tools and 
criteria, if any 

• Measurements to be collected and provided by the supplier with regard to 
validation activities 

• Supplier roles in product and product component validation 

• Validation environments to be used by the acquirer 

• Validation procedures to be developed and criteria to be used for validation 
 

Select Products for Validation SP 1.1 
Select products and product components to be validated and 
validation methods to be used. 

Products and product components are selected for validation based on 
roduct 

component, the scope of the validation (e.g., operational behavior, 
mai r interface) should be determined. 

Exa omponents that can be validated include the 

their relationship to user needs. For each product or p

ntenance, training, and use

mples of products and product c
following: 

• Customer requirements and design constraints 

• Acquired products and product components (e.g., system, hardware units, 
software, service documentation) 

• User manuals 

• Training materials 

• Process documentation 
 

thods should be selected early in the life of the project so 

Validation methods addr

Validation me
they are clearly understood and agreed to by relevant stakeholders. 

ess the development, maintenance, support, 
and training for the product or product components, as appropriate. 
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Examples of validation methods include the following: 

• Discussions with users, perhaps in the context of a formal review 

• Prototype demonstrations 

• Functional demonstrations (e.g., system, hardware units, software, service 
documentation, and user interfaces) 

• Pilots of training materials 

• Tests of products and product components by end users and other relevant 
stakeholders 

 

Typical Work Products 
1. Lists of products and product components selected for validation 

ods for each product or product component 

or product 
 

Subpractices 

roject. 

ct or product component must be maintainable and supportable in its 
intended operational environment. This specific practice also addresses the actual 

, and support services that may be delivered with the 

d product components to be validated. 

product or product component 
validation. 

5. Review the validation selection, constraints, and methods with 

2. Validation meth

3. Requirements for performing validation for each product 
component

4. Validation constraints for each product or product component 

1. Identify the key principles, features, and phases for product or 
product component validation throughout the life of the p

2. Determine the customer requirements to be validated. 

The produ

maintenance, training
product. 

3. Select the product an

4. Select the evaluation methods for 

relevant stakeholders. 
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SP 1.2 Establish the Validation Environment 
Establish and maintain the environment needed to support 
validation. 

The requirements for the validation environment are driven by the 
product or service selected, type of work products (e.g., design, 
prototype, and final version), and validation methods. These selections 
may yield requirements for the purchase or development of equipme
software, or other resources. The validation environment may include 
the reuse of existing resources. In this case, arrangements for the use
of these resou

nt, 

 
rces must be made. 

Example types of elements in a validation environment include the following: 

• Test tools interfaced with the product being validated (e.g., scope, electronic 
devices, and probes) 

• Temporary embedded test software 

• Recording tools for dump or further analysis and replay 

• Simulated subsystems or components (e.g., software, electronics, or mechanics) 

• Simulated interfaced systems (e.g., a dummy warship for testing a naval radar) 

• Real interfaced systems (e.g., aircraft for testing a radar with trajectory tracking  
facilities) 

• es and customer-supplied products Faciliti

• Skilled people to operate or use all the preceding elements 

• Dedicated computing or network test environment (e.g., pseudo-operational 
telecommunications-network test bed or facility with actual trunks, switches, and 
systems established for realistic integration and validation trials) 

 

Early selection of products or product components to be validated, work 
products to be used in validation, and validation methods is needed to 

nece

 for 
repli problem areas. 

Typi
1. Validation 

Subpractices 

1. Identify requirements for the validation environment. 

2. Identify customer-supplied products. 

3. Identify reuse items. 

ensure that the validation environment will be available when 
ssary. 

The validation environment should be carefully controlled to provide
cation, results analysis, and revalidation of 

cal Work Products 
environment 
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4. Identify validation equipment and tools. 

y validation resources that are available for reuse and 
modification. 

6. Plan the availability of resources in detail. 

SP 1.3 Establish Validation Procedures and Criteria 

5. Identif

Establish and maintain procedures and criteria for validat

Validation procedures and criteria are defined to ensure the

ion. 

 product or 
product component will fulfill its intended use when placed in its 
intended environment. Acceptance test cases and procedures may be 
used for validation procedures. 

ces. 

d the 
roduct or service throughout the project lifecycle. Typically, 

form cedures and criteria are established to 
ens or service meets stakeholder needs before 
it is d environment. 

The iteria applicable to the supplier are 
ent. 

The validation procedures and criteria include validation of 
maintenance, training, and support servi

These procedures also address the validation of requirements an
acquired p

al acceptance testing pro
ure the delivered product 
 deployed in the intende

 validation procedures and cr
typically referenced in the solicitation package and supplier agreem

Examples of sources for validation criteria include the following: 

• Business process descriptions 

• Customer requirements 

• Customer acceptance criteria 

• Standards 
 

Typ
1. 

2. 

3. tion procedures for maintenance, training, and 

Sub
1. n 

d resolved. 

2. ures, 

ical Work Products 
Validation procedures 

Validation criteria 

Test and evalua
support 

practices 

Review the requirements to ensure that issues affecting validatio
of the acquired product or service are identified an

Document the environment, operational scenario, proced
inputs, outputs, and criteria for the validation of the acquired 
product or service. 
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3. 

SG 2 Validate Selecte

Assess the product or service as it matures in the context of the 
validation environment to identify validation issues. 

d Products and Product Components 
Selected products and product components are validated to ensure they 
are suitable for use in their intended operating environment. 

 validation methods, procedures, criteria, and the environment are 
used to validate the selected products and product components and 

SP 2.1 

The

associated maintenance, training, and support services. Validation 
activities are performed throughout the project lifecycle. 

Validation activities are performed by the acquirer, the supplier, or both 
parties in accordance with the supplier agreement. 

Perform Validation 

Perform validation on selected products and product 
components. 

To be acceptable to stakeholders, a product or product component 
t. 

Validation activities are performed and the resulting data are collected 
a , and criteria. 

alidation procedures should be documented and the 
curring during the execution should be noted, as 

al Work Products 
Validation reports 

results 

lidation cross-reference matrix 

-run procedures log 

5. Operational demonstrations 

must perform as expected in its intended operational environmen

ccording to established methods, procedures

The as-run v
deviations oc
appropriate. 

Typic
1. 

2. Validation 

3. Va

4. As
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SP 2.2 Analyze Validation Results 

Analyze results of validation activities. 

The data resulting from validation tests,
evaluations are analyzed against defin

 inspections, demonstrations, or 

rts document the degree of success or failure and categorize 

roducts and 
d 

 environments, or identify problems with methods, criteria, 

4. sults of the analysis and identify issues. 

5. 

6. 

e 

 

ed validation criteria. Analysis 
reports indicate whether needs were met. In the case of deficiencies, 
these repo
probable causes of failure. The collected test, inspection, or review 
results are compared with established acceptance criteria to determine 
whether to proceed or to address requirements or design issues with 
the supplier. 

Analysis reports or as-run validation documentation may also indicate 
that bad test results are due to a validation procedure problem or a 
validation environment problem. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Validation deficiency reports 

2. Validation issues 

3. Procedure change request 

Subpractices 

1. Compare actual results to expected results. 

2. Based on the established validation criteria, identify p
product components that do not perform suitably in their intende
operating
or the environment. 

3. Analyze validation data for defects. 

Record re

Use validation results to compare actual measurements and 
performance to the intended use or operational need. 

Identify, document, and track action items to closure for work 
products that do not pass their validation. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for mor
information about tracking action items. 
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ACQUISITION VERIFICATION 

An Acquisition Area a

Purpose 

 Process t Maturity Level 3 

The purpose of Acquisition Verification (AVER) is to ensure that 
selected work products meet their specified requirements. 

Introductory Notes 

Acquisition verification addresses whether acquirer work products 

uisition Verification process area involves the following 
activities: 

• Performing verification 

 corrective action 

Verification is inherently an incremental process because it occurs 
h 

verification of requirements and plans, progressing through the 
esign and test results, 

eted product. 

e
following wa

ecific practice enables 

 
n or creation of the environment to be used to carry out 

• The Establish Verification Procedures and Criteria specific practice 
e development of verification procedures and criteria that 

cted work products, requirements, methods, 
verification environment. 

• ews, Conduct Peer Reviews, and 
ata specific practices enable the 

performance of peer reviews, an important type of verification that is 
a proven mechanism for effective defect removal. 

properly reflect specified requirements. 

The Acq

• Preparing for verification 

• Identifying

throughout the acquisition of the product or service, beginning wit

verification of evolving work products such as d
and culminating in the verification of the compl

Th  specific practices of this process area build on each other in the 
y: 

• The Select Work Products for Verification sp
the identification of work products to be verified, methods to be 
used to perform the verification, and documented requirements to 
be satisfied by each selected work product. 

• The Establish the Verification Environment specific practice enables
the selectio
the verification. 

enables th
are aligned with sele
and characteristics of the 

The Prepare for Peer Revi
Analyze Peer Review D
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• The Perform Verification specific practice enables the conduct of 
ilable methods, procedures, and 

criteria. 

Results specific practice enables analysis 
tion results against established criteria. 

Related Process Areas 

verification according to ava

• The Analyze Verification 
of verifica

Refer to the Acquisition Validation process area for more in
about confirming that a product or product component fulfills its 

formation 

Refer to the Acquisition Requirements Development process area for 
r

cont  

 Acquisition Technical Management process area for more 
. 

SG 1 Prepare for Verification 

SP 1.1 Select Work Produ

SP 1.2 Establish the Verific

SP 1.3 Establish Verificatio

SG 2 Perform Peer Reviews 

SP 2.1 Prepare for Peer R

SP 2.2 Conduct Peer Reviews 

SP 2.3 r Revie

SG 3 Verify Selec oducts 

SP 3.1 Perform Verification

SP 3.2 Analyze Verification

Specific Practices by

intended use when placed in its intended environment. 

mo e information about generating and developing customer and 
ractual requirements.

Refer to the
information about evaluating supplier work products

Refer to the Requirements Management process area for more 
information about managing requirements. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 

cts for Verification 

ation Environment 

n Procedures and Criteria 

eviews 

Analyze Pee w Data 

ted Work Pr

 

 Results 

 Goal 

SG 1 Prepare for Verification 
Preparation for verification is conducted. 

 necessary to ensure that verification provisions 
equirements, constraints, plans, and 

testing, 
 products. 

ethods include but are not limited to inspections, peer 
ie ing, and 

demonstrations. Practices related to peer reviews as a verification 
method are included in specific goal 2. 

Up-front preparation is
are embedded in contractual r
schedules. Verification includes the selection, inspection, 
analysis, and demonstration of acquirer work

Verification m
rev ws, audits, walkthroughs, analyses, simulations, test
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Preparation for verification includes the definition of support tools, test 
equipment and software, simulations, prototypes, and facilities. 

SP 1.1 Select Work Products for Verification 

Sele o be verified and verification methods to ct work products t
be used. 

Acquirer work products are selected based on their contribution to 
s and requirements, and to addressing project 

e solicitation package, supplier 

meeting project objective
risks. 

Typical verification activities include the review of th
agreements and plans, requirements documents, design constraints developed by the 
acquirer, and other acquirer-developed work products. 
 

Selection of verification methods typically begins with the definition of 
requirements are verifiable. Re-

ssed by verification methods to ensure that 
roducts does not cause unintended defects. 

p lved in this selection to ensure that the 
propriate for the supplier’s environment. 

ts 

Subpractices 

 satisfied by each selected work 

ntifying requirements for each selected 
nts to work 

entifying requirements for each selected work product, consult 
rements for the 

idirectional Traceability of Requirements 

ch selected work 
product. 

5. Identify verification activities and methods to be used in the project 
plan. 

requirements to ensure that the 
verification should be addre
rework performed on work p
Su pliers should be invo
project’s methods are ap

Typical Work Produc
1. Lists of work products selected for verification 

2. Verification methods for each selected work product 

1. Identify acquirer work products for verification. 

2. Identify requirements to be
product. 

A traceability matrix is a useful tool for ide
work product, as it typically includes information that relates requireme
products. When id
the traceability matrix maintained as part of managing requi
project. 

Refer to the Maintain B
specific practice in the Requirements Management process area 
for more information about tracing requirements to work products. 

3. Identify verification methods available for use. 

4. Define verification methods to be used for ea
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Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information 
ith project planning. 

SP 1.2 ironment 

about coordinating w

Establish the Verification Env
Establish and maintain the environment needed to support 
verification. 

nvironmeAn e nt must be established to enable verification to take place. 
pends on the work products 

s used. A peer 
review may require little more than a package of materials, reviewers, 

ct test may require simulators, emulators, scenario 
 

Typical Work Products 
nment 

n equipment and tools. 

pport equipment and an environment (e.g., 
ftware). 

SP 1.3 ocedures and Criteria 

The type of environment required de
selected for verification and the verification method

and a room. A produ
generators, data reduction tools, environmental controls, and interfaces
with other systems. 

The verification environment may be acquired, developed, reused, 
modified, or a combination of these, depending on the needs of the 
project. 

1. Verification enviro

Subpractices 

1. Identify verification environment requirements. 

2. Identify verification resources that are available for reuse or 
modification. 

3. Identify verificatio

4. Acquire verification su
test equipment and so

Establish Verification Pr
Es blish and maintain vta erification procedures and criteria for 
the selected work products. 

ir 

wing: 

Verification criteria are defined to ensure that work products meet the
requirements. 

Examples of sources for verification criteria include the follo

• Standards 

• Organizational policies 

• Types of work products 

• eements Proposals and agr
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Typical Work Products 
1. Verification procedures 

2. Verification criteria 

Subpractices 

2. Develop and refine verification criteria as necessary. 

d to 

SG 2 Perform Pee

1. Generate a set of comprehensive, integrated verification 
procedures for work products and commercial off-the-shelf 
products, as necessary. 

3. Identify the expected results, tolerances allowed, and other criteria 
for satisfying the requirements. 

4. Identify equipment and environmental components neede
support verification. 

r Reviews 
Peer review

e defect removal. An important corollary is to 

ork products. These 

ther 
ork products to be peer reviewed 

include the solicitation package and the supplier agreement. 

SP 2.1 p

s are performed on selected work products. 
Peer reviews are an important part of verification and are a proven 
mechanism for effectiv
develop an understanding of work products and the processes that 
produced them to help prevent defects and identify opportunities. 

Peer reviews are applied to acquirer-developed w
reviews involve a methodical examination of work products by the 
acquirer’s peers to identify defects for removal and to recommend o
changes that are needed. Example w

Pre are for Peer Reviews 
Prepare for peer reviews of selected work products. 

r peer reviews typically include identifying the 
staff to be invited to participate in the peer review of each work product; 

; 
prep ating materials to be used during peer reviews, such 
as checklists and review criteria; and scheduling peer reviews. 

2. Selected work products to be reviewed 

Subpractices 
1. Determine the type of peer review to be conducted. 

Preparation activities fo

identifying key reviewers who must participate in the peer review
aring and upd

Typical Work Products 
1. Peer review schedule 
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2. Establish and maintain checklists to ensure that work products are 

eview, as appropriate. 

SP 2.2 

reviewed consistently. 

3. Distribute the work product to be reviewed and related information 
to participants early enough to enable them to adequately prepare 
for the peer review. 

4. Assign roles for the peer r

Conduct Peer Reviews 
Conduct peer reviews of selected work products and identify 
issu

One of the purposes of conducting a peer review is to find and remove 
efects early. Peer reviews are performed incrementally as work 

ucts are being developed. These reviews are structured and are 
not management reviews. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Peer review results 

2. Peer review issues 

3. Peer review data 

Subpractices 
1. Perform the assigned roles in the peer review. 

2. Identify and document defects and other issues in the work 
product. 

3. Record results of the peer review, including action items. 

4. Collect peer review data. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about data collection. 

5. Identify action items and communicate issues to relevant 
stakeholders. 

6. Conduct an additional peer review if needed. 

SP 2.3 Analyze Peer Review Data 

es resulting from these reviews. 

d
prod

Analyze data about the preparation, conduct, and results of the 
peer reviews. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about obtaining and analyzing data. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Peer review data 

2. Peer review action items 

Subpractices 
1. Record data related to the preparation, conduct, and results of peer 

reviews. 

SG 3 Verify Selected Wor

2. Analyze the peer review data. 

k Products 
Selected work products are verified against their specified requirements. 

Verification methods, procedures, criteria and the environment are used 

 the project lifecycle. Practices related to peer reviews as a 
veri

SP 3.1 Per

to verify selected work products and associated maintenance, training, 
and support services. Verification activities should be performed 
throughout

fication method are included in specific goal 2. 

form Verification 

Perform verification on selected work products. 

r 

. 

tions from 
available methods and procedures discovered during its 

Verifying work products incrementally promotes early detection of 
problems and can result in the early removal of defects. The results of 
verification save the considerable cost of fault isolation and rework 
associated with troubleshooting problems. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Verification results 

2. Verification reports 

3. Demonstrations 

4. As-run procedures log 

Subpractices 

1. Perform the verification of selected work products against thei
requirements. 

2. Record the results of verification activities. 

3. Identify action items resulting from the verification of work products

4. Document the “as-run” verification method and devia

performance. 
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SP 3.2 Analyze Verification Results 

Analyze results of all verification activities. 

Actual results must be compared to established verification criteria to 
determine acceptability. 

 The acquirer might consult 
supplier work product verification results and reports to conduct 

ore 

For each work product, all available verification results are 
e 

typically integrated into project monitoring activities. Since a peer review 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 

Typical Work Products 
Analysis report (e.g., statistics on performance, causal analysis of 
nonconformances, comparison of the behavior between the real 
product and models, and trends) 

for verification methods, criteria, and the 

1. Verification results 

The results of the analysis of verification results are recorded as 
evidence that verification was conducted.

verification activities of acquirer work products. 

Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management process area for m
information about evaluating supplier work products and reviewing 
verification results. 

incrementally analyzed and corrective actions are initiated to ensur
that documented requirements have been met. Corrective actions are 

is one of several verification methods, peer review data should be 
included in this analysis activity to ensure that verification results are 
analyzed sufficiently. 

Analysis reports or “as-run” method documentation may also indicate 
that bad verification results are due to method problems, criteria 
problems, or a verification environment problem. 

information about corrective actions. 

1. 

2. Trouble reports 

3. Change requests 
environment 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 

2. Verification reports 
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S
1. Compare actual results to expected results. 

2. Based on the established verification criteria, identify products that 
do not meet their requirements or identify problems with methods, 

ocedures, criteria, and the verification environment. 

the defect data. 

4. Record all results of the analysis in a report. 

5. Provide information on how defects can be resolved (including 
thods, criteria, and verification environment) and 

ubpractices 

pr

3. Analyze 

verification me
formalize it in a plan. 
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CAUSAL ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION 

A Support Process Area at Maturity Lev

Purpose 

el 5 

The purpose of Causal Analysis and Resolution (CAR) is to identify 
causes of defects and other problems and take action to prevent them 
from occurring in the future. 

Introductory Notes 

The Causal Analysis a
activities: 

nd Resolution process area involves the following 

Identifying a  and other problems 

• Taking actions to remove causes and prevent the occurrence of 
nd problems in the future 

proves quality and productivity by 
nto a product. Reliance on 
introduced is not cost effective. It 

nt defects from being introduced by integrating 

Since similar defects and problems may have been previously 
encounter
curr
mec

Types of defects and other problems encountered are analyzed to 
iden cess and 
how it is f 
defects

Causal 
defects. For example, causal analysis may be used to improve 
coordin

When it is impractical to p
targ
estim

be nee s of the process change. 

• nd analyzing causes of defects

those types of defects a

Causal analysis and resolution im
preventing the introduction of defects i
detecting defects after they have been 
is more effective to preve
causal analysis and resolution activities into each phase of the project. 

ed on other projects or in earlier phases or tasks of the 
ent project, causal analysis and resolution activities are a 
hanism for communicating lessons learned among projects. 

tify trends. Based on an understanding of the defined pro
 implemented, root causes of defects and future implications o

 are determined. 

analysis may also be performed on problems unrelated to 

ation and cycle time with one supplier or multiple suppliers. 

erform causal analysis on all defects, defect 
ets are selected by tradeoffs on estimated investments and 

ated returns of quality, productivity, and cycle time. 

A measurement process should already be in place. Already defined 
measures can be used, though in some instances new measures may 

ded to analyze the effect
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Refe
infor  measurement and 
anal btaining 
and 

Causal  Resolution activities provide a mechanism for 
jects to e processes at the local level and look for 

Causal Anal es also include the evaluation of 
acqu  as 
appropr ausal analysis may lead to such 
improve er improving its processes to more 
effectiv f the project or the acquirer improving 
its supp

When im ffective, the information is 
extende

Refer to the Organizational Innovation and Deployment process area 
for mor rocesses 
through

. 
The licable, but with 
redu

See the definitions of “stable process” and “common cause of process 
variatio  glossary. 

Related Process Areas 

r to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
mation about establishing objectives for
ysis, specifying measures and analyses to be performed, o
analyzing measures, and reporting results. 

Analysis and
valuate their pro

improvements that can be implemented. 

ysis and Resolution activiti
irer processes that interface with supplier processes,

iate. A jointly-performed c
ment actions as the suppli

ely execute in the context o
lier interfaces. 

provements are judged to be e
d to the organizational level. 

e information about improving organizational level p
 proposed improvements and action proposals. 

The informative material in this process area is written assuming that 
the specific practices are applied to a quantitatively managed process

 specific practices of this process area may be app
ced value, if this assumption is not met. 

n” in the

Refer to the Quantitative Project Management process area for more 
ess performance and determining 

proc

Refer to
for mor of 
improve sses and technologies. 

Refer to nalysis process area for more 
informa
analysis

nd analyzing measures, and reporting results. 

information about analyzing proc
ess capability. 

 the Organizational Innovation and Deployment process area 
e information about the selection and deployment 
ments to organizational proce

 the Measurement and A
tion about establishing objectives for measurement and 
, specifying the measures and analyses to be performed, 

obtaining a
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Sp
SG 1 Determine Causes of Defects 

SP 1.1 Select Defect Data for Analysis 

SP 1.2 Analyze Causes 

SG 2 Address Causes of Defects 

SP 2.1 Implement Action Proposals 

SP 2.2 Evaluate the Effect of Changes 

SP 2.3 Record Data 

Specific Practices by Goal 

ecific Goal and Practice Summary 

SG 1 Determine Causes of Defects 
Root causes of defects and other problems are systematically determined. 

 source of a defect, such that if it is removed, the 

SP 1.1 

A root cause is a
defect is decreased or removed. 

Select Defect Data for Analysis 
Select defects and other problems for analysis. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Defect and problem data selected for further analysis 

 relevant defect or problem data. 
Subpractices 
1. Gather

Examples of relevant defect data include the following: 
• Defects reported by the customer 

• Defects reported by end users 

• Defects reported by the supplier 
 

 problem data include the following: Examples of relevant
• Project management problem reports requiring corrective action 

• Process capability problems 

• Process duration measurements 

• Earned value measurements by process (e.g., cost performance index) 

• Resource throughput, utilization, or response time measurements 
 

Refer to the Quantitative Project Management process area for 
more information about statistical management. 

2. Determine the defects and other problems to be analyzed further. 

Wh ct of the 
def cost of 
ana d, the safety considerations, etc. 

en determining which defects to analyze further, consider the impa
ects, their frequency of occurrence, the similarity between defects, the 
lysis, the time and resources neede
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Examples of methods for selecting defects and other problems include the 
following: 
• Pareto analysis 

• Histograms 

• Process capability analysis 
 

SP 1.2 Analyze Causes 
Perform  defects and other problems  causal analysis of selected
and propose actions to address them. 

The pur to identified 
problem n proposals for 
implementation. 

pical Work Products 
1. 

2. Root cause analysis results 

Typical  
1. Root cause analysis results 

2. Recommended action proposals 

Subp
1. Co  responsible for performing the 

task. 

Causal analysis is performed, typically in meetings, with those who understand 

ponsible for performing 
the task. 

nalysis include the following: 

pose of this analysis is to develop solutions 
s by analyzing relevant data and producing actio

Ty
Action proposal 

Supplier Deliverables

ractices 
nduct causal analysis with those

the selected defect or problem under study. Those who have the best 
understanding of the selected defect are typically those res

Examples of when to perform causal a
• When a stable subprocess does not meet its specified quality and process-

performance objectives 

• When more defects than anticipated escape from earlier phases to the current 
phase 

• When a work product exhibits an unexpected deviation from its requirements 
 

Quantitative Project Management process area for 
more information about achieving the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives. 

2. Analyze selected defects and other problems to determine their 
root causes. 

Refer to the 
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Depending on the type and number of defects, it may make sense to first group 
the defects before identifying their root causes. 

Examples of methods to determine root causes include the following: 
• Cause-and-effect (fishbone) diagrams 

• Check sheets 
 

3. Group selected defects and other problems based on their root 
causes. 

Examples of cause groups, or categories, include the following: 
• Inadequate training and skills 

• Inadequate resource allocation 

• Breakdown of communication 

• Not accounting for all details of a task 

• Making mistakes in manual procedures (e.g., typing) 

• Process deficiency 

• Incomplete, ambiguous, or unclear contractual requirements 

• Ineffective management of changes to the supplier agreement 
 

4.  to prevent the future 

changes to the following: 

Propose and document actions to be taken
occurrence of similar defects or other problems. 

Examples of proposed actions include 
• The process in question 

• Training 

• Tools 

• Methods 

• Communication 

• Work products 
 

Examples of actions include the following: 
• Providing training in common problems and techniques for preventing them 

• Changing a process so that error-prone steps do not occur 

• Automating all or part of a process 

• Reordering process activities 

• Adding process steps to prevent defects, such as task kickoff meetings to 
review common defects and actions to prevent them 
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An action proposal usually documents the following: 
• Originator of the action proposal 

• Description of the problem 

• Description of the defect cause 

• Defect cause category 

• Phase when the problem was introduced 

• Phase when the defect was identified 

• Description of the action proposal 

• Action proposal category 
 

SG 2 Address Causes of Defects 
Root causes of defects and other problems are systematically addressed 
to prevent their future occurrence. 

Projects operating according to a well-defined process systematically 
analyze where in the operation problems still occur and implement 
process changes to eliminate root causes of selected problems. 

SP 2.1 Implement Action Proposals 
Implement selected action proposals developed in causal 
analysis. 

Action proposals describe tasks necessary to remove root causes of 
analyzed defects or problems and avoid their reoccurrence. 

Only changes that prove to be of value should be considered for broad 
implementation. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Action proposals selected for implementation 

2. Improvement proposals 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Improvement proposals 

Subpractices 
1. Analyze action proposals and determine their priorities. 

Criteria for prioritizing action proposals include the following: 

• Implications of not addressing the defects 

• Cost to implement process improvements to prevent the defects 

• Expected impact on quality 
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2. Select action proposals to be implemented. 

ion items for implementing the action proposals. 

information provided in an action item include the following: 

3. Create act

Examples of 
• Person responsible for implementing it 

• Description of the areas affected by it 

• People who are to be kept informed of its status 

• Next date that status will be reviewed 

• Rationale for key decisions 

• Description of implementation actions 

• Time and cost required to identify the defect and correct it 

• Estimated cost of not fixing the problem 
 

rk 

arly complex changes. 

g: 

To implement action proposals, the following tasks must be done: 

• Make assignments 

• Coordinate the people doing the wo

• Review the results 

• Track action items to closure 

Experiments may be conducted for particul

Examples of experiments include the followin
• Using a temporarily modified process 

• Using a new tool 
 

Action items may be assigned to members of the causal analysis team, member
of the project team, or other members of the organization. 

4. Identify and remove similar

s 

 defects that may exist in other 
processes and work products. 

nt of 

5. Identify and document improvement proposals for the 
organization’s set of standard processes. 

Refer to the Organizational Innovation and Deployment process 
area for more information about the selection and deployme
improvement proposals for the organization’s set of standard 
processes. 
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SP 2.2 Evaluate the Effect of Changes 
Evaluate the effect of changes on process performance. 

Refer to the Quantitative Project Management process area for mor
information about analyzing process performance, stabilizing selected 
subprocesses, and determining their capability to achieve objective

Once the changed process is deployed across the 

e 

s. 

project, the effect of 
changes must be evaluated to gather evidence that the process change 

hange 

tice determines whether the selected change has positively 
influenced process performance and by how much. 

iate. 

rmines whether the selected change has positively 
of the process to meet its quality and process-performance 

etermined by relevant stakeholders. 

ge in the capability of the project’s defined change 

corrected the problem and improved performance. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Measures of performance and performance c

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Base and derived supplier measurements 

Subpractices 
1. Measure the change in performance of the project’s defined 

process or of subprocesses, as appropriate. 

This subprac

2. Measure the capability of the project’s defined process or of 
subprocesses, as appropr

This subpractice dete
influenced the ability 
objectives, as d

An example of a chan
management process would be a change in the ability of the process to stay 
within its process-specification boundaries. This change in capability can be 
statistically measured by calculating and comparing the range of time taken for 
processing a change request before and after the improvement has been made. 

 

SP 2.3 Record Data 
Record causal analysis and resolution data for use across the 
project and organization. 

Data are recorded so that other projects and organizations can mak
appropriate process changes and achieve similar results. 

Record the following: 

e 

• Rationale for decisions 

• Action proposals from causal analysis meetings 

• Data on defects and other problems that were analyzed 
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• Action items resulting from action proposals 

• Cost of analysis and resolution activities 

• Measures of changes to the performance of the defined process 
resulting from resolutions 

Typical Work Products 
1. Causal analysis and resolution records 
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 

A Support Proc

Purpose 

ess Area at Maturity Level 2 

The purpose of Configuration Management (CM) is to establish and 
maintain the integrity of work products using configuration identification, 

ounting, and configuration 

Introductory Notes 

configuration control, configuration status acc
audits. 

The Configuration Management process area involves the following 
acti

• ted work products that compose 
oints in time 

• 

• 

 

r 

isition 
factors such as acquisition approach, number of suppliers, design 

concept, and associated costs and risks. In any 
volves interaction between the 

acquirer and supplier. 

vities: 

Identifying the configuration of selec
baselines at given p

Controlling changes to configuration items 

Building or providing specifications to build work products from the 
configuration management system 

• Maintaining the integrity of baselines 

• Providing accurate status and current configuration data to 
developers, end users, and customers 

The work products placed under configuration management include the 
products that are delivered to the customer, designated internal work 
products, acquired products, tools, and other items used in creating and
describing these work products. (See the definition of “configuration 
management” in the glossary.) 

Acquired products may need to be placed under configuration 
management by both the supplier and the acquirer. Provisions for 
conducting configuration management should be established in supplie
agreements. Methods to ensure that data are complete and consistent 
should be established and maintained. 

The configuration management approach depends on acqu

responsibility, support 
case, configuration management in
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Plan
tran  support, is addressed as part of project 
plannin  unexpected 
costs for both the acquire
agreem
within and across project teams and the infrastructure required to 
manage nal 
users, a rs. 

m the acquirer and supplier for the 

ning for managing configuration items, including during the 
sition to operations and

g and supplier agreement development to avoid
r and supplier. Project plans and supplier 

ents should make provisions for managing configuration items 

 configuration items among the acquirer, supplier, operatio
nd other relevant stakeholde

For exa ple, there are shared responsibilities between 
technical solution. The acquirer maintains configuration control of the contractual 
requi ation management for the technical rements and the supplier performs configur
solution ( the product baseline). e.g., establish and maintain 
 

In this example, the acquirer retains the authority and responsibility for 
approving design changes that impact the product’s ability to meet 
contrac ther design changes. 
The acquirer e right to access configuration data at any 
level re nt planned or potential design changes and 

should 
nges are 

tual requirements. The supplier manages o
 maintains th

quired to impleme
support options. Configuration management of legacy systems 
be addressed on a case-by-case basis as design cha
contemplated. 

Examples of work products that may be placed under configuration management 
include the following: 

• Plans 

• Process descriptions 

• Requirements 

• Acquisition strategies 

• Solicitation packages 

• Supplier agreements 

• Supplier deliverables 
 

Configuration management of work products may be performed at 
an be decomposed 

rm 

 of 

several levels of granularity. Configuration items c
into configuration components and configuration units. Only the te
configuration item is used in this process area. Therefore, in these 
practices, configuration item may be interpreted as configuration 
component or configuration unit, as appropriate. (See the definition
“configuration item” in the glossary.) 

Baselines provide a stable basis for the continuing evolution of 
configuration items. 
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An example of an acquirer’s baseline is a collection of acquirer work products such as 
contractual requirements and acceptance criteria that are related to the product 
baseline managed by the supplier. 
 

Baselines are added to the configuration management system as they 
are developed. Changes to baselines and the release of work products 
built from the configuration management system are systematically 
controlled and monitored via the configuration control, change 
management, and configuration auditing functions of configuration 
management. 

This process area appli
projects but also to co

es not only to configuration management on 
nfiguration management on organizational work 

d

ts of work products, including the 
delivered system. 

ation 
e 

plac

Related Process Areas 

pro ucts such as standards, procedures, and reuse libraries. 

Configuration management is focused on the rigorous control of the 
managerial and technical aspec

This process area covers the practices for performing the configur
management function and is applicable to all work products that ar

ed under configuration management. 

Refe
about for

Refe g process area for more information about 
developing plans and work breakdown structures, which may be useful 

 

SG 1 Establish Baselines 

SP 1.1 Identify Configuration Item

SP 1.2 Establish a Configu  

SP 1.3 Create or Release in

SG 2 Track and Control Changes 

SP 2.1 Track Change Requests 

SP 2.2 Control Configuration Items 

SG 3 Establish Integrity 

SP 3.1 Establish Configuration Manag

SP 3.2 Perform Configuration Audits 

r to the Agreement Management process area for more information 
mal acceptance of supplier deliverables. 

r to the Project Plannin

for determining configuration items. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more
information about performance analyses and corrective actions. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 

s 

ration Management System 

Basel es 

ement Records 
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Specific P s byractice  Goal 

SG 1 Establish Baselines 
Baselines of identified work produ

f 

SP 1.1 Identify Configuration Items 

cts are established. 
Specific practices to establish baselines are covered by this specific 
goal. The specific practices under the Track and Control Changes 
specific goal serve to maintain the baselines. The specific practices of 
the Establish Integrity specific goal document and audit the integrity o
the baselines. 

Identify configuration items, components, and related work 
products to be placed under configuration management. 

Configuration identification is the selection, creation, and specificatio
of the following: 

n 

 to the customer 

ternal work products 

• Tools and other capital assets of the project’s work environment 

ting and describing these work products 

t include specifications and 
ements for the product. Other 

as test results, may also be included, depending on 

A co
t 

and ork products for configuration 
. 

Configuration items may vary widely in complexity, size, and type, from 
eter or a 

project plan. Any item required for product support and designated for 
ment is a configuration item. Acquirer work products 

Subpractices 
1. Select configuration items and work products that compose them 

based on documented criteria. 

• Products delivered

• Designated in

• Acquired products 

• Other items used in crea

Items under configuration managemen
interface documents that define requir
documents, such 
their importance to defining the product. 

nfiguration item is an entity designated for configuration 
management, which may consist of multiple related work products tha
form a baseline. This logical grouping provides ease of identification 

controlled access. The selection of w
management should be based on criteria established during planning

an aircraft to commercial-of-the-shelf software to a test m

separate procure
provided to suppliers such as solicitation packages and technical 
standards are typically designated as configuration items. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Identified configuration items 
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Example criteria for selecting configuration items at the appropriate work-product 
level include the following: 
• Work products that may be used by two or more groups 

• Work products that are expected to change over time either because of errors 
or changes in requirements 

• Work products that are dependent on each other (i.e., a change in one 
mandates a change in the others) 

• Work products critical to project success 
 

Examples of acquirer work products and supplier deliverables that may be part of 
a configuration item include the following: 
• Process descriptions 

• Requirements 

• Acceptance criteria 

• Supplier project progress and performance reports 

• Supplier test results 
 

2. Assign unique identifiers to configuration items. 

he important characteristics of each configuration item. 

4. en each configuration item is placed under configuration 

eria for determining when to place work products under configuration 

3. Specify t

Specify wh
management. 

Example crit
management include the following: 
• Stage of the project lifecycle 

• When the acquirer work product is ready for review and approval 

• Degree of control desired on the work product 

• Cost and schedule limitations 

• Customer requirements 
 

Identify the owner responsible for each configura5. tion item. 

SP 1.2 Establish a Configuration Management System 
Establish and maintain a configuration management and 
cha

A configuration manag em includes the storage media, 

A change management system includes the storage media, procedures, 
and tools for recording and accessing change requests. 

nge management system for controlling work products. 

ement syst
procedures, and tools for accessing the system. 
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The acquirer considers how configuration items are shared between the 
nt stakeholders. If the use 

n the 

ative solution. The supplier agreement specifies 
appropriate acquirer rights to supplier deliverables, in addition to 

ith 

nagement system with controlled work products 

agement system access control procedures 

Subpractices 
 a mechanism to manage multiple levels of control. 

evels of control can range from informal control that simply tracks 
r 

r, to 

3.  

4. 

5. Store, update, and retrieve configuration management records. 

6. tion management reports from the configuration 
management system. 

serve the contents of the configuration management system. 

on management system 

acquirer and supplier as well as among releva
of an acquirer’s configuration management system is extended to a 
supplier, the acquirer must exercise security and access control 
procedures. In many cases, leaving acquired configuration items i
physical possession of the supplier and having access to supplier 
deliverables is an altern

requirements for delivery or access. Supplier work products, whenever 
they are delivered to the acquirer, are presented in accordance w
accepted standards to ensure usability by the acquirer. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Configuration ma

2. Configuration man

3. Change request database 

1. Establish

The level of control is typically selected based on project objectives, risk, and 
resources. L
changes made when configuration items are being developed by the acquirer o
when supplier work products are delivered or made accessible to the acquire
formal configuration control using baselines that can only be changed as part of a 
formal configuration management process. 

2. Store and retrieve configuration items in a configuration 
management system. 

Share and transfer configuration items between control levels in
the configuration management system. 

Store and recover archived versions of configuration items. 

Create configura

7. Pre

Examples of preservation functions of the configurati
include the following: 
• Backup and restoration of configuration management files 

• Archive of configuration management files 

• Recovery from configuration management errors 
 

8. Revise the configuration management structure as necessary. 
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SP 1.3 Create or Release Baselines 
Create or release baselines for internal use and for delivery to 
the customer. 

products that has been 

t or delivery, and that can be changed only through 
change control procedures. A baseline represents the assignment of an 

 or a collection of configuration items 
 ct evolves, several baselines may be 

d testing. 

The acquirer reviews and approves the release of product baselines 
 acquirer creates baselines for acquirer 

man se baselines. 

2. 

i
1. Product baselines 

2. Description of product baselines 

Subp
ard (CCB) 

uration items that are contained in a 

baselines readily available. 

SG 2 Track and C

A baseline is a set of specifications or work 
formally reviewed and agreed on, that thereafter serves as the basis for 
further developmen

identifier to a configuration item
and associated entities. As a produ
used to control its development an

created by the supplier. The
work products that describe the project, requirements, funding, 
schedule, and performance measures and makes a commitment to 

age the project to tho

Typ cal Work Products 
1. Baselines 

Description of baselines 

i

Typ cal Supplier Deliverables 

ractices 
1. Obtain authorization from the configuration control bo

before creating or releasing baselines of configuration items. 

2. Create or release baselines only from configuration items in the 
configuration management system. 

3. Document the set of config
baseline. 

4. Make the current set of 

ontrol Changes 
Changes to the work products under configuration management are 
tracked an

under this specific goal serve to maintain 

l. 

d controlled. 
The specific practices 
baselines after they are established by specific practices under the 
Establish Baselines specific goa
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SP 2.1 Track Change Requests 
Tra k change requests for configurac tion items. 

new or changed requirements but 
cts. 

Cha irer work products and supplier deliverables 
as defined in the supplier agreement are handled through the acquirer’s 

change 
t, and 

the s

Typi
1. 

i
1. 

Subpractices 
. Initiate and record change requests in the change request 

database. 

2. Analyze the impact of changes and fixes proposed in change 
requests. 

The acquirer analyzes the impact that submitted change requests may have on 
supplier agreements. 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
process area for more information about changing the supplier 
agreement. 

3. Review change requests to be addressed in the next baseline with 
relevant stakeholders and get their agreement. 

Conduct the change request review with appropriate participants. Record the 
disposition of each change request and the rationale for the decision, including 
success criteria, a brief action plan if appropriate, and needs met or unmet by the 
change. Perform the actions required in the disposition, and report results to 
relevant stakeholders. 

4. Track the status of change requests to closure. 

Change requests address not only 
also failures and defects in work produ

Change requests can be initiated either by the acquirer or supplier. 
nges that impact acqu

configuration management process. 

Change requests are analyzed to determine the impact that the 
will have on the work product, related work products, the budge

chedule. 

cal Work Products 
Change requests 

Typ cal Supplier Deliverables 
Change requests 

1
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SP 2.2 Control Configuration Items 
Control changes to configuration items. 

Control is maintained o
baseline. Th

ver the configuration of the work product 
is control includes tracking the configuration of each 

configuration item, approving a new configuration if necessary, and 
updating the baseline. 

e 
quirer’s behalf, the 

acquirer is responsible for approval and control of changes to these 
configuration items. 

f the 

uration 
ystem. 

ager, or the 

The acquirer decides which configuration items require version control, 
or more stringent levels of configuration control, and establishes 
mechanisms to ensure configuration items are controlled. Although th
supplier may manage configuration items on the ac

Typical Work Products 
1. Revision history of configuration items 

2. Archives of baselines 

Subpractices 
1. Control changes to configuration items throughout the life o

product. 

2. Obtain appropriate authorization before changed config
items are entered into the configuration management s

For example, authorization may come from the CCB, the project man
customer. 

 

3.  the configuration 
r that 

4. 
 on the baselines (e.g., ensure that changes 

have not compromised the safety and/or security of the system). 

SG 3 Establish In

Check in and check out configuration items in
management system for incorporation of changes in a manne
maintains the correctness and integrity of configuration items. 

Perform reviews to ensure that changes have not caused 
unintended effects

5. Record changes to configuration items and reasons for changes, 
as appropriate. 

tegrity 
Integrity of

e 

 baselines is established and maintained. 
The integrity of baselines, established by processes associated with th
Establish Baselines specific goal, and maintained by processes 
associated with the Track and Control Changes specific goal, is 
addressed by the specific practices under this specific goal. 
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SP 3.1 Establish Configuration Management Records 
Establish and maintain records describing configuration items. 

n history of product and supplier deliverables defined in the 

 

ledge 

 configuration items that constitute a 
particular baseline. 

f 

SP 3.2 Perform Configuration Audits 

Typical Work Products 
1. Revision history of configuration items 

2. Change log 

3. Change request records 

4. Status of configuration items 

5. Differences between baselines 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Revisio

supplier agreement 

Subpractices 
1. Record configuration management actions in sufficient detail so the

content and status of each configuration item is known and 
previous versions can be recovered. 

2. Ensure that relevant stakeholders have access to and know
of the configuration status of configuration items. 

3. Specify the latest version of baselines. 

4. Identify the version of

5. Describe differences between successive baselines. 

6. Revise the status and history (i.e., changes and other actions) o
each configuration item as necessary. 

Perform configuration audits to maintain the integrity of 
configuration baselines. 

Configuration audits confirm that the resulting baselines and 
documentation conform to a specified standard or requirement. Audit
results 

 
should be recorded, as appropriate. (See the glossary for a 

definition of “configuration audit.”) 

2. Action items 

Typical Work Products 
1. Configuration audit results 
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Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier configuration audit results 

1. Assess the integrity of baselines. 

tify 

 management system’s 
content is based on requirements as stated in the plan and the disposition of 

pliance with applicable configuration management 
ndards and procedures. 

from the audit to closure. 

Subpractices 

2. Confirm that configuration management records correctly iden
configuration items. 

3. Review the structure and integrity of items in the configuration 
management system. 

4. Confirm the completeness and correctness of items in the 
configuration management system. 

Completeness and correctness of the configuration

approved change requests. 

5. Confirm com
sta

6. Track action items 
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DECISION ANALYSIS AND RESOLUTION 

A Support Process Area at Maturity

Purpose 

 Level 3 

The o analyze 
pos
identified alternatives against established criteria. 

Introductory Notes 

 purpose of Decision Analysis and Resolution (DAR) is t
sible decisions using a formal evaluation process that evaluates 

The ea involves 
esta  should be subject to a 

ation process and applying formal evaluation processes to 

A formal evaluation process is a structured approach to evaluating 
 

recommende

A formal evaluation process involves the following actions: 

• ernatives 

• 

• 

•  and 

• ing recommended solutions from alternatives based on 
evaluation criteria 

sues 
 used: 

 or alternatives. 

he 

selected supplier. The establishment of a formal process for decision 
mak
Suc
when chan
requirements or other critical project parameters are considered. A 
formal process also supports the communication of decisions between 
the acquirer and supplier. 

 Decision Analysis and Resolution process ar
blishing guidelines to determine which issues

formal evalu
these issues. 

alternative solutions against established criteria to determine a
d solution. 

Establishing the criteria for evaluating alt

Identifying alternative solutions 

Selecting methods for evaluating alternatives 

Evaluating alternative solutions using established criteria
methods 

Select

Rather than using the phrase alternative solutions to address is
each time, in this process area, one of two shorter phrases are
alternative solutions

A repeatable criteria-based decision-making process is especially 
important, both for making critical decisions that define and guide t
acquisition process and later for critical decisions made with the 

ing provides the acquirer with documentation of decision rationale. 
h documentation allows criteria for critical decisions to be revisited 

ges or technology insertion decisions that impact 
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A formal evaluation process reduces the subjective nature of a decision 

rly when a project is being planned. 
Issues that have multiple alternative solutions and evaluation criteria 

sing 

when issues affect the ability to achieve project 
objectives. 

d 

t), and 
result in a one- or two-page report. More formal decisions may require 

s of effort, meetings to develop and approve 
ng, and extensive documentation. 

a can be used in a formal 
evaluation process. Numeric criteria use weights to reflect the relative 

 criteria. Non-numeric criteria use a more subjective 
isions may 

A fo  
solutions. Th tive 
activ ns of identified 
alternatives may be combined, emerging technologies may change 
alternatives, and the business situation of suppliers may change during 
the eva

A recom anied by documentation of 
selected methods, criteria, alternatives, and rationale for the 

nd 
ratio
issu

While some of the decisions made throughout the life of the project 
al evaluation process, others do not. As 

mentioned earlier, guidelines should be established to determine which 
s. 

and provides a higher probability of selecting a solution that meets 
multiple demands of relevant stakeholders. 

While the primary application of this process area is to technical 
concerns, formal evaluation processes can also be applied to many 
nontechnical issues, particula

lend themselves to a formal evaluation process. 

Guidelines are created for deciding when to use formal evaluation 
processes to address unplanned issues. Guidelines often suggest u
formal evaluation processes when issues are associated with medium 
to high risks or 

Formal evaluation processes can vary in formality, type of criteria, an
methods employed. Less formal decisions can be analyzed in a few 
hours, use few criteria (e.g., effectiveness and cost to implemen

separate plans, month
criteria, simulations, prototypes, piloti

Both numeric and non-numeric criteri

importance of
ranking scale (e.g., high, medium, or low). More formal dec
require a full trade study. 

rmal evaluation process identifies and evaluates alternative
e eventual selection of a solution may involve itera

ities of identification and evaluation. Portio

luation period. 

mended alternative is accomp

recommendation. The documentation is distributed to relevant 
stakeholders; it provides a record of the formal evaluation process a

nale, which are useful to other projects that encounter a similar 
e. 

involve the use of a form

issues should be subject to a formal evaluation proces
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Related Process Areas 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 

rea for more 
 

lying a 

Refer to the Risk Management process area for more information about 

d 

SG 1 Evaluate Alternatives 

SP 1.1 Establish Guidelines for Decision Analysis 

SP 1.2 Establish Evaluatio

SP 1.3 Identify Alternative 

SP 1.4 Select Evaluation Method

SP 1.5 Evaluate Alternativ

SP 1.6 Select Solutions 

Specific Practices by 

general planning for projects. 

Refer to the Integrated Project Management process a
information about establishing the project’s defined process. The
project’s defined process includes a formal evaluation process for each 
selected issue and incorporates the use of guidelines for app
formal evaluation process to unforeseen issues. 

identifying and mitigating risks. A formal evaluation process is often 
used to address issues with identified medium or high risks. Selecte
solutions typically affect risk mitigation plans. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 

n Criteria 

Solutions 

s 

es 

Goal 

SG 1 Evaluate Alt aern tives 
Decisions are based on an evaluation of alternatives using established 
criteria. 

Issu y 
time s early as possible to 

SP 1.1 Establish Guidelines for Decision Analysis 

es requiring a formal evaluation process may be identified at an
. The objective should be to identify issues a

maximize the time available to resolve them. 

Establish and maintain guidelines to determine which issues 
are 

Not every decision is significant enough to require a formal evaluation 
proc
uncl . Whether a decision is significant or 
not is dependent on the project and circumstances and is determined 
by e

subject to a formal evaluation process. 

ess. The choice between the trivial and the truly important are 
ear without explicit guidance

stablished guidelines. 
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Typical guidelines for determining when to require a formal evaluation process include 
the following: 

• A decision is directly related to topics that are medium or high risk. 

• A decision is related to changing work products under configuration management. 

• A decision would cause schedule delays over a certain percentage or amount of 
time. 

• A decision affects the ability of the project to achieve its objectives.  

• The costs of the formal evaluation process are reasonable when compared to the 
decision’s impact. 

• A legal obligation exists during a solicitation. 

• There is a risk that the decision will have a significant adverse effect on cost, 
quality, resources, or schedule. 

• Legal or supplier agreement issues must be resolved. 
 

gement process area for more information about 
um or high risk. 

 a formal evaluation process include the following: 

Refer to the Risk Mana
determining which issues are medi

Examples of when to use

• On decisions to trade off performance, cost, and schedule requirements during an 
acquisition 

• On selecting, terminating, or renewing suppliers 

• On sele  project personnel cting training for

• On s  to be used for product validation electing a testing environment

• On d g the items to be selected for reuse in related projects eterminin

• On s covery, service electing an approach for ongoing support (e.g., disaster re
levels) 

 

Typical 
Guidelines for when to apply a formal evaluation process 

Subp

2. 

Refer to the Integrated Project Management process area for more 
information about establishing the project’s defined process. 

Work Products 
1. 

ractices 
1. Establish guidelines for when to use a formal evaluation process. 

Incorporate the use of guidelines into the defined process as 
appropriate. 
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SP 1.2 Establish Evaluation Criteria 
Establish and maintain criteria for evaluating alternatives, and 
the relative ranking of these criteria. 

ons. 
 most 

This process area is referenced by many other process areas in the 

t 

ion criteria to minimize the possibility that 
uessed or that the reason for making the 

 Decisions based on criteria that are explicitly 
stablished remove barriers to stakeholder buy-in. 

i
1. 

1. 

ria to consider include the following: 

Evaluation criteria provide the basis for evaluating alternative soluti
Criteria are ranked so that the highest ranked criteria exert the
influence on the evaluation. 

model, and there are many contexts in which a formal evaluation 
process can be used. Therefore, in some situations you may find tha
criteria have already been defined as part of another process. This 
specific practice does not suggest that a second development of criteria 
be conducted. 

Document the evaluat
decisions will be second-g
decision will be forgotten.
defined and e

Typ cal Work Products 
Documented evaluation criteria 

2. Rankings of criteria importance 

Subpractices 
Define the criteria for evaluating alternative solutions. 

Criteria should be traceable to requirements, scenarios, business case 
assumptions, business objectives, or other documented sources. 

Types of crite
• Technology limitations 

• Environmental impact 

• Risks 

• Total ownership and lifecycle costs 
 

2. ranking the evaluation criteria. 

es or with formulas that relate the evaluation parameter to a numeric 
weight. 

3. 

4. 

ty. 

Define the range and scale for 

Scales of relative importance for evaluation criteria can be established with non-
numeric valu

Rank the criteria. 

Assess the criteria and their relative importance. 

5. Evolve the evaluation criteria to improve their validi
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6. Document the rationale for the selection and rejection of evaluation 

SP 1.3 

criteria. 

Identify Alternative Solutions 
Identify alternative solutions to address issues. 

A wider range of alternatives can surface by soliciting as many 
cal for input. Input from stakeholders with diverse 

 
assumptions, constraints, and biases. Brainstorming sessions may 

vative alternatives through rapid interaction and feedback. 

Suff idate solutions may not be furnished for analysis. As the 
analysis proceeds, other alternatives should be added to the list of 
pote
mult lysis and resolution process 
increases the likelihood that an acceptable decision will be made and 

Typical Work Products 
1. Identified alternatives 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier identified alternatives, if any 

Subpractices 
1. Perform a literature search. 

A literature search can uncover what others have done both inside and outside 
the organization. Such a search may provide a deeper understanding of the 
problem, alternatives to consider, barriers to implementation, existing trade 
studies, and lessons learned from similar decisions. 

2. Identify alternatives for consideration in addition to those that may 
be provided with the issue. 

Evaluation criteria are an effective starting point for identifying alternatives. 
Evaluation criteria identify priorities of relevant stakeholders and the importance of 
technical, logistical, or other challenges. 

Combining key attributes of existing alternatives can generate additional and 
sometimes stronger alternatives. 

Solicit alternatives from relevant stakeholders. Brainstorming sessions, interviews, 
and working groups can be used effectively to uncover alternatives. 

3. Document proposed alternatives. 

stakeholders as practi
skills and backgrounds can help teams identify and address

stimulate inno

icient cand

ntial candidate solutions. The generation and consideration of 
iple alternatives early in a decision ana

that consequences of the decision will be understood. 
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SP 1.4 Select Evaluation Methods 
Select evaluation methods. 

Methods for evaluating al
can range from simula

ternative solutions against established criteria 
tions to the use of probabilistic models and 

decision theory. These methods must be carefully selected. The level of 
detail of a method should be commensurate with cost, schedule, 
performance, and risk impacts. 

 
ay 

Suppliers competing to develop a technical solution for the acquirer 
may be directly evaluated in a final competition that involves a 

Typ
1. 

Subpra
1. and 

 support the method. 

While many problems may require only one evaluation method, some
problems may require multiple methods. For instance, simulations m
augment a trade study to determine which design alternative best 
meets a given criterion. 

performance or functional demonstration of proposed solutions. 

ical Work Products 
Selected evaluation methods 

ctices 
Select methods based on the purpose for analyzing a decision 
on the availability of the information used to

Typical evaluation methods include the following: 
• Benchmarking studies 

• Cost studies 

• Business opportunity studies 

• Surveys 

• Extrapolations based on field experience and prototypes 

• User review and comment 

• Judgment provided by an expert or group of experts (e.g., Delphi Method) 
 

2. Select evaluation methods based on their ability to focus on the 
sues. 

mine the measures needed to support the evaluation method. 

issues at hand without being overly influenced by side is

3. Deter

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about specifying measures. 
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SP 1.5 Evaluate Alternatives 
Evaluate alternative solutions using established criteria and 
methods. 

Evaluating alternative solutions involves analysis, discussion, and 

erimentation, prototyping, piloting, or 
simulations 

Ofte ect 
on a solution is not appar
cas e 
best selection among alternative solutions may not be clear. Challenges 
to c

pical Work Products 

 the 

essary 

Untested criteria, their relative importance, and supporting data or functions may 
priorities 
e trial 

sidered to avoid biases. 

sed 
 

Document the rationale for the addition of new alternatives or methods and 
changes to criteria, as well as the results of interim evaluations. Determine the 
scores for each alternative based on criteria evaluations and scoring methods 
previously determined. 

6. Document the results of the evaluation. 

review. Iterative cycles of analysis are sometimes necessary. 
Supporting analyses, exp

may be needed to substantiate scoring and conclusions. 

n, the relative importance of criteria is imprecise and the total eff
ent until after the analysis is performed. In 

es where the resulting scores differ by relatively small amounts, th

riteria and assumptions should be encouraged. 

Ty
1. Evaluation results 

Subpractices 
1. Evaluate proposed alternative solutions using the established 

evaluation criteria and selected methods. 

2. Evaluate assumptions related to the evaluation criteria and
evidence that supports the assumptions. 

3. Evaluate whether uncertainty in the values for alternative solutions 
affects the evaluation and address these uncertainties, as 
appropriate. 

4. Perform simulations, modeling, prototypes, and pilots as nec
to exercise the evaluation criteria, methods, and alternative 
solutions. 

cause the validity of solutions to be questioned. Criteria and their relative 
and scales can be tested with trial runs against a set of alternatives. Thes
runs of a select set of criteria allow for the evaluation of the cumulative impact of 
criteria on a solution. If trials reveal problems, different criteria or alternatives 
might be con

5. Consider new alternative solutions, criteria, or methods if propo
alternatives do not test well; repeat evaluations until alternatives do
test well. 
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SP 1.6 Select Solutions 
Select solutions from alternatives based on evaluation criteria. 

st 

1. Recommended solutions to address significant issues 

 the risks associated with implementing the recommended 

ion 
entifying and managing risks. 

Selecting solutions involves weighing results from the evaluation of 
alternatives. Risks associated with the implementation of solutions mu
be assessed. 

Typical Work Products 

Subpractices 
1. Assess

solution. 

Refer to the Risk Management process area for more informat
about id

2. Document the results and rationale for the recommended solution. 
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INTEGRATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

A Project Management Proces

Purpose 

s Area at Maturity Level 3 

The purpose of Integrated Project Management (IPM) is to establish
and manage the project and the involvement of the relevant 

 

s. 

Introductory Notes 

stakeholders according to an integrated and defined process that is 
tailored from the organization’s set of standard processe

Integrated Project Management involves the following activities: 

• Establishing the project’s defined process at project startup by 

ject based on the 

• Establishing integrated teams that are tasked to accomplish project 

• s assets 

• nt stakeholders’ concerns to be identified, 
 during the 

• at relevant stakeholders perform their tasks in a 
r (1) to address product and product 
s, objectives, problems, and risks; (2) 

nd (3) to identify, track, and resolve 
coordination issues 

 

r 

fined process are 
typically described in the project plan. Certain activities may be covered 

, 
 

tailoring the organization’s set of standard processes 

• Managing the project using the project’s defined process 

• Establishing the work environment for the pro
organization’s work environment standards 

objectives 

Using and contributing to organizational proces

Enabling releva
considered, and, when appropriate, addressed
development of the product 

Ensuring th
coordinated and timely manne
component requirements, plan
to fulfill their commitments; a

The integrated and defined process that is tailored from the 
organization’s set of standard processes is called the project’s defined
process. 

Managing the project’s effort, cost, schedule, staffing, risks, and othe
factors is tied to the tasks of the project’s defined process. The 
implementation and management of the project’s de

in other plans that affect the project, such as the quality assurance plan
risk management strategy, and the configuration management plan.
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Since the defined process for each project is tailored from the 
sses, variability among projects is 

typically reduced and projects can more easily share process assets, 

s 

organization’s set of standard proce

data, and lessons learned. 

Thi process area also addresses the coordination of all activities associated with the 
project such as the following: 

• Development activities (e.g., requirements development, design, and verification) 

• Service activities (e.g., delivery, help desk, operations, and customer contact) 

• Acquisition activities (e.g., solicitation, agreement monitoring, and transition to 
operations) 

• Sup uration management, documentation, marketing, and port activities (e.g., config
training) 

 

The wo akeholders 
d external to the project are planned and managed to ensure 

part fined process and 
ith 

appr
appr ivities. (See the definition of 
“rele
proc
appr

The
tech port, and operational stakeholders. Depending on the 

be s

Form holders take the form of 
memora , memorandums of agreement, 
contractual commitments, associated supplier agreements, and similar 
documents, nding on the nature of the interfaces and involved 
stakeho

es in any organizational structure, including 
je s, matrix organizations, 

ppropriately 

rking interfaces and interactions among relevant st
internal an
the quality and integrity of the entire product. Relevant stakeholders 

icipate, as appropriate, in defining the project’s de
the project plan. Reviews and exchanges are regularly conducted w
relevant stakeholders to ensure that coordination issues receive 

opriate attention and everyone involved with the project is 
opriately aware of status, plans, and act
vant stakeholder” in the glossary.) In defining the project’s defined 
ess, formal interfaces are created as necessary to ensure that 
opriate coordination and collaboration occurs. 

 acquirer must involve and integrate all relevant acquisition, 
nical, sup

scope and risk of the project, coordination efforts with the supplier can 
ignificant. 

al interfaces among relevant stake
ndums of understanding

depe
lders. 

This process area appli
pro cts that are structured as line organization
or integrated teams. The terminology should be a
interpreted for the organizational structure in place. 
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Related Pr Areaocess s 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 

ring and Control process area for more 

ss assets and work environment 
standards. 

t and Analysis process area for more 
information about defining a process for measuring and analyzing 

greement Management process area for more information 

Specific
SG 1 Use the Project’s Defined Process 

SP 1.1 Establish the Project’s Def

SP 1.2 Use Organizational Proce

SP 1.3 Establish the Projec o

SP 1.4 Integrate Plans 

SP 1.5 Manage the Project Using

SP 1.6 Establish Integrated Team

SP 1.7 Contribute to Organizational Pr

SG 2 Coordinate and Collaborate with Relevant 

SP 2.1 Manage Stakeholder Involvem

SP 2.2 Manage Dependencies 

SP 2.3 Resolve Coordination Issues 

Specific Practices by Goal 

planning the project, which includes identifying relevant stakeholders 
and their appropriate involvement in the project. 

Refer to the Project Monito
information about monitoring and controlling the project. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
information about organizational proce

Refer to the Measuremen

processes. 

Refer to the A
about managing supplier agreements. 

 Goal and Practice Summary 

ined Process 

ss Assets for Planning Project Activities 

t’s W rk Environment 

 Integrated Plans 

s 

ocess Assets 

Stakeholders 

ent 

SG 1 Use the Project’s Defined Process 
The pro t is conducted using a defined process jec tailored from the 
organizatio

s from the 

n’s set of standard processes. 
The project’s defined process must include those processe
organization’s set of standard processes that address all processes 
necessary to acquire or develop and maintain the product. The product-
related lifecycle processes, such as manufacturing and support 
processes, are developed concurrently with the product. 
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SP 1.1 Establish the Project’s Defined Process 
Establish and maintain the project’s defined process from 
project startup through the life of the project. 

r more 

andard processes on projects. 

 process consists of defined processes that 
r the project. 

and s (as identified in the supplier agreement) to 
deliver a product that meets the requirements. The acquirer may require 

 s ocesses with the acquirer’s defined 

contractual 
requirements, operational needs, opportunities, and constraints. It is 

rovide a best fit for project needs. 

• 

• 

• 

• s and objectives 

• The
guid

• The

• The business environment 

Establis  startup helps to 
roject staff and stakeholders implement a set of activities 

needed to efficiently establish an initial set of requirements and plans 
for the project. As the project progresses, the description of the project’s 
defined process is elaborated and revised to better meet project 
requirements and the organization’s process needs and objectives. 
Also, as the organization’s set of standard processes changes, the 
project’s defined process may need to be revised. 

The project’s defined process is driven by the acquisition strategy. The 
acquirer’s defined process is affected, for example, by whether the 
acquisition strategy is to introduce new technology to the organization 
or to consolidate acquired products or services in use by the acquirer. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area fo
information about organizational process assets. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more 
information about organizational process needs and objectives and 
deploying the organization’s set of st

The project’s defined
form an integrated, coherent lifecycle fo

The project’s defined process logically sequences acquirer activities 
supplier deliverable

the upplier to align selected pr
process. 

The project’s defined process should satisfy the project’s 

designed to p

A project’s defined process is based on the following factors: 

Customer requirements 

Product and product component requirements 

Commitments 

Organizational process need

 organization’s set of standard processes and tailoring 
elines 

 operational environment 

hing the project’s defined process at project
ensure that p
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Typi
1. Th ined process 

Typical 
1. Ta s that interface with the acquirer’s 

de

Subprac
1. Select a lifecycle model from those available in organizational 

pro

Examples of project characteristics that could affect the selection of lifecycle 

cal Work Products 
e project’s def

Supplier Deliverables 
ilored supplier processe
fined process 

tices 

cess assets. 

models include the following: 
• Size of the project 

• Experience and familiarity of staff with implementing the process 

• Constraints such as cycle time and acceptable defect levels 
 

2. dard 
pro t. 

3. Ta es and other 
orga rding to tailoring guidelines to 
pro ss. 

Someti tandard processes are inadequate 

l to 
uired by the organization. Waivers are provided for this 

4.  

Select standard processes from the organization’s set of stan
cesses that best fit the needs of the projec

ilor the organization’s set of standard process
nizational process assets acco

duce the project’s defined proce

mes the available lifecycle models and s
to meet project needs. Sometimes the project is unable to produce required work 
products or measures. In such circumstances, the project must seek approva
deviate from what is req
purpose. 

Use other artifacts from the organization’s process asset library, as
appropriate. 

Other artifacts may include the following: 
• Lessons-learned documents 

• Templates 

• Example documents 

• Estimating models 
 

5. Document the project’s defined process. 

6. Conduct peer reviews of the project’s defined process. 

7. Revise the project’s defined process as necessary. 
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SP 1.2  Use Organizational Process Assets for Planning Project Activities
Use organizational process assets and the measurement 
repository for estimating and planning project activities. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
information about organizational process assets and the organiza
measurement repository. 

When available, use result

tion’s 

s of previous planning and execution 
activities as predictors of the relative scope and risk of the effort being 

1. Project estimates 

 work products of the project’s defined process 
as a basis for estimating and planning project activities. 

2. Us easurement repository in estimating the 
pro

Thi wing: 

estimated for the current acquisition. 

Typical Work Products 

2. Project plans 

Subpractices 
1. Use the tasks and

An understanding of the relationships among tasks and work products of the 
project’s defined process and of the roles to be performed by relevant 
stakeholders is a basis for developing a realistic plan. 

e the organization’s m
ject’s planning parameters. 

s estimate typically includes the follo
• rical data from this project or similar projects Using appropriate histo

• Accounting for and recording similarities and differences between the current 
project and those projects whose historical data will be used 

• Ensuring historical data are valid 

• Recording the reasoning, assumptions, and rationale used to select historical 
data 

 

SP 1.3 Establish the Project’s Work Environment 
Establish and maintain the project’s work environment based 
on t

eed to 
perf siness and project 
objectives. The work environment and its components are maintained at 
a level of performance and reliability indicated by organizational work 
environment standards. As required, the project’s work environment or 
some of its components can be developed internally or acquired from 
external sources. 

he organization’s work environment standards. 

An appropriate work environment for a project comprises an 
infrastructure of facilities, tools, and equipment that people n

orm their jobs effectively in support of bu
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The e 
acquire nable efficient and effective transfer of 
work prod

The wo mpass environments for both 
verification and validatio e might be separate environments. 

rk Environment Standards specific practice in 
 

abou  

i
1. Equipment and tools for the project 

2. 
ironment 

3. 

4. nce, and maintenance records 

1. nd install a work environment for the project. 

uct, 
are explored 

with the same rigor as is done for any other product development. 

rformance, costs, and risks. The 

 supplier’s work environment should be compatible with th
r’s work environment to e

ucts. 

rk environment might enco
n or thes

Refer to the Establish Wo
the Organizational Process Definition process area for more information

t work environment standards.

Typ cal Work Products 

Installation, operation, and maintenance manuals for the project 
work env

User surveys and results 

Usage, performa

5. Support services for the project’s work environment 

Subpractices 
Plan, design, a

The critical aspects of the project work environment are, like any other prod
requirements driven. Work environment functionality and operations 

It may be necessary to make tradeoffs among pe
following are examples of each: 
• Performance considerations may include timely interoperable communication, 

safety, security, and maintainability. 

• Costs may include capital outlays, training, a support structure, disassembly 
and disposal of existing environments, and the operation and maintenance of 
the environment. 

• Risks may include workflow and project disruptions. 
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Examples of equipment and tools include the following: 
• Office software 

• Decision support software 

• Project management tools 

• Requirements management tools and design tools 

• Configuration management tools 

• Evaluation tools 

• Test and evaluation equipment 
 

ngoing maintenance and operational support for the 

e work environment can be accomplished either 
ed from outside the 

org

Exa nd support approaches include the following: 

2. Provide o
project’s work environment. 

Maintenance and support of th
with capabilities found inside the organization or hir

anization. 

mples of maintenance a
• Hiring people to perform maintenance and support 

• Training people to perform maintenance and support 

• Contracting maintenance and support 

• Developing expert users for selected tools 
 

3. f the project’s work 
en

Com
app
certific test equipment qualification includes calibration and 
adj

4. Pe ironment is meeting 
pro n, and take action, as 
ap

SP 1.4 Integra

Maintain the qualification of components o
vironment. 

ponents include software, databases, hardware, tools, test equipment, and 
ropriate documentation. Qualification of software includes appropriate 

ations. Hardware and 
ustment records and traceability to calibration standards. 

riodically review how well the work env
ject needs and supporting collaboratio

propriate. 

te Plans 
Integrate the project plan and other plans that affect the project 
to d

Refe

Refe ss Definition process area for more 
infor e 
orga

escribe the project’s defined process. 

r to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
establishing and maintaining a project plan. 

r to the Organizational Proce
mation about organizational process assets and, in particular, th
nization’s measurement repository. 
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Refer to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more 
mation about organizational process needs and objectives. infor

This specific practice extends the specific practices for establishing and 
main
as in  with 
relev
incorpo
and exi

The dev an should account for current and 
projecte  and requirements of the organization, 
custom d users, as appropriate. 

Other plans that affect the project plan may include the following: 

taining a project plan to address additional planning activities such 
corporating the project’s defined process, coordinating
ant stakeholders, using organizational process assets, 

rating plans for peer reviews, and establishing objective entry 
t criteria for tasks. 

elopment of the project pl
d needs, objectives,

er, suppliers, and en

Typical Work Products 
1. Integrated plans 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier plans 

Subpractices 
1. Integrate other plans that affect the project with the project plan. 

• Quality assurance plans 

• Configuration management plans 

• Risk management strategy 

• Documentation plans 
 

2. Incorporate into the project plan the definitions of measures and 
measurement activities for managing the project. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
 defining measures and measurement activities 

ent process area for more information 
lyzing risks. 

tical 
ent factors and project risks. 

information about
and analyzing measurement data. 

3. Identify and analyze product and project interface risks. 

Refer to the Risk Managem
about identifying and ana

4. Schedule tasks in a sequence that accounts for cri
developm
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Examples of factors considered in scheduling include the following: 
• Size and complexity of tasks 

• Needs of the customer and end users 

• Availability of critical resources 

• Availability of key personnel 
 

5.  of 

6. Incorporate the training needed to perform the project’s defined 

7. Establish objective entry and exit criteria to authorize the initiation 
ture 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information 

h the 

SP 1.5 

Incorporate plans for performing peer reviews on work products
the project’s defined process. 

process in the project’s training plans. 

and completion of tasks described in the work breakdown struc
(WBS). 

about the WBS. 

8. Ensure that the project plan is appropriately compatible wit
plans of relevant stakeholders. 

9. Identify how conflicts will be resolved that arise among relevant 
stakeholders. 

Refer to the Agreement Management process area for more 
information about resolving supplier agreement issues. 

Manage the Project Using Integrated Plans 
Manage the project using the project plan, other plans that 
affect the project, and the project’s defined process. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 

 

orga

fe ut 
managing risks. 

re 

information about organizational process assets. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more 
information about organizational process needs and objectives and
coordinating process improvement activities with the rest of the 

nization. 

Re r to the Risk Management process area for more information abo

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for mo
information about monitoring and controlling the project. 
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Typi
1. defined 
process 

2. rts 

4. 

Typic
1. Su erformance reports 

Subprac
1. Implement the project’s defined process using the organization’s 

process asset library. 

cal Work Products 
Work products created by performing the project’s 

Collected measures (i.e., actuals) and progress records or repo

3. Revised requirements, plans, and commitments 

Integrated plans 

al Supplier Deliverables 
pplier project progress and p

tices 

This task typically includes the following activities: 
• Incorporating artifacts from the organization’s process asset library into the 

project, as appropriate 

• Using lessons learned from the organization’s process asset library to manage 
the project 

 

2. ng Monitor and control the project’s activities and work products usi
the project’s defined process, project plan, and other plans that 
affect the project. 

This task typically includes the following activities: 
• Using the defined entry and exit criteria to authorize the initiation and 

determine the completion of tasks 

• Monitoring activities that could significantly affect actual values of the project’s 
planning parameters 

• Tracking project planning parameters using measurable thresholds that will 
trigger investigation and appropriate actions 

• Monitoring product and project interface risks 

• Managing external and internal commitments based on plans for tasks and 
work products of the project’s defined process 

 

An understanding of the relationships among tasks and work products of the 
project’s defined process and of the roles to be performed by relevant
stakeholders, along with well-defined control mechanisms (e.g., peer reviews), 
achieves better visibility into project performance and better control of the project. 

3. Obtain and analyze selected measures to manage the project an
support organization needs. 

 

d 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about obtaining and analyzing measures. 
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4. Periodically review and align the project’s performance with current 
s of the 

organization, customer, and end users, as appropriate. 

ctives. 

Examples of actions that achieve alignment include the following: 

and anticipated needs, objectives, and requirement

This review includes alignment with organizational process needs and obje

• Accelerating the schedule, with appropriate adjustments to other planning 
parameters and project risks 

• Changing requirements in response to a change in market opportunities or 
customer and end-user needs 

• Terminating the project 
 

blish Integrated Teams SP 1.6 Esta
Establish and maintain integrated teams. 

tablished prior to establishing the team 

Rules and Guidelines for Integrated Teams 

guid d forming integrated teams. 

coordination and collaboration with 
area, is to include 

them on an integrated team. For projects within a system of systems 
ated team may be with 

stakeholders representing other systems. 

i
1. Documented shared vision 

ated team 

3. 

4. 

d vision. 

o understand the interfaces between 
the project and stakeholders external to the project. The vision should be shared 
among relevant stakeholders through their agreement and commitment. 

The project is managed using integrated teams that reflect the 
organizational rules and guidelines for team structuring and forming. 
The project’s shared vision is es
structure, which may be based on the WBS. For small acquirer 
organizations, the whole organization and relevant external 
stakeholders can be treated as an integrated team. 

Refer to the Establish 
specific practice in the Organizational Process Definition process area 
for more information about establishing organizational rules and 

elines for structuring an

One of the best ways to ensure 
relevant stakeholders, specific goal 2 of this process 

framework, the most important integr

Typ cal Work Products 

2. List of team members assigned to each integr

Integrated team charters 

Periodic integrated team status reports 

Subpractices 
1. Establish and maintain the project’s share

When creating a shared vision, it is critical t
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2. Establish and maintain the integrated team structure. 

Cost, schedule, project risks, resources, interfaces, the project’s defined process, 
and organizational guidelines are evaluated to establish the basis for defining 

elationships. 

3. 

ted teams encompasses choosing team 
leaders and team members and establishing team charters for each team. It also 

4. Periodically evaluate the integrated team structure and 

ismanaged 
rrective action 

whe

SP 1.7 Contrib

integrated teams and their responsibilities, authorities, and interr

Establish and maintain each integrated team. 

Establishing and maintaining integra

involves providing resources required to accomplish tasks assigned to the team. 

composition. 

Integrated teams should be monitored to detect malfunctions, m
interfaces, and mismatches of tasks to team members. Take co

n performance does not meet expectations. 

ute to Organizational Process Assets 
Contrib rk products, measures, and documented ute wo
experie

al Process Focus process area for more 
information about process improvement proposals. 

cess area for more 
information about organizational process assets, the organization’s 

’s process asset library. 

This  information from processes 
in th rocess. 

Typ
1. rganizational process assets 

2. nd product measures collected from the project 

.g., exemplary process descriptions, plans, 
arned) 

menting the 
ject 

nizational process assets. 

nization’s 

nces to organizational process assets. 

Refer to the Organization

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition pro

measurement repository, and the organization

 specific practice addresses collecting
e project’s defined p

ical Work Products 
Proposed improvements to o

Actual process a

3. Documentation (e
training modules, checklists, and lessons le

4. Process artifacts associated with tailoring and imple
organization’s set of standard processes on the pro

Subpractices 
1. Propose improvements to orga

2. Store process and product measures in the orga
measurement repository. 
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Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information 
about recording planning and replanning data. 

t and Analysis process area for more 

3. n for possible inclusion in the organization’s 
process asset library. 

Examples of documentation include the following: 

Refer to the Measuremen
information about recording measurement data. 

Submit documentatio

• Exemplary process descriptions 

• Training modules 

• Exemplary plans 

• Checklists 
 

4. Document lessons learned from the project for inclusion in the 
organization’s process asset library. 

5. Provide process artifacts associated with tailoring and 
implementing the organization’s set of standard processes in 
support of the organization’s process monitoring activities. 

Refer to the Monitor the Implementation specific practice of the 
Organizational Process Focus process area for more information 
about monitoring the implementation of the organization’s set of 
standard processes and use of process assets on all projects. 

SG 2 Coordinate and Collaborate with Relevant Stakeholders 
Coordination and collaboration between the project and relevant 
stakeholders are conducted. 

SP 2.1 Manage Stakeholder Involvement 
Manage the involvement of relevant stakeholders in the project. 

Stakeholder involvement is managed according to the project’s 
integrated and defined process. 

The supplier agreement provides the basis for managing supplier 
involvement in the project. Supplier agreements (e.g., interagency and 
intercompany agreements, memorandums of understanding, 
memorandums of agreement) that the acquirer makes with stakeholder 
organizations, which may be product or service providers or recipients, 
provide the basis for their involvement. These agreements are 
particularly important when the acquirer’s project produces a system 
that must be integrated into a larger system of systems. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
identifying stakeholders and their appropriate involvement and about 
establishing and maintaining commitments. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Agendas and schedules for collaborative activities 

2. Documented issues 

3. Recommendations for resolving relevant stakeholder issues 

Subpractices 
1. Coordinate with relevant stakeholders who should participate in 

oducts that are produced to satisfy commitments 
meet the requirements of the recipients. 

3. Develop recommendations and coordinate actions to resolve 
misunderstandings and problems with requirements. 

SP 2.2 pendencies 

project activities. 

2. Ensure work pr

Manage De
Par nd ticipate with relevant stakeholders to identify, negotiate, a
trac

Ref t 
iden and about 
establishing and maintain

Typ
1. iews with 

3. pendencies 

4. 

Typ
1. 

Subpractices 

nage critical 
.

k critical dependencies. 

er to the Project Planning process area for more information abou
tifying stakeholders and their appropriate involvement 

ing commitments. 

ical Work Products 
Defects, issues, and action items resulting from rev
relevant stakeholders 

2. Critical dependencies 

Commitments to address critical de

Status of critical dependencies 

ical Supplier Deliverables 
Status of critical dependencies 

1. Conduct reviews with relevant stakeholders. 

It is particularly important that acquirers or owners of systems that interact with 
the project in a system of systems be involved in these reviews to ma
dependencies these types of systems create  

2. Identify each critical dependency. 

3. Establish need dates and plan dates for each critical dependency 
based on the project schedule. 
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4. Review and get agreement on commitments to address each 
critical dependency with those responsible for providing the 
product and those receiving the work product. 

work 

are 

ective 

5. Document critical dependencies and commitments. 

The acquirer documents supplier commitments to meet critical dependencies in 
the supplier agreement. Supplier dependencies and acquirer dependencies 
documented in an integrated plan. 

6. Track critical dependencies and commitments and take corr
action, as appropriate. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about tracking commitments. 

Tracking critical dependencies typically includes the following: 
• Evaluating the effects of late and early completion for impacts on future 

activities and milestones 

• Resolving actual and potential problems with responsible parties whenever 
possible 

• Escalating to the appropriate party the actual and potential problems not 
resolvable by the responsible individual or group 

 

SP 2.3 Resolve Coordination Issues 
Resolve issues with relevant stakeholders. 

Examples of coordination issues include the following: 

• Late critical dependencies and commitments 

• Product-level problems 

• Unavailability of critical resources or personnel 

• Incomplete customer requirements 

• Unresolved defects 
 

Typical Work Products 
1. Relevant stakeholder coordination issues 

2. Status of relevant stakeholder coordination issues 

Subpractices 
1. Identify and document issues. 

2. Communicate issues to relevant stakeholders. 

3. Resolve issues with relevant stakeholders. 
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4. Escalate to appropriate managers those issues not resolvable with 
relevant stakeholders. 

5. Track issues to closure. 

 

6. Communicate with relevant stakeholders on the status and 
resolution of issues. 
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MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 

A Support Process Area at Ma

Purpose 

turity Level 2 

The
sus gement 
info

Introductory Notes 

 purpose of Measurement and Analysis (MA) is to develop and 
tain a measurement capability used to support mana
rmation needs. 

The the following 
activities: 

s so they are 
aligned with identified information needs and objectives 

orting of data 

ent and analysis activities into the 
processes of the project supports the following: 

• Objective planning and estimating 

• Tracking actual performance against established plans and 
objectives 

• Identifying and resolving process-related issues 

• Providing a basis for incorporating measurement into additional 
processes in the future 

The staff required to implement a measurement capability may or may 
not be employed in a separate organization-wide program. 
Measurement capability may be integrated into individual projects or 
other organizational functions (e.g., quality assurance). 

The initial focus for measurement activities is at the project level. 
However, a measurement capability may prove useful for addressing 
organization- and enterprise-wide information needs. To support this 
capability, measurement activities should support information needs at 
multiple levels, including the business, organizational unit, and project 
to minimize re-work as the organization matures. 

 Measurement and Analysis process area involves 

• Specifying objectives of measurement and analysi

• Specifying measures, analysis techniques, and mechanisms for 
data collection, data storage, reporting, and feedback 

• Implementing the collection, storage, analysis, and rep

• Providing objective results that can be used in making informed 
decisions, and taking appropriate corrective action 

The integration of measurem
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Projects may choose to store project-specific data and results in a 
project-specific repository. When data are shared widely across 
pro ay reside in the organization’s measurement repository. 

Measuremen product components provided by 
sup ty and costs 
of th reful management of supplier 
agre t supplier-
per lysis. 

The acquirer
pro  output per contractual 
req ed. An 
acquirer esta its activities and work 
pro easurement 
obje formation needs that come from project 
obje jectives, and business needs. 

Mea  
coll age, and usage procedures for measures. 
These measures are specified in the project plan. Measures for the 

rocesses and timing, expected analysis, and 
plier agreement. 

In p e products are acquired to deliver a capability 
to th re are relationships with other projects to 
acquire joint capabilities, 
and atic, technical, and 
ope

Related Process Areas 

jects, data m

t and analysis of 
pliers is essential for effective management of the quali
e project. It is possible, with ca

e insight into data that supporements, to provid
formance ana

 specifies measures that enable it to gauge its own 
gress and output, supplier progress and
uirements, and the status of the evolving products acquir

blishes measurement objectives for 
ducts and supplier activities and deliverables. M
ctives are derived from in
ctives, organizational ob

surement objectives are used to define measures as well as
ection, analysis, stor

supplier, data collection p
required storage should be specified in the sup

rojects where multipl
e end user or where the

additional measures may be identified to track 
 achieve interoperability for programm
rational interfaces. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
estimating project attributes and other planning information needs. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about monitoring project performance information needs. 

Refer to the Requirements Management process area for more 
taining requirements traceability and related 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
area for more information about including supplier measures in the 
solicitation package and in the supplier agreement. 

Refer to the Configuration Management process area for more 
information about managing measurement work products. 

information about main
information needs. 
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Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
easurement 

repository. 

r more 
use of 

stati

Sp
SG 1 Align Measurement and Analysis Activ

SP 1.1 Establish Measurement O

SP 1.2 Specify Measures 

SP 1.3 Specify Data Collection an edures 

SP 1.4 Specify Analysis Procedures 

SG 2 Provide Measurement Results 

SP 2.1 Obtain Measurement Data

SP 2.2 Analyze Measurement Data 

SP 2.3 Store Data and Results 

SP 2.4 Communicate Results 

Specific Practices by Go

information about establishing the organization’s m

Refer to the Quantitative Project Management process area fo
information about understanding variation and the appropriate 

stical analysis techniques. 

ecific Goal and Practice Summary 
ities 

bjectives 

d Storage Proc

 

al 

SG 1 Align Measurement and Analysis Activities 
Measurement objectives and activities are aligned with identified 
information needs and objectives. 

The
conc

• When establishing measurement objectives, experts often think 

 concurrently about the 
constraints imposed by d

• y the essential analyses to be 
conducted before attending to details of measurement specification, 

SP 1.1 

 specific practices under this specific goal may be addressed 
urrently or in any order: 

ahead about necessary criteria for specifying measures and 
analysis procedures. They also think

ata collection and storage procedures. 

Often, it is important to specif

data collection, or storage. 

Establish Measurement Objectives 
Establish and maintain measurement objectives derived from 
identified information needs and objectives. 

Measurement objectives document the purposes for which 
measurement and analysis are done and specify the kinds of actions 
that may be taken based on results of data analyses. 
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Measurement objectives focus on acquirer performance, supplier 
performance, and understanding the effects of their performan
customer operational and financial performance. Measurement 
objectives for the supplier enable d

ce on 

efining and tracking service level 
expectations documented in the supplier agreement. 

n infrastructure that 
 and litie
d te iate 

• the enterprise’s ability to monitor and manage its financial 
s appro

Sources of measur lude 
project, product, and process impleme tion

Measurement ob ed
available resources, or oth asurement considerations. Judgments 

e m value o
c e wi

Modifications to id ds and ob , in 
turn, be indicated as a consequence of the process and results of 

nd a

Measurement objectives identify what information is needed to do the 
following: 

• Maintain alignment to project objectives and provide results that 
keep a project on track to its successful conclusion 

• Support the organization’s ability to establish a
reinforces
people, an

Support 

 grows acquirer capabi
chnologies, as appropr

s, including processes, 

results and customer expectations, a

ement objectives inc

priate 

management, technical, 
 needs. nta

jectives may be constrain
er me

 by existing processes, 

may need to b
ommensurat

ade about whether the 
th resources devoted to doing the work. 

f the result is 

entified information nee jectives may

measurement a nalysis. 
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Sources of information needs and objectives may include the following: 

• Project plans 

• Project performance monitoring 

• Interviews with managers and others who have information needs 

• Established management objectives  

• Strategic plans 

• Business plans 

• Formal requirements or contractual obligations 

• Recurring or other troublesome management or technical problems 

• Experiences of other projects or organizational entities 

• External industry benchmarks 

• Process improvement plans 

• Supplier agreements and contractual requirements (e.g., service levels) 

• Customer expectations 
 

Example measurement objectives include the following: 

• Reduce time to delivery 

• Reduce total lifecycle costs 

• Deliver the specified functionality completely 

• Improve prior levels of quality 

• Improve prior customer satisfaction ratings 

• Maintain and improve the relationships between the acquirer and supplier 
 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 

nt process area for more 
taining requirements traceability and related 

1. Measurement objectives 

estimating project attributes and other planning information needs. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about project performance information needs. 

Refer to the Requirements Manageme
information about main
information needs. 

Typical Work Products 
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Subpractices 
1. Document information needs and objectives. 

Prioritize info2. rmation needs and objectives. 

3. 

ysis. 

objectives are documented, reviewed by management and other 

elps 
rmation needs and 

4. nd 

Ide
res ation needs 
ma
obj

 

6. 

SP 1.2 Spe

Document, review, and update measurement objectives. 

Carefully consider the purposes and intended uses of measurement and anal

Measurement 
relevant stakeholders, and updated as necessary. Completing these activities 
enables traceability to subsequent measurement and analysis activities and h
ensure that analyses will properly address identified info
objectives. 

Provide feedback for refining and clarifying information needs a
objectives as necessary. 

ntified information needs and objectives may be refined and clarified as a 
ult of setting measurement objectives. Initial descriptions of inform
y be unclear or ambiguous. Conflicts may arise between existing needs and 
ectives. Precise targets on an already existing measure may be unrealistic. 

5. Review appropriate measurement objectives with potential 
suppliers throughout the solicitation, obtaining their feedback and
commitment. 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
process area for more information about solicitations and 
interacting with potential suppliers. 

Maintain traceability of measurement objectives to identified 
information needs and objectives. 

Of course, measurement objectives may also change to reflect evolving 
information needs and objectives. 

cify Measures 
Sp cify measures to address measuremee nt objectives. 

Mea
mea

Mea ypically be traced 
to one or more measurement information categories. These categories 

 and cost, size and 

 
om 

sures. 

surement objectives are refined into precise, quantifiable 
sures. 

surement of project and organizational work can t

include the following: schedule and progress, effort
stability, and quality. 

Measures may be either base or derived. Data for base measures are
obtained by direct measurement. Data for derived measures come fr
other data, typically by combining two or more base mea
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Derived measures typically are expressed as ratios, composite indices,
or other aggregate summary measures. They are

 
 often more 

quantitatively reliable and meaningfully interpretable than the base 

 

Example 
Measurement 

Objectives 

Measurement Example Base Measures Example Derived Measures 

measures used to generate them. 

Base measures enable the creation of many derived measures or 
indicators from the same standard data sources. In addition, there is a 
direct relationship between measurement objectives, measurement
categories, base measures, and derived measures. This direct 
relationship is depicted using some common examples in Table 16.1: 

Table 16.1: Example Measurement Relationships 

Information 
Categories 

Shorter Time to 
Delivery 

Estimated and Actual Start 
d Dates of Acquisition 

Percentage of Project on Time 

Schedule Estimation Accuracy 

Schedule and 
Progress 

Estimated and Actual Start 
and End Dates by Task 

Milestone Performance 

and En
Tasks 

Estimated and Actual Effort 
Hours 

Return on Investment Reduced Total 
Lifecycle Cost 

nd Actual Cost Cost Variance 

Effort and Cost 

Estimated a

Requirements Count Requirements Volatility 

Size Estimation Accuracy 

Function Point Count Estimated and Actual Function 
Points Completed 

Deliver Specified 
Functionality 
Completely 

Size and Stability 

Lines of Code Count Amount of New, Modified, and 
Reused Code 

Product Defects Count Defect Removal Efficiency 

Number of Defects Per Phase 

Total Unresolved Defects 

Customer Satisfaction 
Survey Scores 

Customer Satisfaction Trends 

Supplier Performance and 
Relationship Scores 

Supplier Performance and 
Relationship Trends 

Improve Levels of 
Quality 

Q

Web Site Response Time Variance from Throughput Target 

uality 
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As a , projects may 
also co  
measur 48 2002]. EVM is a 
method
predicti
past an

Typical ng specific 
and me nd earned 
value, w ed for each 
task. Us
derived e 

ude schedule and cost performance 
st for 

completion and additional resources that may be required. 

To m
mea
mea
by th
mea  the 
progress of the project. In some cases, these supplier measures will 
augm
inde

In m
especially with regard to the development of the acquired product or 

d

s 
based on a product requirement, product capability, or some 
com

It is 
help
measures must be defined in t ement, including a 
supp
repo

Typi

2. Acceptance criteria for supplier measures 

 part of their measurement and analysis activities
nsider the use of Earned Value Management (EVM) for
es related to cost and schedule [GEIA 7
 for objectively measuring cost and schedule progress and for 
ng estimated total costs and target completion dates based on 
d current performance trends. 

 EVM data include the planned cost of accomplishi
asurable tasks, the actual cost of completing tasks, a
hich is the planned cost of the work actually complet
ing these or similar base measures, the project can calculate 

 measures such as schedule and cost variance and mor
complex measures. These incl
indices. EVM derived measures can assist with estimating the co

anage projects, an acquirer uses supplier data (i.e., base 
sures) and supplier-reported derived measures in addition to 
sures of acquirer progress and output. Supplier measures required 
e acquirer allow the acquirer to comprehensively address 
surement objectives and to comprehensively determine

ent acquirer measures (e.g., supplier’s schedule performance 
x and size estimation accuracy). 

ost cases, supplier measures are the primary source of data, 

service. For instance, measurement and analysis of the product or 
pro uct components provided by a supplier through technical 
performance measures is essential for effective management. 
Technical performance measures are precisely defined measure

bination of requirements and capabilities. 

important to use measures to track high-risk items to closure and to 
 determine risk mitigation and corrective actions. These supplier 

he supplier agre
lier’s measurement collection requirements and measurement 
rts to be provided to the acquirer. 

cal Work Products 
1. Specifications of base and derived measures 
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Subpractices 
1. Identify candidate measures based on documented 

objectives. 
measurement 

res 

ify operational definitions for measures. 

s are stated in precise and unambiguous terms. They 

t has been measured, how was it measured, what are 
the units of measure, and what has been included or excluded? 

easurement be repeated, given the same definition, 

ptance criteria based on operational definitions for 
s that come from suppliers to the acquirer in a way that 

Measures may be provided by the supplier as detailed measurement data or 
 

e criteria 
ma

Acc
sup ential aggregation and analysis. These criteria 

r mechanisms and 
ider all characteristics 

5. 

priateness with 

SP 1.3 Spe

Measurement objectives are refined into measures. Identified candidate measu
are categorized and specified by name and unit of measure. 

2. Identify existing measures that already address measurement 
objectives. 

Specifications for measures may already exist, perhaps established for other 
purposes earlier or elsewhere in the organization. 

3. Spec

Operational definition
address two important criteria: 

• Communication: Wha

• Repeatability: Can the m
to get the same results? 

4. Specify acce
measure
enables their intended use. 

measurement reports. Measures that come from suppliers must be associated
with the acquirer’s acceptance criteria for supplier measures. Acceptanc

y be captured in measurement specifications or by checklists. 

eptance criteria should be defined in a way that enables the intended use of 
plier measures, such as pot

must include criteria associated with the collection and transfe
procedures that must be performed by the supplier. Cons
about supplier measures that may impact their use, such as differences in 
financial calendars used by different suppliers. 

Prioritize, review, and update measures. 

Proposed specifications of measures are reviewed for their appro
potential end users and other relevant stakeholders. Priorities are set or changed, 
and specifications of measures are updated as necessary. 

cify Data Collection and Storage Procedures 
Spe tored. 

Explicit specification of collection methods helps ensure that the right 
data are collected properly. This specification may also help further 
clarify information needs and measurement objectives. 

cify how measurement data is obtained and s
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Prop hat 
data are

The supplier 
must pr  
the acq red by 
the supplier (e.g., retention period of data), how and how often they will 

d to the acquirer, and who has access to data. Some 
d may 

need  by the acquirer. Also consider that some 
acquirer measurement data (e.g., total project cost data) may be 
prop
plan . 

The
obta is 
critic cquirer to insist in the supplier agreement on accurate 
data collection by the supplier for the acquirer’s measurement and 

Typi
1. 

2. 

Typi
1. 

Subpra
t 

work products, processes, or transactions. 

2. 

3. 

n data will be collected. 
le 

 for 

er attention to storage and retrieval procedures helps ensure t
 available and accessible for future use. 

agreement specifies the measurement data the supplier 
ovide to the acquirer, in what format they have to be provided to
uirer, how the measurement data will be collected and sto

be transferre
supplier data may be considered proprietary by the supplier an

 to be protected as such

rietary and should not be shared with suppliers. An acquirer must 
 for the collection, storage, and access control of sensitive data

 acquirer must ensure that appropriate mechanisms are in place to 
in measurement data from the supplier in a consistent way. It 
al for the a

analysis. 

cal Work Products 
Data collection and storage procedures 

Data collection tools 

cal Supplier Deliverables 
Recommendations for data collection and storage procedures 

ctices 
1. Identify existing sources of data that are generated from curren

Identify measures for which data are needed but are not currently 
available. 

Specify how to collect and store the data for each required 
measure. 

Explicit specifications are made of how, where, and whe
Procedures for collecting valid data are specified. Data are stored in an accessib
manner for analysis. This analysis helps determine whether data will be saved
possible reanalysis or documentation purposes. 
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Questions to be considered typically include the following: 
• Have the frequency of collection and points in the process where 

measurements will be made been determined? 

• d to move measurement results from points of Has the timeline that is require
collection to repositories, other databases, or end users been established? 

• Who is responsible for obtaining data? 

• Who is responsible for data storage, retrieval, and security? 

• Have necessary supporting tools been developed or acquired? 

• nd applicable procedures been Have required data collection requirements a
specified in supplier agreement standards and related documents? 

 

llection mechanisms and process guidance. 

 and storage mechanisms are well integrated with other normal 
d 

ble 

mechanisms to transfer data and process guidance from the supplier to 
the acquirer, as appropriate. Data collection from a supplier may be integrated 

 review of supplier activities. Applicable standard 
ng by the supplier must be specified 

in the supplier agreement. 

tion of data as appropriate and feasible. 

who are responsible for providing, collecting, and storing data. They also 
s about how to improve existing processes or may be able 

ul measures or analyses. 

rocedures with potential suppliers throughout 
n and storage procedures, as appropriate, 

ent to collect and store measurement data and 
supplier agreement. 

7. Update measures and measurement objectives as necessary. 

4. Create data co

Data collection
work processes. Data collection mechanisms may include manual or automate
forms and templates. Clear, concise guidance on correct procedures is availa
to those responsible for doing the work. Training is provided as needed to clarify 
processes required for the collection of complete and accurate data and to 
minimize the burden on those who must provide and record data. 

Create 

with periodic monitoring and
report formats and tools to be used for reporti

5. Support automatic collec

6. Prioritize, review, and update data collection and storage 
procedures. 

Proposed procedures are reviewed for their appropriateness and feasibility with 
those 
may have useful insight
to suggest other usef

Review data collection and storage p
the solicitation. Update data collectio
and obtain supplier commitm
reference procedures in the 
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SP 1.4 Specify Analysis Procedures 
Specify how measurement data are analyzed and 
communicated. 

Spe
analyses will be conducted and reported to address documented 

n needs and 
e pproach also provides a 

chec d. 

The
defin e 
acqu

Typi oducts 
1. Analysis specifications and procedures 

2. 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. 

Subp
1. Sp

to 

Ear ttention to the analyses to be conducted and to the manner in 
whi

• 

• 

, a 
e to 

2. Select appropriate data analysis methods and tools. 

Techniques specific 
nderstand Variation 

 
tatistical 

cifying analysis procedures in advance ensures that appropriate 

measurement objectives (and thereby the informatio
obj ctives on which they are based). This a

k that necessary data will, in fact, be collecte

 supplier agreement defines the required data analysis and the 
ition and examples of measures the supplier must provide to th
irer. 

cal Work Pr

Data analysis tools 

Recommendations for analysis specification and procedures 

ractices 
ecify and prioritize the analyses to be conducted and the reports 
be prepared. 

ly on, pay a
ch results will be reported. These should meet the following criteria: 

The analyses explicitly address the documented measurement objectives. 

Presentation of results is clearly understandable by the audiences to whom 
the results are addressed. 

Priorities may have to be set within available resources. 

Establish and maintain a description of the analysis approach for data elements
description of reports that must be provided by the supplier; and a referenc
analysis specifications and procedures in the supplier agreement. 

Refer to the Select Measures and Analytic 
practice and Apply Statistical Methods to U
specific practice of the Quantitative Project Management process
area for more information about the appropriate use of s
analysis techniques and understanding variation. 
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Descriptive statistics are typically used in data analysis to do the following: 
• Examine distributions on specified measures (e.g., central tendency, extent of 

variation, or data points exhibiting unusual variation) 

• Examine interrelationships among specified measures (e.g., comparisons of 
defects by phase of the product’s lifecycle or by product component) 

• Display chan ges over time 
 

3. ing data and 
communicating results. 

Data collected from a supplier are subject to validity checks that can be achieved 

es. The acquirer’s option to perform 
validity checks of measurement data collected by the supplier and the supplier’s 

4. 

All of the proposed content and format are subject to review and revision, 
, and priorities. 

Relevant stakeholders consulted should include end users, sponsors, data 

related to the analysis of measurement data. 

5. 

Just as measurement needs drive data analysis, clarification of analysis criteria 
her 

. Other measures 
may prove unnecessary, or a need for additional measures may be recognized. 

6. r 
is activities. 

ch 

Specify administrative procedures for analyz

by periodic audits of the supplier’s execution of data collection and analysis 
procedures for acquirer-required measur

execution of required analysis procedures must be defined in the supplier 
agreement. 

Review and update the proposed content and format of specified 
analyses and reports. 

including analytic methods and tools, administrative procedures

analysts, and data providers. 

Review specified analyses and reports with suppliers and identify their 
commitment to support the analysis, and review recommendations they may 
provide 

Update measures and measurement objectives as necessary. 

can affect measurement. Specifications for some measures may be refined furt
based on specifications established for data analysis procedures

Specifying how measures will be analyzed and reported may also suggest the 
need for refining measurement objectives themselves. 

Specify criteria for evaluating the utility of analysis results and fo
evaluating the conduct of measurement and analys

Criteria for evaluating the utility of the analysis might address the extent to whi
the following apply: 
• The results are (1) provided in a timely manner, (2) understandable, and (3) 

used for decision making. 

• The work does not cost more to perform than is justified by the benefits it 
provides. 
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Criteria for evaluating the conduct of the measurement and analysis might include 
the extent to which the following apply: 
• The amount of missing data or the number of flagged inconsistencies is 

beyond specified thresholds. 

• There is selection bias in sampling (e.g., only satisfied end users are surveyed 
to evaluate end-user satisfaction, or only unsuccessful projects are evaluated 
to determine overall productivity). 

• Measurement data are repeatable (e.g., statistically reliable). 

• Statistical assumptions have been satisfied (e.g., about the distribution of data 
or about appropriate measurement scales). 

 

SG 2 Provide Measurement Results 
Measurement results, which address identified information needs and 
objectives, are

The ting measurement and analysis is to 
add d objectives. Measurement 
esu n help to monitor performance, 

SP 2.1 Obtain Measurement Data 

 provided. 
 primary reason for conduc
ress identified information needs an
lts based on objective evidence car

fulfill obligations documented in a supplier agreement, make informed 
management and technical decisions, and enable corrective actions to 
be taken. 

Obtain specified measurement data. 

Data necessary for analysis are obtained and checked for 
completeness and integrity. 

 
s defined in the supplier agreement. Data 

necessary for analysis are obtained and checked for completeness and 

1. Base and derived measurement data sets 

lier Deliverables 
1. Base and derived supplier measurement data sets 

 data 

easures. 

Supplier measurement data are collected according to data collection
and storage procedures a

integrity. 

Typical Work Products 

2. Results of data integrity tests 

Typical Supp

2. Results of data integrity tests of supplier measurement

Subpractices 
1. Obtain data for base m
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Data are collected as necessary for previously used and newly specified base 

 

ned in the supplier 

2. r derived measures. 

3.  source of data as 

All 
bet s and sources of missing data early in the 
me

Che nclude scans for missing data, out-of-bounds data values, and 
unu easures. It is particularly important to do 
the following: 

 inconsistency of classifications made by human judgment 

e used to 

intended meanings (otherwise known as criterion validity). 

teria to verify the results of data integrity tests conducted by 
the supplier and to verify the integrity of supplier data. Follow up with suppliers if 

ate potential errors in data. 

ment Management process area for more 
t issues. 

SP 2.2 

measures. Existing data are gathered from project records or elsewhere in the 
organization.

Data are obtained from the supplier for base measures as defi
agreement. 

Generate data fo

Values are newly calculated for all derived measures. 

Derived measures are obtained from the supplier as defined in the supplier 
agreement. 

Perform data integrity checks as close to the
possible. 

measurements are subject to error in specifying or recording data. It is always 
ter to identify these error
asurement and analysis cycle. 

cks can i
sual patterns and correlation across m

• Test and correct for
(i.e., to determine how frequently people make differing classification 
decisions based on the same information, otherwise known as inter-coder 
reliability). 

• Empirically examine the relationships among measures that ar
calculate additional derived measures. Doing so can ensure that important 
distinctions are not overlooked and that derived measures convey their 

Use acceptance cri

data are not available or data integrity checks indic

Refer to the Agree
information about resolving supplier agreemen

Analyze Measurement Data 
Analyze and interpret measurement data. 

Measurement data are analyzed as planned, additional analyses are 
conducted as necessary, results are reviewed with relevant 
stakeholders, and necessary revisions for future analyses are noted. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Analysis results and draft reports 
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Typical Supplier Deliverables 

Subpractices 
1. 

a for interpreting results 
and drawing conclusions should be stated explicitly. 

iate. 

ssary, and 

nticipated 

additional derived measures, or even to collect data for 
 

3. Revie

It m w initial interpretations of results and the way in 
which t  them 
wid

Relevant stakeholders with whom reviews may be conducted include intended 

Rev  
det

4. Refine criteria for future analyses. 

Les t can improve future efforts are often learned from conducting data 
analyses and preparing results. Similarly, ways to improve measurement 
specifications and data collection procedures may become apparent, as may 
ideas for refining identified information needs and objectives. 

Update data acceptance criteria for supplier measures, as appropriate. 

1. Responses to analysis results and draft reports 

Conduct initial analyses, interpret results, and draw preliminary 
conclusions. 

The results of data analyses are rarely self-evident. Criteri

Discuss results and preliminary conclusions with suppliers, as appropr

2. Conduct additional measurement and analysis as nece
prepare results for presentation. 

Results of planned analyses may suggest (or require) additional, una
analyses. In addition, these analyses may identify needs to refine existing 
measures, to calculate 
additional base measures to properly complete the planned analysis. Similarly,
preparing initial results for presentation may identify the need for additional, 
unanticipated analyses. 

Coordinate additional analyses with suppliers, as appropriate. 

w initial results with relevant stakeholders. 

ay be appropriate to revie
hese results are presented before disseminating and communicating

ely. 

end users and sponsors, as well as data analysts and data providers. 

iew initial results related to supplier progress or output with suppliers and
ermine if revisions are appropriate based on their response. 

sons tha
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SP 2.3 Store Data and Results 
Manage and store measurement data, measurement 
specifications, and analysis results. 

elated information enables its timely and cost-
effective use as historical data and results. The information also is 
needed to provide sufficient context for interpretation of data, 
measurement criteria, and analysis results. 

Storing measurement-r

Information stored typically includes the following: 

• Measurement plans 

• Specifications of measures 

• Sets of data that were collected 

• Analysis reports and presentations 

• Retention period for data stored 

• Data acceptance criteria for supplier data 
 

Stored information contains or references other information neede
understand and interpret the measures and to assess them for 
reasonableness and applicab

d to 

ility (e.g., measurement specifications 
used on different projects when comparing across projects). 

es (e.g., charts, tables of results, or report 
prose). 

ately if they can be 
efficiently reconstructed. 

Pro re project-specific data and results in a 
proj d across projects, they 
may tion’s measurement repository. 

Refer to the Establish ment Repository 
spe
for nization’s measurement 
rep

Ref
info

Typ
1. 

Typically, data sets for derived measures can be recalculated and need 
not be stored. However, it may be appropriate to store summaries 
based on derived measur

Interim analysis results need not be stored separ

jects may choose to sto
ect-specific repository. When data are share
 reside in the organiza

the Organization’s Measure
cific practice of the Organizational Process Definition process area 
more information about establishing the orga
ository. 

er to the Configuration Management process area for more 
rmation about managing measurement work products. 

ical Work Products 
Stored data inventory 
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Subpractices 
1. Review data to ensure their completeness, integrity, accuracy, 

currency. 

2. Store data according to data storage procedures. 

3. Make stored contents available for use only to appropriate group
and personnel. 

The acquirer protects measurement data provided by the supp

and 

s 

lier according to the 
supplier agreement. The supplier agreement might specify that the acquirer must 
restrict access to a supplier’s measurement data to acquirer employees only. 

4. Prevent stored information from being used inappropriately. 

Examples of inappropriate use include the following: 
• Disclosure of information provided in confidence 

• Faulty interpretations based on incomplete, out-of-context, or otherwise 
misleading information 

• Measures used to improperly evaluate the performance of people or to rank 
projects 

• Impugning the integrity of individuals 
 

Communicate Results SP 2.4 
Communicate results of measurement and analysis activities to 
all relevant stakeholders. 

communicated to relevant stakeholders in a timely and usable fashion 

ers, sponsors, data analysts, 
and data providers. 

Rel lude suppliers. 

Typic
1. 

2. alysis 

The results of the measurement and analysis process are 

to support decision making and assist in taking corrective action. 

Relevant stakeholders include intended us

evant stakeholders also inc

al Work Products 
Delivered reports and related analysis results 

Contextual information or guidance to help interpret an
results 
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Subpractices 
1. Keep relevant stakeholders apprised of measurement results in a

timely manner. 

To the extent possible and as part of the normal way they do business, users of 
measurement results are kept personally involved in setting objectives and 
deciding on plans of action for measurement and analysis. Users ar

 

e regularly 
kept apprised of progress and interim results. 

 to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about the use of measurement results. 

e 
al sophistication of relevant stakeholders. Results are 

ata are often not self-evident to practitioners who are not measurement experts. 

 assist in understanding results include the following: 

Refer

2. Assist relevant stakeholders in understanding results. 

Results are communicated in a clear and concise manner appropriate to th
methodologic
understandable, easily interpretable, and clearly tied to identified information 
needs and objectives. 

The acquirer establishes and maintains a standard format for communicating 
measurement data to relevant stakeholders. 

D
The following measurement choices should be explicitly clarified: 

• How and why base and derived measures were specified 

• How data were obtained 

• How to interpret results based on the data analysis methods used 

• How results address information needs 
 

Examples of actions to
• Discussing the results with relevant stakeholders 

• Providing a transmittal memo that provides background and explanation 

• Briefing users on results 

• Providing training on the appropriate use and understanding of measurement 
results 
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ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION AND DEPLOYMENT 

A Process Management Proce

Purpose 

ss Area at Maturity Level 5 

The purpose of Organizational Innovation and Deployment (OID) is to
select and deploy incremental and innovative improvements that 
measurably improve the org

 

anization’s processes and technologies. 
These improvements support the organization’s quality and process-
p anization’s business 
objectives. 

Intr to

erformance objectives as derived from the org

oduc ry Notes 

The Organizational Innovation and Deployment process area enables 
e selection and deployment of improvements that can enhance the 

nization’s ability to meet its quality and process-performance 
s. (See the definition of “quality and process-performance 

objectives” in the glossary.) 

 improvement, as used in this process area, refers to all ideas 
unproven) that would change the organization’s processes 

logies to better meet the organization’s quality and process-

Quality and process-performance objectives that this process area 

sed cycle time 

d business needs 

• Improved utilization of resources across the organization 
 

th
orga
objective

The term
(proven and 
and techno
performance objectives. 

might address include the following: 

• Improved product quality (e.g., functionality, performance) 

• Increased productivity 

• Decrea

• Greater customer and end-user satisfaction 

• Shorter development or production time to change functionality, add 
new features, or adapt to new technologies 

• Reduce delivery time 

• Reduce time to adapt to new technologies an

• Improved performance of a supply-chain involving multiple suppliers 

• Improved inter-supplier performance 
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Achievement of these objectives depends on the successful 
establishment of an infrastructure that enables and encourages all 

 organization to propose potential improvements to the 
organization’s processes and technologies. Achievement of these 

s on being able to effectively evaluate and 

technologies. All members of the organization can participate in the 
technology-improvement activities. Their 

p

executed by the acquirer or the 
 the 

sele pplier 
orga

The
impr
part
supp tire value derived from a contributed 
impr
supplier may be expected to share a proportion of those savings with 
the acq er). Acquirer and 
supplier exp cess- and 
technol the sharing of associated costs 
and ben

Pilots a
high-risk, or innovative improvements before they are broadly deployed. 

Process provements to be deployed across the 
organiz echnology-improvement 
proposa

• A quantitative unde he organization’s current quality 
and

• The rformance objectives 

• Est ess performance 
resu nts 

• Est ocess and technology 
imp
dep

people in the

objectives also depend
deploy proposed improvements to the organization’s processes and 

organization’s process- and 
pro osals are systematically gathered and addressed. 

Improvements may be identified and 
supplier. The acquirer encourages all suppliers to participate in
acquirer’s process- and technology-improvement activities. Some 

cted improvements may be deployed across acquirer and su
nizations. 

 acquirer and suppliers may share the costs and benefits of 
ovements. Acquirers may increase the incentive for suppliers to 
icipate in improvement efforts across the supply chain by allowing 
liers to appropriate the en
ovement for an initial period (e.g., 6 to 18 months). Over time, the 

uirer (e.g., through cost reductions to the acquir
ectations related to participation in pro

ogy-improvement activities, and 
efits, should be documented in the supplier agreement. 

re conducted to evaluate significant changes involving untried, 

 and technology im
ation are selected from process- and t
ls based on the following criteria: 

rstanding of t
 process performance 

 organization’s quality and process-pe

imates of the improvement in quality and proc
lting from deploying the process and technology improveme

imated costs of deploying pr
rovements, and resources and funding available for such 
loyment 
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Expected benefits added by the process and technology improve
weighed against the cost and impact to th

ments 
are e organization. Change 
and stability must be balanced carefully. Change that is too great or too 
rapid stment in 
organizational learning r ssets. 
Rigid st iness 
environ ganization’s business position. 

Improve  
projects

In this p ogy improvements 
refers to d 
also to 
environment

The
spec
unde s and their expected quality and 
perf
area  
met.

The s in this process area complement and extend 
those found in the Organizational Process Focus process area. The 
focu
quan anization’s set of standard 
processes and technologies and their expected quality and 
perf  
Focu
basi

Related Process Areas 

 can overwhelm the organization, destroying its inve
epresented by organizational process a

ability can result in stagnation, allowing the changing bus
ment to erode the or

ments are deployed, as appropriate, to new and ongoing
. 

rocess area, the term process and technol
 incremental and innovative improvements to processes an

process or product technologies (including project work 
s). 

 informative material in this process area is written assuming the 
ific practices are applied in an organization that has a quantitative 
rstanding of its standard processe

ormance in predictable situations. Specific practices of this process 
 may be applicable, but with reduced value, if this assumption is not
 

 specific practice

s of this process area is process improvement based on a 
titative understanding of the org

ormance in predictable situations. In the Organizational Process
s process area, no assumptions are made about the quantitative 

s of improvement. 

Refe
infor
impr rdinating the deployment of process 
impr

Refe  
abou ss 
and 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about quality and process-performance objectives and 
process-performance models. Quality and process-performance 
objectives are used to analyze and select process- and technology-
improvement proposals for deployment. Process-performance models 
are used to quantify the impact and benefits of innovations. 

r to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more 
mation about soliciting, collecting, and handling process 
ovement proposals and coo
ovements into projects’ defined processes. 

r to the Organizational Training process area for more information
t providing updated training to support the deployment of proce
technology improvements. 
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Refe
infor objectives for measurement and 
analysis, specifying measures and analyses to be performed, obtaining 
and analyzing measur g results. 

Refer to the Integrated Project Management process area for more 
informa ting process and technology improvements 
into the ocess and project work environment. 

Refer to  more 
informa  improvement 

Sp ary 
SG 1 Select Improvements 

SP 1.1 Collect and Analyze Impro

SP 1.2 Identify and Analyze Innovation

SP 1.3 Pilot Improvements 

SP 1.4 Select Improvements for Deplo

SG 2 Deploy Improvements 

SP 2.1 Plan the Deployment 

SP 2.2 Manage the Deployment 

SP 2.3 Measure Improvement Effects 

Specific Practices by Goal 

r to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
mation about establishing 

es, and reportin

tion about implemen
 project’s defined pr

 the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for
tion about formal evaluations when selecting

proposals and innovations. 

ecific Goal and Practice Summ

vement Proposals 

s 

yment 

SG 1 Select Improvements 
Process and technology improvements, which contribute to meeting 
quality and process-performance objectives, are selected. 

SP 1.1 Collect  Proposals  and Analyze Improvement
Collect and analyze process- and technology-improvement 
propos

Each process- and technology-improvement proposal must be 
analyze

The acq t 
with its customer and sup
to maxi fication of the most limiting 
resourc ing 

riority to improvement proposals that promote a supply chain 

Simple process and techn erstood 

als. 

d. 

uirer must continuously improve its processes and its alignmen
ook for opportunities pliers. The acquirer may l

mize throughput based on the identi
e and, as a result, create a more agile supply chain (e.g., giv

higher p
that responds both quickly and cost effectively). 

ology improvements, with well-und
benefits and effects, will not usually undergo detailed evaluations. 
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An example of a simple process and technology improvement is to establish guidelines 
for multiple-supplier interactions. 
 

cal Work ProTypi ducts 
1. Analyzed process- and technology-improvement proposals 

 and innovative improvements to processes and technologies. 

 
eing 

for process- and technology-improvement proposals include 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Process- and technology-improvement proposals 

Subpractices 
1. Collect process- and technology-improvement proposals. 

A process- and technology-improvement proposal documents proposed 
incremental
Managers and staff in the organization, as well as customers, end users, and 
suppliers can submit process- and technology-improvement proposals. Process
and technology improvements may be implemented at the local level before b
proposed for the organization. 

Examples of sources 
the following: 
• Findings and recommendations from proces s appraisals 

• Templates for acquirer work products 

• The organization’s quality and process-performance objectives 

• Analysis of data about customer and end-user problems as well as customer 
and end-user satisfaction 

• Analysis of data about project performance compared to quality and 
productivity objectives 

• Analysis of technical performance measures 

• Results of process and product benchmarking efforts 

• Analysis of data on defect causes 

• Measured effectiveness of process activities 

• Measured effectiveness of project work environments 

• Examples of process- and technology-improvement proposals that were 
successfully adopted elsewhere 

• Feedback on previously submitted process- and technology-improvement 
proposals 

• Spontaneous ideas from managers and staff 

• Findings and recommendations from joint acquirer and supplier study groups 
 

Re  
info provement 
proposals. 

fer to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more
rmation about process- and technology-im
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2. An
imp

Crit

• e organization’s quality and process-

• ntified project and organizational risks 

• 
, and the business environment 

ng and collecting data that supports the measurement and 
 process- and technology-improvement proposal 

ocess-performance models. 

3. 

entify and 
 specific practice. 

ctice is 
ents. The search primarily 

ts are typically identified by reviewing process- and 
ring 

search 
rnal improvement objectives or by the 

ts are typically major changes to the process that 
m the old way of doing things (e.g., changing the lifecycle 

utomate the process (e.g., using off-the-shelf products to 

alyze the costs and benefits of process- and technology-
rovement proposals, as appropriate. 

eria for evaluating costs and benefits include the following: 

Contribution toward meeting th
performance objectives 

Effect on mitigating ide

Ability to respond quickly to changes in project requirements, market 
situations

• Effect on related processes and associated assets 

• Cost of defini
analysis of the

• Expected life span of the proposal 

Process-performance models provide insight into the effect of process changes 
on process capability and performance. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about pr

Identify the process- and technology-improvement proposals that 
are innovative. 

Innovative improvements are also identified and analyzed in the Id
Analyze Innovations

Whereas this specific practice analyzes proposals that have been passively 
collected, the purpose of the Identify and Analyze Innovations specific pra
to actively search for and locate innovative improvem
involves looking outside the organization. 

Innovative improvemen
technology-improvement proposals or by actively investigating and monito
innovations that are in use in other organizations or are documented in re
literature. Innovation may be inspired by inte
external business environment. 

Innovative improvemen
represent a break fro
model). Innovative improvements may also include changes in products that 
support, enhance, or a
support the process). 
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Examples of innovative improvements include addition of, or major updates to, the 
following: 
• Support tools 

• Processes or lifecycle models 

• Interface standards 

• Reusable components 

• Management techniques and methodologies 

• Quality-improvement techniques and methodologies 
 

4. Identify potential barriers and risks to deploying each process- and 

o deploying process and technology improvements include 

technology-improvement proposal. 

Examples of barriers t
the following: 
• Turf guarding and parochial perspectives 

• Unclear or weak business rationale 

• Lack of short-term benefits and visible successes 

• Unclear picture of what is expected from everyone 

• Too many changes at the same time 

• Lack of involvement and support from relevant stakeholders 
 

Examples of risk factors that affect the deployment of process and technology 
improvements include the following: 
• Compatibility of the improvement with existing processes, values, and skills of 

potential end users 

• Complexity of the improvement 

• Difficulty implementing the improvement 

• Ability to demonstrate the value of the improvement before widespread 
deployment 

• Justification for large, up-front investments in areas such as tools and training 

•  is Inability to overcome “technology drag” where the current implementation
used successfully by a large and mature installed base of end users 

• Additional cost to the customer or supplier 

• Misalignment of customer, acquirer, and supplier improvement priorities 
 

5. Es and schedule required for deploying each 
pro

Select the process- and technology-improvement proposals to be 
piloted before broadscale deployment. 

Since innovations, by definition, usually represent a major change, most 
innovative improvements will be piloted. 

timate the cost, effort, 
cess- and technology-improvement proposal. 

6. 
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7. Document results of the evaluation of each process- and 

ch process- and technology-improvement 

SP 1.2 

technology-improvement proposal. 

8. Monitor the status of ea
proposal. 

Identify and Analyze Innovations 
Identify and analyze innovative improvements that could 
increase the organization’s quality and process performance. 

The specific practice, Collect and Analyze Improvement Proposals, 
re passively collected. The purpose of this 

tive 

orga

An a
idea arning are therefore 
critic

Typi ucts 
1. Candidate innovative improvements 

2. Analysis of proposed innovative improvements 

Typi r Deliverables 

Subpra
1. 

vative improvements would be most helpful. 

The ubprocesses are critical to 
achievin rmance objectives and 
whi e improved. 

2. Investigate innovative improvements that may improve the 
org ndard processes. 

Inv rovements involves the following activities: 

elevant technical work and 

• novative improvements 

• ts from projects and the 

• and 

analyzes proposals that a
specific practice is to actively search for, locate, and analyze innova
improvements. This search primarily involves looking outside the 

nization. 

cquirer’s customers and suppliers are vital sources of innovative 
s. Inter-organizational and organizational le
al to actively identifying and analyzing innovations. 

cal Work Prod

cal Supplie
1. Candidate innovative improvements 

ctices 
Analyze the organization’s set of standard processes to determine 
areas in which inno

se analyses are performed to determine which s
g the organization’s quality and process-perfo

ch ones are good candidates to b

anization’s set of sta

estigating innovative imp

• Systematically maintaining awareness of leading r
technology trends 

Periodically searching for commercially available in

Collecting proposals for innovative improvemen
organization 

Systematically reviewing processes and technologies used externally 
comparing them to those used in the organization 
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• Identifying areas in which innovative improvements have been used 
g 

ts that integrate new technology into products and 
onments 

tand their 

 innovative 
osed by customers, employees, and suppliers. 

of 

ls. 

e 

to be piloted before broadscale 

ost 
ments will be piloted. 

t results of evaluations of innovative improvements. 

SP 1.3 Pilo

successfully, and reviewing data and documentation of experience usin
these improvements 

• Identifying improvemen
project work envir

• Determining where supplier products stand in relation to technology cycles 
and product lifecycles 

• Monitoring economies all over the world to spot new supply bases and 
markets 

3. Analyze potential innovative improvements to unders
effects on process elements and predict their influence on the 
process. 

The acquirer and its suppliers may establish an innovation review program. This 
program may create time-boxed innovation solicitation, which is a well-
communicated formal process for analysis and guaranteed response to
ideas prop

Process-performance models can provide a basis for analyzing possible effects 
changes to process elements. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about process-performance mode

4. Analyze the costs and benefits of potential innovative 
improvements. 

5. Create process- and technology-improvement proposals for thos
innovative improvements that would result in improving the 
organization’s processes or technologies. 

6. Select innovative improvements 
deployment. 

Since innovations, by definition, usually represent a major change, m
innovative improve

7. Documen

t Improvements 
Pilot process and technology improvements to select which 
ones to implement. 

Pilots are performed to assess new and unproven major changes 
before they are broadly deployed, as appropriate. 
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The
implementation of the Implement Action Proposals specific practice in 
the Cau  (e.g., when causal 
analysis and resolution is implemented organizationally or across 
multiple

Typical roducts 
1. Pilot evaluation rep

2. Do ns learned from pilots 

Typical 
1. Pil ted in the supplier 

en

Documented lessons learned from pilots executed in the supplier 

ot 

2. Re nt stakeholder agreement on plans for pilots. 

3. Co

4. Pe
en n a broadscale deployment. 

5. Tra

6. Re

Pilo e criteria defined during pilot 

 implementation of this specific practice may overlap with the 

sal Analysis and Resolution process area

 projects). 

Work P
orts 

cumented lesso

Supplier Deliverables 
ot evaluation reports for pilots execu
vironment 

2. 
environment 

Subpractices 
1. Plan the pilots. 

When planning pilots, define quantitative criteria to be used for evaluating pil
results. 

view and get releva

nsult with and assist those performing the pilots. 

rform each pilot in an environment that is characteristic of the 
vironment present i

ck pilots against their plans. 

view and document results of pilots. 

t results are evaluated using the quantitativ
planning. Reviewing and documenting results of pilots usually involves the 
following activities: 
• Deciding whether to terminate the pilot, replan and continue the pilot, or 

proceed with deploying the process and technology improvement 

• Updating the disposition of process- and technology-improvement proposals 
associated with the pilot 

• Identifying and documenting new process- and technology-improvement 
proposals, as appropriate 

• Identifying and documenting lessons learned and problems encountered 
during the pilot 
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SP 1.4 Select Improvements for Deployment 
Select process and technology improvements for deployment 
across the organization. 

t 

Priority is based on an evaluation of the estimated cost-to-benefit ratio with regard 
cess-performance objectives. 

Process Performance process area for 

yed. 

eir priorities and available 
resources. 

be deployed 

Selection of process and technology improvements for deploymen
across the organization is based on quantifiable criteria derived from 
the organization’s quality and process-performance objectives. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Process and technology improvements selected for deployment 

Subpractices 
1. Prioritize candidate process and technology improvements for 

deployment. 

to the quality and pro

Refer to the Organizational 
more information about quality and process-performance 
objectives. 

2. Select the process and technology improvements to be deplo

The selection of process improvements is based on th

3. Determine how each process and technology improvement will be 
deployed. 

Examples of where the process and technology improvements may 
include the following: 
• Organizational process assets  

• Project-specific or common work environments 

• Organization’s product families 

• Organization’s capabilities 

• Organization’s projects 

• Organizational groups 
 

Document results of the selection process. 4. 

Results of the selection process usually include the following: 
• The selection criteria for candidate improvements 

• The disposition of each improvement proposal 

• The rationale for the disposition of each improvement proposal 

• The assets to be changed for each selected improvement 
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SG 2 Deploy Improvements 
Measurable improvements to the organization’s processes and 
technologies are 

SP 2.1 Plan th

continually and systematically deployed. 

e Deployment 
Establish and maintain plans for deploying selected process 
and technology improvements. 

The pla y improvements 
ganization’s plan for organizational innovation 

An acquirer’s plans for deploying improvements may include openly 
shar  
proc pliers 

r in the 

com

The
Orga tional 
Proc ntitative data to 

 with 
p

infor tional process assets. 

This nd 
tech rocess generic practice 
addresses comprehensive planning that covers the specific practices in 

i

Subpractices 
1.  

oposed in a limited context (e.g., for a 
single project) might need to be modified to work across the organization. 

2. ded to deploy each process and 
technology improvement. 

ns for deploying selected process and technolog
may be included in the or
and deployment or they may be documented separately. 

ing most process knowledge and expertise with its suppliers. Any
ess related knowledge that the acquirer or one of its sup

possesses is viewed as accessible to virtually any other supplie
acquirer’s supply chain (perhaps with the exception of a direct 

petitor). 

 implementation of this specific practice complements the Deploy 
nizational Process Assets specific practice in the Organiza
ess Focus process area and adds the use of qua

guide the deployment and to determine the value of improvements
res ect to quality and process-performance objectives. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more 
mation about deploying organiza

 specific practice plans the deployment of selected process a
nology improvements. The Plan the P

this process area. 

Typ cal Work Products 
1. Deployment plans for selected process and technology 

improvements 

Determine how each process and technology improvement must
be adjusted for organization-wide deployment. 

Process and technology improvements pr

Determine the changes nee
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Examples of changes needed to deploy a process and technology improvement 
include the following: 
• Process descriptions, standards, and procedures 

• onments Work envir

• Education and training 

• Skills 

• Existing commitments 

• Existing activities 

• Continuing support to end users 

• Organizational culture and characteristics 

• Supplier agreements 
 

3. Identify strategies that address potential barriers to deploying each 

Examples of measures for determining the value of a process and technology 

process and technology improvement. 

4. Establish measures and objectives for determining the value of 
each process and technology improvement with respect to the 
organization’s quality and process-performance objectives. 

improvement include the following: 
• Return on investment 

• Time to recover the cost of the process or technology improvement 

• Measured improvement in the project’s or organization’s product quality and 
process performance 

• Number and types of project and organizational risks mitigated by the process 
or technology improvement 

• Average time required to respond to changes in project requirements, market 
situations, and the business environment 

 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 

 and analyzing measures, and reporting results. 

5. 

for deploying selected process and technology improvements. 

Revise the plans for deploying selected process and technology 
improvements as necessary. 

information about establishing objectives for measurement and 
analysis, specifying measures and analyses to be performed, 
obtaining

Document the plans for deploying selected process and technology 
improvements. 

6. Review and get agreement with relevant stakeholders on the plans 

7. 
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SP 2.2 Manage the Deployment 
Manage the deployment of selected process and technology 
improvements. 

The implementation of this specific practice may overlap with the 
implementation of the Implement Action Proposals specific practice in 
the Causal Analysis and Resolution process area (e.g., when causal 
analysis and resolution is implemented organizationally or across 

tional Innovation and Deployment process 
area, planning is done to manage the deployment of improvements to 
the organization’s processes and technologies that can be quantified 
against the organization’s business objectives. 

nt 

Coordinating deployment includes the following activities: 

s 

3. Quickly deploy process and technology improvements in a 

multiple projects). The primary difference is that in the Causal Analysis 
and Resolution process area, planning is done to manage the removal 
of root causes of defects or problems from the project’s defined 
process. In the Organiza

Typical Work Products 
1. Updated training materials (to reflect deployed process and 

technology improvements) 

2. Documented results of process- and technology-improveme
deployment activities 

3. Revised process- and technology-improvement measures, 
objectives, priorities, and deployment plans 

Subpractices 
1. Monitor the deployment of process and technology improvements 

using the deployment plans. 

2. Coordinate the deployment of process and technology 
improvements across the organization. 

• Coordinating activities of projects, support groups, and organizational group
for each process and technology improvement 

• Coordinating activities for deploying related process and technology 
improvements 

controlled and disciplined manner, as appropriate. 
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Examples of methods for quickly deploying process and technology improvements 
include the following: 
• Using red-lines, process change notices, or other controlled process 

documentation as interim process descriptions 

• Deploying process and technology improvements incrementally, rather than 
as a single deployment 

• Providing comprehensive consulting to early adopters of the process and 
technology improvement in lieu of revised formal training 

 

4. Incorporate process and technology improvements into 

rganizational Process Definition process area for 
more information about organizational process assets. 

5.  technology 
 

process area for more 

sses. 

6. Provide consulting, as appropriate, to support deployment of 
process and technology improvements. 

7. Provide updated training materials to reflect improvements to 

re 

nfirm that the deployment of all process and technology 
rovements is completed. 

whether the ability of the defined process to meet 
-performance objectives is adversely affected 

d technology improvement, and take corrective 
necessary. 

Refer to the Quantitative Project Management process area for 
more information about quantitatively managing the project’s 
defined process to achieve the project’s established quality and 
process-performance objectives. 

10. Document and review results of process- and technology-
improvement deployment. 

organizational process assets, as appropriate. 

Refer to the O

Coordinate the deployment of process and
improvements into the projects’ defined processes, as appropriate.

Refer to the Organizational Process Focus 
information about coordinating the deployment of process 
improvements into projects’ defined proce

organizational process assets. 

Refer to the Organizational Training process area for mo
information about training materials. 

8. Co
imp

9. Determine 
quality and process
by the process an
action as 
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Documenting and reviewing results includes the following: 

• Identifying and documenting lessons learned 

 

logy-improvement measures, objectives, 

SP 2.3 ement Effects 

• Identifying and documenting new process- and technology-improvement
proposals 

• Revising process- and techno
priorities, and deployment plans 

Measure Improv
Measure effects of deployed process and technology 
improvements. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about establishing objectives for measurement and 
analysis, specifying measures and analyses to be performed, obtaining
and analyzing measures, and reporting results. 

The implementation of this specific practice may overlap with the 
implementation of the Evaluate the Effect of Changes specific practice 
in the Causal Analysis and Resolution process area (e.g., when caus
analysis and resolution is imp

 

al 
lemented organizationally or across 

multiple projects). 

 

e the value of each process and technology improvement. 

 

rmance analyses. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Documented measures of the effects resulting from deployed 

process and technology improvements 

Subpractices 
1. Measure the actual cost, effort, and schedule for deploying each

process and technology improvement. 

2. Measur

3. Measure progress toward achieving the organization’s quality and 
process-performance objectives. 

4. Analyze progress toward achieving the organization’s quality and
process-performance objectives and take corrective action as 
needed. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about process-perfo

5. Store measures in the organization’s measurement repository. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS DEFINITION 

A Process Management Proce y Level 3 

Purpose 

ss Area at Maturit

The
and 
envir

Introductory Notes 

 purpose of Organizational Process Definition (OPD) is to establish 
maintain a usable set of organizational process assets and work 
onment standards. 

Orga rocess performance 
across mulative, long-term 
benefits definition of “organizational 
process

The org ollection of items 
maintai ation’s people and 
projects. This collection of items in
process g 
guidelin ss-related documentation, and data. The 
organiz  organizational learning 
and pro ractices and 
lessons

quisition 
guid ss acquisition projects 
and wh pplicable statutes and regulations. 

The org d processes also describes standard 
interact haracterized by 
the following typical items: deliv  suppliers, 
accepta se deliverables, standards (e.g., 
architecture and technology standards), and standard milestone and 
progress reviews. 

The org  by projects to 
create their defined processes. Other organizational process assets are 
used to support tailoring and implementing defined processes. Work 
environ ndards are used to guide the creation of project work 
environ

nizational process assets enable consistent p
the organization and provide a basis for cu
 to the organization. (See the 
 assets” in the glossary.) 

anization’s process asset library is a c
ned by the organization for use by the organiz

cludes descriptions of processes and 
 elements, descriptions of lifecycle models, process tailorin
es, proce
ation’s process asset library supports
cess improvement by allowing the sharing of best p
 learned across the organization. 

The acquirer’s organizational process assets also include ac
ance and practices established for use acro

ich refer to a

anization’s set of standar
ions with suppliers. Supplier interactions are c

erables expected from
nce criteria applicable to tho

anization’s set of standard processes is tailored

ment sta
ments. 
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A standard process is composed of other processes (i.e., 
subp ss element is the 
fund inition that describes 
activitie  perform work. The process 
architec ing the process elements of a 
standard pr standard processes may 
include s. 

rd process,” “process architecture,” 
“sub

Orga

rocesses) or process elements. A proce
amental (i.e., atomic) unit of process def

s and tasks to consistently
ture provides rules for connect

ocess. The organization’s set of 
 multiple process architecture

(See the definitions of “standa
process,” and “process element” in the glossary.) 

nizational process assets may be organized in many ways, depending on the 
implementation of the Organizational Process Definition process area. Examples 
include the following: 

• Descriptions of lifecycle models may be part of the organization’s set of standard 
processes, or they may be documented separately. 

• The organization’s set of standard processes may be stored in the organization’s 
process asset library, or it may be stored separately. 

• A single repository may contain both measurements and process-related 
documentation, or they may be stored separately. 

 

Related Process Areas 

Refe
infor

SG 1 Establish Organizational Process Ass

SP 1.1 Establish Standard Processes 

SP 1.2 Establish Lifecycle 

SP 1.3 Establish Tailoring ria

SP 1.4 Establish the Organ n

SP 1.5 Establish the Organization’ ibrary 

SP 1.6 Establish Work Environme

SP 1.7 Establish Rules and Guide

r to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more 
mation about organizational process-related matters. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 
ets 

Model Descriptions 

Crite  and Guidelines 

izatio ’s Measurement Repository 

s Process Asset L

nt Standards 

lines for Integrated Teams 
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Specific P s byractice  Goal 

SG 1 Establish Organizational Process Assets 
A set of organizational 

SP 1.1 

process assets is established and maintained. 

Establish Standard Processes 
Establish and maintain the organization’s set of standard 
processes. 

Standard processes may be defined at multiple levels in an enterprise 
and they may be related hierarchically. For example, an enterprise ma
have a set of standard processes that is tailored by individual 
organizations (e.g., a division or site) in the enterprise to establish thei
set of standard processes. The set of standard processes may also be 
tailored for each of the organization’s business areas or product lines. 
Thus the organization’s set of standard processes can refer to the 
standard processes established at the organization level and standard 

y 

r 

processes that may be established at lower levels, although some 
e only one level of standard processes. (See the 

“organization’s set of standard 
processes” in the glossary.) 

 
fe

tools. The organization’s set of standard processes contains process 
ement) that may be 

interconnected according to one or more process architectures that 
desc

 and organizational 
proc

Bas
mod inology and lexicon, enables seamless 

ier 

standard processes that directly interface with supplier processes. Also, 
from having suppliers work 

nds on the 
differences in 

bus

The orga
all p
add

organizations may hav
definitions of “standard process” and 

Multiple standard processes may be needed to address the needs of
dif rent application domains, lifecycle models, methodologies, and 

elements (e.g., a work product size-estimating el

ribe relationships among process elements. 

The organization’s set of standard processes typically includes 
technical, management, administrative, support,

esses. 

ing standard processes on industry standards and widely accepted 
els, with common term

interactions between the acquirer and supplier. In a multi-suppl
environment, this seamless interaction is most important for acquirer 

there may be cost and coordination benefits 
together to develop or reconcile common support processes that are 
aligned with acquirer processes. 

The level of detail required for standard processes depe
flexibility needed by an enterprise, for instance, based on 

iness context, project types, and application domains. 

nization’s set of standard processes should collectively cover 
rocesses needed by the organization and projects, including those 
ressed by the process areas at maturity level 2. 
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Typ
1. ation’s set of standard processes 

Sub
1. Decompose each standard process into constituent process 

nd and describe the 

es. The 

dified. These elements are described in such detail that the process, 

lude the following: 

ical Work Products 
Organiz

practices 

elements to the detail needed to understa
process. 

Each process element covers a bounded and closely related set of activiti
descriptions of process elements may be templates to be filled in, fragments to be 
completed, abstractions to be refined, or complete descriptions to be tailored or 
used unmo
when fully defined, can be consistently performed by appropriately trained and 
skilled people. 

Examples of process elements inc
• Template for the conduct of management reviews 

• Templates for supplier deliverables 

• Common lexicon for directly interfacing acquirer and supplier processes 

• Templates for standard supplier agreements 

• Description of methods for verifying supplier estimates 

• Description of standard acquisition approaches related to teaming with 
suppliers 

• Description of standard acceptance criteria 

• Description of standard decision making and issue resolution 
 

2. Specify the critical attributes of each process element. 

Examples of critical attributes include the following: 
• Process roles 

• Applicable standards 

• Applicable procedures, methods, tools, and resources 

• Process-performance objectives 

• Entry criteria 

• Inputs 

• Product and process measures to be collected and used 

• Verification points 

• Outputs 

• Interfaces 

• Exit criteria  
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3. Specify relationships among process elements. 

Examples of relationships include the following: 
• Order of the process elements 

• Interfaces among process elements 

• Interfaces with external processes 

• Interdependencies among process elements 
 

The scribing relationships among process elements are referred to as 
the ts 
and ships are covered in 
des anization’s set of 
sta

4. En
to applicable

Adh  standards and models is typically demonstrated 
by ization’s set of standard processes to 
rele  is a useful input to future 
app

5. En ’s set of standard processes satisfies 
pro s of the organization. 

 

6. 
 in the organization’s set of standard processes. 

rd 

ude the participation of 
suppliers for those processes and process elements that define standard 

essary. 

 rules for de
process architecture. The process architecture covers essential requiremen
 guidelines. Detailed specifications of these relation
criptions of defined processes that are tailored from the org
ndard processes. 

sure that the organization’s set of standard processes adheres 
 policies, standards and models. 

erence to applicable process
developing a mapping from the organ
vant process standards and models. This mapping
raisals. 

sure that the organization
cess needs and objective

Refer to the Organizational Process Focus process area for more 
information about establishing and maintaining the organization’s
process needs and objectives. 

Ensure that there is appropriate integration among processes that 
are included

7. Document the organization’s set of standard processes. 

8. Conduct peer reviews on the organization’s set of standa
processes. 

The acquirer’s review of its standard processes can incl

interactions with suppliers. 

9. Revise the organization’s set of standard processes as nec
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SP 1.2 Establish Lifecycle Model Descriptions 
Establish and maintain descriptions of lifecycle models 
approved for use in the organization. 

Lifecycle models may be developed for a variety of customers or in a
variety of situations, s

 
ince one lifecycle model may not be appropriate 

for all situations. Lifecycle models are often used to define phases of 
odels 

Lifecycle models describe acquisition lifecycles, depending on the 
osen. The acquisition lifecycle typically begins 

 p
ends when t mance ends, usually 

 acquired 
on. 

Typi

Lifecycle models may be documented as part of the organization’s standard 

3. 

participation of 

4.  

SP 1.3 Esta

the project. Also, the organization may define different lifecycle m
for each type of product and service it delivers. 

acquisition strategy ch
with the pre-award phase of a supplier agreement, continues through 
the hases of awarding and managing the supplier agreement, and 

he supplier agreement period of perfor
with the acceptance and completion of the warranty for the
product and the transition of the product to the support organizati

cal Work Products 
1. Descriptions of lifecycle models 

Subpractices 
1. Select lifecycle models based on the needs of projects and the 

organization. 

2. Document descriptions of lifecycle models. 

process descriptions or they may be documented separately. 

Conduct peer reviews on lifecycle models. 

The acquirer’s review of lifecycle models should include the 
suppliers for those processes and process elements that define expectations and 
constraints for suppliers. 

Revise the descriptions of lifecycle models as necessary.

blish Tailoring Criteria and Guidelines 
Establish and maintain tailoring criteria and guidelines for the 
orga

 

Tailo

• processes and 
ed processes 

• Mandatory requirements that must be satisfied by defined 

are essential for any defined process) 

nization’s set of standard processes. 

ring criteria and guidelines describe the following: 

How the organization’s set of standard 
organizational process assets are used to create defin

processes (e.g., the subset of organizational process assets that 
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• Options that can be exercised and criteria for selecting amo
options 

Procedures that must be follow

ng 

• ed in performing and documenting 

Exam

process tailoring 

ples of reasons for tailoring include the following: 

• Adapting the process for a new supplier 

• Customizing the process for an application or class of similar applications 

• ed process can be Elaborating the process description so that the resulting defin
performed 

• jects executed Accommodating supplier characteristics such as the number of pro
for the acquirer and the supplier’s process maturity 

• cquisition strategy Following the a
 

Flexibili ed with ensuring 
appropr across the organization. Flexibility 
is need bles such as the domain; nature of 
the cus eoffs; technical difficulty of 
the wor people implementing the process. 

is needed so that organizational 
standards, objectives, and strategies are appropriately addressed, and 

ctives should usually be defined as mandatory 
(allo , but processes and process elements that are 
less affect business objectives may allow for 
mor more variation). The amount of tailoring 
cou cycle model, the supplier, or the 
acq tionship. 

Tailoring criteria and guidelines may allow for using a standard process 
“as 

Typ  
1. e organization’s set of standard 

Subpractices 
criteria and procedures for tailoring the 

ty in tailoring and defining processes is balanc
iate consistency of processes 
ed to address contextual varia
tomer; cost, schedule, and quality trad
k; and experience of the 

Consistency across the organization 

process data and lessons learned can be shared. 

Tailoring is a critical activity that allows controlled changes to processes 
due to the specific needs of a project or a part of the organization. 
Processes and process elements that are directly related to critical 
business goals and obje

wing less variation)
 critical or only indirectly 
e tailoring (and therefore 
ld also depend on the project’s life
uirer-supplier rela

is,” with no tailoring. 

ical Work Products
Tailoring guidelines for th
processes 

1. Specify selection 
organization’s set of standard processes. 
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To fully leverage the supplier’s process capability, the acquirer may choose to 
minimize the tailoring of the supplier’s standard processes. Depending on the 

rer’s 
rd 

processes. 

interfaces of the acquirer’s processes with the supplier’s processes, the acqui
standard processes may be tailored to allow the supplier to execute its standa

Examples of criteria and procedures include the following: 
• Criteria for selecting lifecycle models from those approved by the organization 

• Criteria for selecting process elements from the organization’s set of standard 
processes 

• Procedures for tailoring selected lifecycle models and process elements to 
accommodate process characteristics and needs 

• Criteria for selecting an acquisition strategy and suppliers 

• Criteria for selecting acquirer processes based on supplier process tailoring 
such as adding or combining testing cycles 

 

Examples of tailoring include the following: 
• Modifying a lifecycle model 

• Combining elements of different lifecycle models 

• Modifying process elements 

• Replacing process elements 

• ments Reordering process ele
 

2. Specify the standards used for documenting defined processes. 

3. Sp mitting and obtaining approval 
of waivers from requirements of the organization’s set of standard 

f standard 
processes. 

SP 1.4 

ecify the procedures used for sub

processes. 

4. Document tailoring guidelines for the organization’s set o

5. Conduct peer reviews on the tailoring guidelines. 

6. Revise tailoring guidelines as necessary. 

Establish the Organization’s Measurement Repository 
Establish and maintain the organization’s measurement 
repository. 

Refer to the Use Organizational Process Assets for Planning Project 
Activities specific practice of the Integrated Project Management 
process area for more information about the use of the organization’s 
measurement repository in planning project activities. 
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The repository contains both product and process measures related to 
the organization’s set of standard processes. It also contains or refers 
to in o 
ass icability. For example, the 
definitions of measures
diffe

Standard me e 
incl ments and may 

ar in the organization’s measurement repository. 

i
1. Definition of the common set of product and process measures for 

ization’s set of standard processes 

4. ’s measurement data 

f 
to 

t expected business objectives. The common 

ross the organization. 

ta will be collected. 

urement and Analysis process area for more 

nd implement the measurement repository. 

res. 

formation needed to understand and interpret measures and t
ess them for reasonableness and appl

 are used to compare similar measures from 
rent processes. 

asures that must be collected from the supplier ar
uded as requirements in standard supplier agree

appe

Typ cal Work Products 

the organ

2. Design of the organization’s measurement repository 

3. Organization’s measurement repository (i.e., the repository 
structure and support environment) 

Organization

Subpractices 
1. Determine the organization’s needs for storing, retrieving, and 

analyzing measurements. 

2. Define a common set of process and product measures for the 
organization’s set of standard processes. 

Measures in the common set are selected based on the organization’s set o
standard processes. They are selected for their ability to provide visibility in
process performance and to suppor
set of measures may vary for different standard processes. 

Standard measures are selected for their ability to provide visibility into processes 
critical to expected business objectives and to focus on elements significantly 
impacting performance within a project and ac

Measures defined include those related to agreement management, some of 
which may need to be collected from suppliers. 

Operational definitions for measures specify procedures for collecting valid data 
and the point in the process where da

Refer to the Meas
information about defining measures. 

3. Design a

4. Specify procedures for storing, updating, and retrieving measu
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5. 

6. 

ent and Analysis process area for more 

7. measurement repository available for use 

8. Revise the measurement repository, the common set of measures, 
and pr ganization’s needs change. 

Examp eed to be revised include 

Conduct peer reviews on definitions of the common set of 
measures and procedures for storing, updating, and retrieving 
measures. 

Enter specified measures into the repository. 

Refer to the Measurem
information about collecting and analyzing data. 

Make the contents of the 
by the organization and projects, as appropriate. 

ocedures as the or

les of when the common set of measures may n
the following: 
• New processes are added 

• res are needed Processes are revised and new measu

• Finer granularity of data is required 

• Greater visibility into the process is required 

• Measures are retired 
 

SP 1.5 Establish the Organization’s Process Asset Library 
Establish and maintain the organization’s process asset library. 

Example s process asset library include the s of items to be stored in the organization’
following: 

• Organizational policies 

• Defined process descriptions 

• Procedures (e.g., estimating procedure) 

• Development plans 

• Acquisition plans 

• Quality assurance plans 

• Training materials 

• Process aids (e.g., checklists) 

• Lessons-learned reports 
 

cal Work Products Typi
1. Design of the organization’s process asset library 

2. The organization’s process asset library 
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3. Selected items to be included in the organization’s process asset 
library 

4. The catalog of items in the organization’s process asset library 

Subpractices 
1. Design and implement the organization’s process asset library, 

including the library structure and support environment. 

f 

3. Specify procedures for storing, updating, and retrieving items. 

4. Enter selected items into the library and catalog them for easy 

in 

vised include the following: 

2. Specify criteria for including items in the library. 

Items are selected based primarily on their relationship to the organization’s set o
standard processes. 

reference and retrieval. 

5. Make items available for use by projects. 

6. Periodically review the use of each item and use results to mainta
the library contents. 

7. Revise the organization’s process asset library as necessary. 

Examples of when the library may need to be re
• New items are added 

• Items are retired 

• Current versions of items are changed 
 

Establish Work Environment Standards SP 1.6 
Establish and maintain work environment standards. 

Work environment standards allow the organization and projects to 
benefit from common tools, training, and maintenance, as well as cost 

of all stakeholders and consider productivity, cost, 
availability, security, and workplace health, safety, and ergonomic 

savings from volume purchases. Work environment standards address 
the needs 

factors. Work environment standards can include guidelines for tailoring 
and the use of waivers that allow adaptation of the project’s work 
environment to meet needs. 
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Examples of work environment standards include the following: 

• Procedures for the operation, safety, and security of the work environment 

• Standard workstation hardware and software 

• Standard application software and tailoring guidelines for it  

• Standard production and calibration equipment 

• Process for requesting and approving tailoring or waivers 
 

Subpractices 
Evaluate commercially available work environment standards 
appropriate for the organization. 

s 
s needs and 

SP 1.7 Establish Rules and Guidelines for Integrated Teams 

Typical Work Products 
1. Work environment standards 

1. 

2. Adopt existing work environment standards and develop new one
to fill gaps based on the organization’s proces
objectives. 

Establish and maintain organizational rules and guidelines for 
the structure, formation, and operation of integrated teams. 

In  are useful not just in the 
rganization but between the acquirer and supplier and 

uirer, supplier, and other relevant stakeholders, as 
tegrated teaming may be especially important in a 

vironment. 

g rules and guidelines for integrated teams define and control 
s are created and how they interact to accomplish objectives. 

 must understand the standards for work and 
cording to those standards. 

uring integrated teams involves defining the number of teams, the 
 each team relates with the others in the 

structure. Forming integrated teams involves chartering each team, 
assigning team members and team leaders, and providing resources to 
each team to accomplish its work. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Rules and guidelines for structuring and forming integrated teams 

Subpractices 
1. Establish and maintain empowerment mechanisms to enable 

timely decision making. 

 an acquisition organization, integrated teams
acquirer’s o
among the acq
appropriate. In
system of systems en

Operatin
how team
Integrated team members
participate ac

Struct
type of each team, and how
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In a successful teaming environment, clear channels of responsibility and 
authority must be established. Issues can arise at any level of the organization 

h or too little authority and when it is 
deploying 

ed teams 

when integrated teams assume too muc
unclear who is responsible for making decisions. Documenting and 
organizational guidelines that clearly define the empowerment of integrat
can prevent these issues. 

2. Establish rules and guidelines for structuring and forming 
integrated teams. 

Organizational process assets can help the project to structure and implement 
integrated teams. Such assets may include the following: 
• Team structure guidelines 

• Team formation guidelines 

• Team authority and responsibility guidelines 

• Guidelines for establishing lines of communication and authority 

• Team leader selection criteria 
 

3. Define the expectations, rules, and guidelines that guide how 
integrated teams work collectively. 

These rules and guidelines establish organizational practices for consistency 
across integrated teams and can include the following: 
• How interfaces among integrated teams are established and maintained 

• How assignments are accepted  

• How resources and inputs are accessed 

• How work gets done 

• Who checks, reviews, and approves work 

• How work is approved 

• How work is delivered and communicated 

• Reporting chains 

• Reporting requirements (e.g., cost, schedule, and performance status), 
measures, and methods 

• Progress reporting measures and methods 
 

4. Maintain the rules and gui
integrate

delines for structuring and forming 

5. lines to help team 

re 

d teams. 

Establish and maintain organizational guide
members balance their team and home organization 
responsibilities. 

A home organization is the part of the organization to which team members a
assigned when they are not on an integrated team. A home organization may be 
called a functional organization, home base, home office, or direct organization. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS FOCUS 

A Process Management Process Area a vel 3 

Purpose 

t Maturity Le

The purpose of Organizational Process Focus (OPF) is to plan, 
implement, and deploy organizational process improvements based on 
a tho
orga ocesses and process assets. 

Introductory Notes 

rough understanding of current strengths and weaknesses of the 
nization’s pr

The org e 
ts to the 

orga ined from various 
sources esses, lessons learned in 
implementing processes, results of process appraisals, results of 
product evaluation activities, results of benchmarking against other 
organizations’ processes, and recommendations from other 

needs 

encoura improvement activities by those 
who perform the process. The responsibility for facilitating and 

rovement activities, including 

 
equired to sponsor this group and to ensure the 

effective and timely deployment of improvements. 

The articipation in process improvement 
acti

Car  improvement efforts 
acro nd implemented. 
The rovement planning results in a process 

nt plan. 

 

planning. Appraisal plans describe the appraisal timeline and schedule, 
the scope of the appraisal, resources required to perform the appraisal, 
the reference model against which the appraisal will be performed, and 
logistics for the appraisal. 

anization’s processes include all processes used by th
organization and its projects. Candidate improvemen

nization’s processes and process assets are obta
, including the measurement of proc

improvement initiatives in the organization. 

Process improvement occurs in the context of the organization’s 
and is used to address the organization’s objectives. The organization 

ges participation in process 

managing the organization’s process imp
coordinating the participation of others, is typically assigned to a 
process group. The organization provides the long-term commitment
and resources r

 acquirer encourages supplier p
vities. 

eful planning is required to ensure that process
ss the organization are adequately managed a
 organization’s process imp

improveme

The organization’s process improvement plan addresses appraisal
planning, process action planning, pilot planning, and deployment 
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Process action plans usually result from appraisals and document how 
n appraisal will be 

implemented. Sometimes the improvement described in the process 
s 

the o s, a pilot plan is generated. 

 
and how the improvement will be 

ss the organization. 

Orga ess assets are used to describe, implement, and 
improve the 
“org

Related Process Areas 

improvements targeting weaknesses uncovered by a

action plan should be tested on a small group before deploying it acros
rganization. In these case

Finally, when the improvement is to be deployed, a deployment plan is
created. This plan describes when 
deployed acro

nizational proc
organization’s processes (see the definition of 

anizational process assets” in the glossary). 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
infor

Refer to the Organization ation 
about the coordination of training. 

Refer to the Measure e 
informa

Spec
SG 1 Determine Process Improvement Opportuni

SP 1.1 Establish Organizational Proces

SP 1.2 Appraise the Organization’s Pr

SP 1.3 Identify the Organization’s 

SG 2 Plan and Implement Process Actions 

SP 2.1 Establish Process Action 

SP 2.2 Implement Process Action

SG 3 Deploy Organizational Process Asset

SP 3.1 Deploy Organizational Pro

SP 3.2 Deploy Standard Processe

SP 3.3 Monitor the Implementatio

SP 3.4 Incorporate Experiences in

mation about organizational process assets. 

al Training process area for more inform

ment and Analysis process area for mor
tion about analyzing measures. 

ific Goal and Practice Summary 
ties 

s Needs 

ocesses 

Process Improvements 

Plans 

 Plans 

s and Incorporate Experiences 

cess Assets 

s 

n 

to Organizational Process Assets 
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Specific P s byractice  Goal 

SG 1 Determine Process Improvement Opportunities 
Strengths, weaknesses, and improvement opportunities for the 
organization’s processes are identified periodically and as needed. 

nities may be 
determined relative to a process standard or model such as a CMMI 

rd. 
Process improvements should be selected to address the organization’s 

Cha
resu
improve

SP 1.1 Establi

Strengths, weaknesses, and improvement opportu

model or International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standa

needs. 

nging business objectives, legal and regulatory requirements, and 
lts of benchmarking studies may be sources of process 

ment opportunities. 

sh Organizational Process Needs 
Establish and maintain the description of process needs and 
objecti

The org st 
be unde ctives, needs, and 
constra
process
human resou portant process considerations. 

The orga de the 

ves for the organization. 

anization’s processes operate in a business context that mu
rstood. The organization’s business obje

ints determine the needs and objectives for the organization’s 
es. Typically, issues related to finance, technology, quality, 

rces, and marketing are im

nization’s process needs and objectives cover aspects that inclu
following: 

• Characteristics of processes 

• Proc ance objectives, such as time-to-market and delivered quality ess-perform

• Process effectiveness 
 

nization’s acquisition management needs are 

Typi
1. Th

Subprac
1. Identify policies, standard

applicable to

2. Ex and models for best practices. 

3. De

Process-performance objectives may be expressed in quantitative or qualitative 
terms. 

Issues related to the orga
important process considerations. 

cal Work Products 
e organization’s process needs and objectives 

tices 
s, and business objectives that are 

 the organization’s processes. 

amine relevant process standards 

termine the organization’s process-performance objectives. 
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Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for
information abo

 more 
ut establishing measurement objectives. 

Examples of process-performance objectives include the following: 
• Cycle time 

• Defect removal rates 

• Productivity 
 

4. Define essential characteristics of the organization’s processes. 

Essential characteristics of the organization’s processes are determined based on 
the following: 

 in the organization • Processes currently being used

• Standards imposed by the organization 

• Standards commonly imposed by customers of the organization 
 

Examples of process characteristics include the following: 
• Level of detail used to describe processes 

• Process notation used 

• Granularity of processes 
 

5. jectives. 

6. s needs and objectives as 

SP 1.2 

Document the organization’s process needs and ob

Revise the organization’s proces
needed. 

Appraise the Organization’s Processes 
Appraise the organization’s processes periodically and as 
needed to maintain an understanding of their strengths and 
weaknesses. 

Process appraisals may be performed for the following reasons: 

• To identify processes to be improved 

• To confirm progress and make the benefits of process improvement visible 

• To satisfy the needs of a customer-supplier relationship 

• To motivate and facilitate buy-in 
 

The buy-in gained during a process appraisal can be eroded 
significantly if it is not followed by an appraisal-based action plan. 
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Typi
1. e organization’s process appraisals 

ses of the 
organization’s processes 

3. 

Subp

Sen  commitment to have the 
org  in the process appraisal and to 
pro yze and communicate findings of the 
app

2. De

Pro n or may be 
per ject or 
bus

The

• usiness areas) to be covered by 
the appraisal 

t the 
 the appraisal 

3. Determine the method and criteria for the process appraisal. 

rms. They should address the needs and 
objectives of the organization, which may change over time. For example, the 

ed on a process model, such as a CMMI model, or on a 
O 2000]. Appraisals may 

also be based on a benchmark comparison with other organizations in which 
The 

ay assume a variety of characteristics, including time and 
e appraisal team, and the method and depth of investigation. 

edule, and prepare for the process appraisal. 

cal Work Products 
Plans for th

2. Appraisal findings that address strengths and weaknes

Improvement recommendations for the organization’s processes 

ractices 
1. Obtain sponsorship of the process appraisal from senior 

management. 

ior management sponsorship includes the
anization’s managers and staff participate
vide resources and funding to anal
raisal. 

fine the scope of the process appraisal. 

cess appraisals may be performed on the entire organizatio
formed on a smaller part of an organization such as a single pro
iness area. 

 scope of the process appraisal addresses the following: 

Definition of the organization (e.g., sites or b

• Identification of the project and support functions that will represen
organization in

• Processes to be appraised 

Process appraisals can occur in many fo

appraisal may be bas
national or international standard, such as ISO 9001 [IS

practices that may contribute to improved performance are identified. 
appraisal method m
effort, makeup of th

4. Plan, sch

5. Conduct the process appraisal. 

6. Document and deliver the appraisal’s activities and findings. 
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SP 1.3 Identify the Organization’s Process Improvements 

Iden  tify improvements to the organization’s processes and
process assets. 

1. 

Candidate process improvements are typically determined by doing the following: 

Typical Work Products 
1. Analysis of candidate process improvements 

2. Identification of improvements for the organization’s processes 

Subpractices 
Determine candidate process improvements. 

• Measure processes and analyze measurement results 

• Review processes for effectiveness and suitability 

• Review lessons learned from tailoring the organization’s set of standard 
processes 

• Review lessons learned from implementing processes 

• Review process improvement proposals submitted by the organization’s 
managers, staff, and other relevant stakeholders 

• Solicit inputs on process improvements from senior management and other 
leaders in the organization 

• Examine results of process appraisals and other process-related reviews 

• Review results of other organizational improvement initiatives 
 

Candidate process improvements are also determined by doing the following: 
• Reviewing process improvement proposals submitted by the organization’s 

suppliers 

• Obtaining feedback from suppliers on acquirer processes and supplier-
acquirer interface points 

 

2. Prioritize candidate process improvements. 

Examples of techniques to help determine and prioritize possible improvements to 
be implemented include the following: 
• A cost-benefit analysis that compares the estimated cost and effort to 

implement the process improvements and their associated benefits 

• A gap analysis that compares current conditions in the organization with 
optimal conditions 

• Force-field analysis of potential improvements to identify potential barriers and 
strategies for overcoming those barriers 

• Cause-and-effect analyses to provide information on the potential effects of 
different improvements that can then be compared 
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3. Identify and document the process improvements to be 
implemented. 

4. Revise the list of planned process improvements to keep it current. 

SG 2 Plan and Implement Process Actions 
Process actions that address improvements to the organization’s 
processes and pr

The suc
in proce
those p  the process, and support organizations. 

SP 2.1 Establi

ocess assets are planned and implemented. 
cessful implementation of improvements requires participation 
ss action planning and implementation by process owners, 

erforming

sh Process Action Plans 
Establish and maintain process action plans to address 
improvements to the organization’s processes and process 
assets

Establish : 

. 

ing and maintaining process action plans typically involves the following roles

• Man t steering committees to set strategies and oversee process agemen
improvement activities 

• ment activities Process groups to facilitate and manage process improve

• Process action teams to define and implement process actions 

• Process owners to manage deployment 

• Practitioners to perform the process 
 

This inv rocess improvements and 
increas

Process action plans are plans 

impr d to address weaknesses, usually 
unco

Supplie  
process define interfaces between the acquirer and supplier are 
targeted

pical Work Products 

Subpractices 
1. Identify strategies, approaches, and actions to address identified 

process improvements. 

olvement helps to obtain buy-in on p
es the likelihood of effective deployment. 

detailed implementation plans. These 
differ from the organization’s process improvement plan by targeting 

ovements that were define
vered by appraisals. 

rs may be involved in developing process action plans if the
es that 
 for improvement. 

Ty
1. The organization’s approved process action plans 
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New, unproven, and major changes are piloted before they are incorporated into 

 

rform an acquirer process. 

normal use. 

2. Establish process action teams to implement actions. 

Process action teams typically include process owners and those who perform the
process. Process action teams may also include supplier representatives when 
suppliers interact with the acquirer process to be improved or provide 
supplemental resources to the acquirer to pe

3. Document process action plans. 

Process action plans typically cover the following: 
• The process improvement infrastructure 

• Process improvement objectives 

• Process improvements to be addressed 

• Procedures for planning and tracking process actions 

• Strategies for piloting and implementing process actions 

• Responsibility and authority for implementing process actions 

• Resources, schedules, and assignments for implementing process actions 

• Methods for determining the effectiveness of process actions 

• Risks associated with process action plans 
 

rocess action plans as necessary. 

SP 2.2 

4. Review and negotiate process action plans with relevant 
stakeholders. 

5. Review p

Implement Process Action Plans 
Implement process action plans. 

Typ cal Work Products 
Commitments among process action teams 

i
1. 

3. 

Subp
1. 

stakeholders. 

2. ment commitments among process action 
teams and revise their process action plans as necessary. 

3. ans. 

2. Status and results of implementing process action plans 

Plans for pilots 

ractices 
Make process action plans readily available to relevant 

Negotiate and docu

Track progress and commitments against process action pl
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4. 
e progress and results of process 

5. ts. 

6. Review the activities and work products of process action teams. 

d when 

sfy 

SG 3 Deploy Orga

Conduct joint reviews with process action teams and relevant 
stakeholders to monitor th
actions. 

Plan pilots needed to test selected process improvemen

7. Identify, document, and track to closure issues encountere
implementing process action plans. 

8. Ensure that results of implementing process action plans sati
the organization’s process improvement objectives. 

nizational Process Assets and Incorporate Experiences 
The organizational process assets are deployed across the organization 
and process-related experiences are incorporated into organizational 
process as

The specific practices under this specific goal describe ongoing 
nities to benefit from organizational process 

ch 
je ional 

rganization, 
particularly for new projects at startup. 

SP 3.1 Dep

sets. 

activities. New opportu
assets and changes to them may arise throughout the life of ea
pro ct. Deployment of standard processes and other organizat
process assets must be continually supported in the o

loy Organizational Process Assets 
Deploy organizational process assets across the organization. 

 
perf ner. Some organizational process assets or 

a
lifecycle phase being implemented). It is therefore important that those 
that 
func
depl

infor  
is supported and enabled by the organization’s process asset library. 

Typi
1. anges to 

ion 

sets and 

3. Documentation of changes to organizational process assets 

Deploying organizational process assets or changes to them should be
ormed in an orderly man

changes to them may not be appropriate for use in some parts of the 
org nization (e.g., because of customer requirements or the current 

are or will be executing the process, as well as other organization 
tions (e.g., training and quality assurance), be involved in the 
oyment as necessary. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
mation about how the deployment of organizational process assets

cal Work Products 
Plans for deploying organizational process assets and ch
them across the organizat

2. Training materials for deploying organizational process as
changes to them 
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4. Support materials for deploying organizational process assets and 

1. Deploy organizational process assets across the organization. 

eployment include the following: 

changes to them 

Subpractices 

Typical activities performed as a part of this d
• Identifying organizational process assets that should be adopted by those who 

perform the process 

• Determining how organizational process assets are made available (e.g., via a 
Web site) 

• Identifying how changes to organizational process assets are communicated 

• Identifying resources (e.g., methods and tools) needed to support the use of 
organizational process assets 

• Planning the deployment 

• Assisting those who use organizational process assets 

• Ensuring that training is available for those who use organizational process 
assets 

 

Documenting changes to organizational process assets serves two main 

• To enable the communication of changes. 

3. De  organizational process assets 
acr

Typical activities performed as a part of deploying changes include the following: 

Refer to the Organizational Training process area for more 
information about the coordination of training. 

2. Document changes to organizational process assets. 

purposes: 

• To understand the relationship of changes in the organizational process 
assets to changes in process performance and results. 

ploy changes that were made to
oss the organization. 

• Determining which changes are appropriate for those who perform the 
process 

• Planning the deployment 

• Arranging for the support needed to successfully transition changes 
 

4. Provide guidance and consultation on the use of organizational 
process assets. 
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SP 3.2 Deploy Standard Processes 
Deploy the organization’s set of standard processes to projects 
at their startup and deploy changes to them, as appropriate, 
thro

It is imp
perform critical early activities (e.g., project planning, receiving 
requirem

Projects o 
incorpo
standar n it will benefit them. This periodic update helps 

t all project activities derive the full benefit of what other 
je

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
ard processes and 

tailoring guid

Typi cts 
1. 

nt on each (i.e., existing and planned projects) 

2. Guidelines for deplo rd 
pro

3. Re e organization’s set of 
sta

c
1. 

2. would benefit from implementing the 

3. e organization’s current set of 

4. g the organization’s set of standard 
processes to meet their needs. 

Refer to the Integrated Project Management process area for more 
information about tailoring the organization’s set of standard 
processes to meet the unique needs and objectives of the project. 

5. Maintain records of tailoring and implementing processes on the 
identified projects. 

6. Ensure that the defined processes resulting from process tailoring 
are incorporated into plans for process-compliance audits. 

ughout the life of each project. 

ortant that new projects use proven and effective processes to 

ents, and obtaining resources). 

 should also periodically update their defined processes t
rate the latest changes made to the organization’s set of 
d processes whe

to ensure tha
pro cts have learned. 

information about the organization’s set of stand
elines. 

cal Work Produ
The organization’s list of projects and the status of process 
deployme

ying the organization’s set of standa
cesses on new projects 

cords of tailoring and implementing th
ndard processes 

Subpra tices 
Identify projects in the organization that are starting up. 

Identify active projects that 
organization’s current set of standard processes. 

Establish plans to implement th
standard processes on the identified projects. 

Assist projects in tailorin
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Process-compliance audits are objective evaluations of project activities against 
the project’s defined process. 

7. As the organization’s set of standard processes are updated, 
ects should implement the changes. 

SP 3.3 Monitor the Implementation 

identify which proj

Monitor the implementation of the organization’s set of 
standard processes and use of process assets on all proje

By monitoring implementation, the organization ensures that the 
organization’s set of standard processes and other process assets are 
appropriately deployed to all projects. Monitoring implementation also 
helps the organization develop an understanding of the organizational 
process assets being us

cts. 

ed and where they are used in the organization. 
Monitoring also helps to establish a broader context for interpreting and 
using process and product measures, lessons learned, and 
improvement information obtained from projects. 

ard 

3. Review results of process-compliance audits to determine how well 
. 

rea 

4. Identify, document, and track to closure issues related to 
implementing the organization’s set of standard processes. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Results of monitoring process implementation on projects 

2. Status and results of process-compliance audits 

3. Results of reviewing selected process artifacts created as part of 
process tailoring and implementation 

Subpractices 
1. Monitor projects for their use of the organization’s process assets 

and changes to them. 

2. Review selected process artifacts created during the life of each 
project. 

Reviewing selected process artifacts created during the life of a project ensures 
that all projects are making appropriate use of the organization’s set of stand
processes. 

the organization’s set of standard processes has been deployed

Refer to the Process and Product Quality Assurance process a
for more information about objectively evaluating processes 
against applicable process descriptions, standards, and 
procedures. 
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SP 3.4 Incorporate Experiences into Organizational Process Assets 
Incorporate process-related work products, measures, and 
improvement information derived from planning and 
performing the process into organizational process assets. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Process improvement proposals 

3. Measurements of organizational process assets 

 

ation on organizational process assets and improvements to 
them 

he 
nal 

ss assets relative to the organization’s business objectives. 

sons learned from defining, piloting, implementing, and 
deploying organizational process assets. 

4. people in the organization, as 

ropriately. 

2. Process lessons learned 

4. Improvement recommendations for organizational process assets

5. Records of the organization’s process improvement activities 

6. Inform

Subpractices 
1. Conduct periodic reviews of the effectiveness and suitability of t

organization’s set of standard processes and related organizatio
proce

2. Obtain feedback about the use of organizational process assets. 

3. Derive les

Make lessons learned available to 
appropriate. 

Actions may be necessary to ensure that lessons learned are used app

Examples of inappropriate use of lessons learned include the following: 
• Evaluating the performance of people 

• Judging process performance or results 
 

inappropriate use of lessons learned include the Examples of ways to prevent 
following: 
• Controlling access to lessons learned 

• Educating people about the appropriate use of lessons learned 
 

5. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about analyzing measures. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for 
more information about establishing an organizational 
measurement repository, including common measures. 

Analyze the organization’s common set of measures. 
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6. Appraise processes, methods, and tools in use in the organization 
and develop recommendations for improving organizational 
process assets. 

This appraisal typically includes the following: 
• Determining which processes, methods, and tools are of potential use to other 

parts of the organization 

• Appraising the quality and effectiveness of organizational process assets 

• Identifying candidate improvements to organizational process assets 

• Determining compliance with the organization’s set of standard processes and 
tailoring guidelines 

 

7 ses, methods, and tools 
ble to people in the organization, as appropriate. 

ocess improvement proposals. 

roposals can address both process and technology 
. 

The activities for managing process improvement proposals typically include the 

. Make the best of the organization’s proces
availa

8. Manage pr

Process improvement p
improvements

following: 
• Soliciting process improvement proposals 

• Collecting process improvement proposals 

• Reviewing process improvement proposals 

• Selecting the process improvement proposals to be implemented 

• Tracking the implementation of process improvement proposals 
 

Process improvement proposals are documented as process change requests or 
problem reports, as appropriate. 

Some process improvement proposals may be incorporated into the 
organization’s process action plans. 

9. Establish and maintain records of the organization’s process 
improvement activities. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS PERFORMANCE 

A Process Management Proce

Purpose 

ss Area at Maturity Level 4 

The purpose of Organizational Process Performance (OPP) is to 
establish and maintain a quantitative understanding of the performance 
of the organization’s set of standard processes in support of achievin
quality and process-performance objectives, and to provide p
performance data, baselines, and models to quantitatively manage the 
organization’s projects. 

g 
rocess-

Introductory Notes 

Process performance is a measure of actual results achieved by 
following a process. Process performance is characterized by process 
measures (e.g., effort, cycle time, and defect removal effectiveness) 

e of results 

In th formance 
obje ality, 
serv , the term 
pro uality; however, to emphasize the 
imp ce 
obje es. 

Mea nd process performance may involve combining 
ived measures to provide more 

and product measures (e.g., reliability, defect density, capacity, 
response time, and cost). 

The common measures for the organization consist of process and 
product measures that can be used to characterize the actual 
performance of processes in the organization’s individual projects. By 
analyzing the resulting measurements, a distribution or rang
can be established that characterize the expected performance of the 
process when used on any individual project. 

is process area, the phrase quality and process-per
ctives covers objectives and requirements for product qu
ice quality, and process performance. As indicated above

cess performance includes q
ortance of quality, the phrase quality and process-performan
ctives is used rather than just process-performance objectiv

suring quality a
existing measures into additional der
insight into the overall efficiencies and effectiveness at a project or 
organization level. The analysis at the organization level may be used 
to study productivity, improve efficiencies, and increase throughput 
across projects in the organization. 
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The expected process performance can be used in establishing the 

ctual 
f baseline data for 

organizational process assets. 

es to 

nt 
r 

exam d 
using measurements of defects identified during product verification 

iv

The a supplier’s past 
proje d by 
that supplier. The acquire
mod
prod

When the or
for c able to do 
the follo

• Det  
stab

• Identify processes in which performance is within natural bounds 
that are consistent lementation teams 

• Establish 
sho easures 
and

• Identify processes that show unusual (e.g., sporadic or 
unp

• Identify aspects of processes that can be improved in the 
org

 Identify the implementation of a process that performs best 

faces 

project’s quality and process-performance objectives and can be used 
as a baseline against which actual project performance can be 
compared. This information is used to quantitatively manage the 
project. Each quantitatively managed project, in turn, provides a
performance results that become a part o

The acquirer may use quality and process-performance objectiv
define performance and service level expectations for suppliers. 

Process-performance models are used to represent past and curre
process performance and to predict future results of the process. Fo

ple, the latent defects in the delivered product can be predicte

act ities. 

 same measures of latent defects, analyzed using 
cts data, can be used to predict the quality of products delivere

r can use supplier process-performance 
els to predict the overall capability of the acquirer to deliver the 
uct. 

ganization has measures, data, and analytical techniques 
ritical process, product, and service characteristics, it is 

wing: 

ermine whether processes are behaving consistently or have
le trends (i.e., are predictable) 

 across process imp

criteria for identifying whether a process or subprocess 
uld be statistically managed, and determine pertinent m
 analytical techniques to be used in such management 

redictable) behavior 

anization’s set of standard processes 

•

• Identify aspects of processes that could be improved across 
acquirer-supplier inter
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Related Process Areas 

Refer to the Quantitative Project Management process area for more 
es and 

r more 

Ref s area for more 
info ocess assets. 

S
SG 1 Establish Performance Baselines and

SP 1.1 Select Processes 

SP 1.2 Establish Process-Perfor

SP 1.3 Establish Quality and Pro

SP 1.4 Establish Process-Perfor

SP 1.5 Establish Process-Perfor

Specific Practices by

information about the use of process-performance baselin
models. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area fo
information about specifying measures and collecting and analyzing 
data. 

er to the Organizational Process Definition proces
rmation about establishing organizational pr

pecific Goal and Practice Summary 
 Models 

mance Measures 

cess-Performance Objectives 

mance Baselines 

mance Models 

 Goal 

SG 1 Establish Performance Baselines and Models 
Baselines and models, which characterize the expected process 
performance of the organization’s set of standard processes, are 
established and maintained. 

 
nece ocesses are suitable to be measured 
(the asures are useful for 
dete
Measur
objectives for those processes (the Establish Quality and Process-
Perform

These s  be 
erform ures, and 

ne 
rs. 

For cess is selected, the measures and 
obje

Prior to establishing process-performance baselines and models, it is
ssary to determine which pr

 Select Processes specific practice), which me
rmining process performance (the Establish Process-Performance 

es specific practice), and the quality and process-performance 

ance Objectives specific practice). 

pecific practices are often interrelated and may need to
ed concurrently to select appropriate processes, measp

quality and process-performance objectives. Often, the selection of o
process, measure, or objective will constrain the selection of the othe

example, if a certain pro
ctives for that process may be constrained by the process itself. 
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SP 1.1 Select Processes 
Select processes or subprocesses in the organization’s set of 
standard processes to be included in the organization’s 
proces

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
informa

The org et of 
standar

subp ation’s set of standard processes. Selection 
f 

th

The selectio for analysis, the determination of 

mea e processes of both the 
orga

Whe  critical to 
underst sses and 
subproc er and supplier delivering 
the product specified by the cust
ensure 
they ha st overall value to the organization. 

 of a process or subprocess for 

s-performance analyses. 

tion about the structure of organizational process assets. 

anization’s set of standard processes consists of a s
d processes that, in turn, are composed of subprocesses. 

Typically, it will not be possible, useful, or economically justifiable to 
apply statistical management techniques to all processes or 

rocesses of the organiz
of processes or subprocesses is based on the needs and objectives o
bo  the organization and its projects. 

n of subprocesses 
process-performance objectives, and the selection of appropriate 

sures are often concurrent and iterativ
nization and its projects. 

n selecting processes or subprocesses for analyses, it is
and the relationships between different proce
esses and their impact on the acquir

omer. Such an approach helps to 
that quantitative and statistical management are applied where 
ve the mo

Examples of criteria that may be used for the selection
the organization’s process-performance analysis include the following: 

• The relationship of the subprocess to key business objectives 

• Current availability of valid historical data relevant to the subprocess 

• Current degree of data variability 

• Subprocess stability (e.g., stable performance in comparable instances) 

• nformation that can be used to build The availability of corporate or commercial i
predictive models 

 

The  or subprocess 
has been or can be stabilized is a useful criterion that can be used for 

Typical Work Products 
1. List of processes or subprocesses identified for process-

performance analyses 

 existence of project data that indicates the process

selecting a process or subprocess. 
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SP 1.2 Establish Process-Performance Measures 
Establish and maintain definitions of measures to be included 
in the organization’s process-performance analyses. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
info ecifying measures. 

Typ roducts 
1. asures of process performance 

Sub
1. rganization’s business objectives for 

rmance should be addressed by the 

ess, product, 

Examples of criteria used to select measures include the following: 

rmation about sp

ical Work P
Definitions of selected me

practices 
Determine which of the o
quality and process perfo
measures. 

2. Select measures that provide appropriate insight into the 
organization’s quality and process performance. 

The measurement repository provides common measures for this purpose. 

For business objectives addressed through acquisition, select proc
and service level measures that provide insight into the process performance of 
suppliers and into the quality of their deliverables. 

• Relationship of measures to the organization’s business objectives 

• Coverage that measures provide over the life of the product or service 

• Visibility that measures provide into process performance 

• Availability of measures 

• Extent to which measures are objective 

• Frequency at which observations of the measure can be collected 

• Extent to which measures are controllable by changes to the process or 
subprocess 

• Extent to which measures represent the users’ view of effective process 
performance 

• Extent to which measures provide insight that enables the acquirer to manage 
the project 

 

3. 

4. of measures as necessary. 

Incorporate selected measures into the organization’s set of 
common measures. 

Measures expected to be collected and reported by suppliers are incorporated 
into standard supplier agreement templates and standard service level 
agreements, as appropriate. 

Revise the set 
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Measures are periodically evaluated for their continued usefulness and ability to 
indicate process effectiveness. 

SP 1.3 Esta ves blish Quality and Process-Performance Objecti
Establish and maintain the organization’s quantitative 
objectives for quality and process performance. 

 organizationThe ’s quality and process-performance objectives should 
have the following attributes: 

• es 

• ance in areas such as product quality, 
prod

• the inherent variability or natural bounds of the 
selected process or subprocess 

• 
per

Typical 
1. Th ss-performance objectives 

2. Su  quality and process-performance 
ob

Subpractices 
bjectives related to quality 

: 

Based on the organization’s business objectiv

• Based on the past performance of projects 

Gauges process perform
uctivity, cycle time, or response time 

Accounts for 

Accounts for the inherent variability or natural bounds of supplier 
formance 

Work Products 
e organization’s quality and proce

pplier service levels based on
jectives 

1. Review the organization’s business o
and process performance. 

Examples of business objectives include the following
• Achieve a development cycle of a specified duration for a specified release of 

a product 

• Deliver the functionality of the product for a target percentage of estimated 
cost 

• Decrease the cost of product maintenance by a specified percent 
 

2. Define the organization’s quantitative objectives for quality and 
process performance. 

Objectives may be established for process or subprocess measurements (e.g., 
effort, cycle time, and defect removal effectiveness) as well as for product 
measurements (e.g., reliability and defect density) and service measurem
(e.g., capacity and response times) as appropriate. 

ents 
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Examples of quality and process-performance objectives include the following: 
• Achieve a specified productivity 

• Deliver work products with no more than a specified number of latent defects 

• Shorten time to delivery within +/-5 percent of the process-performance 
baseline 

• Reduce total lifecycle cost of new and existing products by 15 percent 

• Deliver 100 percent of the specified functionality of the product 

• Improve supplier performance and relationship scores to 4.8 (out of 5) 
 

d obtain commitment to the organization’s 
 

itative objectives for quality and 
process performance as necessary. 

3. Define the priorities of the organization’s objectives for quality and 
process performance. 

4. Review, negotiate, an
quality and process-performance objectives and their priorities from
relevant stakeholders. 

5. Revise the organization’s quant

Examples of when the organization’s quantitative objectives for quality and 
process performance may need to be revised include the following: 
• When the organization’s business objectives change 

• When the organization’s processes change 

• When actual quality and process performance differs significantly from the 
objectives 

 

SP 1.4 Est elines ablish Process-Performance Bas
Establish and maintain the organization’s process-performance 
baselines. 

The orga ce baselines are a measurement 
of p r the organization’s set of standard processes at 
vari tail, as appropriate. The processes include the 
follo

 Sequence of connected processes 

• ing individual work products 

The cess-performance baselines to characterize 
per roups of the organization. 

nization’s process-performan
erformance fo
ous levels of de
wing: 

•

• Processes that cover the entire life of the project 

Processes for develop

re may be several pro
formance for subg
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Examples of criteria used to categorize subgroups include the following: 

• Product line  

• Line of business 

• Application domain 

• Complexity 

• Team size 

• Work product size 

• Process elements from the organization’s set of standard processes 

• Supplier-acquisition approach 

• Agreement type (e.g., fixed price and time and effort) 
 

Tailoring of the organization’s set of standard processes may 

idered in 
, separate 

perf

Refer to ect Management process area for more 
information a mance baselines. 

Typical 
1. Ba

Subprac
Collect measurements from the organization’s projects. 

The process or subprocess in use when the measurement was taken is recorded 
to enable appropriate use later. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about collecting and analyzing data. 

2. Establish and maintain the organization’s process-performance 
baselines from collected measurements and analyses. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about establishing objectives for measurement and 
analysis, specifying measures and analyses to be performed, 
obtaining and analyzing measures, and reporting results. 

Process-performance baselines are derived by analyzing collected measurements 
to establish a distribution or range of results that characterize the expected 
performance for selected processes or subprocesses when used on a project in 
the organization. 

significantly affect the comparability of data for inclusion in process-
performance baselines. Effects of tailoring should be cons
establishing baselines. Depending on the tailoring allowed

ormance baselines may exist for each type of tailoring.

 the Quantitative Proj
bout the use of process-perfor

Work Products 
seline data on the organization’s process performance 

tices 
1. 
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The measurements from stable subprocesses in projects should be used when 
possible; other data may not be reliable. 

3. Review and get agreement with relevant stakeholders about the 
cess-performance baselines. 

4. Make the organization’s process-performance information available 
across the organization in the organization’s measurement 
repository. 

5. Compare the organization’s process-performance baselines to 
associated objectives. 

6. Revise the organization’s process-performance baselines as 

need to 

organization’s pro

The organization’s process-performance baselines are used by projects to 
estimate the natural bounds for process performance. 

necessary. 

Examples of when the organization’s process-performance baselines may 
be revised include the following: 
• When the processes change 

• When the organization’s results change 

• When the organization’s needs change 

• When suppliers processes change 

• When suppliers change 
 

SP 1.5 Establish Process-Performance Models 
Establish and maintain process-performance models for the 
organization’s set of standard processes. 

Process-performance models are used to estimate or predict the value 
cess, 

g 

 
 migrate, re-engineer, or retire a project. Process-

performance models allow the acquirer to synchronize processes with 
es 

e 

zation. 

of a process-performance measure from the values of other pro
product, and service measurements. These process-performance 
models typically use process and product measurements collected 
throughout the life of the project to estimate progress toward achievin
objectives that cannot be measured until later in the project’s life. 

Process-performance models are used to estimate or predict when to
fund, hold, cancel,

customer needs. The organization’s process-performance baselin
provide quantitative data on those aspects of the projects and 
organization that can approximate the throughput potential of its 
processes. Focusing on these critical constraints, process-performanc
models allow the acquirer to predict how to best maximize the flow of 
work through projects and the organi
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Process-performance models are used as follows: 

• The organization uses them for estimating, analyzing, and 
predicting the process performance associated with processes in 
and changes to the organization’s set of standard processes. 

• The organization uses them to assess the (potential) return on 
investment for process improvement activities. 

• Projects use them for estimating, analyzing, and predicting the 
process performance of their defined processes. 

• Projects use them for selecting processes or subprocesses for use. 

Process-performance models are also used to set process-performance 
objectives for suppliers and to provide data that can help suppliers 

 
ristics 

ith 

achieve these objectives. 

These measures and models are defined to provide insight into and to
provide the ability to predict critical process and product characte
that are relevant to business value. 

Results of the acquirer’s process-performance models are shared w
suppliers to help ensure the synchronized delivery of products and 
services. 

Examples of areas of concern to projects in which models may be useful include the 
following: 

• Schedule and cost 

• Reliability 

• Defect identification and removal rates 

• Defect removal effectiveness 

• Latent defect estimation 

• Response time 

• Project progress 

• Combinations of these areas 
 

Examples of process-performance models include the following: 

• System dynamics models 

• Reliability growth models 

• Complexity models 

• Supply chain models 
 

Refer to the Quantitative Project Management process area for more 
information about the use of process-performance models. 
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Ty
s-performance models 

-performance models 

Subpractices 
process-performance models based on the organization’s 

standard processes and the organization’s process-
nce baselines. 

librate process-performance models based on the organization’s 
past results and current needs. 

Examples of when process-performance models may need to be revised include 

pical Work Products 
1. Proces

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier process

1. Establish 
set of 
performa

2. Ca

3. Review process-performance models and get agreement with 
relevant stakeholders. 

4. Support the projects’ use of the process-performance models. 

5. Revise process-performance models as necessary. 

the following: 
• When processes change 

• When the organization’s results change 

• When the organization’s needs change 

• When supplier processes that directly interface with acquirer processes 
change 

• When suppliers change 
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ORGANIZATIONAL TRAINING 

A Process Management Proce r

Purpose 

ss A ea at Maturity Level 3 

The pur d 
knowled
efficien

Introductory Notes 

pose of Organizational Training (OT) is to develop skills an
ge of people so they can perform their roles effectively and 

tly. 

Organiz  
strategic business objectives and to meet the tactical training needs that 
are com rt groups. Training needs 
dentifie port groups are handled at the 

je

for id eir training needs. 

An o : 

 Identifying the training needed by the organization 

s 

• Establishing and maintaining a training capability 

Effective training requires the assessment of needs, planning, 
instructional design, and appropriate training media (e.g., workbooks 

s 

, 

e 

Identifying training needs may also address some training needs of 
suppliers, especially in those process elements that define interfaces 
with and expectations for suppliers. 

ational Training includes training to support the organization’s

mon across projects and suppo
d by individual projects and supi

pro ct and support group level and are outside the scope of 
Organizational Training. Projects and support groups are responsible 

entifying and addressing th

rganizational training program involves the following activities

•

• Obtaining and providing training to address those need

• Establishing and maintaining training records 

• Assessing training effectiveness 

and computer software), as well as a repository of training proces
data. As an organizational process, the main components of training 
include a managed training development program, documented plans
personnel with appropriate mastery of disciplines and other areas of 
knowledge, and mechanisms for measuring the effectiveness of th
training program. 

Identifying process training needs is based primarily on the skills 
required to perform the organization’s set of standard processes. 
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Certain skills may be effectively and efficiently imparted through 
vehicles other than in-class training experiences (e.g., informal 
mentoring). Other skills require more formalized training vehicles, such 
as in a classroom, by Web-based training, through guided self-stud
via a formalized on-the-job training program. The formal or informal 
training vehicles employed for each situation should be based on an 
assessment of the need for training and the performance ga
addressed. The term training used throughout this process area is use
broadly to include all of these learning options. 

y, or 

p to be 
d 

Success in training can be measured by the availability of opportunities 
d knowledge needed to perform new and ongoing 

echnical, organizational, or contextual. 
Technical skills pertain to the ability to use equipment, tools, materials, 

cesses required by a project or process. Organizational 

principles and methods. Contextual skills are the self-management, 
com
perf
supp

The phrase quently in the process 

This process area applies to developing acquirer skills and knowledge 
so th
effic eveloping the 
supp
prac es 
that the acquirer desires to be per  (e.g., 
reflect l n agile 
approac

Related Process Areas 

to acquire the skills an
enterprise activities. 

Skills and knowledge may be t

data, and pro
skills pertain to behavior within and according to the employee’s 
organization structure, role and responsibilities, and general operating 

munication, and interpersonal abilities needed to successfully 
orm in the organizational and social context of the project and 
ort groups. 

project and support groups is used fre
area description to indicate an organization-level perspective. 

at those in the organization can perform their roles effectively and 
iently. However, these practices can also apply to d
lier skills and knowledge. Topics can include acquirer business 
tices (e.g., acceptance and invoicing) as well as technical practic

formed in a particular way
ean thinking) or a collaborative way (e.g., using a
h). 

Refe efinition process area for more 
information about the organization’s process assets. 

ore 

r to the Organizational Process D

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
training needs identified by projects. 

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for m
information about applying evaluation criteria when selecting training 
approaches. 
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Specific Goal and Practice Summary 
SG 1 Establish an Organizational Tra

SP 1.1 Establish Strategic Training Needs 

SP 1.2 Determine Which T e Responsibility of the Organization 

SP 1.3 Establish an Organi

SP 1.4 Establish a Training Capa

SG 2 Provide Necessary Training 

SP 2.1 Deliver Training 

SP 2.2 Establish Training Records 

SP 2.3 Assess Training Effectiveness 

Specific Practices by Goal 

ining Capability 

raining Needs Are th

zational Training Tactical Plan 

bility 

SG 1 Establish an Organizational Training Capability 
A training capability, which supports the organization’s management and 
technical roles, is

The org tifies training required to develop the skills and 
e necessary to perform enterprise activities. Once the needs 

ing those needs is developed. 

SP 1.1 Esta

 established and maintained. 
anization iden

knowledg
are identified, a training program address

blish Strategic Training Needs 
Establish and maintain strategic training needs of the 
organization. 

Strategic training needs address
capability by filling significant kno

 long-term objectives to build a 
 
tegic 

ears into the future. 

wledge gaps, introducing new
technologies, or implementing major changes in behavior. Stra
planning typically looks two to five y

Examples of sources of strategic training needs include the following: 

• The organization’s standard processes 

• The organization’s strategic business plan 

• The organization’s process improvement plan 

• Enterprise-level initiatives 

• Skill assessments 

• es Risk analys

• Acquisition and supplier management 
 

Typi
1. 

2. Assessment analysis 

cal Work Products 
Training needs 
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Subp
1. An ation’s strategic business objectives and 

process improveme dentify potential training needs. 

2. Document the strategic training needs of the organization. 

Exa t are not limited to) the 

ractices 
alyze the organiz

nt plan to i

mples of categories of training needs include (bu
following: 
• nd documentation Process analysis a

•  (e.g., requirements analysis, design, testing, configuration Engineering
management, and quality assurance) 

• suppliers Selection and management of 

• Management (e.g., estimating, tracking, and risk management)  

• Disaster recovery and continuity of operations 

• Acquisition management (e.g., solicitation, supplier selection, and supplier 
management) 

• Communication and negotiation skills 
 

3. rform the organization’s 
set es. 

Rol ness process analysts and 

Determine the roles and skills needed to pe
 of standard process

es may include project manager, architects, busi
sup ocess elements that identify interfaces with and pliers, especially in pr
exp rs. ectations from supplie

 

4. Document the training ne
org . 

5. secure, and 
con

6. Re eds and required training as 
ne

SP 1.2 Determine Which Training Needs Are the Responsibility of the 
Organiz

eded to perform roles in the 
anization’s set of standard processes

Document the training needed to maintain the safe, 
tinued operation of the business. 

vise the organization’s strategic ne
cessary. 

ation 
Determine which training needs are the responsibility of the 
organization and which are left to the individual project or 
sup

Refe
proje training. 

port group. 

r to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
ct- and support-group-specific plans for 
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In addition to strategic training needs, organizational training addresses 
training requirements that are common across projects and support 
grou r 
iden
train
and 
com

je t of 
the t es. 

Typical 
1. Co d support group training needs 

2. Tra

Subprac
1. Analyze the training needs identified by projects and support 

gro

Ana eeds is intended to identify common 
trai ressed organization-wide. These 
needs-a cipate future training needs that are first 

2. 

The ng 
resour

Exa

ps. Projects and support groups have the primary responsibility fo
tifying and addressing their training needs. The organization’s 
ing staff is responsible only for addressing common cross-project 
support group training needs (e.g., training in work environments 
mon to multiple projects). In some cases, however, the 

organization’s training staff may address additional training needs of 
pro cts and support groups, as negotiated with them, in the contex

raining resources available and the organization’s training prioriti

Work Products 
mmon project an

ining commitments 

tices 

ups. 

lysis of project and support group n
ning needs that can be most efficiently add

nalysis activities are used to anti
visible at the project and support group level. 

Negotiate with projects and support groups on how their training 
needs will be satisfied. 

 support provided by the organization’s training staff depends on the traini
ces available and the organization’s training priorities. 

mples of training appropriately performed by the project or support group 
include the following: 
• Training in the application or service domain of the project 

• Training in the unique tools and methods used by the project or support group 

• Training in safety, security, and human factors 
 

projects 

SP 1.3 Est

3. Document commitments for providing training support to 
and support groups. 

ablish an Organizational Training Tactical Plan 
Establish and maintain an organizational training tactical plan. 

The  training 
that
indi s plan addresses the 
nea e 
to c
effe

 organizational training tactical plan is the plan to deliver the
 is the responsibility of the organization and is necessary for 
viduals to perform their roles effectively. Thi
r-term execution of training and is adjusted periodically in respons
hanges (e.g., in needs or resources) and to evaluations of 
ctiveness. 
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Typ
1. 

Sub
1. Establish the content of the plan. 

ical Work Products 
Organizational training tactical plan 

practices 

Organizational training tactical plans typically contain the following: 
• Training needs 

• Training topics 

• Schedules based on training activities and their dependencies 

• Methods used for training 

• Requirements and quality standards for training materials 

• Training tasks, roles, and responsibilities 

• Required resources including tools, facilities, environments, staffing, and skills 
and knowledge 

 

2. Establish commitments to the plan. 

Documented commitments by those responsible for implementing and supporting 

3. 

SP 1.4 Esta

the plan are essential for the plan to be effective. 

Revise the plan and commitments as necessary. 

blish a Training Capability 
Establish and maintain a training capability to address 
orga

infor  evaluation criteria when selecting 
train

Typi
Training materials and supporting artifacts 

Subprac
1. Select appro  

ne

election of training approaches, including audience-

 

nizational training needs. 

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for more 
mation about how to apply
ing approaches and developing training materials. 

cal Work Products 
1. 

tices 
priate approaches to satisfy organizational training

eds. 

Many factors may affect the s
specific knowledge, costs and schedule, and the work environment. Selecting an 
approach requires consideration of the means to provide skills and knowledge in
the most effective way possible given the constraints. 
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Examples of training approaches include the following: 
• Classroom training 

• Computer-aided instruction 

• Guided self-study 

• Formal apprenticeship and mentoring programs 

• Facilitated videos 

• Chalk talks 

• Brown-bag lunch seminars 

• Structured on-the-job training 
 

2. Determine whether to develop training materials internally or to 
acquire them externally. 

raining development and of acquiring 

riteria that can be used to determine the most effective mode of 

Determine the costs and benefits of internal t
training externally. 

Example c
knowledge or skill acquisition include the following: 
• Performance objectives 

• Time available to prepare for project execution 

• Business objectives 

• Availability of in-house expertise 

• Availability of training from external sources 
 

Examples of external sources of training include the following: 
• Customer-provided training 

• Commercially available training courses 

• Academic programs 

• Professional conferences 

• Seminars 
 

3. Develop or obtain training materials. 

roject, support groups, the organization, or an 
sition 

ery of training regardless of its source. 

Training may be provided by the p
external organization. The organization’s training staff coordinates the acqui
and deliv

Examples of training materials include the following: 
• Courses 

• Computer-aided instruction 

• Videos 
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4. Develop or obtain qualified instructors. 

To ensure that internal training instructors have the necessary knowledge and 
ify, develop, and qualify them. In the 
raining staff can investigate how the 

he training. This can 
ining provider. 

Describe the training in the organization’s training curriculum. 

training skills, criteria can be defined to ident
case of external training, the organization’s t
training provider determines which instructors will deliver t
also be a factor in selecting or continuing to use a tra

5. 

Examples of the information provided in training descriptions for each course 
include the following: 
• Topics covered in the training 

• Intended audience 

• Prerequisites and preparation for participating 

• Training objectives 

• Length of the training 

• Lesson plans 

• Completion criteria for the course 

• Criteria for granting training waivers 
 

6. Revise training materials and supporting artifacts as necessary. 

Examples of situations in which training materials and supporting artifacts may 
need to be revised include the following: 
• Training needs change (e.g., when new technology associated with the 

training topic is available) 

• An evaluation of the training identifies the need for change (e.g., evaluations 
of training effectiveness surveys, training program performance assessments, 
or instructor evaluation forms) 

 

SG 2 Provide Necessa ing ry Train
Training necessary for individuals to perform their roles effectively is 
provided. 

When selecting people to be trained, the following should be 
considered: 

• Background of the target population of training participants 

• Prerequisite background to receive training 

• Skills and abilities needed by people to perform their roles 

• Need for cross-discipline technical management training for all 
disciplines, including project management 

• Need for managers to have training in appropriate organizational 
processes 
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• Need for training in basic principles of all appropriate disciplines or 
services to support personnel in quality management, configuration 

other related support functions 

ompetency development for critical functional 
areas 

• Need to maintain competencies and qualifications of personnel to 
operate and maintain work environments common to multiple 

SP 2.1 

management, and 

• Need to provide c

projects 

Deliver Training 
Deliver training following the organizational training tactical 
plan. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Delivered training course 

m 

d 

tended to impart knowledge and skills to people performing various 
roles in the organization. Some people already possess the knowledge and skills 

at training waivers are not abused. 

 

y manner with regard to imminent job-performance expectations. 
 

Subpractices 
1. Select those who will receive the training necessary to perfor

their roles effectively. 

The acquirer includes supplier representatives, as appropriate, to ensure selecte
suppliers can effectively interface with acquirer processes. 

Training is in

required to perform well in their designated roles. Training can be waived for 
these people, but care should be taken th

2. Schedule the training, including any resources, as necessary (e.g.,
facilities and instructors). 

Training should be planned and scheduled. Training is provided that has a direct 
bearing on work performance expectations. Therefore, optimal training occurs in a 
timel

These performance expectations often include the following: 
• Training in the use of specialized tools 

• Training in procedures that are new to the person who will perform them 
 

3. Conduct the training. 

 conditions and 
includes activities to simulate actual work situations. This approach includes 
integration of tools, methods, and procedures for competency development. 
Training is tied to work responsibilities so that on-the-job activities or other outside 
experiences will reinforce the training within a reasonable time after the training 
was conducted. 

Experienced instructors should conduct the training. When possible, training is 
conducted in settings that closely resemble actual performance
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4. Track the delivery of training against the plan. 

Establish Training Records SP 2.2 
Establish and maintain records of organizational training. 

This practice applies to the training performed at the organizational 
level. Establishment and maintenance of training records for project- or 
support-group-sponsored training is the responsibility of each individual
project or su

 
pport group. 

ical Work Products 
1. Training records 

aining records, as appropriate 

ords of all students who successfully complete each 
training course or other approved training activity as well as those 

ved from training. 

3 ully complete their 
required training. 

Make training records available to the appropriate people for 
consideration in assignments. 

g records may be part of a skills matrix developed by the training 
ganization to provide a summary of the experience and education of people, as 
ll as training sponsored by the organization. 

aining Effectiveness 

Typ

2. Training updates to the organizational repository 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Tr

Subpractices 
1. Keep rec

who are unsuccessful. 

2. Keep records of all staff members who are wai

The rationale for granting a waiver should be documented, and both the manager 
responsible and the manager of the excepted individual should approve the 
waiver. 

. Keep records of all students who successf

4. 

Trainin
or
we

SP 2.3 Assess Tr
Assess the effectiveness of the organization’s training 
program. 

A process should exist to determine the effectiveness of training (i.e., 
how well training is meeting the organization’s needs). 
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Examples of methods used to assess training effectiveness include the following: 

• Testing in the training context 

• Post-training surveys of training participants 

• Surveys of manager satisfaction with post-training effects 

• Assessment mechanisms embedded in courseware 
 

Measures may be taken to assess the benefits of training against both 
the project’s and organization’s objectives. Particular attention should 
be paid to the need for various training methods, such as training teams 
as integral work units. When used, performance objectives should be 
shared with course participants, unambiguous, observable, and 
verifiable. The results of the training-effectiveness assessment should 

described in the Establish a 

 

ther 

t, 
ual learning (or performance) objectives. 

aluations of how well training activities met their 

be used to revise training materials as 
Training Capability specific practice. 

Typical Work Products
1. Training-effectiveness surveys 

2. Training program performance assessments 

3. Instructor evaluation forms 

4. Training examinations 

Subpractices 
1. Assess in-progress or completed projects to determine whe

staff knowledge is adequate for performing project tasks. 

2. Provide a mechanism for assessing the effectiveness of each 
training course with respect to established organizational, projec
or individ

3. Obtain student ev
needs. 
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PROJECT MONITORING AND CONTROL 

A Project Management Process Area at

Purpose 

 Maturity Level 2 

The pur roject Monitoring and Control (PMC) is to provide an 
rstanding of the project’s progress so that appropriate corrective 

deviates 
sign

Introductory Notes 

pose of P
unde
actions can be taken when the project’s performance 

ificantly from the plan. 

A proje
communicating status, and taking corrective action. Progress is 
primaril
attribute
milesto l levels in the project schedule or WBS. Appropriate 
visibility  

nce deviates significantly from the plan. A deviation is 
meeting 

its objectives. 

The es to refer to the 
overall plan for controlling the project. 

Mon t as 
the p erformed and the acquisition strategy is 
defin ring 
and urces 
are bein
to plan. 

When a
correcti . These actions may require 
replann stablishing 

s in the 
current plan.

If corrective action is required to resolve variances from project plans, 
 to closure. 

ct’s documented plan is the basis for monitoring activities, 

y determined by comparing actual work product and task 
s, effort, cost, and schedule to the plan at prescribed 

nes or contro
 of progress enables timely corrective action to be taken when

performa
significant if, when left unresolved, it precludes the project from 

 term project plan is used throughout these practic

itoring and control functions are established early in the projec
roject’s planning is p
ed. As the acquisition of technology solutions unfolds, monito
control activities are essential to ensure that appropriate reso

g applied and that acquirer activities are progressing according 

ctual status deviates significantly from expected values, 
ve actions are taken, as appropriate
ing, which may include revising the original plan, e
reements, or including additional mitigation activitienew ag

 

these actions should be defined and tracked
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Afte
established, the role of monitoring and control becomes twofold: (1) the 

d
performa

The
are established in the supplier agreement consistent with the needs of 
the p

Related Process Areas 

r one or more suppliers are selected and agreements are 

acquirer continues to monitor and control its activities and work 
pro ucts while also (2) monitoring and controlling the progress and 

nce of supplier activities that affect the overall project plan. 

 supplier project progress and performance reporting requirements 

roject. 

Refer to t 
the proj  of 

oring, measures used to monitor progress, and known 
risks

Refer to the Measure e 
 

information. 

Refe cess area for more information 
about resolving supplier agreement issues. 

Refe ocess 
area ges to the supplier 
agreement. 

ractice Summary 
SG 1 Monitor the Project Against the

SP 1.1 Monitor Project Pla meters 

SP 1.2 Monitor Commitme

SP 1.3 Monitor Project Risk

SP 1.4 Monitor Data Mana

SP 1.5 Monitor Stakeholde

SP 1.6 Conduct Progress R

SP 1.7 Conduct Milestone 

SP 1.8 Monitor Transition t

SG 2 Manage Corrective Action to C

SP 2.1 Analyze Issues 

SP 2.2 Take Corrective Ac

SP 2.3 Manage Corrective

 the Project Planning process area for more information abou
ect plan, including how it specifies the appropriate level

project monit
. 

ment and Analysis process area for mor
information about the process of measuring, analyzing, and recording

r to the Agreement Management pro

r to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development pr
 for more information about making chan

Specific Goal and P
 Plan 

nning Para

nts 

s 

gement 

r Involvement 

eviews 

Reviews 

o Operations and Support 

losure 

tion 

 Actions 
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Specific Practices by Goal 

SG 1 Monitor the Project Against the Plan 
Actual performance and progress of the project are monitored against the 
project plan. 

soon as a 
plan is established. The acquirer is responsible for monitoring the 

the project. After a supplier is selected and a 
ntrol 

 
nd using specified process, product, and 

service level measures. 

SP 1.1 rameters 

Monitoring acquirer progress and performance begins as 

progress and output of 
supplier agreement put in place, the acquirer’s monitoring and co
activities extend to the supplier and its activities. The acquirer monitors 
supplier progress, including achievement of requirements established in
the supplier agreement a

Monitor Project Planning Pa
Monitor actual values of project planning parameters against 
the project plan. 

Project planning parameters constitute typical indicators of project 
progress and performance and include attributes of work products and 

, 
cording actual values of project 

rding associated contextual 
erstand measures. An analysis of the impact that 

ng the corrective actions to take 
is handled in specific goal 2 and its specific practices in this process 

Typical Work Products 
of project performance 

3. 

Typi
1. rformance reports 

tasks, costs, effort, and schedule. Attributes of the work products and 
tasks include size, complexity, weight, form, fit, and function. 

Monitoring typically involves measuring actual values of project 
planning parameters, comparing actual values to estimates in the plan
and identifying significant deviations. Re
planning parameters includes reco
information to help und
significant deviations have on determini

area. 

1. Records 

2. Records of significant deviations 

Cost performance reports 

cal Supplier Deliverables 
Supplier project progress and pe

2. Records of significant deviations 

3. Cost performance reports 
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Subp
1. Mo

Pro cludes the following: 

ractices 
nitor progress against the schedule. 

gress monitoring typically in
• Periodically measuring the actual completion of activities and milestones 

• Comparing actual completion of activities and milestones against the project 
plan schedule 

• Identifying significant deviations from the project plan budget and schedule 
estimates 

 

2. Monitor the project’s costs and expended effort. 

An example of a system for monitoring and updating the project’s costs and 
expended effort is an Earned Value Management System (EVMS) [GEIA 748 
2002]. 

 

Effort and cost monitoring typically includes the following: 
• Periodically measuring the actual effort and costs expended and staff 

assigned 

• Comparing actual effort, costs, staffing, and training to the project plan budget 
and estimates 

• Identifying significant deviations from the project plan budget and schedule 
 

3. Monitor the attributes of work products and tasks. 

on 
ducts and tasks. 

re 
ent 

information needs. 

ucts and tasks typically includes the 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more informati
about the attributes of work pro

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for mo
information about measures defined to support managem

Monitoring the attributes of work prod
following: 
• Periodically measuring the actual attributes of work products and tasks, such 

as size or complexity (and changes to these attributes) 

• Comparing the actual attributes of work products and tasks (and changes to 
these attributes) to project plan estimates 

• Identifying significant deviations from project plan estimates 
 

Monitoring attributes applies to both acquirer and supplier work products and 
tasks. 

ject Planning process area for more information 
about planned resources. 

4. Monitor resources provided and used. 

Refer to the Pro
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This resource monitoring includes monitoring the availability of resources provided 

and skills of project personnel. 

ess area for more information 
about planning for the knowledge and skills needed to perform the 

e 

by the supplier for the project. 

5. Monitor the knowledge 

Refer to the Project Planning proc

project. 

Monitoring the knowledge and skills of project personnel typically includes th
following: 
• Periodically measuring the acquisition of knowledge and skills by project 

personnel 

• Comparing actual training obtained to that documented in the project plan  

• Identifying significant deviations from estimates in the project plan 
 

Personnel monitoring includes monitoring the skills and knowledge of supplier 

deviations in project planning parameters. 

flect change requests.

SP 1.2  

personnel provided for the project. 

6. Document significant 

Document significant deviations that apply either to acquirer project execution or 
to supplier deviations from the project plan. 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
process area for more information about modifying supplier 
agreements to re

Monitor Commitments
Mo itor commitments against thosen  identified in the project 
plan. 

issued 

ven prior to formal payment, 
to ensure that future financial and legal obligations are accounted for as 

lt in 
expenditures (e.g., allocation of resources or skill sets) should also be 

Sup y the acquirer 
through these practices. 

Typi

Resource commitments that result in expenditures (e.g., 
purchase orders and completed supplier deliverables that are accepted) 
are tracked when the expense is incurred, e

soon as they are incurred. Commitments that do not resu

monitored. 

plier commitments for the project are also monitored b

cal Work Products 
1. Records of commitment reviews 
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Subp
1. Re itments (both external and internal). 

2. Ide that have not been satisfied or are at 
significant risk of not being satisfied. 

3. Do

SP 1.3 Monitor Proj

ractices 
gularly review comm

ntify commitments 

cument the results of commitment reviews. 

ect Risks 
Monitor ris

ning process area for more information about 
iden

Refe ut 
risk management activities. 

The acquirer monitors the overall project risk. Many risks are the sole 
responsibility of the acquirer and may include information that should 
not b
com taffing). 

liers 
and mechanisms for the escalation of 
risks and risk status (e.g., feasibility of the technology to meet end-user 
perf
mitig

i

 status and circumstances. 

ied 

ailable. 

 risk status to relevant stakeholders. 

ks against those identified in the project plan. 

Refer to the Project Plan
tifying project risks. 

r to the Risk Management process area for more information abo

e shared with the supplier (e.g., source selection sensitive, re-
petition, or internal s

There can also be risks that require careful coordination with supp
the establishment of appropriate 

ormance requirements). Shared risks may require jointly planned 
ations. 

Typ cal Work Products 
1. Records of project risk monitoring 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Records of supplier risk monitoring 

Subpractices 
1. Periodically review the documentation of risks in the context of the 

project’s current

This review includes the risks defined in the solicitation package, those identif
by the supplier in their proposal, and those raised as part of regular supplier 
status reporting. 

2. Revise the documentation of risks as additional information 
becomes av

3. Communicate the
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Examples of risk status include the following: 
• A change in the probability that the risk occurs 

• A change in risk priority 
 

SP 1.4 Monitor Data Management 
Monitor the management of project data against the project 
plan

Refe
Plan
data

Onc
man f that data must be monitored to ensure that those plans 
are 

Typi
1. Records of data management 

Typi
1. 

 

 and their impacts. 

3. Document results of data management activity reviews. 

SP 1.5 

. 

r to the Plan Data Management specific practice in the Project 
ning process area for more information about identifying types of 
 to be managed and how to plan for their management. 

e plans for the management of project data are made, the 
agement o
accomplished. 

cal Work Products 

cal Supplier Deliverables 
Records of supplier data management 

Subpractices 
1. Periodically review data management activities against their

description in the project plan. 

2. Identify and document significant issues

Monitor Stakeholder Involvement 
Monitor stakeholder involvement against the project plan. 

Refer to the Plan Stakeholder Involvement specific practice in the 
Project Planning process area for more information about identifying 
relevant stakeholders and planning appropriate involvement with them. 

ent in 

 to ensure that appropriate interactions are occurring. 

er 

Once stakeholders are identified and the extent of their involvem
the project is specified in project planning, that involvement must be 
monitored

This monitoring is particularly true in a system of systems environment 
in which the involvement of owners, acquirers, and customers of oth
systems in the system of systems is crucial to the success of that 
system of systems. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Records of stakeholder involvement 

i
ment 

Subpractices 
r involvement. 

 significant issues and their impacts. 

f stakeholder involvement status reviews. 

SP 1.6 ews 

Typ cal Supplier Deliverables 
1. Records of supplier involve

1. Periodically review the status of stakeholde

2. Identify and document

3. Document the results o

Conduct Progress Revi
Periodically review the project’s progress, performance, and 
issues. 

Progress reviews ar
These project review

e project reviews to keep stakeholders informed. 
s can be informal and may not be specified 

n 
abou  

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
area e 
supp

Typi
1. 

Typi
1. 

2. 

3. 

 

 

2. 

explicitly in project plans. 

Refer to the Agreement Management process area for more informatio
t conducting reviews with the supplier per the supplier agreement.

 for more information about establishing review requirements in th
lier agreement. 

cal Work Products 
Documented project review results 

cal Supplier Deliverables 
Supplier project progress and performance reports 

Supplier review materials and reports 

Documentation of product and document deliveries 

Subpractices 
1. Regularly communicate status on assigned activities and work

products to relevant stakeholders. 

Managers, staff members, customers, end users, suppliers, and other relevant
stakeholders in the organization are included in reviews, as appropriate. 

Review the results of collecting and analyzing measures for 
controlling the project. 
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Examples of classes of commonly used acquirer measures include the following: 
• Requirements volatility 

• Return on investment 

• Cost performance index 

• Number of defects per phase and by severity of defects 

• Schedule performance index 

• Customer satisfaction trends 

• Supplier performance and relationship trends 
 

more 
info
da

3. Ide
pla

This act umenting both acquirer and supplier 
issu

4. Do
prod

Re  for more 
information a

of reviews. 

SP 1.7 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for 
rmation about measuring and analyzing project performance 

ta. 

ntify and document significant issues and deviations from the 
n. 

ivity includes identifying and doc
es and deviations. 

cument change requests and problems identified in work 
ucts and processes. 

fer to the Configuration Management process area
bout managing changes. 

5. Document the results 

6. Track change requests and problem reports to closure. 

Conduct Milestone Reviews 
Review the project’s accomplishments and results at selected 
project milestones. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 

is process area for more 
information about the process of measuring, analyzing, and recording 

nce data. 

ly 

 results 

milestone planning. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analys

project performa

Milestone reviews are planned during project planning and are typical
formal reviews. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Documented milestone review
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Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Documented measurement results 

2. Measurement analysis reports 

stakeholders at 
completion 

 
stakeholders in the organization are included in milestone reviews, as appropriate. 

e supplier as specified in the supplier 
agreement. 

 process area for 

sup

Re
pro ormation about establishing review 
req

2. Re  the status, and risks of the project. 

3. Ide heir impacts. 

4. Do  and decisions. 

SP 1.8 Mon

Subpractices 
1. Conduct milestone reviews with relevant 

meaningful points in the project’s schedule, such as the 
of selected stages. 

Managers, staff members, customers, end users, suppliers, and other relevant

Conduct milestone reviews with th

Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management
more information about conducting technical reviews with the 

plier per the supplier agreement. 

fer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
cess area for more inf
uirements in the supplier agreement. 

view commitments, the plan,

ntify and document significant issues and t

cument results of the review, action items,

5. Track action items to closure. 

itor Transition to Operations and Support 
Monitor tra  

The
prod  for transition to operations and 
support. 

pport specific practice 
mation about 

has a role in integrating and packaging products 
n to operations and support, including 

e; the acquirer monitors these 
ectations of the supplier and the 

d support are included 
 agreement. 

nsition to operations and support.

 acquirer monitors and controls the transition of the accepted 
uct or service against the plan

Refer to the Plan Transition to Operations and Su
in the Project Planning process area for more infor
planning for the transition of the product or service to operations and 
support. 

Typically, the supplier 
and prepares for the transitio
support for business user acceptanc
supplier activities. These exp
acceptance criteria for transition to operations an
in the solicitation package and then the supplier
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Typical Work Products 

2. rt reviews 

3. 

Typi
1. Tra ing artifacts 

2. Sit

3. Ve

4. Training 

5. Op s reports 

6. Te

Subpra
y and 

facilities designated to receive, store, use, and maintain acquired 

pplier agreement or in-
upport organizations to operate the acquired product. 

r uses verification practices to confirm that the organization, 
ations and support resources are equipped to 

execute operations and support activities. 

nizations designated to 
take responsibility for the operation of the product and to ensure that resources 

nd budgeted are available when needed. The designated operations 
., capability and 

sure uninterrupted 

ducts. 

ed in the supplier agreement to meet the 
needs of various audiences (e.g., operations staff, support staff, end users). The 
acquirer verifies that training is provided at the appropriate time to the appropriate 
audience and determines whether the training capability provided is adequate. 

3. Review pilot results, if any, and operational readiness reports for 
the acquired product. 

1. Transition readiness report 

Records of transition to suppo

Transition analysis report 

cal Supplier Deliverables 
ining materials and support

e readiness report 

rification reports 

records 

erational readines

st results 

7. Pilot results 

ctices 

1. Monitor the operations and support organization’s capabilit

products. 

The acquirer makes adequate provisions through the su
house operations and s
Typically, the acquire
physical environment, and oper

The acquirer also reviews operations and support orga

identified a
and support organizations demonstrate their readiness (i.e
capacity) to accept responsibility for the product and to en
support. Typically, a demonstration involves execution of all the activities of 
operations (e.g., a pilot). 

2. Monitor the delivery of training for those involved in receiving, 
storing, using, and maintaining acquired pro

Typically, the supplier develops training resources for the product. Training 
materials and resources are specifi
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Determine readiness of the product and involved stakeholders, such as the 
operations and support organizations, for the transition of responsibility. The 
acquirer typically uses transition readiness criteria and verification and validation 

 if the supplier-delivered products meet specified 
iteria also address the readiness of the product for 

maintenance over the intended product lifecycle. 

4. Review and analyze the results of transition activities. 

 actions must be completed before responsibility is 
transferred to the operational and support organizations. 

Example reports and logs used by the acquirer include the following: 

practices to determine
requirements. The cr

The acquirer reviews and analyzes the results of transition activities and 
determines whether corrective

• Transition activity reports, including quality measures collected during the pilot 
and the warranty period 

• Problem tracking reports, detailing resolution time, escalation, and root cause 
analysis 

• Change management reports 

• Configuration management records 

• Operation logs to determine that sufficient information is stored to support 
reconstruction 

• Security reports 

• Actual operations and support costs compared to estimates 
 

rective Action to Closure SG 2 Manage Cor
Corrective nce actions are managed to closure when the project’s performa
or results d

ing of 
measurement data) that supplier progress does not appear to be 

 

 

SP 2.1 

eviate significantly from the plan. 
When the acquirer determines (e.g., through its monitor

sufficient to meet a service level defined in the supplier agreement, then
the acquirer initiates and manages corrective action with the supplier. 

If the supplier does not comply appropriately with the acquirer’s 
initiation of corrective action, the acquirer escalates and resolves this
issue as a supplier agreement issue. 

Analyze Issues 
Collect and analyze issues and determine corrective actions 
necessary to address them. 

Corrective action is taken for both acquirer deviations and when 
supplier execution does not align with project planning (e.g., milestones 
and work product date slippages). 
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Many issues and corrective actions are the sole responsibility of the 
acquirer and may include information that should not be shared with the
supplier (e.g., source selection sensitive, re-competition, and internal 
staffing). 

Typical Work Products 
1. List of issues needing corrective actions 

 

Subpractices 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. List of supplier issues needing corrective action by the acquirer 

1. Gather issues for analysis. 

Issues are collected from reviews and the execution of other processes. 

Examples of issues to be gathered include the following: 
• Issues discovered when performing technical reviews, verification, and 

validation activities 

• Significant deviations in project planning parameters from estimates in the 
project plan 

• Commitments (either internal or external) that have not been satisfied 

• Significant changes in risk status 

• Data access, collection, privacy, or security issues 

• Stakeholder representation or involvement issues 
 

re information 

e 
om meeting its objectives. 

SP 2.2 

2. Analyze issues to determine the need for corrective action. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for mo
about corrective action criteria. 

Corrective action is required when the issue, if left unresolved, may prevent th
project fr

Take Corrective Action 
Take corrective action on identified issues. 

Some corrective actions may be assigned to a supplier. The acquire
oversees corrective 

r 
actions assigned to the supplier, as appropriate. 

ssues 

Typical Work Products 
1. Corrective action plans 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Corrective action plans for supplier i
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S
1. Determine and document the appropriate actions needed to 

ss identified issues. 

lanning process area for more information 
t the project plan when replanning is needed. 

Examples of potential actions include the following: 

ubpractices 

addre

Refer to the Project P
abou

• Modifying the statement of work 

• Modifying requirements 

• Revising estimates and plans 

• Renegotiating commitments 

• Adding resources 

• Changing processes 

• Revising project risks  
 

Review and 2. get agreement with relevant stakeholders on the 
actions to be taken. 

gotiate changes to internal and external commitments. 3. Ne

SP 2.3 Manage Corrective Actions 
Manage corrective actions to closure. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Corrective action results 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Corrective action results for supplier issues 

Subpractices 
1. Monitor corrective actions for their completion. 

2. Analyze results of corrective actions to determine the effect
of the corrective actions. 

iveness 

3. Determine and document appropriate actions to correct deviations 
from planned results for corrective actions. 

Lessons learned as a result of taking corrective action can be inputs to planning 
and risk management processes. 
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PROJECT PLANNING 

A Project Management Process Area at M

Purpose 

aturity Level 2 

The (PP) is to establish and maintain plans 
that

Introductory Notes 

 purpose of Project Planning 
 define project activities. 

The ning process area involves the following activities: 

• 

• olders appropriately 

• 

 

t. 

ide 
ng 

ct or service. The 
acquisition strategy outlines acquisition objectives and constraints, 

on of acquisition 

ions of risk, and 

s, 
 
 

 

. Once the supplier agreement is signed 
and schedule, costs, and resources from the supplier are established, 
the acquirer takes the supplier estimations for the project into account 
at an appropriate level of detail in its project plan. 

 Project Plan

Developing the project plan 

Interacting with stakeh

Getting commitment to the plan 

Maintaining the plan •

Planning begins with requirements that define the product and projec

Project planning is based on the acquisition strategy, which is a gu
for directing and controlling the project and a framework for integrati
activities essential to acquiring an operational produ

availability of assets and technologies, considerati
methods, potential supplier agreement types and terms, 
accommodation of end-user considerations, considerat
support for the project throughout the project lifecycle. 

Planning includes estimating the attributes of work products and task
determining the resources needed, negotiating commitments, producing
a schedule, and identifying and analyzing project risks. Iterating through
these activities may be necessary to establish the project plan. The 
project plan provides the basis for performing and controlling project
activities that address commitments with the project’s customer. 

Project Planning involves the development and maintenance of plans 
for all acquirer processes, including those required for effective 
acquirer-supplier interaction
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Project planning includes establishing and maintaining a plan for the 
orderly, smooth transition of the acquired product from a supplier to it
use by the acquirer or its customers. In addition, if an existing product is
to be replaced as part of the acquisition, the acquirer may be required 
to consider the disposal of the existing product as part of the planning 
for acquiring the new product. All transition activities are included in the 
project plan and provisions for accommodating such specialized 
requirements are

s 
 

 also included. 

cess 

The project plan is usually revised as the project progresses to address 
ts and commitments, inaccurate estimates, 

ess changes. Specific practices describing 
ained in this process area. 

commitments, and resources. 

The
prac  
the p

Related Process Areas 

All relevant stakeholders should be involved in the planning pro
from all lifecycle phases to ensure all technical and support activities 
are adequately addressed in project plans. 

changes in requiremen
corrective actions, and proc
both planning and replanning are cont

Changes to the supplier agreement can also affect the project’s 
planning estimates, budget, schedules, risks, project work tasks, 

 term project plan is used throughout the generic and specific 
tices in this process area to refer to the overall plan for controlling
roject. 

Refe
mor out developing requirements. 

Refe
infor
repla

Refe
iden

Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management process area for more 
infor
tech

Refe
area
agre

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about specifying measures. 

r to the Acquisition Requirements Development process area for 
e information ab

r to the Requirements Management process area for more 
mation about managing requirements needed for planning and 
nning. 

r to the Risk Management process area for more information about 
tifying and managing risks. 

mation about evaluations and reviews that must be included in 
nical planning. 

r to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
 for more information about establishing and maintaining supplier 
ements. 
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Sp
SG 1 Establish Estimates 

SP 1.1 Establish the Acquisition Strate

SP 1.2 Estimate the Scope of the Proje

SP 1.3 Establish Estimates of Work Pr

SP 1.4 Define Project Lifecycle Phase

SP 1.5 Estimate Effort and Cost 

SG 2 Develop a Project Plan 

SP 2.1 Establish the Budg

SP 2.2 Identify Project Ris

SP 2.3 Plan Data Management 

SP 2.4 Plan the Project’s Resourc

SP 2.5 Plan Needed Knowledge 

SP 2.6 Plan Stakeholder Involvem

SP 2.7 Plan Transition to Operati

SP 2.8 Establish the Project Plan 

SG 3 Obtain Commitment to the Plan 

SP 3.1 Review Plans That Affect 

SP 3.2 Reconcile Work and Reso

SP 3.3 Obtain Plan Commitment 

Specific Practices by Goal 

ecific Goal and Practice Summary 

gy 

ct 

oduct and Task Attributes 

s 

et and Schedule 

ks 

es 

and Skills 

ent 

ons and Support 

the Project 

urce Levels 

SG 1 Establish Estimates 
Estimates of project planning parameters are established and maintained. 

Project planning paramete  
project irecting, 

The acquirer
acqu
done
estim

Estim ning parameters should have a sound basis to instill 
confidence that plans
supp

rs include all information needed by the
to perform necessary planning, organizing, staffing, d

coordinating, reporting, and budgeting. 

 develops estimates for project work based on the 
isition strategy, including high-level estimates for the work to be 
 by suppliers. Initial estimates may be revised based on supplier 
ates in response to the solicitation package. 

ates of plan
 based on these estimates are capable of 

orting project objectives. 
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Factors that are typically considered when estimating these parameters include the 
following: 

• The acquisition strategy 

• Proj nts, including product requirements, requirements imposed by ect requireme
the orga ements imposed by the customer, and other requirements nization, requir
that impact the project 

• The scope of the project 

• Identified tasks and work products 

• The technical approach 

• ect lifecycle model (e.g., waterfall, incremental, or spiral) The selected proj

• Attributes of work products and tasks (e.g., size or complexity) 

• The schedule 

• Models or historical data used for converting attributes of work products and tasks 
into labor hours and costs 

• The methodology (e.g., models, data, algorithms) used to determine needed 
material, skills, labor hours, and cost 

 

The acquisition strategy is a key factor when estimating the project. 

Doc
need
main

SP 1.1 Establish th

umentation of the estimating rationale and supporting data is 
ed for stakeholder review and commitment to the plan and for 
tenance of the plan as the project progresses. 

e Acquisition Strategy 

Esta

The
fram
proje
acqu
cons
type
cons

d rategy reflects the entire 
ork to be performed by the 

acqu
full l

blish and maintain the acquisition strategy. 

 acquisition strategy is the business and technical management 
ework for planning, executing, and managing agreements for a 
ct. The acquisition strategy relates to the objectives for the 
isition, the constraints, availability of resources and technologies, 
ideration of acquisition methods, potential supplier agreement 
s, terms and conditions, accommodation of business 
iderations, considerations of risk, and support for the acquired 

pro uct over its lifecycle. The acquisition st
scope of the project. It encompasses the w

irer and the supplier, or in some cases multiple suppliers, for the 
ifecycle of the product. 
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The  
the a uisition environment. The 

unt 
expe  types of suppliers, agreements, and terms. A 
well
appr
proje

The acquisition strategy is the basis for formulating solicitation 
d project plans. The strategy evolves 

esired 

ed to 

ition 
other 

a 
er 

rements. 

 
hase 

ement. Schedule 
parameters include, at a minimum, the projected dates for project initiation, other 

, and initial operational capability. 

 acquisition strategy results from a thorough understanding of both
cquisition project and the general acq

acquirer accounts for the potential value or benefit of the acquisition in 
the light of potential risks, considers constraints, and takes into acco

riences with different
-developed strategy minimizes the time and cost required to satisfy 
oved capability needs, and maximizes affordability throughout the 
ct lifecycle. 

packages, supplier agreements, an
over time and should continuously reflect the current status and d
end point of the project. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Acquisition strategy 

Subpractices 

1. Identify the capabilities and objectives the acquisition is intend
satisfy or provide. 

The capabilities describe what the organization intends to acquire. Typically, the 
capabilities included in the acquisition strategy summary highlight product 
characteristics driven by interoperability or families of products. The acquis
strategy also identifies dependencies on planned or existing capabilities of 
projects or products. 

Refer to the Acquisition Requirements Development process are
for more information about determining capabilities and custom
requi

The acquirer defines objectives in terms of cost, schedule, and key process, 
product, and service level measures and technical performance measures as 
defined in requirements. These measures reflect customer expectations and 
threshold values representing acceptable limits that, in the customer’s judgment, 
provide the needed capability. While the number and specificity of measures may 
change over the duration of an acquisition, the acquirer typically focuses on the 
minimum number of measures that, if thresholds are not met, will require a re-
evaluation of the project. 

The acquisition strategy establishes the milestone decision points and acquisition
phases planned for the project. It prescribes the accomplishments for each p
and identifies the critical events affecting project manag

major decision points
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Examples of cost parameters include the following: 
• Research, development, test, and evaluation costs 

• Acquisition costs 

• nd disposal costs Acquisition-related operations, support, a

• ured development and Total product quantity (to include both fully config
production units) 

 

2. Ide

The ve full capability—
eith e 

 

eviews similar 

 

ntify the acquisition approach. 

 acquirer defines the approach the project will use to achie
er evolutionary or single step—and includes a brief rationale to justify th

choice. When a project uses an evolutionary acquisition approach, the acquisition
strategy describes the initial capability and how it will be funded, developed, 
tested, produced, and supported. The acquisition strategy pr
planning for subsequent increments and identifies the approach to integrate or 
retrofit earlier increments with later increments. 

Examples of additional considerations for the acquisition approach include the
following: 
• Actions a project team can take on its own if the acquiring organization has an 

acquisition, contracting, or purchasing department 

• Who will prepare independent estimates and if these estimates are needed as 
evaluation criteria 

• Managing multiple suppliers 

• Anticipated lead times from potential suppliers to acquire items 
 

3. Document business considerations. 

n the 
best interests of the acquirer. Also included are considerations for establishing or 

and the extent to which interfaces 
broad market acceptance, standards, organization support, 
r business considerations. Also included are considerations 

he required need as 
primary sources of supply consistent with organizational policies and regulations. 

Business considerations include the type of competition planned for all phases of 
the acquisition or an explanation of why competition is not practicable or not i

maintaining access to competitive suppliers for critical products or product 
components. 

Availability and suitability of commercial items 
for these items have 
and stability are othe
for both international and domestic sources that can meet t
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Other examples of business considerations for an acquisition strategy include the 
following: 
• Product and technology areas critical to satisfying or providing the desired 

capabilities 

• Data rights 

• Socio-economic constraints 

• Safety and health issues 

• Security issues (physical and information technology) 
 

4. nd which risks will be addressed jointly with 

 whether primarily managed by the acquirer or supplier, 
sed by the acquirer. The acquisition strategy 
ks are to be shared with the supplier, and which are 

isk Management process area for more information 
isk management strategy.

5. 

n documents (e.g., standard 
ype of 

ing 
lier. 

gy explains the planned incentive structure for the 
rages the supplier to provide the product or service at 

dule and key 
 using incentives to 

s. If more than one incentive is planned for a supplier 
rategy explains how the incentives complement one 

ith one another. The acquisition strategy identifies 
unusual terms and conditions of the planned supplier agreement and all existing 

ted deviations to an organization’s terms and conditions, if any. 

 

oing to be performed by an organization different from the supplier, 

Identify major risks a
the supplier. 

Major acquisition risks,
should be identified and asses
identifies major risks, which ris
retained by the acquirer. 

Refer to the R
about establishing and maintaining a r

Identify the preferred supplier agreement type. 

The acquirer identifies standardized acquisitio
supplier agreements), if any. The acquirer also determines the preferred t
supplier agreement (e.g., firm fixed-price; fixed-price incentive, firm target; cost 
plus incentive fee; or cost plus award fee) and the reasons it is suitable, includ
considerations of risk and reasonable risk-sharing by the acquirer and supp

The acquisition strate
acquisition and how it encou
or below the established cost objectives and satisfy the sche
measurement objectives. Considerations should be given to
reduce primary project risk
agreement, the acquisition st
other and do not interfere w

or contempla

6. Identify the product support strategy. 

The acquirer develops a product support strategy for lifecycle sustainment and 
continuous improvement of product affordability, reliability, and supportability, 
while sustaining readiness. The support strategy addresses how the acquirer will
maintain oversight of the fielded product. 

If support is g
a sufficient overlap period should be defined to ensure smooth transition. 
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The acquirer’s sustainment organization or supplier typically participates in the 
development of the product support strategy. 

7.  

or a project typically requires senior 
ma t approve the 
acq

SP 1.2 Estima

Review and obtain agreement with senior management on the
acquisition strategy. 

The development of the acquisition strategy f
nagement sponsorship. Appropriate senior management mus
uisition strategy before initiating a project. 

te the Scope of the Project 
Establish a top-level work breakdown structure (WBS) to 
esti

The oject in the acquisition 
strat  objectives form the 
basis fo tandard WBS from 
the orga  the full scope of the 
project  the 
acquire

rives a key decision in this practice, 
upplier. The 

acquirer develops a WBS that clearly identifies the project work 
 project work performed by the 

 Agreement Development process area. The WBS identifies 

 

des a 

he underlying framework to plan, 

mate the scope of the project. 

 acquirer establishes the objectives of the pr
egy. An initial set of requirements and project

r establishing the WBS or for selecting a s
nization’s process assets. To ensure

is estimated, the WBS includes activities performed by
r as well as milestones and deliverables for suppliers. 

The acquisition strategy d
specifically how much work, and what work, to give to a s

performed by the acquirer and the
supplier. The supplier work identified in the WBS becomes the 
foundation for the statement of work defined in the Solicitation and 
Supplier
deliverables from the supplier and work products developed by the 
acquirer. 

The WBS evolves with the project. Initially a top-level WBS can serve to
structure initial estimating. The development of a WBS divides the 
overall project into an interconnected set of manageable components. 
Typically, the WBS is a product-oriented structure that provi
scheme for identifying and organizing the logical units of work to be 
managed, which are called work packages. The WBS provides a 
reference and organizational mechanism for assigning effort, schedule, 
and responsibility and is used as t
organize, and control the work done on the project. Some projects use 
the term contract WBS to refer to the portion of the WBS placed under 
contract (possibly the entire WBS). Not all projects have a contract 
WBS (e.g., internally funded development). 

Typical Work Products 
1. Task descriptions 

2. Work package descriptions 

3. WBS 
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Subpractices 
1. Develop a WBS based on the product architecture. 

The WBS should permit the identification of the following items: 

as configuration 
management, quality assurance, and verification plans 

ail to specify estimates 
of project tasks, responsibilities, and schedule. 

 to help gauge the project work effort for tasks and 
nsibilities. The amount of detail in the WBS at this 

level helps in developing realistic schedules, thereby minimizing the need for 

SP 1.3 

• Risks and their mitigation tasks 

• Tasks for deliverables and supporting activities 

• Tasks for skill and knowledge acquisition 

• Tasks for the development of needed support plans, such 

• Tasks for the integration and management of nondevelopmental items 

2. Identify the work packages in sufficient det

The top-level WBS is intended
organizational roles and respo

management reserve. 

3. Identify products and product components to be externally 
acquired. 

4. Identify work products to be reused. 

Establish Estimates of Work Product and Task Attributes 
Establish and maintain estimates of work product and task 
attributes. 

Size is the primary input to many models used to estimate effort, cost, 
and schedule. The models can also be based on inputs such as 
connectivity, complexity, and structure. 

Examples of types of work products for which size estimates are made include the 
following: 

• Deliverable and nondeliverable work products 

• Documents and files 

• Operational and support hardware, firmware, and software 
 

Estimation methods include using historical acquirer and supplier da
and standard estimating models to compare projects of similar 
complexity. Where historical size data are not available, develop an 
estimate based on the understanding of the design of simil

Estimation models can be built based on historical data as part of 
organizational process performance, and estimates for any project can 
be validated u

ta 

ar products. 

sing these models. 
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Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about process-performance models. 
 

Examples of size measures include the following: 

• Number of functions 

• Function points 

• Source lines of code 

• Number of classes and objects 

• Number of requirements 

• Number and complexity of interfaces 

• Number of pages 

• ts and outputs Number of inpu

• Number of technical risk items 

• Volume of data 

• Number of logic gates for integrated circuits 

• arts) Number of parts (e.g., printed circuit boards, components, and mechanical p

• Physical constraints (e.g., weight and volume) 
 

The irements to 
determine th
diffic

Typi ducts 

2. mplexity of tasks and work products 

3. Estimating 

4. Att

Subprac
Determine the technical approach for the project. 

The technical approach defines a top-level strategy for development of the 
product. It includes decisions on architectural features, such as distributed or 
client/server; state-of-the-art or established technologies to be applied, such as 
robotics, composite materials, or artificial intelligence; and breadth of the 
functionality expected in the final products, such as safety, security, and 
ergonomics. 

The technical approach provides a basis for interoperability and supportability of 
the technical solution developed by the supplier. 

 estimates should be consistent with project requ
e project’s effort, cost, and schedule. A relative level of 

ulty or complexity should be assigned for each size attribute. 

cal Work Pro
1. Technical approach 

Size and co

models 

ribute estimates 

tices 
1. 
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2. ork 
pro

Method based on validated 
mo

Exa

Use appropriate methods to determine the attributes of the w
ducts and tasks to be used to estimate resource requirements. 

s for determining size and complexity should be 
dels or historical data. 

mples of attributes include the following: 
• Maturity of the technology specified in the technical solution 

• d complexity of the work potentially assigned to suppliers Amount an

• duct is to be installed Number of locations where the pro
 

The  attributes evolve as the understanding of the 
rela teristics to attributes increases. 

Exa

 methods for determining
tionship of product charac

mples of current methods include the following: 
• ircuit design Number of logic gates for integrated c

• Lines of code or function points for software 

• y of requirements for systems engineering Number and complexit

• Number of square feet for standard-specified residential homes 
 

3. Es

SP 1.4 e Project Lifecycle Phases 

timate the attributes of work products and tasks. 

Defin
Define project lifecycle phases on which to scope the planning 
effo

The
perio
defin
com
Suc
and 

Project lifecycle phases must be defined depending on the scope of 
s, estimates for project resources, and the nature of the 

s 

 
the context of the acquisition so 

. 
e 

isition strategy, there may be 
intermediate phases for the creation of prototypes, increments of 
capability, or spiral model cycles. 

rt. 

 determination of a project’s lifecycle phases provides for planned 
ds of evaluation and decision making. These periods are normally 
ed to support logical decision points at which significant 

mitments are made concerning resources and technical approach. 
h points provide planned events at which project course corrections 
determinations of future scope and cost can be made. 

requirement
project. 

The acquirer includes the entire project lifecycle (i.e., from user need
through initial and subsequent upgrades) when planning lifecycle 
phases and refines the acquisition strategy as appropriate. The acquirer
considers all supplier agreements in 
that an integrated approach results. A complex project can involve 
managing multiple supplier agreements simultaneously or in sequence
In such cases, any acquisition lifecycle can end during any phase of th
project lifecycle. Depending on the acqu
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Refer to the Establish Lifecycle Model Descriptions specific practice in 
ation 

works with 
odels and processes, 

especially those that interact directly with acquirer processes. 
g the 

e of 
ng 

Typical Work Products 

SP 1.5 

the Organizational Process Definition process area for more inform
about acquisition lifecycles. 

During establishment of the supplier agreement, the acquirer 
the supplier to understand supplier lifecycle m

Agreement on the lifecycle models and processes to be used durin
project enables seamless interactions between supplier and acquirer, 
resulting in a successful acquirer-supplier relationship. 

Understanding the project lifecycle is crucial in determining the scop
the planning effort and the timing of initial planning, as well as the timi
and criteria (critical milestones) for replanning. 

1. Project lifecycle phases 

Estimate Effort and Cost  
Estimate the project’s effort and cost for work products and 
tasks. 

Estimates of effort and cost are generally based on results of analysis 
 data applied to size, activities, and other 
fidence in these estimates is based on 

and the nature of the data. There may 
al data does not apply, such as 

cedented or when the type of task does not fit 
available models. An effort is unprecedented (to some degree) if a 

component has never been built. An effort may also 
ment group has never built such a 

product or component. 

Unpr  
reas . 
The uniqueness of the project must be documented when using these 

anding of assumptions made in the 
initial planning stages. 

Estim
for t
supp
activities performed by the acquirer and its stakeholders. The acquirer 

chnical community (e.g., systems, 
ineers) to ensure all technical 

considerations have been accounted for in the estimates. As the project 
evolves, these estimates may be revised based on changed conditions 
(e.g., new circumstances encountered during execution of the supplier 
agreement). 

using models or historical
planning parameters. Con
rationale for the selected model 
be occasions when available historic
when efforts are unpre

similar product or 
be unprecedented if the develop

ecedented efforts are more risky, require more research to develop
onable bases of estimate, and require more management reserve

models to ensure a common underst

ates address all processes and activities performed by the project 
he project lifecycle, including an estimate of effort and cost for 
lier work. The project estimate includes detailed estimates for 

should include members of their te
hardware, and software eng
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In ad
acqu
revie ject 
estim idated. 

Typi
1. 

2. 

Subp
1. 

Effo uct and task level needs to be established for 
acquire pplier deliverables and processes must be 
est

Many p eloped to help estimate cost and 
sch els as the sole source of estimation is not 
recommended because these models are based on historical project data that 

ct. Multiple models and methods can be 

nd schedule data from previously 
executed projects and appropriate scaling data to account for differing sizes and 
complexity. 

2. Include supporting infrastructure needs when estimating effort and 
cost. 

Examples of supporting infrastructure typically provided by the supplier include 

dition to creating an estimate for the project work products, the 
irer is encouraged to have its estimate and WBS independently 
wed by individuals external to the project to ensure that the pro
ation and WBS can be val

cal Work Products 
Estimation rationale 

Project effort estimates 

3. Project cost estimates 

ractices 
Collect models or historical data to be used to transform the 
attributes of work products and tasks into estimates of labor hours 
and costs. 

rt estimation at the work prod
r work. Effort estimation for su

ablished as well. 

arametric models have been dev
edule. The use of these mod

may or may not be pertinent to your proje
used to ensure a high level of confidence in the estimate. 

Historical data include the cost, effort, a

the following: 
• Critical computing resources in the host and testing environment (e.g., 

memory, disk, and network capability) 

• Test equipment 
 

3. Estimate effort and cost using models and historical data. 
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Effort and cost inputs used for estimating typically include the following: 
• Judgmental estimates provided by an expert or group of experts (e.g., Delphi 

Method) 

• ents Estimates for the development of requirem

• recedented Risks, including the extent to which the effort is unp

• Critical competencies and roles needed to perform the work 

• The WBS 

• Costs of acquired work products 

• Selected project lifecycle model and processes 

• Lifecycle cost estimates 

•  the work Skill levels of managers and staff needed to perform

• Knowledge, skill, and training needs 

• , office and meeting space and workstations) Facilities needed (e.g.

• Travel required 

• cts, hardware, software, Level of security required for tasks, work produ
personnel, and the work environment 

• Service level agreements for call centers and warranty work 

• Direct labor and overhead 
 

The amount of supplier work for a project largely determines the amount of 

ation 
uality assurance; 

SG 2 Develop a Projec

acquirer work required to manage the project and the supplier. Effort for the 
acquirer includes (1) effort associated with defining the scope of the project; (2) 
effort associated with the development of the solicitation and supplier agreement; 
agreement and technical management; project planning, monitoring, and control; 
acquisition requirements development, verification, and validation; configur
management; measurement and analysis; process and product q
requirements management; and risk management; (3) operating and maintenance 
effort associated with the sustainment of the solution; and (4) disposal effort. 

t Plan 
A project plan is established and maintained as the basis for managing the 
project. 

A pr
cont
and established estimates. 

 consider all phases of the project lifecycle. 
plans affecting the project are 

consistent with the overall project plan. 

oject plan is a formal, approved document used to manage and 
rol the execution of the project. It is based on project requirements 

The project plan should
Project planning should ensure that all 
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SP 2.1 Establish the Budget and Schedule 
Establish and maintain the project’s budget and schedule. 

The project’s budget and schedule are based on developed estimates 

cycle-related 
activities of the acquirer) the supplier’s efforts and those of supporting 

t 
supports the acquirer) are established, tracked, and maintained for the 
dur ject. In addition to creating a schedule for project 
wor
revi  the project to ensure that the project 
schedule can be validated. 

ven, resource-limited schedules have proven to be effective in 

n 
ted, a 
 of 

Typical Work Products 

stones. 

 certain deliverables by the 
milestone. Milestones can be event based or calendar based. If calendar based, 

 have been agreed on, it is often difficult to change them. 

chedule assumptions. 

 initially developed, it is common to make assumptions about 
s 

3. 

and ensure that budget allocation, task complexity, and task 
dependencies are appropriately addressed. 

The project’s budget and schedule (including the life

organizations and other stakeholders (including any supplier tha

ation of the pro
k products, the acquirer should have the schedule independently 
ewed by individuals external to

Event-dri
dealing with project risk. Identifying accomplishments to be 
demonstrated before initiation of an event provides some flexibility i
the timing of the event, a common understanding of what is expec
better vision of the state of the project, and a more accurate status
the project’s tasks. 

1. Project schedules 

2. Schedule dependencies 

3. Project budget 

Subpractices 
1. Identify major mile

Milestones are often imposed to ensure completion of

once milestone dates

2. Identify s

When schedules are
the duration of certain activities. These assumptions are frequently made on item
for which little if any estimation data is available. Identifying these assumptions 
provides insight into the level of confidence (i.e., uncertainties) in the overall 
schedule. 

Identify constraints. 
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Factors that limit the flexibility of management options must be identified as early 
as ination of the attributes of work products and tasks often 
bring th surface. Such attributes can include task duration, 
res utputs. 

Since k re-qualified or other potential suppliers are elements 
of p er considers these characteristics (e.g., technical 
and ility, management and delivery processes, production 
cap e and size) in identifying constraints for the project. 

4. Ide pendencies. 

Typ  a project can be accomplished in some ordered sequence 
tha  of the project. This sequencing involves the 
identific and successor tasks to determine optimal ordering. 

possible. The exam
ese issues to the 

ources, inputs, and o

ey characteristics of p
roject success, the acquir
 financial capab
acity, and business typ

ntify task de

ically, the tasks for
t minimizes the duration

ation of predecessor 

Examples of tools that can help determine optimal ordering of task activities 
include the following: 
• Critical Path Method (CPM) 

• Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) 

• Resource-limited scheduling 

• Critical chain method 
 

nd schedule. 

ect 

5. Define the budget a

An example of a system used for documenting the costs and schedule of a proj
is an EVMS [GEIA 748 2002]. 
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Establishing and maintaining the project’s budget and schedule typically includes 
the following: 
• Defining the committed or expected availability of resources and facilities 

• Determining the time phasing of activities 

• Determining a breakout of subordinate schedules 

• Defining dependencies among activities (predecessor or successor 
relationships) 

• Defining schedule activities and milestones to support accuracy in progress 
measurement 

• Identifying milestones for the delivery of products to the customer 

• Defining activities of appropriate duration 

• Defining milestones of appropriate time separation 

• Defining a management reserve based on the confidence level in meeting the 
schedule and budget 

• Using appropriate historical data to verify the schedule 

• Defining incremental funding requirements 

• Documenting project assumptions and rationale 

• Determining the approach to incorporating supplier schedules at an 
appropriate level of detail 

 

6. Establish corrective action criteria. 

 

uisition 
sures 

reshold values of acceptable limits that, in 
s that 
pplier 

um 

hould 

SP 2.2 

Criteria are established for determining what constitutes a significant deviation 
from the project plan. A basis for gauging issues and problems is necessary to
determine when corrective action should be taken. Corrective actions may require 
replanning, which may include revising the original plan, establishing new 
agreements, or including mitigation activities in the current plan. 

Criteria for corrective action are based on key objectives defined in the acq
strategy using process, product, and service level measures. The mea
represent key stakeholder needs and th
the stakeholder’s judgment, will provide the needed capability. All measure
represent key stakeholder needs and other measures for monitoring the su
are defined in the Statement of Work (SOW), along with their associated minim
allowed performance levels. These measures are used to identify issues and 
problems and gauge whether corrective actions should be taken. The plan s
define how these measures will be assessed and evaluated. 

Identify Project Risks 
Identify and analyze project risks. 

Refer to the Risk Management process area for more information about 
risk management activities. 
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Refer to the Monitor Project Risks specific practice in the Project 
Monitoring and Control process area for more information about risk 
monitoring activities. 

Risks are identified or discovered and analyzed to support project 
planning. This specific practice should be extended to all plans that 
affect the project to ensure that appropriate interfacing is taking place 

keholders on identified risks. 

nalysis typically include the following: 

among all relevant sta

Project planning risk identification and a

• ng risks Identifyi

• Analyzing risks to determine the impact, probability of occurrence, and time frame 
in which problems are likely to occur 

• Prioritizing risks 
 

Risks are identified from multiple perspectives (e.g., acquisition, 
ational, supplier agreement, industry, 

sure all project risks are considered 

entified in other project planning 
activities form the basis for some of the criteria used in evaluation 

e Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 

chan

Typi
1. 

2. Risk impacts and probability of occurrence 

3. 

Subp
1. 

rds, 
nd 

n an understandable way before 
rd 

 for defining risks. Risk identification and analysis tools can be used to 
help identify possible problems. 

technical, management, oper
support, and end user) to en
comprehensively in planning activities. Applicable regulatory and 
statutory requirements with respect to safety and security must be 
considered while identifying risks. 

The acquisition strategy and the risks id

practices in th
process area. As the project evolves, risks may be revised based on 

ged conditions. 

cal Work Products 
Identified risks 

Risk priorities 

ractices 
Identify risks. 

The identification of risks involves the identification of potential issues, haza
threats, vulnerabilities, and so on that could negatively affect work efforts a
plans. Risks must be identified and described i
they can be analyzed. When identifying risks, it is a good idea to use a standa
method
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Examples of risk identification and analysis tools include the following: 
• Risk taxonomies 

• Risk assessments 

• Checklists 

• Structured interviews 

• Brainstorming 

• Performance models 

• Cost models 

• Network analysis 

• Quality factor analysis 
 

with acquiring products through suppliers (e.g., 
to the 

 risk of not being 

the 

Numerous risks are associated 
the stability of the supplier, the ability to maintain sufficient insight in
progress of their work, the supplier’s capability to meet product requirements, and 
the skills and availability of supplier resources to meet commitments). 

The process, product, and service level measures and associated thresholds 
should be analyzed to identify instances where thresholds are at
met. These project measures are key indicators of project risk. 

2. Document risks. 

3. Review and obtain agreement with relevant stakeholders on 
completeness and correctness of documented risks. 

4. Revise risks, as appropriate. 

Examples of when identified risks may need to be revised include the following: 
• When new risks are identified 

• When risks become problems 

• When risks are retired 

• When project circumstances change significantly 
 

Plan Data Management SP 2.3 
Plan for the management of project data. 

Data are forms of documentation required to support a project in all of 
its areas (e.g., administration, engineering, configuration management, 

ity, safety, manufacturing, and procurement). The 
., reports, manuals, notebooks, charts, 

or correspondence). The data may exist 
d or drawn on various materials, 

finance, logistics, qual
data can take any form (e.g
drawings, specifications, files, 
in any medium (e.g., printe
photographs, electronic, or multimedia). 
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Data may be deliverable (e.g., items identified by a project’s contract 

, internal design 
ie action items). Distribution 

ents for the project should be established for both data 
d form, based on a common or 

standard set of data requi
requ d 
help

The reason for collecting 
inclu
nond ften, 
data
Data

supplier created data. The 
uired to cost-effectively operate, 

main
supp  
inten
compatible with the intended us nt and a quality 
assu
and 

The acquirer considers how data will be shared between acquirer and 
supp
leav
havi ddition to 
data access, the requirement for acquirer use, reproduction, 

e part 
of the data management plan. The supplier agreement specifies 
appr
requ

Data, when delivered to the acquirer, are formatted according to 
acce
Plan  
and 
unex
man nfrastructure required to 
manage data between the supplier, operational users, and other 
relev

data requirements) or data may be nondeliverable (e.g., informal data, 
trade studies and analyses, internal meeting minutes
rev w documentation, lessons learned, and 
can take many forms, including electronic transmission. 

Data requirem
items to be created and their content an

rements. Uniform content and format 
irements for data items facilitate understanding of data content an
 with consistent management of data resources. 

each document should be clear. This task 
des the analysis and verification of project deliverables and 
eliverables, data requirements, and customer-supplied data. O

 are collected with no clear understanding of how they will be used. 
 are costly and should be collected only when needed. 

Project data include both acquirer and 
acquirer identifies the minimal data req

tain, and improve the acquired product and to foster source-of-
ort competition throughout the product’s lifecycle in the acquirer’s
ded environment. Data should be available in a format that is 

er’s environme
rance program should be implemented to guarantee the accuracy 
completeness of data. 

lier as well as across relevant stakeholders. In many cases, 
ing acquirer data in the physical possession of the supplier and 
ng access to supplier data is the preferred solution. In a

manipulation, alteration, or transfer of possession of data should b

opriate acquirer rights to the data acquired, in addition to 
irements for delivery or access. 

pted data standards to ensure its usability by the acquirer. 
ning for managing data, including during transition to operations
support, is addressed as part of project planning to avoid 
pected costs to procure, reformat, and deliver data. Plans for 
aging data within project teams and the i

ant stakeholders are included. 
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Project data and plans requiring version control or more stringent levels 
to 

ata 
considered. 

3. Data content and format description 

 

Mechanisms for data retrieval, reproduction, and distribution 

nd procedures to ensure privacy and the 
security of data. 

ta. 

r provides data access to 
 and access control includes access lists of authorized 

sclosure agreements between the acquirer and 

For example, when the supplier performs work for the acquirer off-site (e.g., off-

of configuration control are determined and mechanisms established 
ensure project data are controlled. The implications of controlling 
access to classified and sensitive data (e.g., proprietary, export 
controlled, source selection sensitive) and other access-controlled d
also must be 

Typical Work Products 
1. Data management plan 

2. Master list of managed data 

4. Lists of data requirements for acquirers and suppliers 

5. Privacy requirements

6. Security requirements 

7. Security procedures 

8. 

9. Schedule for the collection of project data 

10. List of project data to be collected 

Subpractices 
1. Establish requirements a

Not everyone will have the need or clearance necessary to access project da
Procedures must be established to identify who has access to which data as well 
as when they have access to which data. 

Security and access control are critical when the acquire
the supplier. Security
supplier personnel and non-di
supplier. 

shore development center), the acquirer must consider additional security 
measures such as a firewall between acquirer and supplier networks and 
restricted access to the acquirer’s work place. 

 

2. Establish a mechanism to archive data and to access archived 
data. 

Accessed information should be in an understandable form (e.g., electronic or 
computer output from a database) or represented as originally generated. 
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The data management plan is ideally supported by an integrated data system that 
meets the needs of both initial acquisition and support communities. Integrating 
acquisition and sustainment data systems into a total lifecycle integrated data 
environment provides the capability needed to plan effectively for sustainment and 
to facilitate technology insertion for affordability improvements during re-
procurement and post-production support, while ensuring that acquisition planners 
have accurate information about total lifecycle costs. 

3. Determine the project data to be identified, collected, and 
distributed. 

4. Decide which project data and plans require version control or 
more stringent levels of configuration control and establish 
mechanisms to ensure project data are controlled. 

SP 2.4 Plan the Project’s Resources 
Plan for necessary resources to perform the project. 

Defining project resources (e.g., labor, machinery/equipment, materials, 
and methods) and quantities needed to perform project activities, builds 
on the initial estimates and provides additional information that can be 
applied to expand the WBS used to manage the project. 

The top-level WBS developed earlier as an estimation mechanism is 
typically expanded by decomposing these top levels into work packages 
that represent single work units that can be separately assigned, 
performed, and tracked. This subdivision is done to distribute 
management responsibility and provide better management control. 

Each work package or work product in the WBS should be assigned a 
unique identifier (e.g., number) to permit tracking. A WBS can be based 
on requirements, activities, work products, or a combination of these 
items. A dictionary that describes the work for each work package in the 
WBS should accompany the work breakdown structure. 

The resource plan must include planning for staff with appropriate 
training and experience to evaluate supplier proposals and participate in 
negotiations with suppliers. The resource plan identifies the project 
resources expected from the supplier, including critical facilities or 
equipment needed to support the work. The resource plan may be 
revised based on the supplier agreement or changes in conditions 
during project execution. 

Typical Work Products 
1. WBS work packages 

2. WBS task dictionary 

3. Staffing requirements based on project size and scope 
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4. Critical facilities and equipment list 

5. Process and workflow definitions and diagrams 

6. Project administration requirements list 

Subpractices 
1. Determine process requirements. 

The processes used to manage a project must be identified, defined, and 
coordinated with all relevant stakeholders to ensure efficient operations during 
project execution. 

The acquirer must determine how its processes interact with supplier processes to 
enable seamless execution of the project and successful acquirer-supplier 
relationships. Considerations include the use of a common process across 
multiple suppliers and the acquirer or the use of unique but compatible processes. 
At the very least, processes should be compatible across interfaces. 

2. Determine staffing requirements. 

The staffing of a project depends on the decomposition of project requirements 
into tasks, roles, and responsibilities for accomplishing project requirements as 
laid out in the work packages of the WBS. 

Staffing requirements must consider the knowledge and skills required for each 
identified position, as defined in the Plan Needed Knowledge and Skills specific 
practice. 

The acquirer determines its staffing requirements, including staffing for solicitation 
and supplier agreement management activities and staffing expected by the 
supplier to complete its portion of the work as defined in the WBS. 

3. Determine facility, equipment, and component requirements. 

Most projects are unique in some sense and require a set of unique assets to 
accomplish project objectives. The determination and acquisition of these assets 
in a timely manner are crucial to project success. 

Lead-time items must be identified early to determine how they will be addressed. 
Even when required assets are not unique, compiling a list of all of facilities, 
equipment, and parts (e.g., number of computers for the personnel working on the 
project, software applications, and office space) provides insight into aspects of 
the scope of an effort that are often overlooked. 

The acquirer considers what it may need to provide for acceptance of supplier 
deliverables and for transition and support of the acquired product. 

The acquirer must also identify and ensure that facilities or equipment to be 
provided to the supplier for project work are accounted for in the project plan. 
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SP 2.5 Plan Needed Knowledge and Skills 
Plan for knowledge and skills needed to perform the project. 

Refer to the Organizational Training process area for more information 
about knowledge and skills information to be incorporated into the 
project plan. 

Knowledge delivery to projects involves both training project personnel 
and acquiring knowledge from outside sources. 

Staffing requirements are dependent on the knowledge and skills 
available to support the execution of the project. 

The acquirer plans for knowledge and skills required by the project 
team to perform their tasks. Knowledge and skill requirements can be 
derived from project risk. 

For example, if the acquirer is purchasing a software-intensive product, it ensures that 
acquisition personnel assigned to the project have expertise in systems and software 
engineering or provides training for the project team in these areas.  
 

Orientation and training in acquirer processes and the domain 
knowledge required to execute the project are also required. The 
acquirer also plans for knowledge and skills needed from the supplier.  

For example, the acquirer can provide role descriptions and skill profiles to the supplier 
as part of the solicitation package. 
 

Planning for needed knowledge and skills includes ensuring that 
appropriate training is planned for personnel involved in receiving, 
storing, using, and supporting the transitioned product. Also included is 
ensuring that costs and funding sources to pay for training are available 
and lead times to obtain the funding are identified. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Inventory of skill needs 

2. Staffing and new hire plans 

3. Databases (e.g., skills and training) 

4. Training plans 

Subpractices 
1. Identify the knowledge and skills needed to perform the project. 

2. Assess the knowledge and skills available. 

3. Select mechanisms for providing needed knowledge and skills. 
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Example mechanisms include the following: 
• In-house training (both organizational and project) 

• External training 

• Staffing and new hires 

• External skill acquisition 
 

The choice of in-house training or outsourced training for needed knowledge and 
skills is determined by the availability of training expertise, the project’s schedule, 
and business objectives. 

4. Incorporate selected mechanisms into the project plan. 

SP 2.6 Plan Stakeholder Involvement 
Plan the involvement of identified stakeholders. 

 

Stakeholders are identified from all phases of the project lifecycle by 
identifying the people and functions that need to be represented in the 
project and describing their relevance and the degree of interaction for 
project activities. A two-dimensional matrix with stakeholders along one 
axis and project activities along the other axis is a convenient format for 
accomplishing this identification. Relevance of the stakeholder to the 
activity in a particular project phase and the amount of interaction 
expected would be shown at the intersection of the project phase 
activity axis and the stakeholder axis. 

Stakeholders can include operational users and project participants as 
well as potential suppliers. When acquiring products that must 
interoperate with other products, the acquirer plans the involvement of 
stakeholders from other projects or communities to ensure the delivered 
product can perform as required in its intended environment. Such 
planning often includes steps for establishing and maintaining supplier 
agreements with these stakeholders (e.g., interagency and 
intercompany agreements, memorandums of understanding, and 
memorandums of agreement). 

For inputs of stakeholders to be useful, careful selection of relevant 
stakeholders is necessary. For each major activity, identify stakeholders 
who are affected by the activity and those who have expertise that is 
needed to conduct the activity. This list of relevant stakeholders will 
probably change as the project moves through phases of the project 
lifecycle. It is important, however, to ensure that relevant stakeholders 
in the latter phases of the lifecycle have early input to requirements and 
design decisions that affect them. 
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Examples of the type of material that should be included in a plan for stakeholder 
interaction include the following: 

• List of all relevant stakeholders 

• Rationale for stakeholder involvement 

• Roles and responsibilities of relevant stakeholders with respect to the project, by 
project lifecycle phase 

• Relationships among stakeholders 

• Relative importance of the stakeholder to the success of the project, by project 
lifecycle phase 

• Resources (e.g., training, materials, time, and funding) needed to ensure 
stakeholder interaction 

• Schedule for the phasing of stakeholder interaction 
 

Implementing this specific practice relies on shared or exchanged 
information with the previous Plan Needed Knowledge and Skills 
specific practice. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Stakeholder involvement plan 

SP 2.7 Plan Transition to Operations and Support 
Plan transition to operations and support. 

Planning for transition must be considered part of initial planning for the 
project. 

Transition and support plans include the approach for introducing and 
maintaining readiness, sustainment, and the operational capability of 
the products delivered by the supplier. Plans for transitioning to 
operations and support include assignment of responsibility for 
transition to operations and support of the product, as well as all 
activities needed to manage the transition and to support the product in 
its intended environment (e.g., definition of transition readiness criteria 
agreed to by relevant stakeholders). These plans may include 
reasonable accommodations for potential risks and for the evolution of 
acquired products and their eventual removal from operational use. 
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Transition to operations and support plans typically include the following: 

• Processes and procedures for the transition to operations and support 

• Evaluation methods and acceptance criteria for transitioning the product to 
operations and support 

• Readiness criteria for the product 

• Readiness criteria for the operations organization 

• Readiness criteria for the product support organization 

• Expectations for supplier execution of the transition 

• Warranty expectations for the acquired product 

• Transition of intellectual property or other acquirer assets to the acquirer’s 
designated repository 

• Resolution steps if any problems are encountered 
 

If support is to be provided by an organization different from the 
supplier, a sufficient overlap period should be included in the plan. 

Typically, the acquirer develops initial transition and support plans and then reviews 
and approves more detailed transition and support plans. 
 

Refer to the Agreement Management process area for more information 
about acceptance criteria and accepting the product. 

Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management process area for more 
information about evaluation methods for the product. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Transition to operations and support plans 

Subpractices 
1. Determine the transition scope and objectives. 

2. Determine transition requirements and criteria. 

3. Determine transition responsibilities and resources to include post-
transition support enhancements and lifecycle considerations. 

4. Determine configuration management needs of the transition. 

5. Determine training needs for operations and support. 
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SP 2.8 Establish the Project Plan 
Establish and maintain the overall project plan. 

A documented plan that addresses all relevant planning items is 
necessary to achieve the mutual understanding, commitment, and 
performance of individuals, groups, and organizations that must 
execute or support the plans. The plan generated for the project defines 
all aspects of the effort, tying together the following in a logical manner: 
project lifecycle considerations; technical and management tasks; 
budgets and schedules; milestones; data management, risk 
identification; resource and skill requirements; and stakeholder 
identification and interaction. Infrastructure descriptions include 
responsibility and authority relationships for project staff, management, 
and support organizations. 

The project plan may include multiple plans such as staffing plans, 
stakeholder involvement plans, measurement and analysis plans, 
monitoring and control plans, solicitation plans, agreement 
management plans, risk mitigation plans, transition plans, quality 
assurance plans, and configuration management plans. Regardless of 
form, the plan or plans should address the acquisition strategy as well 
as the cradle-to-grave considerations for the project and product to be 
acquired. 

Examples of plans that have been used in the U.S. Department of Defense community 
include the following: 

• Integrated Master Plan—an event-driven plan that documents significant 
accomplishments with pass/fail criteria for both business and technical elements of 
the project and that ties each accomplishment to a key project event. 

• Integrated Master Schedule—an integrated and networked multi-layered schedule 
of project tasks required to complete the work effort documented in a related 
Integrated Master Plan. 

• Systems Engineering Management Plan—a plan that details the integrated 
technical effort across the project. 

• Systems Engineering Master Schedule—an event-based schedule that contains a 
compilation of key technical accomplishments, each with measurable criteria, 
requiring successful completion to pass identified events. 

• Systems Engineering Detailed Schedule—a detailed, time-dependent, task-
oriented schedule that associates dates and milestones with the Systems 
Engineering Master Schedule. 

 

Typical Work Products 
1. Overall project plan 
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SG 3 Obtain Commitment to the Plan 
Commitments to the project plan are established and maintained. 

To be effective, plans require commitment by those responsible for 
implementing and supporting the plan. 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
area for more information about supplier agreements and finalizing 
supplier plans. 

SP 3.1 Review Plans That Affect the Project 
Review all plans that affect the project to understand project 
commitments. 

Plans developed in other process areas typically contain information 
similar to that called for in the overall project plan. These plans may 
provide additional detailed guidance and should be compatible with and 
support the overall project plan to indicate who has the authority, 
responsibility, accountability, and control. All plans that affect the project 
should be reviewed to ensure they contain a common understanding of 
the scope, objectives, roles, and relationships that are required for the 
project to be successful. Many of these plans are described by the Plan 
the Process generic practice. 

The project may have a hierarchy of plans (e.g., risk mitigation plans, 
transition plans, quality assurance plans, and configuration 
management plans). In addition, stakeholder plans (e.g., operational, 
test, support, and supplier plans) must be reviewed to ensure 
consistency among all project participants. Acquirer review of plans 
must include reviewing cross-supplier dependencies. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Record of the reviews of plans that affect the project 

SP 3.2 Reconcile Work and Resource Levels 
Adjust the project plan to reconcile available and estimated 
resources. 

To establish a project that is feasible, obtain commitment from relevant 
stakeholders and reconcile differences between estimates and available 
resources. Reconciliation is typically accomplished by lowering or 
deferring technical performance requirements, negotiating more 
resources, finding ways to increase productivity, outsourcing, adjusting 
the staff skill mix, or revising all plans that affect the project or its 
schedules. 
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During supplier selection and negotiation of the supplier agreement, the 
acquirer reconciles overall project work and resource levels based on 
proposals from the supplier. Following completion of the supplier 
agreement, the acquirer incorporates supplier plans at an appropriate 
level of detail into the project plan to support the alignment of plans. For 
example, an acquirer may incorporate major supplier milestones, 
deliverables, and reviews. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Revised methods and corresponding estimating parameters (e.g., 

better tools and the use of off-the-shelf components) 

2. Renegotiated budgets 

3. Revised schedules 

4. Revised requirements list 

5. Renegotiated stakeholder agreements 

SP 3.3 Obtain Plan Commitment 
Obtain commitment from relevant stakeholders responsible for 
performing and supporting plan execution. 

Obtaining commitment involves interaction among all relevant 
stakeholders, both internal and external to the project. The individual or 
group making a commitment should have confidence that the work can 
be performed within cost, schedule, and performance constraints. 
Often, a provisional commitment is adequate to allow the effort to begin 
and to permit research to be performed to increase confidence to the 
appropriate level needed to obtain a full commitment. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Documented requests for commitments 

2. Documented commitments 

Subpractices 
1. Identify needed support and negotiate commitments with relevant 

stakeholders. 

The WBS can be used as a checklist for ensuring that commitments are obtained 
for all tasks. 

The plan for stakeholder interaction should identify all parties from whom 
commitment should be obtained. 

2. Document all organizational commitments, both full and 
provisional, ensuring the appropriate level of signatories. 
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Commitments must be documented to ensure a consistent mutual understanding 
and for tracking and maintenance. Provisional commitments should be 
accompanied by a description of risks associated with the relationship. 

3. Review internal commitments with senior management, as 
appropriate. 

4. Review external commitments with senior management, as 
appropriate. 

Management may have the necessary insight and authority to reduce risks 
associated with external commitments. 

5. Identify commitments regarding interfaces between project 
elements and other projects and organizational units so that these 
commitments can be monitored. 

Well-defined interface specifications form the basis for commitments. 
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PROCESS AND PRODUCT QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A Support Process Area at Maturity Level 2 

Purpose 

The purpose of Process and Product Quality Assurance (PPQA) is to 
provide staff and management with objective insight into processes and 

Introductory Notes 

associated work products. 

The Process and Product Quality Assurance process area involves the 
following activities: 

• Objectively evaluating performed processes, work products, and 
services against applicable process descriptions, standards, and 
procedures 

• Identifying and documenting noncompliance issues 

• Providing feedback to project staff and managers on the results of 
quality assurance activities 

• Ensuring that noncompliance issues are addressed 

The Process and Product Quality Assurance process area supports the 
delivery of high-quality products and services by providing project staff 
and managers at all levels with appropriate visibility into, and feedback 
on, processes and associated work products throughout the life of the 
project. 

The acquirer evaluates critical acquirer work products, acquirer 
processes, results of supplier process quality assurance, and supplier 
deliverables. For example, process and product quality assurance 
ensures that the solicitation package was developed using standard 
processes agreed to by the organization and that it conforms to all 
applicable policies. The acquirer may review results of supplier quality 
assurance activities for selected supplier processes to ensure that the 
supplier is following its own processes. 

Typically, selected supplier processes are critical processes, such as 
engineering or verification processes, where the supplier is required 
through the supplier agreement to follow project-specified standards. In 
exceptional cases, the acquirer may directly perform process and 
product quality assurance for selected supplier processes. The acquirer 
and supplier periodically share quality assurance issues and findings 
that are of mutual interest. 
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The practices in the Process and Product Quality Assurance process 
area ensure that planned processes are implemented, while the 
practices in the Acquisition Verification process area ensure that 
specified requirements are satisfied. These two process areas may on 
occasion address the same work product but from different 
perspectives. Projects should take advantage of the overlap in order to 
minimize duplication of effort while taking care to maintain separate 
perspectives. 

Objectivity in process and product quality assurance evaluations is 
critical to the success of the project. (See the definition of “objectively 
evaluate” in the glossary.) Objectivity is achieved by both independence 
and the use of criteria. A combination of methods providing evaluations 
against criteria by those not producing the work product is often used. 
Less formal methods can be used to provide broad day-to-day 
coverage. More formal methods can be used periodically to assure 
objectivity. 

Examples of ways to perform objective evaluations include the following: 

• Formal audits by organizationally separate quality assurance organizations 

• Peer reviews, which may be performed at various levels of formality 

• In-depth review of work at the place it is performed (i.e., desk audits) 

• Distributed review and comment of work products 
 

Traditionally, a quality assurance group that is independent of the 
project provides objectivity. However, another approach may be 
appropriate in some organizations to implement the process and 
product quality assurance role without that kind of independence. 

For example, in an organization with an open, quality-oriented culture, the process and 
product quality assurance role may be performed, partially or completely, by peers; and 
the quality assurance function may be embedded in the process. For small 
organizations, this might be the most feasible approach. 
 

If quality assurance is embedded in the process, several issues must be 
addressed to ensure objectivity. Everyone performing quality assurance 
activities should be trained. Those performing quality assurance 
activities for a work product should be separate from those directly 
involved in developing or maintaining the work product. An independent 
reporting channel to the appropriate level of organizational 
management must be available so that noncompliance issues can be 
escalated as necessary. 
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For example, when implementing peer reviews as an objective evaluation method, the 
following issues must be addressed: 

• Members are trained and roles are assigned for people attending the peer reviews. 

• A member of the peer review who did not produce this work product is assigned to 
perform the quality assurance role. 

• Checklists are available to support the quality assurance activity. 

• Defects are recorded as part of the peer review report and are tracked and 
escalated outside the project when necessary. 

 

Quality assurance should begin in the early phases of a project to 
establish plans, processes, standards, and procedures that will add 
value to the project and satisfy the requirements of the project and 
organizational policies. Those performing quality assurance participate 
in establishing plans, processes, standards, and procedures to ensure 
that they fit project needs and that they will be usable for performing 
quality assurance evaluations. In addition, processes and associated 
work products to be evaluated during the project are designated. This 
designation may be based on sampling or on objective criteria that are 
consistent with organizational policies, project requirements, and needs. 

When noncompliance issues are identified, they are first addressed in 
the project and resolved there if possible. Noncompliance issues that 
cannot be resolved in the project are escalated to an appropriate level 
of management for resolution. 

This process area applies primarily to evaluations of project activities 
and work products, but it also applies to other activities and work 
products, such as training organizational support groups. For these 
activities and work products, the term project should be appropriately 
interpreted. 

It also applies to the reviews of supplier process quality results as 
defined in the supplier agreement. For example, the supplier agreement 
can require the supplier to provide detailed appraisal results of 
mandatory, acquirer-scoped CMMI for Development appraisals of 
supplier processes. 

Related Process Areas 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
area for more information about specifying evaluation of selected 
supplier processes and work products. 

Refer to the Agreement Management process area for more information 
about managing conformance to supplier agreements. 
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Refer to the Acquisition Verification process area for more information 
about the verification of acquirer work products. 

Refer to the Acquisition Technical Management process area for more 
information about evaluating the technical solution. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 
SG 1 Objectively Evaluate Processes and Work Products 

SP 1.1 Objectively Evaluate Processes 

SP 1.2 Objectively Evaluate Work Products and Services 

SG 2 Provide Objective Insight 

SP 2.1 Communicate and Ensure the Resolution of Noncompliance Issues 

SP 2.2 Establish Records 

Specific Practices by Goal 

SG 1 Objectively Evaluate Processes and Work Products 
Adherence of the performed process and associated work products and 
services to applicable process descriptions, standards, and procedures is 
objectively evaluated. 

SP 1.1 Objectively Evaluate Processes 
Objectively evaluate designated performed processes against 
applicable process descriptions, standards, and procedures. 

Objectivity in quality assurance evaluations is critical to the success of 
the project. A description of the quality assurance reporting chain and 
how it ensures objectivity should be defined. 

The description of the quality assurance reporting chain is extended to 
include the relationship between the acquirer and suppliers. It is 
important to ensure that acquirer and supplier processes comply with 
applicable statutory and regulatory requirements. 

The acquirer evaluates the project’s execution of acquirer processes, 
including interactions with suppliers, and reviews evaluation reports 
provided by suppliers to determine if they follow their processes. There 
should be sufficient process quality assurance to detect noncompliance 
issues as early as possible that may affect the acquirer’s or supplier’s 
ability to successfully deliver products to the customer. 

Through the supplier agreement, the acquirer should retain the right to 
audit supplier processes if there is an indication that suppliers are not 
following acceptable processes. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Evaluation reports 

2. Noncompliance reports 

3. Corrective actions 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Reports resulting from evaluations carried out by the supplier 

2. Noncompliance reports 

3. Corrective actions 

Subpractices 
1. Promote an environment (created as part of project management) 

that encourages employee participation in identifying and reporting 
quality issues. 

2. Establish and maintain clearly stated criteria for evaluations. 

3. Use the stated criteria to evaluate performed processes for 
adherence to process descriptions, standards, and procedures. 

The supplier regularly provides process evaluation reports as defined in the 
supplier agreement. 

4. Identify each noncompliance found during the evaluation. 

Analyze results of monitoring selected acquirer processes to detect issues as 
early as possible that may affect the supplier’s ability to satisfy requirements of its 
agreement. 

5. Identify lessons learned that could improve processes for future 
products and services. 

SP 1.2 Objectively Evaluate Work Products and Services 
Objectively evaluate designated work products and services 
against applicable process descriptions, standards, and 
procedures. 

In addition to objectively evaluating critical acquirer work products, the 
acquirer uses objective acceptance criteria to evaluate supplier 
deliverables throughout the project lifecycle. The acquirer’s acceptance 
criteria for supplier deliverables are consistent with project objectives 
and sufficient to allow the supplier to satisfactorily demonstrate that the 
product conforms to contractual requirements. 

Refer to the Acquisition Verification process area for more information 
about verifying selected work products. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Evaluation reports 

2. Noncompliance reports 

3. Corrective actions 

Subpractices 
1. Select work products to be evaluated based on documented 

sampling criteria if sampling is used. 

2. Establish and maintain clearly stated criteria for the evaluation of 
work products. 

3. Use the stated criteria during evaluations of work products. 

4. Evaluate work products before they are delivered to the customer. 

5. Evaluate work products at selected milestones in their 
development. 

6. Perform in-progress or incremental evaluations of work products 
and services against process descriptions, standards, and 
procedures. 

7. Identify each case of noncompliance found during evaluations. 

8. Identify lessons learned that could improve processes for future 
products and services. 

SG 2 Provide Objective Insight 
Noncompliance issues are objectively tracked and communicated, and 
resolution is ensured. 

SP 2.1 Communicate and Ensure the Resolution of Noncompliance Issues 
Communicate quality issues and ensure the resolution of 
noncompliance issues with the staff and managers. 

Noncompliance issues are problems identified in evaluations that reflect 
a lack of adherence to applicable standards, process descriptions, or 
procedures. The status of noncompliance issues provides an indication 
of quality trends. Quality issues include noncompliance issues and 
trend analysis results. 

When noncompliance issues cannot be resolved in the project, use 
established escalation mechanisms to ensure that the appropriate level 
of management can resolve the issue. Track noncompliance issues to 
resolution. 

Noncompliance issues of both the acquirer and supplier are tracked and 
resolved. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Corrective action reports 

2. Evaluation reports 

3. Quality trends 

4. Acquirer feedback to suppliers 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Corrective actions 

Subpractices 
1. Resolve each noncompliance with the appropriate members of the 

staff where possible. 

The acquirer involves suppliers when resolving noncompliance issues, as 
appropriate. 

2. Document noncompliance issues when they cannot be resolved in 
the project. 

Examples of ways to resolve a noncompliance in the project include the following: 
• Fixing the noncompliance 

• Changing the process descriptions, standards, or procedures that were 
violated 

• Obtaining a waiver to cover the noncompliance 
 

3. Escalate noncompliance issues that cannot be resolved in the 
project to the appropriate level of management designated to 
receive and act on noncompliance issues. 

4. Analyze noncompliance issues to see if there are quality trends 
that can be identified and addressed. 

5. Ensure that relevant stakeholders are aware of results of 
evaluations and quality trends in a timely manner. 

6. Periodically review open noncompliance issues and trends with the 
manager designated to receive and act on noncompliance issues. 

7. Track noncompliance issues to resolution. 
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SP 2.2 Establish Records 

Establish and maintain records of quality assurance activities. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Evaluation logs 

2. Quality assurance reports 

3. Status reports of corrective actions 

4. Reports of quality trends 

Subpractices 
1. Record process and product quality assurance activities in 

sufficient detail so that status and results are known. 

2. Revise the status and history of quality assurance activities as 
necessary. 
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QUANTITATIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

A Project Management Process Area at Maturity Level 4 

Purpose 

The purpose of Quantitative Project Management (QPM) is to 
quantitatively manage the project’s defined process to achieve the 
project’s established quality and process-performance objectives. 

Introductory Notes 

The Quantitative Project Management process area involves the 
following activities: 

• Establishing and maintaining the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives 

• Identifying suitable subprocesses that compose the project’s 
defined process based on historical stability and capability data 
found in process-performance baselines or models 

• Selecting subprocesses within the project’s defined process to be 
statistically managed 

• Monitoring the project to determine whether the project’s objectives 
for quality and process performance are being satisfied, and 
identifying appropriate corrective action 

• Selecting measures and analytic techniques to be used in 
statistically managing selected subprocesses 

• Establishing and maintaining an understanding of the variation of 
selected subprocesses using selected measures and analytic 
techniques 

• Monitoring the performance of selected subprocesses to determine 
whether they are capable of satisfying their quality and process-
performance objectives, and identifying corrective action 

• Recording statistical and quality management data in the 
organization’s measurement repository 

The quality and process-performance objectives, measures, and 
baselines identified here are developed as described in the 
Organizational Process Performance process area. Subsequently, the 
results of performing the processes associated with the Quantitative 
Project Management process area (e.g., measurement definitions and 
measurement data) become part of the organizational process assets 
referred to in the Organizational Process Performance process area. 
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To effectively address the specific practices in this process area, the 
organization must have already established a set of standard processes 
and related organizational process assets, such as the organization’s 
measurement repository and the organization’s process asset library for 
use by each project in establishing its defined process. 

The project’s defined process is a set of subprocesses that form an 
integrated and coherent lifecycle for the project. It is established, in part, 
through selecting and tailoring processes from the organization’s set of 
standard processes. (See the definition of “defined process” in the 
glossary.) 

The project should ensure that supplier effort and progress 
measurements are made available. Establishing effective relationships 
with suppliers is also necessary for the successful implementation of 
this process area’s specific practices. 

The acquirer uses quantitative methods to manage its work and to gain 
insight into supplier work and products. In addition to its own 
quantitative data, the acquirer uses quantitative data provided by the 
supplier as specified in the supplier agreement to address the specific 
practices in this process area. 

Process performance is a measure of actual process results achieved. 
Process performance is characterized by both process measures (e.g., 
effort, cycle time, and defect removal efficiency) and product measures 
(e.g., reliability, defect density, and response time). 

Subprocesses are defined components of a larger defined process. The 
subprocesses themselves may be further decomposed into other 
subprocesses and process elements. 

An essential element of quantitative management is having confidence 
in estimates (i.e., being able to predict the extent to which the project 
can fulfill its quality and process-performance objectives). 
Subprocesses to be statistically managed are chosen based on 
identified needs for predictable performance. (See the definitions of 
“statistically managed process,” “quality and process-performance 
objective,” and “quantitatively managed process” in the glossary.) 

Another essential element of quantitative management is understanding 
the nature and extent of the variation experienced in process 
performance, and recognizing when the project’s actual performance 
may not be adequate to achieve the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives. 
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Statistical management involves statistical thinking and the correct use 
of a variety of statistical techniques such as run charts, control charts, 
confidence intervals, prediction intervals, and tests of hypotheses. 
Quantitative management uses data from statistical management to 
help the project predict whether it will be able to achieve its quality and 
process-performance objectives and identify what corrective action 
should be taken. 

This process area applies to managing a project, but the concepts 
found here also apply to managing other groups and functions. Applying 
these concepts to managing other groups and functions may not 
necessarily contribute to achieving the organization’s business 
objectives but may help these groups and functions control their 
processes. 

Examples of other groups and functions that could benefit from using this process area 
include the following: 

• Quality assurance 

• Process definition and improvement 

• Effort reporting 

• Customer complaint handling 

• Problem tracking and reporting 
 

Related Process Areas 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about monitoring and controlling the project and taking 
corrective action. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about establishing measurable objectives, specifying 
measures and analyses to be performed, obtaining and analyzing 
measures, and reporting results. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about the organization’s quality and process-
performance objectives, process-performance analyses, process-
performance baselines, and process-performance models. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
information about organizational process assets, including the 
organization’s measurement repository. 

Refer to the Integrated Project Management process area for more 
information about establishing and maintaining the project’s defined 
process. 
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Refer to the Causal Analysis and Resolution process area for more 
information about identifying causes of defects and other problems and 
taking action to prevent them from occurring in the future. 

Refer to the Organizational Innovation and Deployment process area 
for more information about selecting and deploying improvements that 
support the organization’s quality and process-performance objectives. 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
area for more information about establishing reporting requirements for 
supplier measurement results and quantitative data in the supplier 
agreement. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 
SG 1 Quantitatively Manage the Project 

SP 1.1 Establish the Project’s Objectives 

SP 1.2 Compose the Defined Process 

SP 1.3 Select Subprocesses to Be Statistically Managed 

SP 1.4 Manage Project Performance 

SG 2 Statistically Manage Subprocess Performance 

SP 2.1 Select Measures and Analytic Techniques 

SP 2.2 Apply Statistical Methods to Understand Variation 

SP 2.3 Monitor the Performance of Selected Subprocesses 

SP 2.4 Record Statistical Management Data 

Specific Practices by Goal 

SG 1 Quantitatively Manage the Project 
The project is quantitatively managed using quality and process-
performance objectives. 

SP 1.1 Establish the Project’s Objectives 
Establish and maintain the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives. 

When establishing the project’s quality and process-performance 
objectives, it is often useful to think ahead about which processes from 
the organization’s set of standard processes will be included in the 
project’s defined process and what the historical data indicate regarding 
their process performance. These considerations will help in 
establishing realistic objectives for the project. Later, as the project’s 
actual performance becomes known and more predictable, objectives 
may need to be revised. 
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The acquirer establishes the project’s quality and process-performance 
objectives based on objectives of the organization, the customer, and 
other relevant stakeholders. The acquirer may also establish quality and 
process-performance objectives for supplier deliverables. These 
quantitative quality and process-performance objectives for the supplier 
are documented in the supplier agreement. The acquirer typically 
expects the supplier to execute its processes and apply its process-
performance models toward achieving these objectives. 

Typical Work Products 
1. The project’s quality and process-performance objectives 

Subpractices 
1. Review the organization’s objectives for quality and process 

performance. 

The intent of this review is to ensure that the project understands the broader 
business context in which the project must operate. The project’s objectives for 
quality and process performance are developed in the context of these 
overarching organizational objectives. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about the organization’s quality and process-
performance objectives. 

2. Identify the quality and process-performance needs and priorities 
of the customer, suppliers, end users, and other relevant 
stakeholders. 

Examples of quality and process-performance attributes for which needs and 
priorities might be identified include the following: 
• Functionality 

• Reliability 

• Maintainability 

• Usability 

• Duration 

• Predictability 

• Timeliness 

• Accuracy 
 

3. Identify how process performance is to be measured. 

Consider whether measures established by the organization are adequate for 
assessing progress in fulfilling customer, end-user, and other stakeholder needs 
and priorities. It may be necessary to supplement these measures with additional 
ones. 
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Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about defining measures. 

4. Define and document measurable quality and process-
performance objectives for the project. 

Defining and documenting objectives for the project involve the following: 

• Incorporating the organization’s quality and process-performance objectives 

• Writing objectives that reflect the quality and process-performance needs and 
priorities of the customer, end users, and other stakeholders, and the way 
these objectives should be measured 

Examples of quality attributes for which objectives might be written include the 
following: 
• Mean time between failures 

• Critical resource utilization 

• Number and severity of defects in the released product 

• Number and severity of customer complaints concerning the provided service 
 

Examples of process-performance attributes for which objectives might be written 
include the following: 
• Percentage of defects removed by product verification activities (perhaps by 

type of verification, such as peer reviews and testing) 

• Defect escape rates 

• Number and density of defects (by severity) found during the first year 
following product delivery (or start of service) 

• Cycle time 

• Percentage of rework time 
 

5. Derive interim objectives for each lifecycle phase, as appropriate, 
to monitor progress toward achieving the project’s objectives. 

An example of a method to predict future results of a process is the use of 
process-performance models to predict latent defects in the delivered product 
using interim measures of defects identified during product verification activities 
(e.g., peer reviews and testing). 

 

6. Resolve conflicts among the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives (e.g., if one objective cannot be achieved 
without compromising another). 
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Resolving conflicts involves the following activities: 

• Setting relative priorities for objectives 

• Considering alternative objectives in light of long-term business strategies as 
well as short-term needs 

• Involving the customer, end users, senior management, project management, 
and other relevant stakeholders in tradeoff decisions 

• Revising objectives as necessary to reflect results of conflict resolution 

7. Establish traceability to the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives from their sources. 

Examples of sources of objectives include the following: 
• Requirements 

• The organization’s quality and process-performance objectives 

• The customer’s quality and process-performance objectives 

• Business objectives 

• Discussions with customers and potential customers 

• Market surveys 
 

An example of a method to identify and trace these needs and priorities is Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD). 

 

8. Define and negotiate quality and process-performance objectives 
for suppliers. 

Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
process area for more information about incorporating project 
quality and process-performance objectives into solicitation 
packages and into supplier agreements. 

9. Revise the project’s quality and process-performance objectives as 
necessary. 

SP 1.2 Compose the Defined Process 
Select subprocesses that compose the project’s defined 
process based on historical stability and capability data. 

Refer to the Integrated Project Management process area for more 
information about establishing and maintaining the project’s defined 
process. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
information about the organization’s process asset library, which might 
include a process element of known and needed capability. 
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Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about the organization’s process-performance 
baselines and process-performance models. 

Subprocesses are identified from process elements in the 
organization’s set of standard processes and process artifacts in the 
organization’s process asset library. 

These subprocesses may include those used for interacting with a 
supplier (e.g., negotiating a supplier agreement and conducting supplier 
reviews). 

Typical Work Products 
1. Criteria used in identifying which subprocesses are valid 

candidates for inclusion in the project’s defined process 

2. Candidate subprocesses for inclusion in the project’s defined 
process 

3. Subprocesses to be included in the project’s defined process 

4. Identified risks when selected subprocesses lack a process-
performance history 

Subpractices 
1. Establish the criteria to use in identifying which subprocesses are 

valid candidates for use. 

Identification may be based on the following: 
• Quality and process-performance objectives 

• Existence of process-performance data 

• Product line standards 

• Project lifecycle models 

• Customer requirements 

• Laws and regulations 
 

2. Determine whether subprocesses that are to be statistically 
managed and were obtained from the organizational process 
assets are suitable for statistical management. 

A subprocess may be more suitable for statistical management if it has a history 
of the following: 

• Stable performance in previous comparable instances 

• Process-performance data that satisfy the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives 
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Historical data are primarily obtained from the organization’s process-performance 
baselines. However, these data may not be available for all subprocesses. 

3. Analyze the interaction of subprocesses to understand 
relationships among subprocesses and measured attributes of the 
subprocesses. 

Examples of analysis techniques include system dynamics models and 
simulations. 

 

4. Identify the risk when no subprocess is available that is known to 
be capable of satisfying quality and process-performance 
objectives (i.e., no capable subprocess is available or the capability 
of the subprocess is not known). 

Even when a subprocess has not been selected to be statistically managed, 
historical data and process-performance models may indicate that the subprocess 
is not capable of satisfying quality and process-performance objectives. 

Refer to the Risk Management process area for more information 
about identifying and analyzing risks. 

SP 1.3 Select Subprocesses to Be Statistically Managed 
Select subprocesses of the project’s defined process to be 
statistically managed. 

Selecting subprocesses to be statistically managed is often a 
concurrent and iterative process of identifying applicable project and 
organization quality and process-performance objectives, selecting 
subprocesses, and identifying process and product attributes to 
measure and control. Often the selection of a process, quality and 
process-performance objective, or measurable attribute will constrain 
the selection of the other two. For example, if a particular process is 
selected, measurable attributes and quality and process-performance 
objectives may be constrained by that process. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Quality and process-performance objectives to be addressed by 

statistical management 

2. Criteria used in selecting which subprocesses will be statistically 
managed 

3. Subprocesses to be statistically managed 

4. Identified process and product attributes of selected subprocesses 
that should be measured and controlled 

Subpractices 
1. Identify which of the project’s quality and process-performance 

objectives will be statistically managed. 
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2. Identify criteria to be used in selecting subprocesses that are the 
main contributors to achieving identified quality and process-
performance objectives and for which predictable performance is 
important. 

Examples of sources for criteria used in selecting subprocesses include the 
following: 
• Customer requirements related to quality and process performance 

• Quality and process-performance objectives established by the customer 

• Quality and process-performance objectives established by the organization 

• The organization’s performance baselines and models 

• Stable performance of the subprocess on other projects 

• Laws and regulations 
 

3. Select subprocesses to be statistically managed using selection 
criteria. 

It may not be possible to statistically manage some subprocesses (e.g., where 
new subprocesses and technologies are being piloted). In other cases, it may not 
be economically justifiable to apply statistical techniques to certain subprocesses. 

4. Identify product and process attributes of selected subprocesses to 
be measured and controlled. 

Examples of product and process attributes include the following: 
• Defect density 

• Cycle time 

• Test coverage 
 

SP 1.4 Manage Project Performance 
Monitor the project to determine whether the project’s 
objectives for quality and process performance will be 
satisfied, and identify corrective action, as appropriate. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about analyzing and using measures. 

A prerequisite for such a determination is that the selected 
subprocesses of the project’s defined process are statistically managed 
and their process capability is understood. Specific practices of specific 
goal 2 provide detail on statistically managing selected subprocesses. 
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The acquirer monitors the performance of selected subprocesses to 
assess whether the project is on track in achieving its quality and 
process-performance objectives. These subprocesses include those 
that involve interaction with a supplier. This selective monitoring 
provides the acquirer with insight into project and supplier performance 
in order to predict the likelihood of achieving project objectives for 
quality and process performance. The acquirer uses this information to 
manage the project and to initiate corrective actions in time to meet 
project objectives. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Estimates (i.e., predictions) of the achievement of the project’s 

quality and process-performance objectives 

2. Documentation of risks in achieving the project’s quality and 
process-performance objectives 

3. Documentation of actions needed to address deficiencies in 
achieving project objectives 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier process-performance data for quality and process-

performance objectives and expected service levels 

Subpractices 
1. Periodically review the performance and capability of each 

subprocess selected to be statistically managed to appraise 
progress toward achieving the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives. 

The process capability of each selected subprocess is determined with respect to 
that subprocess’ established quality and process-performance objectives. These 
objectives are derived from the project’s quality and process-performance 
objectives, which are defined for the project as a whole. 

2. Periodically review actual results achieved against established 
interim objectives for each phase of the project lifecycle to appraise 
progress toward achieving the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives. 

3. Track supplier results for achieving their quality and process-
performance objectives. 

4. Use process-performance models calibrated with obtained 
measures of critical attributes to estimate progress toward 
achieving the project’s quality and process-performance objectives. 
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Process-performance models are used to estimate progress toward achieving 
objectives that cannot be measured until a future phase in the project lifecycle. An 
example is the use of process-performance models to predict latent defects in the 
delivered product using interim measures of defects identified during peer 
reviews. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about process-performance models. 

Calibration of the process-performance models is based on results obtained from 
performing the previous subpractices. 

5. Identify and manage risks associated with achieving the project’s 
quality and process-performance objectives. 

Refer to the Risk Management process area for more information 
about identifying and managing risks. 

Example sources of risks include the following: 
• Inadequate stability and capability data in the organization’s measurement 

repository 

• Subprocesses having inadequate performance or capability 

• Suppliers not achieving their quality and process-performance objectives 

• Lack of visibility into supplier capability 

• Inaccuracies in the organization’s process-performance models for predicting 
future performance 

• Deficiencies in predicted process performance (estimated progress) 

• Other identified risks associated with identified deficiencies 
 

6. Determine and document actions needed to address deficiencies in 
achieving the project’s quality and process-performance objectives. 

The intent of these actions is to plan and deploy the right set of activities, 
resources, and schedule to place the project back on a path toward achieving its 
objectives. 
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Examples of actions that can be taken to address deficiencies in achieving the 
project’s objectives include the following: 
• Changing quality and process-performance objectives so that they are within 

the expected range of the project’s defined process 

• Improving the implementation of the project’s defined process to reduce its 
normal variability (Reducing variability may bring the project’s performance 
within the objectives without having to move the mean.) 

• Adopting new subprocesses and technologies that have the potential for 
satisfying objectives and managing associated risks 

• Identifying the risk and risk mitigation strategies for deficiencies 

• Terminating the project 
 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about taking corrective action. 

SG 2 Statistically Manage Subprocess Performance 
The performance of selected subprocesses within the project’s defined 
process is statistically managed. 

This specific goal describes an activity critical to achieving the 
Quantitatively Manage the Project specific goal of this process area. 
The specific practices under this specific goal describe how to 
statistically manage subprocesses whose selection was described in 
specific practices under specific goal 1. When selected subprocesses 
are statistically managed, their capability to achieve their objectives can 
be determined. By these means, it is possible to predict whether the 
project will be able to achieve its objectives, which is key to 
quantitatively managing the project. 

SP 2.1 Select Measures and Analytic Techniques 
Select measures and analytic techniques to be used in 
statistically managing selected subprocesses. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about establishing measurable objectives; specifying the 
measures and analyses to be performed; obtaining, analyzing, and 
updating measures; and reporting results. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Definitions of measures and analytic techniques to be used in (or 

proposed for) statistically managing subprocesses 

2. Operational definitions of measures, their collection points in 
subprocesses, and how the integrity of measures will be 
determined 
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3. Traceability of measures back to the project’s quality and process-
performance objectives 

4. Instrumented organizational support environment that supports 
automatic data collection 

Subpractices 
1. Identify common measures from the organizational process assets 

that support statistical management. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for 
more information about common measures. 

Product lines or other stratification criteria may categorize common measures. 

2. Identify additional measures that may be needed for this instance 
to cover critical product and process attributes of the selected 
subprocesses. 

In some cases, measures may be research oriented. Such measures should be 
explicitly identified. 

3. Identify the measures that are appropriate for statistical 
management. 

Critical criteria for selecting statistical management measures include the 
following: 

• Controllable (e.g., Can a measure’s values be changed by changing how the 
subprocess is implemented?) 

• Adequate performance indicator (e.g., Is the measure a good indicator of how 
well the subprocess is performing relative to the objectives of interest?) 

 

Examples of subprocess measures include the following: 
• Requirements volatility 

• Ratios of estimated to measured values of planning parameters (e.g., size, 
cost, and schedule) 

• Coverage and efficiency of peer reviews 

• Test coverage and efficiency 

• Effectiveness of training (e.g., percent of planned training completed and test 
scores) 

• Reliability 

• Percentage of total defects inserted or found in different phases of the project 
lifecycle 

• Percentage of total effort expended in different phases of the project lifecycle 
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4. Specify the operational definitions of measures, their collection 
points in subprocesses, and how the integrity of measures will be 
determined. 

Operational definitions are stated in precise and unambiguous terms. They 
address two important criteria: 

• Communication: What has been measured, how it was measured, what are 
the units of measure, and what has been included or excluded? 

• Repeatability: Is the measurement repeatable, given the same definition, to 
get the same results? 

5. Analyze the relationship of identified measures to the objectives of 
the organization and its projects, and derive objectives that state 
target measures or ranges to be met for each measured attribute of 
each selected subprocess. 

6. Instrument the organizational or project support environment to 
support collection, derivation, and analysis of statistical measures. 

This instrumentation is based on the following: 

• Description of the organization’s set of standard processes 

• Description of the project’s defined process 

• Capabilities of the organizational or project support environment 
 

7. Identify appropriate statistical analysis techniques that are 
expected to be useful in statistically managing the selected 
subprocesses. 

The concept of “one size does not fit all” applies to statistical analysis techniques. 
What makes a particular technique appropriate is not just the type of measures 
but, more important, how the measures will be used and whether the situation 
warrants applying that technique. The appropriateness of the selection may need 
to be reviewed from time to time. 

Examples of statistical analysis techniques are given in the next specific practice. 

8. Revise measures and statistical analysis techniques as necessary. 

SP 2.2 Apply Statistical Methods to Understand Variation 
Establish and maintain an understanding of the variation of 
selected subprocesses using selected measures and analytic 
techniques. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about collecting, analyzing, and using measurement results. 
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Understanding variation is achieved, in part, by collecting and analyzing 
process and product measures so that special causes of variation can 
be identified and addressed to achieve predictable performance. 

A special cause of process variation is characterized by an unexpected 
change in process performance. Special causes are also known as 
assignable causes because they can be identified, analyzed, and 
addressed to prevent recurrence. 

The identification of special causes of variation is based on departures 
from the system of common causes of variation. These departures can 
be identified by the presence of extreme values or other identifiable 
patterns in data collected from the subprocess or associated work 
products. Typically, knowledge of variation and insight about potential 
sources of anomalous patterns are needed to detect special causes of 
variation. 

Sources of anomalous patterns of variation may include the following: 

• Lack of process compliance 

• Undistinguished influences of multiple underlying subprocesses on the data 

• Ordering or timing of activities within the subprocess 

• Uncontrolled inputs to the subprocess 

• Environmental changes during subprocess execution 

• Schedule pressure 

• Inappropriate sampling or grouping of data 
 

Typical Work Products 
1. Collected measurements 

2. Natural bounds of process performance for each measured 
attribute of each selected subprocess 

3. Process performance compared to the natural bounds of process 
performance for each measured attribute of each selected 
subprocess 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Collected supplier measurements 

2. Natural bounds of supplier process performance for each 
measured attribute of each selected subprocess 

3. Supplier process performance compared to the natural bounds of 
process performance for each measured attribute of each selected 
subprocess 
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Subpractices 
1. Establish trial natural bounds for subprocesses having suitable 

historical performance data. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Performance process area for 
more information about organizational process-performance 
baselines. 

Natural bounds of an attribute are the range within which variation normally 
occurs. All processes show some variation in process and product measures each 
time they are executed. The issue is whether this variation is due to common 
causes of variation in the normal performance of the process or to some special 
cause that can and should be identified and removed. 

When a subprocess is initially executed, suitable data for establishing trial natural 
bounds are sometimes available from prior instances of the subprocess or 
comparable subprocesses, process-performance baselines, or process-
performance models. Typically, these data are contained in the organization’s 
measurement repository. As the subprocess is executed, data specific to that 
instance are collected and used to update and replace the trial natural bounds. 
However, if the subprocess has been materially tailored, or if conditions are 
materially different from those in previous instantiations, data in the repository 
may not be relevant and should not be used. 

In some cases, there may be no comparable historical data (e.g., when 
introducing a new subprocess, when entering a new application domain, or when 
significant changes have been made to the subprocess). In such cases, trial 
natural bounds will have to be made from early process data of this subprocess. 
These trial natural bounds must then be refined and updated as subprocess 
execution continues. 

 

Examples of criteria for determining whether data are comparable include the 
following: 
• Product lines 

• Application domain 

• Work product and task attributes (e.g., size of product) 

• Size of project 
 

2. Collect data, as defined by selected measures, on subprocesses 
as they execute. 

3. Calculate the natural bounds of process performance for each 
measured attribute. 
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Examples of statistical techniques for calculating natural bounds include the 
following: 
• Control charts 

• Confidence intervals (for parameters of distributions) 

• Prediction intervals (for future outcomes) 
 

4. Identify special causes of variation. 

An example of a criterion for detecting a special cause of process variation in a 
control chart is a data point that falls outside 3-sigma control limits. 

 

The criteria for detecting special causes of variation are based on statistical theory 
and experience and depend on economic justification. As criteria are added, 
special causes are more likely to be identified if they are present, but the 
likelihood of false alarms also increases. 

5. Analyze special cause of process variation to determine the 
reasons the anomaly occurred. 

Examples of techniques for analyzing the reasons for special causes of variation 
include the following: 
• Cause-and-effect (fishbone) diagrams 

• Designed experiments 

• Control charts (applied to subprocess inputs or lower level subprocesses) 

• Subgrouping (Analyzing the same data segregated into smaller groups based 
on an understanding of how the subprocess was implemented facilitates 
isolation of special causes.) 

 

Some anomalies may simply be extremes of the underlying distribution rather 
than problems. Those implementing a subprocess are usually the ones best able 
to analyze and understand special causes of variation. 

6. Determine the corrective action to be taken when special causes of 
variation are identified. 

Removing a special cause of process variation does not change the underlying 
subprocess. It addresses an error in the way the subprocess is executed. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about taking corrective action. 

7. Recalculate natural bounds for each measured attribute of the 
selected subprocesses as necessary. 

Recalculating the (statistically estimated) natural bounds is based on measured 
values that signify that the subprocess has changed, not on expectations or 
arbitrary decisions. 
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Examples of when natural bounds may need to be recalculated include the 
following: 
• There are incremental improvements to the subprocess 

• New tools are deployed for the subprocess 

• A new subprocess is deployed 

• The collected measures suggest that the subprocess mean has permanently 
shifted or subprocess variation has permanently changed 

 

SP 2.3 Monitor the Performance of Selected Subprocesses 

Monitor the performance of selected subprocesses to 
determine their capability to satisfy their quality and 
process-performance objectives, and identify corrective 
action as necessary. 

The intent of this specific practice is to do the following: 

• Statistically determine process behavior expected from the 
subprocess 

• Appraise the probability that the subprocess will meet its quality and 
process-performance objectives 

• Identify the corrective action to be taken based on a statistical 
analysis of process-performance data 

Corrective action may include renegotiating affected project objectives, identifying and 
implementing alternative subprocesses, or identifying and measuring lower level 
subprocesses to achieve greater detail in performance data. 
 

These actions are intended to help the project use a more capable 
process. (See the definition of “capable process” in the glossary.) 

A prerequisite for comparing the capability of a selected subprocess 
against its quality and process-performance objectives is that the 
measured attributes of the subprocess indicate that its performance is 
stable and predictable. 

Process capability is analyzed for those subprocesses and measured 
attributes for which (derived) objectives are established. Not all 
subprocesses or measured attributes that are statistically managed are 
analyzed regarding process capability. 

Historical data may be inadequate for initially determining whether the 
subprocess is capable. It also is possible that the estimated natural 
bounds for subprocess performance may shift away from quality and 
process-performance objectives. In either case, statistical control 
implies monitoring capability as well as stability. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Natural bounds of process performance for each selected 

subprocess compared to its established (derived) objectives 

2. The process capability of each subprocess 

3. The actions needed to address deficiencies in the process 
capability of each subprocess 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Actions needed to address deficiencies in supplier process 

performance or the quality of deliverables 

Subpractices 
1. Compare quality and process-performance objectives to the natural 

bounds of the measured attribute. 

This comparison provides an appraisal of the process capability for each 
measured attribute of a subprocess. These comparisons can be displayed 
graphically in ways that relate the estimated natural bounds to the objectives or as 
process capability indices, which summarize the relationship of objectives to 
natural bounds. 

2. Monitor changes in quality and process-performance objectives 
and the process capability of the selected subprocess. 

3. Identify and document deficiencies in subprocess capability. 

4. Determine and document actions needed to address deficiencies in 
subprocess capability. 

Examples of actions that can be taken when the performance of a selected 
subprocess does not satisfy its objectives include the following: 
• Re-deriving quality and process-performance objectives for each selected 

subprocess so that they can be met given the performance of the selected 
subprocesses 

• Improving the implementation of the existing subprocess to reduce its normal 
variability (reducing variability may bring natural bounds within the objectives 
without having to move the mean) 

• Adopting new process elements, subprocesses, and technologies that have 
the potential to satisfy objectives and manage associated risks 

• Identifying risks and risk mitigation strategies for each deficiency in 
subprocess capability 

 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about taking corrective action. 
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SP 2.4 Record Statistical Management Data 
Record statistical and quality management data in the 
organization’s measurement repository. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about managing and storing data, measurement definitions, 
and results. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
information about the organization’s measurement repository. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Statistical and quality management data recorded in the 

organization’s measurement repository 
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REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT 

A Project Management Process Area at Maturity Level 2 

Purpose 

The purpose of Requirements Management (REQM) is to manage 
requirements of the project’s products and product components and to 
identify inconsistencies between those requirements and the project’s 
plans and work products. 

Introductory Notes 

Requirements management processes manage all requirements 
received or generated by the project, including both technical and 
nontechnical requirements as well as requirements levied on the project 
by the organization. 

In particular, if the Acquisition Requirements Development process area 
is implemented, the resulting processes will generate customer and 
contractual requirements to be managed by requirements management 
processes. When the Requirements Management and the Acquisition 
Requirements Development process areas are both implemented, their 
associated processes may be closely tied and performed concurrently. 

The project takes appropriate steps to ensure that the agreed-on set of 
requirements is managed to support the planning and execution needs 
of the project. When a project receives requirements from an approved 
requirements provider, these requirements are reviewed with the 
requirements provider to resolve issues and prevent misunderstanding 
before requirements are incorporated into project plans. Once the 
requirements provider and the requirements receiver reach an 
agreement, commitment to the requirements is obtained from project 
participants. The project manages changes to requirements as they 
evolve and identifies inconsistencies that occur among plans, work 
products, and requirements. 

Part of managing requirements is documenting requirements changes 
and their rationale and maintaining bidirectional traceability between 
source requirements and all product and product component 
requirements. (See the definition of “bidirectional traceability” in the 
glossary.) 

Throughout the process areas, where we use the terms product and 
product component, they are intended to include service and service 
component and should be interpreted in that way. 
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Related Process Areas 

Refer to the Acquisition Requirements Development process area for 
more information about transforming stakeholder needs into customer 
requirements and allocating requirements to supplier deliverables. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
how project plans reflect requirements and must be revised as 
requirements change. 

Refer to the Configuration Management process area for more 
information about baselines and controlling changes to requirements 
documents. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about tracking and controlling activities and work products 
that are based on requirements and taking appropriate corrective 
action. 

Refer to the Risk Management process area for more information about 
identifying and handling risks associated with requirements. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 
SG 1 Manage Requirements 

SP 1.1 Understand Requirements 

SP 1.2 Obtain Commitment to Requirements 

SP 1.3 Manage Requirements Changes 

SP 1.4 Maintain Bidirectional Traceability of Requirements 

SP 1.5 Identify Inconsistencies Between Project Work and Requirements 

Specific Practices by Goal 

SG 1 Manage Requirements 
Requirements are managed and inconsistencies with project plans and 
work products are identified. 

The project maintains a current and approved set of requirements over 
the life of the project by doing the following: 

• Managing all changes to requirements 

• Maintaining relationships among requirements, project plans, and 
work products 

• Identifying inconsistencies among requirements, project plans, and 
work products 

• Taking corrective action 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about taking corrective action. 
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Requirements management typically includes directly managing 
changes to customer and contractual requirements developed by the 
acquirer and overseeing the supplier’s requirements management 
process. Requirements changes may result in changes to the supplier 
agreement. 

SP 1.1 Understand Requirements 
Develop an understanding with requirements providers on the 
meaning of requirements. 

To avoid requirements creep, criteria are established to designate 
appropriate channels or official sources from which to receive 
requirements. Those receiving requirements conduct analyses of them 
with the provider to ensure that a compatible, shared understanding is 
reached on the meaning of requirements. The result of these analyses 
and dialog is an agreed-to set of requirements. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Lists of criteria for distinguishing appropriate requirements 

providers 

2. Criteria for evaluation and acceptance of requirements 

3. Results of analyses against criteria 

4. An agreed-to set of requirements 

Subpractices 
1. Establish criteria for distinguishing appropriate requirements 

providers. 

2. Establish objective criteria for the evaluation and acceptance of 
requirements. 

Lack of evaluation and acceptance criteria often results in inadequate verification, 
costly rework, or customer rejection. 

Examples of evaluation and acceptance criteria include the following: 
• Clearly and properly stated 

• Complete 

• Consistent with one another 

• Uniquely identified 

• Appropriate to implement 

• Verifiable (testable) 

• Traceable 
 

3. Analyze requirements to ensure that established criteria are met. 
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4. Reach an understanding of requirements with requirements 
providers so that project participants can commit to them. 

SP 1.2 Obtain Commitment to Requirements 
Obtain commitment to requirements from project participants. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about monitoring the commitments made. 

The previous specific practice dealt with reaching an understanding with 
requirements providers. This specific practice deals with agreements 
and commitments among those who must carry out activities necessary 
to implement requirements. Requirements evolve throughout the 
project. As requirements evolve, this specific practice ensures that 
project participants commit to the current and approved requirements 
and the resulting changes in project plans, activities, and work products. 

Changes to requirements may lead to changes in supplier agreements. 
These changes must be agreed on by the acquirer and supplier after 
appropriate negotiations. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Requirements impact assessments 

2. Documented commitments to requirements and requirements 
changes 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier requirements impact assessments 

Subpractices 
1. Assess the impact of requirements on existing commitments. 

2. Negotiate and record commitments. 

Changes to existing commitments should be negotiated before project participants 
commit to a requirement or requirement change. 

The acquirer negotiates commitments with the customer and supplier before 
committing to requirement changes. 

SP 1.3 Manage Requirements Changes 
Manage changes to requirements as they evolve during the 
project. 

Refer to the Configuration Management process area for more 
information about maintaining and controlling the requirements baseline 
and making requirements and change data available to the project. 
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During the project, requirements change for a variety of reasons. As 
needs change and as work proceeds, changes may have to be made to 
existing requirements. It is essential to manage these additions and 
changes efficiently and effectively. To effectively analyze the impact of 
changes, it is necessary that the source of each requirement is known 
and the rationale for the change is documented. The project may, 
however, want to track appropriate measures of requirements volatility 
to judge whether new or revised controls are necessary. 

If contractual requirements defined in the supplier agreement are 
affected by the changes, the supplier agreement also must be aligned 
with the changed requirements. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Requirements change requests 

2. Requirements change impact reports 

3. Requirements status 

4. Requirements database 

5. Requirements decision database 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Requirements change requests 

2. Requirements change impact reports 

Subpractices 
1. Document all requirements and requirements changes that are 

given to or generated by the project. 

2. Maintain a requirements change history, including the rationale for 
changes. 

Maintaining the change history helps track requirements volatility. 

3. Evaluate the impact of requirement changes from the standpoint of 
relevant stakeholders. 

4. Make requirements and change data available to the project. 
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SP 1.4 Maintain Bidirectional Traceability of Requirements 
Maintain bidirectional traceability among requirements and 
work products. 

The intent of this specific practice is to maintain the bidirectional 
traceability of requirements. (See the definition of “bidirectional 
traceability” in the glossary.) When requirements are managed well, 
traceability can be established from a source requirement to its lower 
level requirements and from those lower level requirements back to 
their source requirements. Such bidirectional traceability helps 
determine whether all source requirements have been completely 
addressed and whether all lower level requirements can be traced to a 
valid source. 

Requirements traceability can also cover relationships to other entities 
such as intermediate and final work products, changes in design 
documentation, and test plans. Traceability can cover horizontal 
relationships, such as across interfaces, as well as vertical 
relationships. Traceability is particularly needed in conducting the 
impact assessment of requirements changes on project activities and 
work products. 

The supplier maintains comprehensive bidirectional traceability to 
requirements defined in the supplier agreement by the acquirer, and the 
acquirer verifies that traceability. The acquirer maintains bidirectional 
traceability between customer requirements and contractual 
requirements. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Requirements traceability matrix 

2. Requirements tracking system 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Comprehensive requirements traceability matrix managed by the 

supplier as required by the supplier agreement 

Subpractices 
1. Maintain requirements traceability to ensure that the source of 

lower level (derived) requirements is documented. 

Traceability from customer to contractual requirements is maintained by the 
acquirer. Traceability from contractual requirements to derived or additional 
requirements is maintained by the supplier. 

2. Maintain requirements traceability from a requirement to its derived 
requirements and allocation to functions, interfaces, objects, 
people, processes, and work products. 

3. Generate a requirements traceability matrix. 
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A comprehensive traceability matrix, tracing from customer requirements to 
contractor requirements is maintained by the acquirer. A comprehensive 
traceability matrix, tracing from contractual requirements to lower level 
requirements is maintained by the supplier. 

SP 1.5 Identify Inconsistencies Between Project Work and Requirements 
Identify inconsistencies between project plans and work 
products and requirements. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about monitoring and controlling project plans and work 
products for consistency with requirements and taking corrective 
actions when necessary. 

This specific practice finds inconsistencies between requirements and 
project plans and work products and initiates corrective actions to 
resolve them. 

Corrective actions taken by the project to resolve inconsistencies may 
also result in changes to project plans and supplier agreements.

Typical Work Products 
1. Documentation of inconsistencies between requirements and 

project plans and work products, including sources and conditions 

2. Corrective actions 

Subpractices 
1. Review project plans, activities, and work products for consistency 

with requirements and changes made to them. 

2. Identify the source of the inconsistency. 

3. Identify changes that must be made to plans and work products 
resulting from changes to the requirements baseline. 

4. Initiate corrective actions. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

A Project Management Process Area at Maturity Level 3 

Purpose 

The purpose of Risk Management (RSKM) is to identify potential 
problems before they occur so that risk-handling activities can be 
planned and invoked as needed across the life of the product or project 
to mitigate adverse impacts on achieving objectives. 

Introductory Notes 

Risk management is a continuous, forward-looking process that is an 
important part of project management. Risk management should 
address issues that could endanger achievement of critical objectives. 
A continuous risk management approach effectively anticipates and 
mitigates risks that may have a critical impact on a project. 

Effective risk management includes early and aggressive risk 
identification through collaboration and the involvement of relevant 
stakeholders as described in the stakeholder involvement plan 
addressed in the Project Planning process area. Strong leadership 
across all relevant stakeholders is needed to establish an environment 
for free and open disclosure and discussion of risk. 

Risk management must consider both internal and external sources of 
cost, schedule, performance, and other risks. Early and aggressive 
detection of risk is important because it is typically easier, less costly, 
and less disruptive to make changes and correct work efforts during 
earlier, rather than the later, phases of the project. 

When the project identifies and assesses project risks during project 
planning and manages risks throughout the life of the project, risk 
identification includes identifying risks associated with the acquisition 
process and the use of a supplier to perform project work. Initially, the 
acquisition strategy identifies risks associated with an acquisition. The 
approach to the acquisition is planned based on those risks. As the 
project progresses to the selection of a supplier, risks specific to the 
supplier’s technical and management approach become important to 
the success of the acquisition.  
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These risks refer to the capability of the supplier to meet contractual 
requirements, including schedules and cost targets. When the project 
selects a supplier and awards the supplier agreement, the acquirer 
continues to manage project risks, including risks related to the supplier 
meeting its contractual requirements. Typically the acquirer does not 
manage risks being addressed or managed by the supplier. 

Risk management can be divided into three parts: defining a risk 
management strategy; identifying and analyzing risks; and handling 
identified risks, including the implementation of risk mitigation plans as 
needed. 

Both the acquirer and supplier must understand project risks and how to 
modify the risk management strategy and plans as a project progresses 
through its lifecycle. Managing project risks requires a close partnership 
between the acquirer and supplier. Both must share appropriate risk 
management documentation, understand the risks, and develop and 
execute risk management activities. 

The complexity of an acquirer-supplier relationship increases the need 
for early and aggressive risk identification. For example, acquirer 
capabilities, supplier experience working with the acquirer, financial 
stability of the supplier, and availability of well-defined dispute resolution 
processes all influence the risk of a project. 

As represented in the Project Planning and Project Monitoring and 
Control process areas, organizations initially may focus on risk 
identification for awareness, and react to the realization of these risks 
as they occur. The Risk Management process area describes an 
evolution of these specific practices to systematically plan, anticipate, 
and mitigate risks to proactively minimize their impact on the project. 

Although the primary emphasis of the Risk Management process area 
is on the project, these concepts can also be applied to manage 
organizational risks. 

Related Process Areas 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
identifying project risks and planning the involvement of relevant 
stakeholders. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about monitoring project risks. 

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for more 
information about using a formal evaluation process to evaluate 
alternatives for the selection and mitigation of identified risks. 
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Refer to the Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process 
area for more information about establishing supplier agreements. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 
SG 1 Prepare for Risk Management 

SP 1.1 Determine Risk Sources and Categories 

SP 1.2 Define Risk Parameters 

SP 1.3 Establish a Risk Management Strategy 

SG 2 Identify and Analyze Risks 

SP 2.1 Identify Risks 

SP 2.2 Evaluate, Categorize, and Prioritize Risks 

SG 3 Mitigate Risks 

SP 3.1 Develop Risk Mitigation Plans 

SP 3.2 Implement Risk Mitigation Plans 

Specific Practices by Goal 

SG 1 Prepare for Risk Management 
Preparation for risk management is conducted. 

Prepare for risk management by establishing and maintaining a strategy 
for identifying, analyzing, and mitigating risks. Typically, this strategy is 
documented in a risk management plan. The risk management strategy 
addresses specific actions and the management approach used to 
apply and control the risk management program. The strategy typically 
includes identifying sources of risk, the scheme used to categorize 
risks, and parameters used to evaluate, bound, and control risks for 
effective handling. 

SP 1.1 Determine Risk Sources and Categories 
Determine risk sources and categories. 

Identifying risk sources provides a basis for systematically examining 
changing situations over time to uncover circumstances that impact the 
ability of the project to meet its objectives. Risk sources are both 
internal and external to the project. As the project progresses, additional 
sources of risk may be identified. Establishing categories for risks 
provides a mechanism for collecting and organizing risks as well as 
ensuring appropriate scrutiny and management attention to risks that 
can have serious consequences on meeting project objectives. 

Acquirers initially identify and categorize risk sources and categories for 
the project and refine those sources and categories over time (e.g., 
schedule, cost, sourcing, contract management, supplier execution, 
technology readiness, human safety, reliability related risks and other 
issues outside the control of the acquirer). The supplier is also a source 
of risk (e.g., financial stability of the suppler and the possibility of the 
supplier’s acquisition by another organization). 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Risk source lists (external and internal) 

2. Risk categories list 

Subpractices 
1. Determine risk sources. 

Risk sources are fundamental drivers that cause risks in a project or organization. 
There are many sources of risks, both internal and external to a project. Risk 
sources identify where risks may originate. 

Typical internal and external risk sources include the following: 
• Uncertain requirements 

• Unprecedented efforts (i.e., estimates unavailable) 

• Infeasible design 

• Unavailable technology 

• Unrealistic schedule estimates or allocation 

• Inadequate staffing and skills 

• Cost or funding issues 

• Uncertain or inadequate subcontractor capability 

• Uncertain or inadequate supplier capability 

• Inadequate communication with customers 

• Disruptions to the continuity of operations 
 

Many of these sources of risk are often accepted without adequately planning for 
them. Early identification of both internal and external sources of risk can lead to 
early identification of risks. Risk mitigation plans can then be implemented early in 
the project to preclude occurrence of risks or reduce consequences of their 
occurrence. 

2. Determine risk categories. 

Risk categories are the “bins” used for collecting and organizing risks. Identifying 
risk categories aids the future consolidation of activities in risk mitigation plans. 
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The following factors may be considered when determining risk categories: 
• Phases of the project’s lifecycle model (e.g., requirements, design, 

manufacturing, test and evaluation, delivery, and disposal) 

• Types of processes used 

• Types of products used 

• Project management risks (e.g., contract risks, budget/cost risks, schedule 
risks, resource risks, performance risks, and supportability risks) 

• Supplier risks (e.g., financial viability of the supplier and the geographic 
location of supplier resources) 

• Product safety, security, and reliability 
 

A risk taxonomy can be used to provide a framework for determining risk sources 
and categories. 

SP 1.2 Define Risk Parameters 
Define parameters used to analyze and categorize risks and to 
control the risk management effort. 

Parameters for evaluating, categorizing, and prioritizing risks include 
the following: 

• Risk likelihood (i.e., probability of risk occurrence) 

• Risk consequence (i.e., impact and severity of risk occurrence) 

• Thresholds to trigger management activities 

Risk parameters are used to provide common and consistent criteria for 
comparing risks to be managed. Without these parameters, it is difficult 
to gauge the severity of an unwanted change caused by a risk and to 
prioritize the actions required for risk mitigation planning. 

Acquirers should document the parameters used to analyze and 
categorize risks so they are available for reference throughout the life of 
the project since circumstances change over time. Using these 
parameters, risks can easily be re-categorized and analyzed when 
changes occur. 

The acquirer may use tools such as failure mode and effects analysis to 
examine risks such as potential failures in products or processes. A tool 
may also be used to evaluate risk management priorities for mitigating 
known threat vulnerabilities. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Risk evaluation, categorization, and prioritization criteria 

2. Risk management requirements (e.g., control and approval levels 
and reassessment intervals) 
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Subpractices 
1. Define consistent criteria for evaluating and quantifying risk 

likelihood and severity levels. 

Consistently used criteria (e.g., bounds on likelihood and severity levels) allow 
impacts of different risks to be commonly understood, to receive the appropriate 
level of scrutiny, and to obtain the management attention warranted. In managing 
dissimilar risks (e.g., personnel safety versus environmental pollution), it is 
important to ensure consistency in the end result (e.g., a high risk of 
environmental pollution is as important as a high risk to personnel safety). 

2. Define thresholds for each risk category. 

For each risk category, thresholds can be established to determine acceptability 
or unacceptability of risks, prioritization of risks, or triggers for management 
action. 

 

Examples of thresholds include the following: 
• Project-wide thresholds could be established to involve senior management 

when product costs exceed 10 percent of the target cost or when cost 
performance indices (CPIs) fall below 0.95. 

• Schedule thresholds could be established to involve senior management 
when schedule performance indices (SPIs) fall below 0.95. 

• Performance thresholds could be established to involve senior management 
when specified key items (e.g., processor utilization or average response 
times) exceed 125 percent of the intended design. 

 

For each identified risk, establish points at which more aggressive risk monitoring 
is employed or to signal the implementation of risk mitigation plans. These points 
can be redefined later in the project as necessary. 

3. Define bounds on the extent to which thresholds are applied 
against or within a category. 

There are few limits to which risks can be assessed in either a quantitative or 
qualitative fashion. Definition of bounds (or boundary conditions) can be used to 
help define the extent of the risk management effort and avoid excessive resource 
expenditures. Bounds may include the exclusion of a risk source from a category. 
These bounds can also exclude any condition that occurs less than a given 
frequency. 
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SP 1.3 Establish a Risk Management Strategy 

Establish and maintain the strategy to be used for risk 
management. 

A comprehensive risk management strategy addresses items such as 
the following: 

• The scope of the risk management effort 

• Methods and tools to be used for risk identification, risk analysis, 
risk mitigation, risk monitoring, and communication 

• Project-specific sources of risks 

• How risks are to be organized, categorized, compared, and 
consolidated 

• Parameters used for taking action on identified risks, including 
likelihood, consequence, and thresholds 

• Risk mitigation techniques to be used, such as prototyping, piloting, 
simulation, alternative designs, or evolutionary development 

• The definition of risk measures used to monitor the status of risks 

• Time intervals for risk monitoring or reassessment 

The risk management strategy should be guided by a common vision of 
success that describes desired future project outcomes in terms of the 
product delivered, its cost, and its fitness for the task. The risk 
management strategy is often documented in an organizational or 
project risk management plan. This strategy is reviewed with relevant 
stakeholders to promote commitment and understanding. 

A risk management strategy must be developed early in the project, so 
that relevant risks are identified and managed aggressively. The 
acquisition strategy evolves based on risk identification and analysis. 
Early identification and assessment of critical risks allows the acquirer 
to formulate risk handling approaches and streamline the project 
definition and solicitation around critical product and process risks. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Project risk management strategy 

SG 2 Identify and Analyze Risks 
Risks are identified and analyzed to determine their relative importance. 

The degree of risk affects the resources assigned to handle the risk and 
the timing of when appropriate management attention is required. 
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Risk analysis entails identifying risks from identified internal and 
external sources and evaluating each identified risk to determine its 
likelihood and consequences. Risk categorization, based on an 
evaluation against established risk categories and criteria developed for 
the risk management strategy, provides information needed for risk 
handling. Related risks may be grouped to enable efficient handling and 
effective use of risk management resources. 

SP 2.1 Identify Risks 
Identify and document risks. 

 

Identifying potential issues, hazards, threats, and vulnerabilities that 
could negatively affect work efforts or plans is the basis for sound and 
successful risk management. Risks must be identified and described 
understandably before they can be analyzed and managed properly. 
Risks are documented in a concise statement that includes the context, 
conditions, and consequences of risk occurrence. 

Risk identification should be an organized, thorough approach to seek 
out probable or realistic risks that may affect achieving objectives. To 
be effective, risk identification should not attempt to address every 
possible event regardless of how improbable it may be. Using 
categories and parameters developed in the risk management strategy 
and identified sources of risk can provide the discipline and streamlining 
appropriate for risk identification. Identified risks form a baseline for 
initiating risk management activities. Risks should be reviewed 
periodically to reexamine possible sources of risk and changing 
conditions to uncover sources and risks previously overlooked or 
nonexistent when the risk management strategy was last updated. 

Risk identification focuses on identifying risks, not placement of blame. 
The results of risk identification activities should never be used by 
management to evaluate the performance of individuals. 

There are many methods used for identifying risks. Typical identification methods 
include the following: 

• Examine each element of the project work breakdown structure. 

• Conduct a risk assessment using a risk taxonomy. 

• Interview subject matter experts. 

• Review risk management efforts from similar products. 

• Examine lessons-learned documents or databases. 

• Examine design specifications and agreement requirements. 
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Some risks are identified by examining the supplier’s WBS, product, 
and processes using the categories and parameters developed in the 
risk management strategy. Risks can be identified in many areas (e.g., 
requirements, technology, design, testing, vulnerability to threats, and 
lifecycle costs). An examination of the project in these areas can help to 
develop or refine the acquisition strategy and the risk-sharing structure 
between the acquirer and supplier. 

The acquirer considers risks associated with a supplier’s capability 
(e.g., meeting schedule and cost requirements for the project), including 
potential risks to the acquirer’s intellectual capital or security 
vulnerabilities introduced by using a supplier. 

Typical Work Products 
1. List of identified risks, including the context, conditions, and 

consequences of risk occurrence 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. List of identified risks, including the context, conditions, and 

consequences of risk occurrence 

Subpractices 
1. Identify the risks associated with cost, schedule, and performance. 

Cost, schedule, and performance risks should be examined in the acquirer’s 
intended environment to the extent that they impact project objectives. Potential 
risks may be discovered that are outside the scope of project objectives but vital 
to customer interests. For example, risks in development costs, product 
acquisition costs, cost of spare (or replacement) products, and product disposition 
(or disposal) costs have design implications. The customer may not have 
considered the full cost of supporting a fielded product or using a delivered 
service. The customer should be informed of such risks, but actively managing 
those risks may not be necessary. Mechanisms for making such decisions should 
be examined at project and organization levels and put in place if deemed 
appropriate, especially for risks that impact the project’s ability to verify and 
validate the product. 

In addition to the cost risks identified above, other cost risks may include those 
associated with funding levels, funding estimates, and distributed budgets. 

Schedule risks may include risks associated with planned activities, key events, 
and milestones. 
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Performance risks may include risks associated with the following: 
• Requirements 

• Analysis and design 

• Application of new technology 

• Physical size 

• Shape 

• Weight 

• Manufacturing and fabrication 

• Functional performance and operation 

• Verification 

• Validation 

• Performance maintenance attributes 
 

Performance maintenance attributes are those characteristics that enable an in-
use product or service to provide required performance, such as maintaining 
safety and security performance. 

There are other risks that do not fall into cost, schedule, or performance 
categories. 

 

Examples of these other risks include those related to the following: 
• Strikes 

• Diminishing sources of supply 

• Technology cycle time 

• Competition 
 

2. Review environmental elements that may impact the project. 

Risks to a project that frequently are missed include those supposedly outside the 
scope of the project (i.e., the project does not control whether they occur but can 
mitigate their impact), such as weather, natural or manmade disasters that affect 
the continuity of operations, political changes, and telecommunications failures. 

3. Review all elements of the work breakdown structure as part of 
identifying risks to help ensure that all aspects of the work effort 
have been considered. 

4. Review all elements of the project plan as part of identifying risks to 
help ensure that all aspects of the project have been considered. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information 
about identifying project risks. 
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5. Document the context, conditions, and potential consequences of 
each risk. 

Risk statements are typically documented in a standard format that contains the 
risk context, conditions, and consequences of occurrence. The risk context 
provides additional information about the risk such as the relative time frame of 
the risk, the circumstances or conditions surrounding the risk that has brought 
about the concern, and any doubt or uncertainty. 

6. Identify the relevant stakeholders associated with each risk. 

SP 2.2 Evaluate, Categorize, and Prioritize Risks 
Evaluate and categorize each identified risk using defined risk 
categories and parameters, and determine its relative priority. 

The evaluation of risks is needed to assign a relative importance to 
each identified risk and is used in determining when appropriate 
management attention is required. Often it is useful to aggregate risks 
based on their interrelationships and develop options at an aggregate 
level. When an aggregate risk is formed by a roll up of lower level risks, 
care must be taken to ensure that important lower level risks are not 
ignored. 

Collectively, the activities of risk evaluation, categorization, and 
prioritization are sometimes called a risk assessment or risk analysis. 

The acquirer should conduct a risk assessment before solicitation to 
evaluate if the project can achieve its technical, schedule, and budget 
constraints. Technical, schedule, and cost risks should be discussed 
with potential suppliers before the solicitation is released. Using this 
approach, critical risks inherent in the project can be identified and 
addressed in the solicitation. 

Typical Work Products 
1. List of risks and their assigned priority 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. List of risks and their assigned priority 

Subpractices 
1. Evaluate identified risks using defined risk parameters. 

Each risk is evaluated and assigned values according to defined risk parameters, 
which may include likelihood, consequence (severity or impact), and thresholds. 
The assigned risk parameter values can be integrated to produce additional 
measures, such as risk exposure, which can be used to prioritize risks for 
handling. 
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Often, a scale with three to five values is used to evaluate both likelihood and 
consequence. 

Likelihood, for example, can be categorized as remote, unlikely, likely, highly 
likely, or a near certainty. 

 

Example categories for consequence include the following: 
• Low 

• Medium 

• High 

• Negligible 

• Marginal 

• Significant 

• Critical 

• Catastrophic 
 

Probability values are frequently used to quantify likelihood. Consequences are 
generally related to cost, schedule, environmental impact, or human measures 
(e.g., labor hours lost and severity of injury). 

Risk evaluation is often a difficult and time-consuming task. Specific expertise or 
group techniques may be needed to assess risks and gain confidence in the 
prioritization. In addition, priorities may require reevaluation as time progresses. 

2. Categorize and group risks according to defined risk categories. 

Risks are categorized into defined risk categories, providing a means to review 
them according to their source, taxonomy, or project component. Related or 
equivalent risks may be grouped for efficient handling. The cause-and-effect 
relationships between related risks are documented. 

An acquirer’s risk categories may include sourcing, contract management, and 
supplier execution, in addition to project management, technology, and 
requirements. 

 

3. Prioritize risks for mitigation. 

A relative priority is determined for each risk based on assigned risk parameters. 
Clear criteria should be used to determine risk priority. Risk prioritization helps to 
determine the most effective areas to which resources for risks mitigation can be 
applied with the greatest positive impact to the project. 
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SG 3 Mitigate Risks 
Risks are handled and mitigated, as appropriate, to reduce adverse 
impacts on achieving objectives. 

The steps in handling risks include developing risk-handling options, 
monitoring risks, and performing risk-handling activities when defined 
thresholds are exceeded. Risk mitigation plans are developed and 
implemented for selected risks to proactively reduce the potential 
impact of risk occurrence. Risk mitigation planning can also include 
contingency plans to deal with the impact of selected risks that may 
occur despite attempts to mitigate them. Risk parameters used to 
trigger risk-handling activities are defined by the risk management 
strategy. 

SP 3.1 Develop Risk Mitigation Plans 
Develop a risk mitigation plan for the most important risks to 
the project as defined by the risk management strategy. 

A critical component of a risk mitigation planning is developing 
alternative courses of action, workarounds, and fallback positions, and 
a recommended course of action for each critical risk. The risk 
mitigation plan for a given risk includes techniques and methods used 
to avoid, reduce, and control the probability of risk occurrence, the 
extent of damage incurred should the risk occur (sometimes called a 
contingency plan), or both. Risks are monitored and when they exceed 
established thresholds, risk mitigation plans are deployed to return the 
impacted effort to an acceptable risk level. If the risk cannot be 
mitigated, a contingency plan can be invoked. Both risk mitigation and 
contingency plans often are generated only for selected risks for which 
consequences of the risks are high or unacceptable; other risks may be 
accepted and simply monitored. 

Options for handling risks typically include alternatives such as the following: 

• Risk avoidance: changing or lowering requirements while still meeting user needs 

• Risk control: taking active steps to minimize risks 

• Risk transfer: reallocating requirements to lower risks 

• Risk monitoring: watching and periodically reevaluating the risk for changes in 
assigned risk parameters 

• Risk acceptance: acknowledging risk but not taking action 
 

Often, especially for high risks, more than one approach to handling a 
risk should be generated. 
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For example, in the case of an event that disrupts the continuity of operations, 
approaches to risk management can include establishing the following: 

• Resource reserves to respond to disruptive events 

• Lists of available back-up equipment 

• Back-up personnel for key personnel 

• Plans for and results of testing emergency response systems 

• Posted procedures for emergencies 

• Disseminated lists of key contacts and information resources for emergencies 
 

In many cases, risks are accepted or watched. Risk acceptance is 
usually done when the risk is judged too low for formal mitigation or 
when there appears to be no viable way to reduce the risk. If a risk is 
accepted, the rationale for this decision should be documented. Risks 
are watched when there is an objectively defined, verifiable, and 
documented threshold of performance, time, or risk exposure (i.e., the 
combination of likelihood and consequence) that will trigger risk 
mitigation planning or invoke a contingency plan. 

Thresholds for supplier risks that affect the project (e.g., schedule, 
quality, or risk exposure due to supplier risks) are specified in the 
supplier agreement along with escalation procedures if thresholds are 
exceeded. 

Adequate consideration should be given early to technology 
demonstrations, models, simulations, pilots, and prototypes as part of 
risk mitigation planning. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Documented handling options for each identified risk 

2. Risk mitigation plans 

3. Contingency plans 

4. Disaster recovery or continuity plans 

5. List of those responsible for tracking and addressing each risk 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Documented handling options for each identified risk 

2. Risk mitigation plans 

3. Contingency plans 

4. Disaster recovery or continuity plans 

5. List of those responsible for tracking and addressing each risk 
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Subpractices 
1. Determine the levels and thresholds that define when a risk 

becomes unacceptable and triggers the execution of a risk 
mitigation plan or contingency plan. 

Risk level (derived using a risk model) is a measure combining the uncertainty of 
reaching an objective with the consequences of failing to reach the objective. 

Risk levels and thresholds that bound planned or acceptable performance must 
be clearly understood and defined to provide a means with which risk can be 
understood. Proper categorization of risk is essential for ensuring an appropriate 
priority based on severity and the associated management response. There may 
be multiple thresholds employed to initiate varying levels of management 
response. Typically, thresholds for the execution of risk mitigation plans are set to 
engage before the execution of contingency plans. 

2. Identify the person or group responsible for addressing each risk. 

3. Determine the cost-to-benefit ratio of implementing the risk 
mitigation plan for each risk. 

Risk mitigation activities should be examined for benefits they provide versus 
resources they will expend. Just like any other design activity, alternative plans 
may need to be developed and costs and benefits of each alternative assessed. 
The most appropriate plan is selected for implementation. 

4. Develop an overall risk mitigation plan for the project to orchestrate 
the implementation of individual risk mitigation and contingency 
plans. 

The complete set of risk mitigation plans may not be affordable. A tradeoff 
analysis should be performed to prioritize risk mitigation plans for implementation. 

5. Develop contingency plans for selected critical risks in the event 
their impacts are realized. 

Risk mitigation plans are developed and implemented as needed to proactively 
reduce risks before they become problems. Despite best efforts, some risks may 
be unavoidable and will become problems that impact the project. Contingency 
plans can be developed for critical risks to describe actions a project may take to 
deal with the occurrence of this impact. The intent is to define a proactive plan for 
handling the risk, either to reduce the risk (mitigation) or respond to the risk 
(contingency), but in either event to manage the risk. 

Some risk management literature may consider contingency plans a synonym or 
subset of risk mitigation plans. These plans also may be addressed together as 
risk-handling or risk action plans. 
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SP 3.2 Implement Risk Mitigation Plans 
Monitor the status of each risk periodically and implement the 
risk mitigation plan, as appropriate. 

To effectively control and manage risks during the work effort, follow a 
proactive program to regularly monitor risks and the status and results 
of risk-handling actions. The risk management strategy defines the 
intervals at which risk status should be revisited. This activity may result 
in the discovery of new risks or new risk-handling options that can 
require replanning and reassessment. In either event, acceptability 
thresholds associated with the risk should be compared to the risk 
status to determine the need for implementing a risk mitigation plan. 

The acquirer shares selected risks with the supplier. Risks associated 
with the acquisition process are tracked and resolved or controlled until 
mitigated. This monitoring includes risks that may be escalated by the 
supplier. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Updated lists of risk status 

2. Updated assessments of risk likelihood, consequence, and 
thresholds 

3. Updated list of risk-handling options 

4. Updated list of actions taken to handle risks 

5. Risk mitigation plans 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Updated list of risk status 

2. Updated assessments of risk likelihood, consequence, and 
thresholds 

3. Updated list of risk-handling options 

4. Updated list of actions taken to handle risks 

5. Risk mitigation plans 

Subpractices 
1. Monitor risk status. 

After a risk mitigation plan is initiated, the risk is still monitored. Thresholds are 
assessed to check for the potential execution of a contingency plan. 

A mechanism for monitoring should be employed. 

2. Provide a method for tracking open risk-handling action items to 
closure. 
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Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about tracking action items. 

3. Invoke selected risk-handling options when monitored risks exceed 
defined thresholds. 

Often, risk handling is only performed for risks judged to be “high” and “medium.” 
The risk-handling strategy for a given risk may include techniques and methods to 
avoid, reduce, and control the likelihood of the risk or the extent of damage 
incurred should the risk (anticipated event or situation) occur or both. In this 
context, risk handling includes both risk mitigation plans and contingency plans. 

Risk-handling techniques are developed to avoid, reduce, and control adverse 
impact to project objectives and to bring about acceptable outcomes in light of 
probable impacts. Actions generated to handle a risk require proper resource 
loading and scheduling in plans and baseline schedules. This replanning must 
closely consider the effects on adjacent or dependent work initiatives or activities. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about revising the project plan. 

4. Establish a schedule or period of performance for each risk-
handling activity that includes a start date and anticipated 
completion date. 

5. Provide a continued commitment of resources for each plan to 
allow the successful execution of risk-handling activities. 

6. Collect performance measures on risk-handling activities. 
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SOLICITATION AND SUPPLIER AGREEMENT DEVELOPMENT 

An Acquisition Process Area at Maturity Level 2 

Purpose 

The purpose of Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
(SSAD) is to prepare a solicitation package, select one or more 
suppliers to deliver the product or service, and establish and maintain 
the supplier agreement. 

Introductory Notes 

The Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development process area 
provides a set of practices that enables the acquirer to initialize and 
formalize a relationship with the supplier for the successful execution of 
the project. A supplier agreement is an agreement between the acquirer 
and supplier. This agreement may be a contract, license, or 
memorandum of agreement. The acquired product or service is 
delivered to the acquirer from the supplier according to the supplier 
agreement. 

A supplier agreement created using these practices enables the 
acquirer to monitor and control supplier activities using other process 
areas, such as Project Monitoring and Control and Agreement 
Management. 

The practices of this process area apply equally to initial supplier 
agreements and to subsequent change orders, task orders, or 
amendments related to those agreements. 

The acquirer is responsible for establishing and maintaining ground 
rules for communicating with the supplier, documenting decisions, and 
resolving conflict through the life of the agreement. The acquirer 
facilitates these activities with relevant stakeholders. Roles and 
responsibilities of relevant stakeholders during the interaction with 
suppliers are defined, coordinated, and adhered to. 
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The specific goals and specific practices of this process area build on 
each other. The Prepare for Solicitation and Supplier Agreement 
Development specific goal and its associated specific practices identify 
potential suppliers and develop and distribute the solicitation package, 
including evaluation criteria and the statement of work. The solicitation 
package is developed using work products from other process areas 
(e.g., requirements and design constraints from Acquisition 
Requirements Development, supplier project and technical measures 
and objectives from Project Planning and Measurement and Analysis). 

The Select Suppliers specific goal and its associated specific practices 
use work products from the preparation of the solicitation to solicit 
responses from potential suppliers, evaluate these responses, negotiate 
with potential suppliers, and select a supplier who can best deliver. 
Subsequently, the Establish Supplier Agreements specific goal and its 
associated specific practices are used to establish and maintain the 
supplier agreement. In turn, data provided by the supplier and 
documented in the supplier agreement (e.g., cost, schedule, risks) are 
used by Project Planning practices to update the project plan. 

This process area contains many lists of examples to include in work 
products. As in other process areas, these lists are not all-inclusive and 
the acquirer should rely on other related lists when building work 
products. Considerations for supplier agreement content are described 
throughout the process areas. 

Although this process area describes acquisition practices for a project, 
an acquirer would use the same practices in establishing a supplier 
agreement for multiple projects. The requirements included in the 
solicitation package and the supplier agreement would reflect a broader 
scope, and the evaluation and selection process would require an 
appropriate level of review before a selection is made. 

Related Process Areas 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
planning for solicitation, developing and documenting the project plan 
for the acquisition, estimating the supplier’s work, and revising the 
project plan. 

Refer to the Measurement and Analysis process area for more 
information about specifying project measurement data. 

Refer to the Acquisition Requirements Development process area for 
more information about defining customer and contractual 
requirements. 
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Refer to the Requirements Management process area for more 
information about managing requirements, including changes to 
requirements and traceability of requirements for products acquired 
from suppliers. 

Refer to the Agreement Management process area for more information 
about monitoring and analyzing selected supplier activities and 
processes based on the supplier agreement. 

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for more 
information about formal evaluation methods that can be used to select 
suppliers. 

Specific Goal and Practice Summary 
SG 1 Prepare for Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 

SP 1.1 Identify Potential Suppliers 

SP 1.2 Establish a Solicitation Package 

SP 1.3 Review the Solicitation Package 

SP 1.4 Distribute and Maintain the Solicitation Package 

SG 2 Select Suppliers 

SP 2.1 Evaluate Proposed Solutions 

SP 2.2 Establish Negotiation Plans 

SP 2.3 Select Suppliers 

SG 3 Establish Supplier Agreements 

SP 3.1 Establish an Understanding of the Agreement 

SP 3.2 Establish the Supplier Agreement 

Specific Practices by Goal 

SG 1 Prepare for Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
Preparation for solicitation and supplier agreement development is performed. 

SP 1.1 Identify Potential Suppliers 

Identify and qualify potential suppliers. 

Consistent with internal organizational policy, the acquisition strategy, 
and project scope and requirements, the acquirer identifies potential 
suppliers to receive the solicitation. The acquirer can identify suppliers 
from a variety of sources (e.g., employees, international seminars, 
market analysis reports, pre-established schedules). 

In some organizations, acquirers may solicit proposals from a limited 
number of suppliers in order to reduce their cost and efforts for the 
solicitation. Acquirers must, however, ensure that they include suppliers 
who are capable of meeting the requirements and that a sufficient 
number of suppliers are included to provide a competitive environment. 
This competition enhances the leverage of the acquirer in achieving its 
objectives (e.g., providing different approaches to meeting 
requirements). 
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Depending on applicable regulations and project characteristics, the 
acquirer may determine to pursue a sole-source acquisition rather than 
a competitive bid. Acquirers should document the rationale for 
determining potential suppliers, particularly in the case of sole-source 
selection. 

Typical Work Products 
1. List of potential suppliers prepared to respond to the solicitation 

Subpractices 

1. Develop a list of potential suppliers. 

To develop a list of potential suppliers, the acquirer considers which suppliers 
have experience with similar systems or projects, the performance the acquirer 
has experienced with suppliers on previous projects, which suppliers are likely to 
provide the capabilities needed for the project, and the availability of critical 
resources to staff and support the project. In addition to assessing supplier 
capabilities, a risk assessment is prepared on the suppliers’ financial capabilities 
(e.g., credit worthiness, financial stability and access to capital and the impact to 
the supplier of a successful bid). 

2. Communicate with potential suppliers concerning the forthcoming 
solicitation. 

The acquirer contacts suppliers to outline plans for the solicitation, including the 
projected schedule for releasing the solicitation package and expected dates for 
responses from suppliers. If a supplier expresses interest in responding to the 
solicitation, the appropriate confidentiality agreements are put in place. 

Typical communication to candidate suppliers includes the following: 
• Anticipated scope of the solicitation 

• Schedule for release of the solicitation package 

• Overall project schedule 

• Approach and procedures to be used throughout the solicitation process 

• High-level criteria for evaluating proposal responses 

• Required supplier qualifications 

• Schedule for the return of proposals 

• Date when the supplier must indicate if it will or will not participate in the 
solicitation 

 

3. Verify participants who will evaluate supplier proposals. 

4. Verify participants in supplier negotiations. 
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SP 1.2 Establish a Solicitation Package 

Establish and maintain a solicitation package that includes the 
requirements and proposal evaluation criteria. 

Solicitation packages are used to seek proposals from potential 
suppliers. The acquirer structures the solicitation package to facilitate 
an accurate and complete response from each potential supplier and to 
enable an effective comparison and evaluation of proposals. 

The solicitation package includes a description of the desired form of 
the response, the relevant statement of work for the supplier, and 
required provisions in the supplier agreement (e.g., a copy of the 
standard supplier agreement or non-disclosure provisions). In 
government acquisitions, some or all of the content and structure of the 
solicitation package may be defined by regulation. 

The solicitation package typically contains the following: 

• The statement of work for the supplier, including supplier process, product, and 
service level measures 

• Guidance on how potential suppliers are to respond to the solicitation package 

• A description and criteria to be used to evaluate proposals 

• Documentation requirements to submit with the response (e.g., project plans) 

• The schedule for completing the solicitation process 

• Procedures for addressing questions and contacts 
 

The solicitation package is rigorous enough to ensure consistent and 
comparable responses but flexible enough to allow consideration of 
supplier suggestions for better ways to satisfy requirements. The 
acquirer can invite suppliers to submit a proposal that is wholly 
responsive to the request for proposal and to provide a proposed 
alternative solution in a separate proposal. 

The complexity and level of detail of the solicitation package should be 
consistent with the value of, and risk associated with, the planned 
acquisition. In some cases, the solicitation may not include detailed 
requirements (e.g., it may be a solicitation for development of detailed 
requirements or it may include a statement of objectives to provide the 
supplier greater flexibility in addressing the scope of the project). 

Proposal and supplier evaluation criteria are identified and documented. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Solicitation package 

2. Supplier and proposal evaluation criteria 
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Subpractices 

1. Develop the statement of work for the supplier. 

The statement of work for the supplier defines, for those items being acquired, the 
portion of the project scope that is included in the related supplier agreement. The 
statement of work for a supplier is developed from the project scope, the work 
breakdown structure, and the task dictionary. 

The statement of work for the supplier is written to be clear, complete, and 
concise. It describes the acquired product or service in sufficient detail to allow 
prospective suppliers to determine if they are capable of providing the product or 
service. 

 

Example content of the statement of work for the supplier includes the following: 
• Project objectives 

• Requirements (including period of performance; milestones; work location; 
legal, statutory, and regulatory requirements; delivery format; quantities; and 
content requirements) 

• Design constraints 

• Deliverables and rights (e.g., work breakdown structure of the supplier’s work, 
detailed design, and test results) 

• An overview of the project with sufficient information for the supplier to 
understand the project environment and risks 

• Expectations of the supplier’s transition of the product to operations and 
support 

• Expectations for process, product, and service level measures and reports 
that provide the acquirer visibility into supplier progress and performance 

• Collateral services required (e.g. study reports, development of training 
materials, delivery of training to end users) 

• Acquirer specified standard processes for the project (e.g., configuration 
management, issue escalation and resolution, corrective action for 
nonconformances, and change management) 

• The type of reviews to be conducted with the supplier and other 
communication processes and procedures 

• Product acceptance criteria and required supplier involvement in the acquirers 
validation and acceptance activities 

• Post-project support 
 

The statement of work for the supplier can be revised and refined as it moves 
through the solicitation, negotiation, and supplier agreement development 
processes until it is incorporated into a signed supplier agreement. For example, a 
prospective supplier can suggest a more efficient approach or a less costly 
product than those originally specified. 
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2. Specify the process, product, and service level measures for 
acceptance. 

The measures specify customer expectations and threshold values and are used 
to monitor the supplier and gauge the supplier’s adherence to requirements. 

Service levels are an indicator of performance relative to an agreed-on service 
level measure. Service levels are designed to support the acquisition strategy. 
(See the definitions of “service level” and “measure” in the glossary.) 

3. Develop supplier evaluation and proposal evaluation criteria. 

Evaluation criteria are developed and used to rate or score proposals. Evaluation 
criteria are included in the solicitation package. Evaluation criteria can be limited 
to purchase price if the acquisition item is readily available from a number of 
acceptable suppliers. Purchase price in this context includes both the cost of the 
item and ancillary expenses such as delivery. Other selection criteria can be 
identified and documented to support an evaluation of a more complex product or 
service (e.g., the individuals identified in the Project Planning resource plan 
develop and document criteria for evaluating potential suppliers and their 
proposals). 

 

Examples of areas used to evaluate a potential supplier’s ability and proposal 
include the following: 
• Compliance to stated requirements contained in the solicitation package 

• Experience with similar products or services (e.g., data on most recent similar 
projects with the associated cost, schedule, and quality performance and the 
degree to which requirements were fulfilled) 

• Familiarity with acquirer processes, the technical environment, and the core 
business 

• Total ownership and lifecycle costs 

• Technical capability (e.g., expected functional and performance compliance to 
requirements and criteria given the architecture and technical solution 
proposed) 

• Management, development, and delivery processes and procedures 

• Proposed technical methodologies, techniques, solutions, and services 

• Financial capability 

• Production capacity and interest (e.g., staff available to perform the effort, 
available facilities, and other available resources) 

• Business size and type 

• Intellectual property and proprietary rights 
 

4. Document the proposal content that suppliers must submit with 
their response. 
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Examples of proposal content required for suppliers to submit include the 
following: 
• Compliance with requirements 

• References, company overview, and case studies 

• Evidence of the supplier’s organizational processes on which supplier 
processes for the project will be based and the commitment to execute those 
processes from project inception 

• Plan describing how the supplier will carry out the scope and content of the 
solicitation package, including any improvements of execution capability over 
the duration of the supplier agreement 

• Understanding of the size and complexity of the requested work based on 
requirements 

• The pricing and compensation methodology that enables calculation of 
charges for the services being provided to the acquirer pursuant to supplier 
agreement terms and conditions, including taxes, credits, foreign currency 
translation, licenses, pass-through costs, and travel reimbursements 

• Pricing and compensation schedules that provide for charges for the products 
and services provided, including frequency, term, and pricing type (e.g., fixed 
price, lump sum, time and materials) as well as rate cards, and a skills matrix 

• Compliance with acquirer travel reimbursement policies 

• References and experience validating the capability of the supplier’s proposed 
approach to meet proposed funding, schedule, and quality targets 

• Risk management plan describing how the supplier will periodically manage 
risks throughout the life of the project and how risks documented in the 
solicitation package will be managed 

• Methods for early defect identification and the prevention of defects in 
delivered products 

• The supplier’s approach to assuring the quality of the product 

• Approach to the escalation and resolution of issues 

• Description of the supplier’s proposed use of COTS and rationale for the 
supplier’s confidence that COTS can achieve the requirements 

• Description of the supplier’s proposed reuse of previously developed 
hardware and software, rationale for the supplier’s confidence that re-use can 
be achieved, and associated information about data rights 

• Approach to providing visibility of development progress and costs at a level 
appropriate for the type of agreement and commensurate with the degree of 
risk 

• Retention of critical staff during the project 

• Identification of work to be performed by subcontractors 
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5. Incorporate the acquirer’s (standard) supplier agreement, terms 
and conditions, and additional information into the solicitation 
package. 

Supplier agreement terms and conditions typically include the following: 
• Recitals 

• Deliverables and rights 

• Compensation and payments 

• Confidentiality 

• Privacy statements 

• Continuous improvement and best practices 

• Exclusive services, key employees, supplier personnel at acquirer sites 

• Information gathering practices and ethical representation 

• Force majeure 

• Term 

• Termination for insolvency, breach, or non-performance 

• Termination for convenience 

• Termination assistance 

• Indemnification 

• Insurance 

• Right to audit 

• Notices 
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Typical considerations for additional instructions and general information to help 
the supplier when responding to the solicitation package include the following: 
• Submission of intent to submit proposal 

• Submission due date, time, and destination 

• Number of proposal copies that must be submitted 

• Proposal format 

• Non-complying proposals 

• Proposal ownership 

• Bidder inquiries 

• Key dates and activities 

• Discretionary selection and potential modifications of the solicitation process 

• No implied offer 

• Response constitutes an offer to do business 

• Confidentiality of information 

• Publicity 

• Use of subcontractors 

• Due diligence 

• Incurred costs 

• Language requirements 

• Statutory units 

• Warranty provisions 

• Licensing provisions 
 

SP 1.3 Review the Solicitation Package 

Review the solicitation package with stakeholders to ensure 
that the approach is realistic and can reasonably lead to the 
acquisition of a usable product. 

The solicitation package is reviewed with stakeholders to ensure 
requirements have been accurately and sufficiently stated so that the 
solicitation can lead to a manageable agreement. The acquirer 
establishes traceability between requirements and the solicitation 
package. Suppliers may be included as stakeholders in the review of 
the solicitation package. The acquirer wants the solicitation package to 
attract a variety of responses and encourage competition. The acquirer 
also wants the solicitation package to be legally inclusive of all qualified 
suppliers. 
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Refer to the Perform Peer Reviews specific goal of the Acquisition 
Verification process area for more information about conducting peer 
reviews. 

The acquirer may use standard templates and checklists to verify that 
the necessary components (e.g., skills, standards, verification and 
validation methods, measures, and acceptance criteria) are covered in 
the solicitation package. 

Refer to the Organizational Process Definition process area for more 
information about standard checklists and templates in the 
organizational process assets. 

The independent cost and schedule estimates for the supplier’s project 
work are reviewed. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Record of the reviews of the solicitation package 

SP 1.4 Distribute and Maintain the Solicitation Package 

Distribute the solicitation package to potential suppliers for 
their response and maintain the package throughout the 
solicitation. 

The solicitation package is distributed to potential suppliers in 
accordance with approved acquirer solicitation policies and procedures. 

Refer to the Project Planning process area for more information about 
planning solicitation activities as necessary. 

Refer to the Project Monitoring and Control process area for more 
information about monitoring and controlling solicitation activities as 
necessary. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Responses to supplier questions 

2. Amendments to the solicitation package 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Supplier proposals 

2. Supplier questions and requests for clarification 

Subpractices 

1. Finalize a list of potential suppliers. 

2. Distribute the solicitation package to potential suppliers. 
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3. Document and respond to supplier questions according to the 
instructions in the solicitation package. 

Verify that all potential suppliers have equal access and opportunity to provide 
feedback on the solicitation package. Provide the opportunity for selected 
potential suppliers and stakeholders to clarify points of ambiguity in requirements 
as well as disconnects or concerns with requirements. 

4. Acknowledge the receipt of supplier proposals according to the 
schedule identified in the solicitation package. 

5. Verify conformance to requirements and completeness of supplier 
responses. 

Contact suppliers if the response is non-conforming or incomplete for corrective 
action. 

6. Issue amendments to the solicitation package when changes are 
made to the solicitation. 

SG 2 Select Suppliers 
Suppliers are selected using a formal evaluation. 

Suppliers are selected according to approved acquirer selection policies 
and procedures. 

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for more 
information about formal evaluation approaches that can be used to 
select suppliers. 

SP 2.1 Evaluate Proposed Solutions 

Evaluate proposed solutions according to documented 
proposal evaluation criteria. 

Proposals submitted in response to solicitation packages are evaluated 
in accordance with an overall established timeline, preliminary project 
plans, and proposal evaluation criteria. Proposal evaluation criteria are 
used to evaluate potential supplier responses to the solicitation. 
Evaluation results and decision-making notes (e.g., advantages and 
disadvantages of potential suppliers and scoring against criteria) should 
be documented and maintained. 

For task orders or changes in the terms of an existing supplier 
agreement, the acquirer uses documented evaluation criteria to 
evaluate task order responses or proposed changes to terms of the 
agreement. In a sole-source or change order environment, this practice 
is critical to enable relevant stakeholder understanding of the intent of 
the effort or changes before placing additional work against the supplier 
agreement. 
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Typical Work Products 
1. Clarification correspondence between the acquirer and potential 

suppliers 

2. Evaluation results and rationale 

3. List of candidate suppliers 

Typical Supplier Deliverables 
1. Proposal revisions based on clarifications 

2. Supplier documentation of their approach to the project work, their 
capabilities, and a preliminary technical solution 

Subpractices 

1. Distribute supplier proposals to individuals identified by the 
acquirer to perform the evaluation. 

2. Schedule an acquirer evaluation review of supplier proposals to 
consolidate questions, concerns, and issues. 

3. Schedule supplier presentations. 

4. Confirm the mutual understanding of the statement of work. 

A good practice is to compare the supplier’s estimates to those developed in 
project planning; this comparison provides a means to determine if there is a 
mutual understanding of requirements and the associated work to fulfill them. 

5. Evaluate supplier proposals and document findings. 

6. Execute due diligence. 

Due diligence provides an opportunity for the acquirer to further clarify 
requirements, particularly those related to the acquirer’s existing environment and 
products in use. Potential suppliers ask questions and gain understanding, which 
enables them to make realistic proposals. It also enables the acquirer to gain 
insight into the capability of the potential suppliers’ proposed solutions to meet 
requirements. 

Due diligence helps to eliminate assumptions and replace them with facts, to 
identify and document risks and their mitigation plans or effect on the agreement, 
and to list issues and dependencies between the acquirer and supplier to include 
in the agreement. 
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Examples of typical due diligence activities include the following: 
• Reviews of requirements with the current supplier or acquirer resources 

maintaining the products or providing the services 

• Reviews of interfaces of a system with other systems maintained by the 
acquirer 

• Reviews and validations of supplier references 

• Reviews of the operating environment’s facilities and capabilities 

• Reviews of regulatory and security requirements 

• Reviews of supplier capabilities 
 

7. Document candidate supplier recommendations based on the 
proposal evaluation. 

SP 2.2 Establish Negotiation Plans 

Establish and maintain negotiation plans to use in completing a 
supplier agreement. 

The acquirer develops and refines a negotiation plan for each of the 
candidate suppliers based on the evaluation of the suppliers and their 
proposals. 

The proposal evaluation and negotiations with suppliers provide the 
basis for selecting the supplier best able to meet the requirements of 
the solicitation. 

The size of a negotiation team depends on the size and complexity of 
the project. Typically, the team is led by acquirer management and 
includes individuals who have detailed knowledge of the statement of 
work documented in the solicitation package. The negotiation team is 
typically supported by legal staff, a financial analyst, purchasing, and 
the project manager. 

Negotiations between acquirers and suppliers may be restricted by 
regulation. Review all regulations affecting negotiations before entering 
into them with a supplier. 
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Examples of items included in a negotiation plan include the following: 

• Roles and responsibilities of negotiation team members 

• Key issues to be negotiated from supplier responses 

• Negotiation “levers” and where and when they should be used 

• The sequence of events to negotiate issues 

• Fall-back or compromise positions as necessary on given issues (possible 
concessions and trades) 

• List of items that are non-negotiable 

• External factors that could influence negotiations; (e.g., other pending deals and 
strategic plans) 

• Prior experiences with supplier agreements to discover previous positions and 
issues (and negotiating styles) 

• Schedule and sequence of supplier negotiation meetings 

• Objectives for each negotiating session 

• Risks, consequences, and mitigation alternatives 
 

Typical Work Products 
1. Negotiation plan for each candidate supplier 

SP 2.3 Select Suppliers 

Select suppliers based on an evaluation of their ability to meet 
specified requirements and established criteria. 

Proposal evaluation results are used to finalize a supplier selection 
based on the outcome of negotiations or responses to acquirer 
questions provided by potential suppliers. Negotiations enable the 
acquirer to select the best supplier for the project. In some cases, the 
acquirer may take the top two proposals and use negotiations to make 
the final selection decision. 

Evaluation results and negotiation results support the selection decision 
or cause the acquirer to take other action, as appropriate. If the return 
on investment is not sufficient, the acquirer may decide to defer or 
cancel the project. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Revisions due to negotiations 

2. Supplier selection decision 

3. Evaluation reports 
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Subpractices 

1. Evaluate supplier proposals. 

2. Negotiate with suppliers to determine the best fit for the project. 

Negotiate with the selected supplier or candidate suppliers to resolve issues 
identified during due diligence and to address remaining issues with requirements. 
Revise requirements to be fulfilled by the supplier as appropriate. 

3. Select a supplier to be awarded the supplier agreement.

Refer to the Decision Analysis and Resolution process area for 
more information about formal evaluation methods that can be 
used to select suppliers. 

4. Document the selection. 

SG 3 Establish Supplier Agreements 
Supplier agreements are established and maintained. 

A supplier agreement is established and maintained based on the 
supplier selection decision. 

SP 3.1 Establish an Understanding of the Agreement 
Establish and maintain a mutual understanding of the 
agreement with selected suppliers and end users based on 
acquisition needs and the suppliers’ proposed approaches. 

Points of clarification and ambiguities may arise after award of the 
supplier agreement; therefore, the acquirer should work with the 
supplier to ensure that a mutual understanding is maintained through 
the life of the project (e.g., supplier workshops and executive meetings). 

Typical Work Products 
1. Correspondence clarifying elements of the agreement 

2. Frequently asked questions (for use with end users and other 
suppliers) 

SP 3.2 Establish the Supplier Agreement 
Establish and maintain the supplier agreement.

The agreement may be either a stand-alone agreement or part of a 
master agreement. When part of a master agreement, the project 
agreement may be an addendum, work order, or service request to the 
master agreement. 

Typical Work Products 
1. Supplier agreement (including terms and conditions) 
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Subpractices 

1. Establish the supplier agreement. 

Supplier agreement provisions typically include the following: 
• The statement of work, specification, terms and conditions, list of deliverables, 

schedule, budget, and acceptance process 

• Product acceptance criteria to be satisfied by the supplier 

• Mechanisms and deliverables that provide sufficient data to allow the acquirer 
to evaluate and analyze acquired products 

• Which acquirer and supplier representatives are responsible and authorized to 
make changes to the supplier agreement 

• How requirements changes and changes to the supplier agreement are 
determined, communicated, and addressed 

• Standards and procedures to be followed (e.g., configuration management, 
escalation, nonconformances, conflicts, and issues) 

• Requirements for the supplier to establish a corrective action system that 
includes a change control process for rework and reevaluation 

• Critical dependencies between the acquirer and supplier 

• Documentation of what the acquirer will provide to the supplier (e.g., facilities, 
tools, software, documentation, and services) 

• Analysis methods and acceptance criteria for designated supplier deliverables 

• The types of reviews to be conducted with the supplier 

• The supplier’s responsibilities to execute corrective actions when initiated by 
project monitoring and control processes 

• Non-hire and non-compete clauses 

• Confidentiality, non-disclosure, and intellectual capital clauses pertaining to 
process and product quality assurance, measurement data, and personnel 
who would perform audits or are authorized to validate measurement data 

• The supplier’s responsibilities for preparing the site and training the support 
and operations organizations according to acquirer specified standards, tools, 
and methods 

• The supplier’s responsibilities for ongoing maintenance and support of 
acquired products and their role as a stakeholder 

• Requirements for the supplier to maintain bi-directional traceability to 
requirements provided in the supplier agreement 

• Requirements for the supplier to be involved in deployment as necessary 

• Warranty, ownership, usage, and data rights for acquired products 

• Schedule for supplier compensation 

• Security and legal penalty recoveries 

• Dispute resolution procedures 
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2. Verify that all parties to the agreement understand and agree to all 
requirements by signing the supplier agreement. 

The acquirer should ensure that the supplier makes a commitment in the 
agreement to execute its proposed processes. 

3. Notify those suppliers not selected for the award. 

4. Communicate the supplier agreement in the organization as 
required. 

5. Maintain the supplier agreement as required. 

After establishment of the supplier agreement, the acquirer may find requirements 
that are no longer optimal or applicable based on the supplier’s progress or 
environment changes. Examples include the availability of new technology, overly 
burdensome documentation, and reporting requirements. Changes to supplier 
agreements may also occur when the supplier’s processes or products fail to 
meet agreed-to criteria. 

Revise the supplier agreement and internal project documents to reflect changes 
in conditions as appropriate. Update cost, schedule, and budget documents as 
needed. 

All changes are formally documented and approved by both the acquirer and 
supplier before being implemented by this specific practice. Approved change 
requests can include modifications to terms and conditions of the supplier 
agreement, including the statement of work, pricing, and the descriptions of 
products, services, or results to be acquired. 

Refer to the Configuration Management process area for more 
information about tracking and controlling changes. 

6. Ensure that all records related to the supplier agreement are 
stored, managed, and controlled for future use. 
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Appendix B: Acronyms 

ACQ Acquisition constellation 

AM Agreement Management (process area) 

ARC Appraisal Requirements for CMMI 

ARD Acquisition Requirements Development (process area) 

ATM Acquisition Technical Management (process area) 

AVAL Acquisition Validation (process area) 

AVER Acquisition Verification (process area) 

CAR Causal Analysis and Resolution (process area) 

CCB configuration control board 

CL capability level 

CM Configuration Management (process area) 

CMM Capability Maturity Model 

CMMI Capability Maturity Model Integration 

CMMI-ACQ CMMI for Acquisition 

CMMI-DEV CMMI for Development 

COTS commercial off the shelf 

CPI cost performance index 

CPM critical path method 

DAR Decision Analysis and Resolution (process area) 

DEV Development constellation 

DoD Department of Defense 
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EDS Electronic Data Systems 

EIA Electronic Industries Alliance 

EIA/IS Electronic Industries Alliance/Interim Standard 

GG generic goal 

GP generic practice 

GM General Motors 

IBM International Business Machines 

IDEAL Initiating, Diagnosing, Establishing, Acting, Learning 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IPD-CMM Integrated Product Development Capability Maturity Model 

IPM Integrated Project Management (process area) 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

ISO/IEC International Organization for Standardization and 
International Electrotechnical Commission 

IT Information Technology 

MA Measurement and Analysis (process area) 

MDD Method Definition Document 

ML maturity level 

NDIA National Defense Industrial Association 

OID Organizational Innovation and Deployment (process area) 

OPD Organizational Process Definition (process area) 

OPF Organizational Process Focus (process area) 

OPP Organizational Process Performance (process area) 

OT Organizational Training (process area) 

OUSD (AT&L) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, 
Technology, and Logistics) 
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P-CMM People Capability Maturity Model 

PA process area 

PERT Program Evaluation and Review Technique 

PMC Project Monitoring and Control (process area) 

PP Project Planning (process area) 

PPQA Process and Product Quality Assurance (process area) 

QA quality assurance 

QFD Quality Function Deployment 

QPM Quantitative Project Management (process area) 

REQM Requirements Management (process area) 

RSKM Risk Management (process area) 

SA-CMM Software Acquisition Capability Maturity Model 

SCAMPI Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process 
Improvement 

SECM Systems Engineering Capability Model 

SEI Software Engineering Institute 

SG specific goal 

SP specific practice 

SPI schedule performance index 

SSAD Solicitation and Supplier Agreement Development 
(process area) 

SW-CMM Capability Maturity Model for Software or Software 
Capability Maturity Model 

WBS work breakdown structure 
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Appendix C: Project Participants 

Many talented people were part of the product team that developed 
CMMI-ACQ. Listed below are those who participated in one or more of 
the following teams during the development of CMMI-ACQ. The 
organizations listed by members’ names are those they represented at 
the time of their team membership. 

There were seven primary groups involved in the development of this 
model: 

• the initial draft development team 

• the CMMI Architecture Team 

• the CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Model Team 

• the CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Training Team 

• the CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Quality Team 

• the CMMI Acquisition Advisory Board 

• the CMMI Steering Group 

Initial Draft Development Team 

The initial draft development team created the document used as the 
initial baseline for the development of CMMI-ACQ, Version 1.2. This 
document was piloted by a few select organizations and publicly 
reviewed. 

• Kathryn M. Dodson, EDS 

• Matt Fisher, Software Engineering Institute 

• Hubert F. Hofmann, General Motors 

• Keith Kost, Software Engineering Institute 

• Gowri S. Ramani, Hewlett Packard 

• Deborah K. Yedlin, General Motors 
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CMMI Architecture Team 

In 2005 and 2006, the CMMI Architecture Team updated the 
architecture used to build components of the CMMI Product Suite, such 
as models and training materials. 

• Roger Bate, Software Engineering Institute 

• Mary Beth Chrissis, Software Engineering Institute 

• Hubert F. Hofmann, General Motors 

• Craig Hollenbach, Northrop Grumman 

• Lisa Ming, BAE Systems 

• Mike Phillips, Software Engineering Institute 

• John Scibilia, U.S. Army 

• Hal Wilson, Northrop Grumman 

• Gary Wolf, Raytheon 

CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Model Team 

The Version 1.2 CMMI-ACQ Model Team used the baseline developed 
by the initial draft development team and input from reviewers and 
users to revise the initial draft and create CMMI-ACQ, Version 1.2. 

• Lloyd Anderson, Department of Homeland Security 

• Larry Baker, Defense Acquisition University 

• Roger Bate, Software Engineering Institute 

• Rhonda Brown, Software Engineering Institute 

• Aaron Clouse, Software Engineering Institute 

• Brad Doohan, Defence Materiel Organisation 

• Tom Keuten, General Motors 

• Mike Konrad, Software Engineering Institute 

• Keith Kost, Software Engineering Institute 

• Madhav S. Panwar, U.S. Government Accountability Office 

• Mike Phillips, Software Engineering Institute 

• Margaret Porteus, Institute for Defense Analyses 

• George Prosnik, Defense Acquisition University 

• Karen Richter, Institute for Defense Analyses 

• John Scibilia, U.S. Army 

• Sandy Shrum, Software Engineering Institute 

• Deborah K. Yedlin, Borland Software Corporation 
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CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Training Team 

The Version 1.2 CMMI-ACQ Training Team included a core team of 
developers and many reviewers. The development team used baselines 
created by the CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Model Team and the existing 
Introduction to CMMI course to develop training for CMMI-ACQ, V1.2. 

• Bruce Allgood, U.S. Air Force 

• Rhonda Brown, Software Engineering Institute 

• Peter Capell, Software Engineering Institute 

• Mary Beth Chrissis, Software Engineering Institute 

• Aaron Clouse, Software Engineering Institute 

• Erin Czerwinski, Software Engineering Institute 

• Jack Ferguson, Software Engineering Institute 

• Matt Fisher, Software Engineering Institute 

• Thierry Girou, Thales 

• Jon Gross, Software Engineering Institute 

• Tom Keuten, General Motors 

• Mike Konrad, Software Engineering Institute 

• Phil Miller, Software Engineering Institute 

• Mike Phillips, Software Engineering Institute 

• Christine Safa, Thales 

• Sandy Shrum, Software Engineering Institute 

• Barbara Tyson, Software Engineering Institute 

• Christian Zion, Thales 

CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Quality Team 

The Version 1.2 CMMI-ACQ Quality Team used a process developed 
over the years for CMMI model quality assurance. The team tailored the 
quality assurance (QA) process to CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 to prepare it and 
the training material developed by the CMMI-ACQ, V1.2 Training Team 
for release. 

• Rhonda Brown, Software Engineering Institute 

• Pamela Curtis, Software Engineering Institute 

• Keith Kost, Software Engineering Institute 

• Sandy Shrum, Software Engineering Institute 
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CMMI Acquisition Advisory Board 

The CMMI Acquisition Advisory Board was responsible for providing 
direction to and approving the development work of the CMMI-ACQ, 
Version 1.2 Model Team. The board had final authority regarding 
decisions that impacted CMMI-ACQ, Version 1.2. 

• Kristen Baldwin, OUSD (AT&L) SSE/SSA 

• Tony D’Agosto, U.S. Army 

• Richard Frost, General Motors 

• Hubert F. Hofmann, General Motors 

• Guy Mercurio, Defense Contract Management Agency 

• Lawrence Osiecki, U.S. Army 

• Madhav Panwar, U.S. Government Accountability Office 

• Bob Rassa, National Defense Industry Association 

• Linda Roush, U.S. Navy 

• Katie Smith, U.S. Navy 

• Michael W. Smith, Missile Defense Agency 

• Bob Swarz, U.S. Air Force (the MITRE Corporation) 

CMMI Steering Group 

The CMMI Steering Group has guided and approved the plans of the 
version 1.2 CMMI Product Team, provided consultation on significant 
CMMI project issues, ensured involvement from a variety of interested 
communities, and approved the final release of this model. 

Steering Group Members 

• Kristen Baldwin, OUSD (AT&L) SSE/SSA 

• Clyde Chittister, Software Engineering Institute 

• Jim Gill, Boeing Integrated Defense Systems 

• John Kelly, NASA HQ 

• Kathy Lundeen, Defense Contract Management Agency 

• Larry McCarthy, Motorola, Inc. 

• Mike Nicol, U.S. Air Force ASC/EN 

• Lawrence Osiecki (U.S. Army) 

• Bill Peterson, Software Engineering Institute 

• Bob Rassa, Raytheon Space & Airborne Systems 
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• Joan Weszka, Lockheed Martin 

• Hal Wilson, Northrop Grumman Mission Systems 

• Brenda Zettervall, U.S. Navy, ASN/RDA CHENG 

Ex-Officio Steering Group Members 

• Lloyd Anderson, Department of Homeland Security 

• Roger Bate, chief architect, Software Engineering Institute 

• Mike Phillips, CMMI program manager, Software Engineering 
Institute 

• Beth Sumpter, National Security Agency 

Steering Group Support: Acquisition 

• Brian Gallagher, Software Engineering Institute 

Steering Group Support: CCB 

• Mike Konrad, Software Engineering Institute 
 

During the development of CMMI-ACQ, there were others who served 
temporarily on the CMMI Steering Group. Anthony D’Agosto (U.S. Army 
RDECOM ARDEC) was a full Steering Group member. Thomas Drake 
(SES) and Deborah K. Yedlin (General Motors) were ex-officio 
members. 
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Appendix D: Glossary 

The glossary defines the basic terms used in CMMI models. Glossary 
entries are typically multiple-word terms consisting of a noun and one or 
more restrictive modifiers. (There are some exceptions to this rule that 
account for one-word terms in the glossary.) 

To formulate definitions appropriate for CMMI, we consulted multiple 
sources. We first consulted the Merriam-Webster OnLine dictionary 
(http://www.m-w.com) and the source models (i.e., CMMI v1.2, EIA 731, 
SW-CMM v2, draft C, and IPD-CMM v0.98). We also consulted other 
standards as needed, including the following: 

• ISO 9000 [ISO 2000] 

• ISO/IEC 12207 [ISO 1995] 

• ISO/IEC 15504 [ISO 2006] 

• ISO/IEC 15288 [ISO 2002a] 

• ISO/IEC 15939 [ISO 2002b] 

• ISO 20000-1 [ISO 2005] 

• IEEE [IEEE 1991] 

• CobiT v. 4.0 [IT Governance 2005] 

• SW-CMM v1.1 

• EIA 632 [EIA 2003] 

• SA-CMM [SEI 2002] 

• P-CMM [Curtis 2001] 

We developed the glossary recognizing the importance of using 
terminology that all model users can understand. We also recognized 
that words and terms can have different meanings in different contexts 
and environments. The glossary in CMMI models is designed to 
document the meanings of words and terms that should have the widest 
use and understanding by users of CMMI products. 

Because CMMI for Acquisition was designed to apply to acquisition 
environments for both products and services, many of the terms in the 
glossary include both products and services in their definitions. 
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acceptance criteria The criteria that a deliverable must satisfy to be accepted by 
a user, customer, or other authorized entity. (See also 
“deliverable.”)  

acceptance testing Formal testing conducted to enable a user, customer, or 
other authorized entity to determine whether to accept a 
deliverable. (See also “unit testing.”)  

achievement profile In the continuous representation, a list of process areas and 
their corresponding capability levels that represent the 
organization’s progress for each process area while 
advancing through the capability levels. (See also 
“capability level profile,” “target profile,” and “target 
staging.”) 

acquirer The stakeholder that acquires or procures a product or 
service from a supplier. (See also “stakeholder.”)  

acquisition The process of obtaining products or services through 
supplier agreements. (See also “supplier agreement.”)  

acquisition strategy The specific approach to acquiring products and services 
that is based on considerations of supply sources, 
acquisition methods, requirements specification types, 
contract or agreement types, and related acquisition risks. 

adequate Interpret goals and practices in light of the organization’s 
business objectives. When using any CMMI model, 
practices should be interpreted in a way that works for the 
organization. This term is used in goals and practices in 
which certain activities may not be equally relevant in all 
situations. (See also “appropriate” and “as needed.”) 

allocated 
requirement 

Requirement that levies all or part of the performance and 
functionality of a higher level requirement on a lower level 
architectural element or design component. 

alternative practice A practice that is a substitute for one or more generic or 
specific practices contained in CMMI models that achieves 
an equivalent effect toward satisfying the generic or specific 
goal associated with it. Alternative practices are not 
necessarily one-for-one replacements for generic or specific 
practices. 

amplifications Amplifications are informative model components that 
contain information relevant to a particular discipline. For 
example, to find amplifications for software engineering, look 
in the model for items labeled “For Software Engineering.” 
The same is true for amplifications for other disciplines. 
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appraisal In the CMMI Product Suite, an examination of one or more 
processes by a trained team of professionals using an 
appraisal reference model as the basis for determining, at a 
minimum, strengths and weaknesses. (See also 
“assessment.”) 

appraisal findings The results of an appraisal that identify the most important 
issues, problems, or opportunities for process improvement 
within the appraisal scope. Appraisal findings are inferences 
drawn from corroborated objective evidence. 

appraisal 
participants 

Members of the organizational unit who participate in 
providing information during an appraisal. 

appraisal rating As used in CMMI appraisal materials, the value assigned by 
an appraisal team to (a) a CMMI goal or process area, (b) 
the capability level of a process area, or (c) the maturity 
level of an organizational unit. A rating is determined by 
enacting the defined rating process for the appraisal method 
being employed. 

appraisal reference 
model 

As used in CMMI appraisal materials, the CMMI model to 
which an appraisal team correlates implemented process 
activities. 

appraisal scope The definition of the boundaries of an appraisal 
encompassing the organizational limits and CMMI model 
limits within which the processes to be investigated operate. 

appraisal team 
leader 

A person who leads the activities of an appraisal and has 
satisfied qualification criteria for experience, knowledge, and 
skills defined by the appraisal method. 

appropriate Interpret goals and practices in light of the organization’s 
business objectives. When using any CMMI model, 
practices should be interpreted in a way that works for the 
organization. This term is used in goals and practices in 
which certain activities may not be equally relevant in all 
situations. (See also “adequate” and “as needed.”) 

as needed Interpret goals and practices in light of the organization’s 
business objectives. When using any CMMI model, 
practices should be interpreted in a way that works for the 
organization. This term is used in goals and practices in 
which certain activities may not be equally relevant in all 
situations. (See also “adequate” and “appropriate.”) 
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assessment In the CMMI Product Suite, an appraisal that an 
organization does internally for the purposes of process 
improvement. The word assessment is also used in the 
CMMI Product Suite in an everyday English sense (e.g., risk 
assessment). (See also “appraisal.”) 

assignable cause of 
process variation 

In CMMI, the term “special cause of process variation” is 
used in place of “assignable cause of process variation” to 
ensure consistency. The two terms are defined identically. 
(See “special cause of process variation.”) 

audit In CMMI process improvement work, an objective 
examination of a work product or set of work products 
against specific criteria (e.g., requirements). 

base measure A distinct property or characteristic of an entity and the 
method for quantifying it. (See also “derived measures.”) 

baseline A set of specifications or work products that has been 
formally reviewed and agreed on, which thereafter serves 
as the basis for further development, and which can be 
changed only through change control procedures. (See also 
“configuration baseline” and “product baseline.”) 

bidirectional 
traceability 

An association among two or more logical entities that is 
discernable in either direction (i.e., to and from an entity). 
(See also “requirements traceability” and “traceability.”) 

business objectives (See “organization’s business objectives.”) 

capability level Achievement of process improvement within an individual 
process area. A capability level is defined by appropriate 
specific and generic practices for a process area. (See also 
“generic goal,” “generic practice,” “maturity level,” and 
“process area.”) 

capability level 
profile 

In the continuous representation, a list of process areas and 
their corresponding capability levels. (See also 
“achievement profile,” “target profile,” and “target staging.”) 

A capability level profile may be an achievement profile when it 
represents the organization’s progress for each process area while 
advancing through the capability levels. Or, it may be a target profile 
when it represents an objective for process improvement. 
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capability maturity 
model 

A model that contains the essential elements of effective 
processes for one or more disciplines and describes an 
evolutionary improvement path from ad hoc, immature 
processes to disciplined, mature processes with improved 
quality and effectiveness. 

capable process A process that can satisfy its specified product quality, 
service quality, and process-performance objectives. (See 
also “stable process,” “standard process,” and “statistically 
managed process.”) 

causal analysis The analysis of defects to determine their cause. 

change 
management 

Judicious use of means to effect a change, or a proposed 
change, to a product or service. (See also “configuration 
management.”) 

CMMI Framework The basic structure that organizes CMMI components, 
including elements of current CMMI models as well as rules 
and methods for generating models, appraisal methods 
(including associated artifacts), and training materials. The 
framework enables new disciplines to be added to CMMI so 
that they will integrate with the existing ones. (See also 
“CMMI model” and “CMMI Product Suite.”) 

CMMI model A model generated from the CMMI Framework. (See also 
“CMMI Framework” and “CMMI Product Suite.”) 

CMMI model 
component 

Any of the main architectural elements that compose a 
CMMI model. Some of the main elements of a CMMI model 
include specific practices, generic practices, specific goals, 
generic goals, process areas, capability levels, and maturity 
levels. 

CMMI Product Suite The complete set of products developed around the CMMI 
concept. These products include the framework itself, 
models, appraisal methods, appraisal materials, and training 
materials. (See also “CMMI Framework” and “CMMI 
model.”) 

common cause of 
process variation 

The variation of a process that exists because of normal 
and expected interactions among components of a process. 
(See also “special cause of process variation.”) 

concept of 
operations 

(See “operational concept.”) 
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configuration audit An audit conducted to verify that a configuration item, or a 
collection of configuration items that make up a baseline, 
conforms to a specified standard or requirement. (See also 
“audit,” “configuration item,” “functional configuration audit,” 
and “physical configuration audit.”) 

configuration 
baseline 

The configuration information formally designated at a 
specific time during a product’s or product component’s life. 
Configuration baselines, plus approved changes from those 
baselines, constitute the current configuration information. 
(See also “product lifecycle.”) 

configuration 
control 

An element of configuration management consisting of the 
evaluation, coordination, approval or disapproval, and 
implementation of changes to configuration items after 
formal establishment of their configuration identification. 
(See also “configuration identification,” “configuration item,” 
and “configuration management.”) 

configuration 
control board 

A group of people responsible for evaluating and approving 
or disapproving proposed changes to configuration items 
and for ensuring implementation of approved changes. (See 
also “configuration item.”) 

Configuration control boards are also known as change control boards. 

configuration 
identification 

An element of configuration management consisting of 
selecting the configuration items for a product, assigning 
unique identifiers to them, and recording their functional and 
physical characteristics in technical documentation. (See 
also “configuration item,” “configuration management,” and 
“product.”) 

configuration item An aggregation of work products that is designated for 
configuration management and treated as a single entity in 
the configuration management process. (See also 
“configuration management.”) 

configuration 
management 

A discipline applying technical and administrative direction 
and surveillance to (1) identify and document the functional 
and physical characteristics of a configuration item, (2) 
control changes to those characteristics, (3) record and 
report change processing and implementation status, and 
(4) verify compliance with specified requirements. (See also 
“configuration audit,” “configuration control,” “configuration 
identification,” and “configuration status accounting.”) 
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configuration status 
accounting 

An element of configuration management consisting of the 
recording and reporting of information needed to manage a 
configuration effectively. This information includes a list of 
the approved configuration, the status of proposed changes 
to the configuration, and the implementation status of 
approved changes. (See also “configuration identification” 
and “configuration management.”) 

continuous 
representation 

A capability maturity model structure wherein capability 
levels provide a recommended order for approaching 
process improvement within each specified process area. 
(See also “capability level,” “process area,” and “staged 
representation.”) 

contractual 
requirements 

The result of the analysis and refinement of customer 
requirements into a set of requirements suitable to be 
included in one or more solicitation packages, formal 
contracts, or supplier agreements between the acquirer and 
other appropriate organizations. (See also “acquirer,” 
“customer requirement,” “supplier agreement,” and 
“solicitation package.”) 

Contractual requirements include both technical and nontechnical 
requirements necessary for the acquisition of a product or service. 

corrective action Acts or deeds used to remedy a situation, remove an error, 
or adjust a condition. 

commercial off-the-
shelf 

Items that can be purchased from a commercial supplier. 

customer The party (individual, project, or organization) responsible 
for accepting the product or for authorizing payment. The 
customer is external to the project (except possibly when 
integrated teams are used) but not necessarily external to 
the project’s organization. The customer may be a higher 
level project. Customers are a subset of stakeholders. (See 
also “stakeholder.”) 

In most cases where this term is used, the preceding definition is 
intended; however, in some contexts, the term “customer” is intended to 
include other relevant stakeholders. (See also “customer requirement.”) 

customer 
requirement 

The result of eliciting, consolidating, and resolving conflicts 
among the needs, expectations, constraints, and interfaces 
of the product’s relevant stakeholders in a way that is 
acceptable to the customer. (See also “customer.”) 
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data Recorded information, regardless of the form or method of 
recording, including technical data, computer software 
documents, financial information, management information, 
representation of facts, numbers, or datum of any nature 
that can be communicated, stored, and processed. 

data management The disciplined processes and systems that plan for, 
acquire, and provide stewardship for business and technical 
data, consistent with data requirements, throughout the data 
lifecycle. 

defect density Number of defects per unit of product size (e.g., problem 
reports per thousand lines of code). 

defined process A managed process that is tailored from the organization’s 
set of standard processes according to the organization’s 
tailoring guidelines; has a maintained process description; 
and contributes work products, measures, and other 
process improvement information to organizational process 
assets. (See also “managed process” and “measure.”) 

deliverable An item to be provided to an acquirer or other designated 
recipient as specified in an agreement. This item can be a 
document, hardware item, software item, service, or any 
type of work product. (See also “acquirer.”) 

derived measure Measure that is defined as a function of two or more values 
of base measures. (See also “base measure.”) 

derived 
requirements 

Requirements that are not explicitly stated in customer 
requirements but are inferred (1) from contextual 
requirements (e.g., applicable standards, laws, policies, 
common practices, and management decisions) or (2) from 
requirements needed to specify a product or service 
component. Derived requirements can also arise during 
analysis and design of components of the product or 
service. (See also “product requirements.”) 

design review A formal, documented, comprehensive, and systematic 
examination of a design to determine if the design meets 
the applicable requirements, to identify problems, and to 
propose solutions. 

development In the CMMI Product Suite, not only development activities 
but also maintenance activities. Development projects that 
benefit from CMMI best practices can focus on 
development, maintenance, or both. 
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development plan A plan for guiding, implementing, and controlling the design 
and development of one or more products or services. (See 
also “product lifecycle” and “project plan.”) 

discipline In the CMMI Product Suite, the bodies of knowledge 
available when selecting a CMMI model (e.g., systems 
engineering). The CMMI Product Team envisions that other 
bodies of knowledge will be integrated into the CMMI 
Framework in the future. 

document A collection of data, regardless of the medium on which it is 
recorded, that generally has permanence and can be read 
by humans or machines. So, documents include both paper 
and electronic documents. 

enterprise The full composition of a company. A company may consist 
of many organizations in many locations with different 
customers. (See also “organization.”) 

entry criteria States of being that must be present before an effort can 
begin successfully. 

equivalent staging A target staging, created using the continuous 
representation, which is defined so that the results of using 
the target staging can be compared to maturity levels of the 
staged representation. (See also “capability level profile,” 
“maturity level,” “target profile,” and “target staging.”) 

Such staging permits benchmarking of progress among organizations, 
enterprises, and projects, regardless of the CMMI representation used. 
The organization may implement components of CMMI models beyond 
those reported as part of equivalent staging. Equivalent staging is only a 
measure to relate how the organization is compared to other 
organizations in terms of maturity levels. 

establish and 
maintain 

This phrase means more than a combination of its 
component terms; it includes documentation and usage. For 
example, “Establish and maintain an organizational policy 
for planning and performing the organizational process 
focus process” means that not only must a policy be 
formulated, but it also must be documented and it must be 
used throughout the organization. 

evidence (See “objective evidence.”) 

executive (See “senior manager.”) 

exit criteria States of being that must be present before an effort can 
end successfully. 
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expected CMMI 
components 

CMMI components that explain what may be done to satisfy 
a required CMMI component. Model users can implement 
the expected components explicitly or implement equivalent 
alternative practices to these components. Specific and 
generic practices are expected model components. 

findings (See “appraisal findings.”) 

formal evaluation 
process 

A structured approach to evaluating alternative solutions 
against established criteria to determine a recommended 
solution to address an issue. 

framework (See “CMMI Framework.”) 

functional analysis Examination of a defined function to identify all the 
subfunctions necessary to accomplish that function; 
identification of functional relationships and interfaces 
(internal and external) and capturing these in a functional 
architecture; and flow down of upper level performance 
requirements and assignment of these requirements to 
lower level subfunctions. (See also “functional 
architecture.”) 

functional 
architecture 

The hierarchical arrangement of functions, their internal and 
external (external to the aggregation itself) functional 
interfaces and external physical interfaces, their respective 
functional and performance requirements, and their design 
constraints. 

functional 
configuration audit 

An audit conducted to verify that the development of a 
configuration item has been completed satisfactorily, that 
the item has achieved the performance and functional 
characteristics specified in the functional or allocated 
configuration identification, and that its operational and 
support documents are complete and satisfactory. (See also 
“configuration audit,” “configuration management,” and 
“physical configuration audit.”) 

generic goal A required model component that describes characteristics 
that must be present to institutionalize processes that 
implement a process area. (See also “institutionalization.”) 

generic practice An expected model component that is considered important 
in achieving the associated generic goal. The generic 
practices associated with a generic goal describe the 
activities that are expected to result in achievement of the 
generic goal and contribute to the institutionalization of the 
processes associated with a process area. 
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generic practice 
elaboration 

An informative model component that appears after a 
generic practice to provide guidance on how the generic 
practice should be applied to the process area. (This model 
component is not present in all CMMI models.) 

goal A required CMMI component that can be either a generic 
goal or a specific goal. The word goal in a CMMI model 
always refers to a model component (e.g., generic goal and 
specific goal). (See also “generic goal,” “objective,” and 
“specific goal.”) 

hardware 
engineering 

The application of a systematic, disciplined, and quantifiable 
approach to transforming a set of requirements that 
represent the collection of stakeholder needs, expectations, 
and constraints, using documented techniques and 
technology to design, implement, and maintain a tangible 
product. (See also “software engineering” and “systems 
engineering.”) 

In CMMI, hardware engineering represents all technical fields (e.g., 
electrical or mechanical) that transform requirements and ideas into 
tangible and producible products.  

higher level 
management 

The person or persons who provide the policy and overall 
guidance for the process but do not provide the direct day-
to-day monitoring and controlling of the process. Such 
persons belong to a level of management in the 
organization above the immediate level responsible for the 
process and can be (but are not necessarily) senior 
managers. (See also “senior manager.”) 

incomplete process A process that is not performed or is performed only 
partially (also known as capability level 0). One or more of 
the specific goals of the process area are not satisfied. 

informative CMMI 
components 

CMMI components that help model users understand the 
required and expected components of a model. These 
components can contain examples, detailed explanations, 
or other helpful information. Subpractices, notes, 
references, goal titles, practice titles, sources, typical work 
products, amplifications, and generic practice elaborations 
are informative model components. 

institutionalization The ingrained way of doing business that an organization 
follows routinely as part of its corporate culture. 
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integrated team A group of people with complementary skills and expertise 
who are committed to delivering specified work products in 
timely collaboration. Integrated team members provide skills 
and advocacy appropriate to all phases of the work 
products’ life and are collectively responsible for delivering 
work products as specified. An integrated team should 
include empowered representatives from organizations, 
disciplines, and functions that have a stake in the success 
of the work products. 

interface control In configuration management, the process of (1) identifying 
all functional and physical characteristics relevant to the 
interfacing of two or more configuration items provided by 
one or more organizations and (2) ensuring that proposed 
changes to these characteristics are evaluated and 
approved prior to implementation. (See also “configuration 
item” and “configuration management.”) 

lifecycle model A partitioning of the life of a product, service, or project into 
phases. 

managed process A performed process that is planned and executed in 
accordance with policy; employs skilled people having 
adequate resources to produce controlled outputs; involves 
relevant stakeholders; is monitored, controlled, and 
reviewed; and is evaluated for adherence to its process 
description. (See also “performed process.”) 

manager In the CMMI Product Suite, a person who provides technical 
and administrative direction and control to those performing 
tasks or activities within the manager’s area of 
responsibility. The traditional functions of a manager include 
planning, organizing, directing, and controlling work within 
an area of responsibility. 

maturity level Degree of process improvement across a predefined set of 
process areas in which all goals in the set are attained. (See 
also “capability level” and “process area.”) 

measure (noun) Variable to which a value is assigned as a result of 
measurement. (See also “base measure,” “derived 
measure,” and “measurement.”) 

measurement A set of operations to determine the value of a measure. 
(See also “measure.”) 

memorandum of 
agreement 

Binding document of understanding or agreement between 
two or more parties. Also known as a “memorandum of 
understanding.” 
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natural bounds The inherent process reflected by measures of process 
performance; sometimes referred to as “voice of the 
process.” 

Techniques such as control charts, confidence intervals, and prediction 
intervals are used to determine whether the variation is due to common 
causes (i.e., the process is predictable or stable) or is due to some 
special cause that can and should be identified and removed. (See also 
“measure” and “process performance.”)  

nondevelopmental 
item 

An item that was developed prior to its current use in an 
acquisition or development process. Such an item may 
require minor modifications to meet the requirements of its 
current intended use. 

nontechnical 
requirements  

Requirements affecting product and service acquisition or 
development that are not properties of the product or 
service. 

Examples include numbers of products or services to be delivered, data 
rights for delivered COTS nondevelopmental items, delivery dates, and 
milestones with exit criteria. Other nontechnical requirements include 
work constraints associated with training, site provisions, and deployment 
schedules.  

objective When used as a noun in the CMMI Product Suite, the term 
objective replaces the word goal as used in its common 
everyday sense, since the word goal is reserved for use 
when referring to CMMI model components called specific 
goals and generic goals. (See also “goal.”) 

objective evidence As used in CMMI appraisal materials, documents or 
interview results used as indicators of the implementation or 
institutionalization of model practices. Sources of objective 
evidence can include instruments, presentations, 
documents, and interviews. (See also “institutionalization.”)  

objectively evaluate To review activities and work products against criteria that 
minimize subjectivity and bias by the reviewer. An example 
of an objective evaluation is an audit against requirements, 
standards, or procedures by an independent quality 
assurance function. (See also “audit.”) 

observation As used in CMMI appraisal materials, a written record that 
represents the appraisal team members’ understanding of 
information either seen or heard during appraisal data 
collection activities. The written record may take the form of 
a statement or may take alternative forms as long as the 
content is preserved. 
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operational concept A general description of the way in which an entity is used 
or operates. (Also known as “concept of operations.”) 

operational scenario A description of an imagined sequence of events that 
includes the interaction of the product or service with its 
environment and users, as well as interaction among its 
product or service components. Operational scenarios are 
used to evaluate the requirements and design of the system 
and to verify and validate the system.  

optimizing process A quantitatively managed process that is improved based 
on an understanding of the common causes of variation 
inherent in the process. The focus of an optimizing process 
is on continually improving the range of process 
performance through both incremental and innovative 
improvements. (See also “common cause of process 
variation,” “defined process,” and “quantitatively managed 
process.”) 

organization An administrative structure in which people collectively 
manage one or more projects as a whole and whose 
projects share a senior manager and operate under the 
same policies. However, the word organization as used 
throughout CMMI models can also apply to one person who 
performs a function in a small organization that might be 
performed by a group of people in a large organization. 
(See also “enterprise” and “organizational unit.”) 

organizational 
maturity 

The extent to which an organization has explicitly and 
consistently deployed processes that are documented, 
managed, measured, controlled, and continually improved. 
Organizational maturity may be measured via appraisals. 

organizational 
policy 

A guiding principle typically established by senior 
management that is adopted by an organization to influence 
and determine decisions. 

organizational 
process assets 

Artifacts that relate to describing, implementing, and 
improving processes (e.g., policies, measurements, process 
descriptions, and process implementation support tools). 
The term process assets is used to indicate that these 
artifacts are developed or acquired to meet the business 
objectives of the organization and that they represent 
investments by the organization that are expected to 
provide current and future business value. (See also 
“process asset library.”) 
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organizational unit The part of an organization that is the subject of an 
appraisal. An organizational unit deploys one or more 
processes that have a coherent process context and 
operates within a coherent set of business objectives. An 
organizational unit is typically part of a larger organization, 
although in a small organization the organizational unit may 
be the whole organization. 

organization’s 
business objectives 

Senior management developed strategies designed to 
ensure an organization’s continued existence and enhance 
its profitability, market share, and other factors influencing 
the organization’s success. (See also “quality and process-
performance objectives” and “quantitative objective.”) 

Such objectives may include reducing the number of change requests 
during a system’s integration phase, reducing development cycle time, 
increasing the number of errors found in a product’s first or second phase 
of development, and reducing the number of customer-reported defects 
when applied to systems engineering activities. 

organization’s 
measurement 
repository 

A repository used to collect and make measurement data 
available on processes and work products, particularly as 
they relate to the organization’s set of standard processes. 
This repository contains or references actual measurement 
data and related information needed to understand and 
analyze measurement data. 

organization’s 
process asset 
library 

A library of information used to store and make process 
assets available that are useful to those who are defining, 
implementing, and managing processes in the organization. 
This library contains process assets that include process-
related documentation such as policies, defined processes, 
checklists, lessons-learned documents, templates, 
standards, procedures, plans, and training materials. 

organization’s set of 
standard processes 

A collection of definitions of the processes that guide 
activities in an organization. These process descriptions 
cover the fundamental process elements (and their 
relationships to each other, such as ordering and interfaces) 
that must be incorporated into the defined processes that 
are implemented in projects across the organization. A 
standard process enables consistent development and 
maintenance activities across the organization and is 
essential for long-term stability and improvement. (See also 
“defined process” and “process element.”) 

outsourcing (See “acquisition.”) 
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peer review The review of work products performed by peers during 
development of the work products to identify defects for 
removal. The term peer review is used in the CMMI Product 
Suite instead of the term work product inspection. (See also 
“work product.”) 

performed process A process that accomplishes the needed work to produce 
work products. The specific goals of the process area are 
satisfied. 

physical 
configuration audit 

An audit conducted to verify that a configuration item, as 
built, conforms to the technical documentation that defines 
and describes it. (See also “configuration audit,” 
“configuration management,” and “functional configuration 
audit.”) 

planned process A process that is documented by both a description and a 
plan. The description and plan should be coordinated, and 
the plan should include standards, requirements, objectives, 
resources, and assignments. 

policy (See “organizational policy.”) 

process In the CMMI Product Suite, activities that can be recognized 
as implementations of practices in a CMMI model. These 
activities can be mapped to one or more practices in CMMI 
process areas to allow a model to be useful for process 
improvement and process appraisal. (See also “process 
area,” “subprocess,” and “process element.”) 

There is a special use of the phrase the process in the statements and 
descriptions of the generic goals and generic practices. The process, as 
used in Part Two, is the process or processes that implement the process 
area. 

process action plan A plan, usually resulting from appraisals, that documents 
how specific improvements targeting the weaknesses 
uncovered by an appraisal will be implemented. 

process action team A team that has the responsibility to develop and implement 
process improvement activities for an organization as 
documented in a process action plan. 

process and 
technology 
improvements 

Incremental and innovative improvements to processes and 
to process, product, or service technologies.  
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process architecture The ordering, interfaces, interdependencies, and other 
relationships among the process elements in a standard 
process. Process architecture also describes the interfaces, 
interdependencies, and other relationships between process 
elements and external processes (e.g., contract 
management). 

process area A cluster of related practices in an area that, when 
implemented collectively, satisfies a set of goals considered 
important for making improvement in that area. All CMMI 
process areas are common to both continuous and staged 
representations. 

process asset Anything the organization considers useful in attaining the 
goals of a process area. (See also “organizational process 
assets.”) 

process asset 
library 

A collection of process asset holdings that can be used by 
an organization or project. (See also “organization’s process 
asset library.”) 

process attribute A measurable characteristic of process capability applicable 
to any process. 

process capability The range of expected results that can be achieved by 
following a process. 

process context The set of factors, documented in the appraisal input, that 
influences the judgment and comparability of appraisal 
ratings. 

These factors include but are not limited to (a) the size of the 
organizational unit to be appraised; (b) the demographics of the 
organizational unit; (c) the application domain of the products or services; 
(d) the size, criticality, and complexity of the products or services; and (e) 
the quality characteristics of the products or services. 

process definition The act of defining and describing a process. The result of 
process definition is a process description. (See also 
“process description.”) 
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process description A documented expression of a set of activities performed to 
achieve a given purpose. 

A process description provides an operational definition of the major 
components of a process. The description specifies, in a complete, 
precise, and verifiable manner, the requirements, design, behavior, or 
other characteristics of a process. It also may include procedures for 
determining whether these provisions have been satisfied. Process 
descriptions can be found at the activity, project, or organizational level. 

process element The fundamental unit of a process. A process can be 
defined in terms of subprocesses or process elements. A 
subprocess can be further decomposed into subprocesses 
or process elements; a process element cannot. (See also 
“process” and “subprocess.”) 

Each process element covers a closely related set of activities (e.g., 
estimating element and peer review element). Process elements can be 
portrayed using templates to be completed, abstractions to be refined, or 
descriptions to be modified or used. A process element can be an activity 
or task. 

process group A collection of specialists who facilitate the definition, 
maintenance, and improvement of processes used by the 
organization. 

process 
improvement 

A program of activities designed to improve the 
performance and maturity of the organization’s processes, 
and the results of such a program. 

process 
improvement 
objectives 

A set of target characteristics established to guide the effort 
to improve an existing process in a specific, measurable 
way either in terms of resultant product or service 
characteristics (e.g., quality, performance, and conformance 
to standards) or in the way in which the process is executed 
(e.g., elimination of redundant process steps, combination 
of process steps, and improvement of cycle time). (See also 
“organization’s business objectives” and “quantitative 
objective.”)  

process 
improvement plan 

A plan for achieving organizational process improvement 
objectives based on a thorough understanding of current 
strengths and weaknesses of the organization’s processes 
and process assets. 

process 
measurement 

A set of operations used to determine values of measures of 
a process and its resulting products or services for the 
purpose of characterizing and understanding the process. 
(See also “measurement.”)  
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process owner The person (or team) responsible for defining and 
maintaining a process. At the organizational level, the 
process owner is the person (or team) responsible for the 
description of a standard process; at the project level, the 
process owner is the person (or team) responsible for the 
description of the defined process. A process may therefore 
have multiple owners at different levels of responsibility. 
(See also “defined process” and “standard process.”) 

process 
performance 

A measure of actual results achieved by following a 
process. It is characterized by both process measures (e.g., 
effort, cycle time, and defect removal efficiency) and product 
or service measures (e.g., reliability, defect density, and 
response time). (See also “measure.”)  

process-
performance 
baseline 

A documented characterization of actual results achieved by 
following a process, which is used as a benchmark for 
comparing actual process performance against expected 
process performance. (See also “process performance.”) 

process-
performance model 

A description of relationships among attributes of a process 
and its work products that is developed from historical 
process-performance data and calibrated using collected 
process and product or service measures from the project 
and that are used to predict results to be achieved by 
following a process. (See also “measure.”)  

process tailoring Making, altering, or adapting a process description for a 
particular end. For example, a project tailors its defined 
process from the organization’s set of standard processes 
to meet objectives, constraints, and the environment of the 
project. (See also “defined process,” “organization’s set of 
standard processes,” and “process description.”) 

product In the CMMI Product Suite, a work product that is intended 
for delivery to a customer or end user. The form of a product 
can vary in different contexts. (See also “customer,” 
“product component,” “service” and “work product.”) 

product component In the CMMI Product Suite, a work product that is a lower 
level component of the product. Product components are 
integrated to produce the product. There may be multiple 
levels of product components. (See also “product” and 
“work product.”) 

Throughout the process areas, where the terms product and product 
component are used, they are intended to include service and service 
component and should be interpreted in that way.  
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product component 
requirements 

A complete specification of a product or service component, 
including fit, form, function, performance, and any other 
requirement.  

product lifecycle The period of time, consisting of phases, that begins when a 
product or service is conceived and ends when the product 
or service is no longer available for use. Since an 
organization may be producing multiple products or services 
for multiple customers, one description of a product lifecycle 
may not be adequate. Therefore, the organization may 
define a set of approved product lifecycle models. These 
models are typically found in published literature and are 
likely to be tailored for use in an organization. 

A product lifecycle could consist of the following phases: (1) concept and 
vision, (2) feasibility, (3) design/development, (4) production, and (5) 
phase out. 

product line A group of products or services sharing a common, 
managed set of features that satisfy specific needs of a 
selected market or mission.  

product-related 
lifecycle processes 

Processes associated with a product or service throughout 
one or more phases of its life (e.g., from conception through 
disposal), such as manufacturing and support processes.  

product 
requirements 

A refinement of customer requirements into the developers’ 
language, making implicit requirements into explicit derived 
requirements. (See also “derived requirements” and 
“product component requirements.”) 

The developer uses product requirements to guide the design and 
building of the product or service.  

product suite (See “CMMI Product Suite.”) 

profile (See “achievement profile” and “target profile.”) 

program (1) A project. (2) A collection of related projects and the 
infrastructure that supports them, including objectives, 
methods, activities, plans, and success measures. (See 
also “project.”) 
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project In the CMMI Product Suite, a managed set of interrelated 
resources that delivers one or more products or services to 
a customer or end user. A project has a definite beginning 
(i.e., project startup) and typically operates according to a 
plan. Such a plan is frequently documented and specifies 
what is to be delivered or implemented, the resources and 
funds to be used, the work to be done, and a schedule for 
doing the work. A project can be composed of projects. 
(See also “project startup.”)  

project manager In the CMMI Product Suite, the person responsible for 
planning, directing, controlling, structuring, and motivating 
the project. The project manager is responsible for 
satisfying the customer. 

project plan A plan that provides the basis for performing and controlling 
the project’s activities, which addresses the commitments to 
the project’s customer. 

Project planning includes estimating the attributes of work products and 
tasks, determining the resources needed, negotiating commitments, 
producing a schedule, and identifying and analyzing project risks. 
Iterating through these activities may be necessary to establish the 
project plan. 

project progress 
and performance 

What a project achieves with respect to implementing 
project plans, including effort, cost, schedule, and technical 
performance. (See also “technical performance.”)  

project startup When a set of interrelated resources are directed to develop 
or deliver one or more products or services for a customer 
or end user. (See also “project.”)  

project’s defined 
process 

The integrated and defined process that is tailored from the 
organization’s set of standard processes. (See also “defined 
process.”) 
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prototype A preliminary type, form, or instance of a product, service, 
product component, or service component that serves as a 
model for later stages or for the final, complete version of 
the product or service. 

This model (e.g., physical, electronic, digital, and analytical) can be used 
for the following (and other) purposes: 

• Assessing the feasibility of a new or unfamiliar technology 

• Assessing or mitigating technical risk 

• Validating requirements 

• Demonstrating critical features 

• Qualifying a product or service 

• Qualifying a process 

• Characterizing performance or features of the product or service 

• Elucidating physical principles 

quality The ability of a set of inherent characteristics of a product, 
service, product component, service component, or process 
to fulfill requirements of customers.  

quality and process-
performance 
objectives 

Objectives and requirements for product quality, service 
quality, and process performance. 

Process-performance objectives include quality; however, to emphasize 
the importance of quality in the CMMI Product Suite, the phrase quality 
and process-performance objectives is used rather than just process-
performance objectives. 

quality assurance A planned and systematic means for assuring management 
that the defined standards, practices, procedures, and 
methods of the process are applied. 

quantitative 
objective 

Desired target value expressed as quantitative measures. 
(See also “measure,” “process improvement objectives,” 
and “quality and process-performance objectives.”)  

quantitatively 
managed process 

A defined process that is controlled using statistical and 
other quantitative techniques. The product quality, service 
quality, and process-performance attributes are measurable 
and controlled throughout the project. (See also “defined 
process,” “optimizing process,” and “statistically managed 
process.”) 

rating (See “appraisal rating.”) 
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reference An informative model component that points to additional or 
more detailed information in related process areas. 

reference model A model that is used as a benchmark for measuring an 
attribute. 

relevant stakeholder A stakeholder that is identified for involvement in specified 
activities and is included in a plan. (See also “stakeholder.”) 

representation The organization, use, and presentation of a CMM’s 
components. Overall, two types of approaches to presenting 
best practices are evident: the staged representation and 
the continuous representation. 

required CMMI 
components 

CMMI components that are essential to achieving process 
improvement in a given process area. These components 
are used in appraisals to determine process capability. 
Specific goals and generic goals are required model 
components. 

requirement (1) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a 
problem or achieve an objective. (2) A condition or 
capability that must be met or possessed by a product, 
service, product component, or service component to satisfy 
a supplier agreement, standard, specification, or other 
formally imposed documents. (3) A documented 
representation of a condition or capability as in (1) or (2). 
(See also “supplier agreement.”)  

requirements 
analysis 

The determination of product- or service-specific 
performance and functional characteristics based on 
analyses of customer needs, expectations, and constraints; 
operational concept; projected utilization environments for 
people, products, services, and processes; and measures of 
effectiveness. (See also “operational concept.”)  

requirements 
elicitation 

Using systematic techniques, such as prototypes and 
structured surveys, to proactively identify and document 
customer and end-user needs. 

requirements 
management 

The management of all requirements received by or 
generated by the project, including both technical and 
nontechnical requirements as well as those requirements 
levied on the project by the organization. (See also 
“nontechnical requirement.”)  

requirements 
traceability 

A discernable association between requirements and 
related requirements, implementations, and verifications. 
(See also “bidirectional traceability” and “traceability.”) 
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return on 
investment 

The ratio of revenue from output (product or service) to 
production costs, which determines whether an organization 
benefits from performing an action to produce something.  

risk analysis The evaluation, classification, and prioritization of risks. 

risk identification An organized, thorough approach to seek out probable or 
realistic risks in achieving objectives. 

risk management An organized, analytic process to identify what might cause 
harm or loss (identify risks); to assess and quantify the 
identified risks; and to develop and, if needed, implement an 
appropriate approach to prevent or handle causes of risk 
that could result in significant harm or loss. 

risk management 
strategy 

An organized, technical approach to identify what might 
cause harm or loss (identify risks); to assess and quantify 
the identified risks; and to develop and, if needed, 
implement an appropriate approach to prevent or handle 
causes of risk that could result in significant harm or loss. 

Typically, risk management is performed for project, organization, or 
product or service developing organizational units.  

root cause A source of a defect such that if it is removed, the defect is 
decreased or removed. 

senior manager In the CMMI Product Suite, a management role at a high 
enough level in an organization that the primary focus of the 
person filling the role is the long-term vitality of the 
organization rather than short-term project concerns and 
pressures. A senior manager has authority to direct the 
allocation or reallocation of resources in support of 
organizational process improvement effectiveness. (See 
also “higher level management.”) 

A senior manager can be any manager who satisfies this description, 
including the head of the organization. Synonyms for senior manager 
include executive and top-level manager. However, to ensure consistency 
and usability, these synonyms are not used in CMMI models. 

service In the CMMI Product Suite, a service is a product that is 
intangible and non-storable. (See also “product,” “customer,” 
and “work product.”) 

service level Current performance related to an agreed-on service level 
measure. (See also “measure” and “service.”)  
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service level 
agreement 

Written agreement that documents agreed-on performance 
targets for agreed-on service level measures. (See also 
“measure” and “service.”)  

service level 
measure 

Measure of service performance that can be used as a 
target for acceptable results or behavior. (See also 
“measure” and “service.”)  

shared vision A common understanding of guiding principles, including 
mission, objectives, expected behavior, values, and final 
outcomes, which are developed and used by a project. 

software 
engineering 

(1) The application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable 
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance 
of software. (2) The study of approaches as in (1). (See also 
“hardware engineering,” and “systems engineering.”) 

solicitation The process of preparing a package to be used in selecting 
a supplier. (See also “solicitation package.”) 

solicitation package A collection of formal documents that includes a description 
of the desired form of response from a potential supplier, 
the relevant statement of work for the supplier, and required 
provisions in the supplier agreement. 

special cause of 
process variation 

A cause of a defect that is specific to some transient 
circumstance and is not an inherent part of a process. (See 
also “common cause of process variation.”) 

specific goal A required model component that describes the unique 
characteristics that must be present to satisfy the process 
area. (See also “capability level,” “generic goal,” 
“organization’s business objectives,” and “process area.”) 

specific practice An expected model component that is considered important 
in achieving the associated specific goal. The specific 
practices describe the activities expected to result in 
achievement of the specific goals of a process area. (See 
also “process area” and “specific goal.”) 

stable process The state in which all special causes of process variation 
have been removed and prevented from recurring so that 
only common causes of process variation of the process 
remain. (See also “capable process,” “common cause of 
process variation,” “special cause of process variation,” 
“standard process,” and “statistically managed process.”) 
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staged 
representation 

A model structure wherein attaining the goals of a set of 
process areas establishes a maturity level; each level builds 
a foundation for subsequent levels. (See also “maturity 
level” and “process area.”) 

stakeholder In the CMMI Product Suite, a group or individual that is 
affected by or is in some way accountable for the outcome 
of an undertaking. Stakeholders may include project 
members, suppliers, customers, end users, and others. 
(See also “customer” and “relevant stakeholder.”) 

standard (noun) Formal requirements developed and used to prescribe 
consistent approaches to development (e.g., ISO/IEC 
standards, IEEE standards, and organizational standards). 

Instead of using standard as an adjective in its common 
everyday sense, we use another term that means the same 
thing (e.g., typical, traditional, usual, or customary).  

standard process An operational definition of the basic process that guides 
the establishment of a common process in an organization. 

A standard process describes the fundamental process elements that are 
expected to be incorporated into any defined process. It also describes 
relationships (e.g., ordering and interfaces) among these process 
elements. (See also “defined process.”) 

statement of work A description of work to be performed.  

statistical 
predictability 

The performance of a quantitative process that is controlled 
using statistical and other quantitative techniques. 

statistical process 
control 

Statistically based analysis of a process and measures of 
process performance, which identify common and special 
causes of variation in process performance and maintain 
process performance within limits. (See also “common 
cause of process variation,” “special cause of process 
variation,” and “statistically managed process.”) 

statistical 
techniques 

An analytic technique that employs statistical methods (e.g., 
statistical process control, confidence intervals, and 
prediction intervals). 
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statistically 
managed process 

A process that is managed by a statistically based 
technique in which processes are analyzed, special causes 
of process variation are identified, and performance is 
contained within well-defined limits. (See also “capable 
process,” “special cause of process variation,” “stable 
process,” “standard process,” and “statistical process 
control.”) 

subpractice An informative model component that provides guidance for 
interpreting and implementing specific or generic practices. 
Subpractices may be worded as if prescriptive, but they are 
actually meant only to provide ideas that may be useful for 
process improvement. 

subprocess A process that is part of a larger process. A subprocess can 
be decomposed into subprocesses and/or process 
elements. (See also “process,” “process description,” and 
“process element.”) 

supplier  (1) An entity delivering products or performing services 
being acquired. (2) An individual, partnership, company, 
corporation, association, or other service having an 
agreement with an acquirer for the design, development, 
manufacture, maintenance, modification, or supply of items 
under the terms of an agreement. (See also “acquirer.”)  

supplier agreement A documented agreement between the acquirer and 
supplier (e.g., contract, license, or memorandum of 
agreement).  

sustainment The processes used to ensure that a product or service 
remains operational.  

systems 
engineering 

The interdisciplinary approach governing the total technical 
and managerial effort required to transform a set of 
customer needs, expectations, and constraints into a 
solution and to support that solution throughout its life. (See 
also “hardware engineering” and “software engineering.”) 

This approach includes the definition of technical performance measures, 
the integration of engineering specialties toward the establishment of an 
architecture, and the definition of supporting lifecycle processes that 
balance cost, performance, and schedule objectives. 

system of systems A set or arrangement of systems that results when 
independent and useful systems are integrated into a large 
system that delivers unique capabilities. 
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tailoring Tailoring a process makes, alters, or adapts a process 
description for a particular end. For example, a project 
establishes its defined process by tailoring from the 
organization’s set of standard processes to meet the 
objectives, constraints, and environment of the project. 

tailoring guidelines Organizational guidelines that enable projects, groups, and 
organizational functions to appropriately adapt standard 
processes for their use. The organization’s set of standard 
processes is described at a general level that may not be 
directly usable to perform a process. 

Tailoring guidelines aid those who establish the defined processes for 
projects. Tailoring guidelines cover (1) selecting a standard process, (2) 
selecting an approved lifecycle model, and (3) tailoring the selected 
standard process and lifecycle model to fit project needs. Tailoring 
guidelines describe what can and cannot be modified and identify 
process components that are candidates for modification. 

target profile In the continuous representation, a list of process areas and 
their corresponding capability levels that represent an 
objective for process improvement. (See also “achievement 
profile” and “capability level profile.”) 

target staging In the continuous representation, a sequence of target 
profiles that describes the path of process improvement to 
be followed by the organization. (See also “achievement 
profile,” “capability level profile,” and “target profile.”) 

technical 
performance 

Characteristic of a process, product, or service, generally 
defined by a functional or technical requirement (e.g., 
estimating accuracy, user functions, security functions, 
response time, component accuracy, maximum weight, 
minimum throughput, and allowable range).  

technical 
performance 
measure 

Precisely defined technical measure of a requirement, 
capability, or some combination of requirements and 
capabilities. (See also “measure.”)  

technical 
requirements 

Properties (i.e., attributes) of products or services to be 
acquired or developed. 

test procedure Detailed instructions for the setup, execution, and 
evaluation of results for a given test. 

traceability A discernable association among two or more logical 
entities such as requirements, system elements, 
verifications, or tasks. (See also “bidirectional traceability” 
and “requirements traceability.”) 
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trade study An evaluation of alternatives, based on criteria and 
systematic analysis, to select the best alternative for 
attaining determined objectives. 

training Formal and informal learning options, which may include in-
class training, informal mentoring, Web-based training, 
guided self-study, and formalized on-the-job training 
programs. The learning options selected for each situation 
are based on an assessment of the need for training and 
the performance gap to be addressed. 

typical work product An informative model component that provides sample 
outputs from a specific practice. These examples are called 
typical work products because there are often other work 
products that are just as effective but are not listed. 

unit testing Testing of individual hardware or software units or groups of 
related units. (See also “acceptance testing.”) 

validation Confirmation that the product or service, as provided (or as 
it will be provided), will fulfill its intended use. In other words, 
validation ensures that “you built the right thing.” (See also 
“verification.”)  

verification Confirmation that work products properly reflect the 
requirements specified for them. In other words, verification 
ensures that “you built it right.” (See also “validation.”) 

version control The establishment and maintenance of baselines and the 
identification of changes to baselines that make it possible 
to return to the previous baseline. 

work breakdown 
structure (WBS) 

An arrangement of work elements, and their relationship to 
each other and to the end product or service.  

work product In the CMMI Product Suite, a useful result of a process. This 
can include files, documents, products, parts of a product, 
services, process descriptions, specifications, and invoices. 
A key distinction between a work product and a product 
component is that a work product is not necessarily part of 
the end product. (See also “product” and “product 
component.”) 

In CMMI models, the definition of “work product” includes services, 
however, the phrase “work products and services” is used to emphasize 
the inclusion of services in the discussion. 
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work product and 
task attributes 

Characteristics of products, services, and project tasks used 
to help in estimating project work. These characteristics 
include items such as size, complexity, weight, form, fit, and 
function. They are typically used as one input to deriving 
other project and resource estimates (e.g., effort, cost, and 
schedule). 
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